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Nonlinear mechanics of drilling
B. Balachandran
Minta Martin Professor of Engineering Department of Mechanical Engineering
Faculty Member, Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computation University of Maryland,
College Park, MD 20742-3035
Drilling for petro-chemicals is an inherently complex process. From a mechanics standpoint,
models of this process are nonlinear in nature. For instance, sources of nonlinearities that can cause
undesirable and harmful vibrations in drill-strings include contact between the drill string and bore
hole, coupling between axial, torsional, and lateral motions as well as those associated with the
drag-bit cutting mechanics. The cutting action is a source of delay effects much like in a metal
cutting operation such as milling. Particular to these operations are state-dependent time delays. A
combination, of analytical, numerical, and experimental results obtained on drill-string dynamics
will be presented. Observed phenomena, which include forward and backward whirling motions
and stick-slip dynamics, will be discussed.
BALAKUMAR BALACHANDRAN – Short biography
Dr. Balachandran received his B. Tech (Naval Architecture) from the
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, India, M.S. (Aerospace
Engineering) from Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA and Ph.D.
(Engineering Mechanics) from Virginia Tech. Currently, he is a Minta
Martin Professor of Engineering at the University of Maryland, where
he has been since 1993. His research interests include nonlinear
phenomena, dynamics and vibrations, and control. The publications
that he has authored/co-authored include over ninety journal
publications, a Wiley textbook entitled “Applied Nonlinear Dynamics:
Analytical, Computational, and Experimental Methods” (1995, 2006),
a third edition of a textbook entitled “Vibrations” (2019) by Cambridge University Press, and a
co-edited Springer book entitled “Delay Differential Equations: Recent Advances and New
Directions” (2009). He holds four U.S. patents and one Japan patent, three related to fiber optic
sensors and two related to atomic force microscopy. He serves as a Contributing Editor of the
International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, and an Editor of the ASME Journal of
Computational and Nonlinear Dynamics. He is a Fellow of ASME and AIAA, and a senior
member of IEEE.

Surface elasticity with applications to material modelling at the
nano- and micro-scales
Eremeyev V. A.
Gdańsk University of Technology
eremeyev.victor@gmail.com / ul. Gabriela Narutowicza 11/12, 80-233 Gdańsk, Poland
The aim of the lecture is to discuss the applications of the surface elasticity to material
modelling such as determination of effective properties of materials and some related
phenomena as surface wave propagation. Within the surface elasticity in addition to the
constitutive equations in the bulk the surface stain energy or another constitutive relations at
the surface are introduced. Nowadays the most popular models of surface elasticity relates to
the models by Gurtin and Murdoch and by Steigmann and Ogden. Some other models are also
known in the literature, which can describe surface/interface related phenomena. The presence
of the surface strain energy and surface stresses may significantly change the properties of
solutions of the corresponding boundary-value problems.
The first part of the lecture is devoted to the introduction of the useful surface elasticity models.
From the physical point of view these models corresponds to an elastic solid with attached to
its boundary an elastic membrane or shell. The corresponding boundary dynamic boundary
conditions are derived at the smooth parts of the boundary as well as at edges and corner points.
Let us underline that these conditions include also dynamic terms. As a result, we have here a
dynamic generalization of the Laplace-Young equation known from the theory of capillarity.
Second, we discuss the influence of the surface stresses at the effective stiffness parameters of
layered plates and shallow shells. For small deformations we derived the exact formulae for
modified tangent and bending stiffness parameters of the plates and shells. The influence of
residual surface stresses is also discussed.
Unlike to previous case where surface stresses are slightly changing the material properties,
there is another example of essential influence of surface properties. This example relates to the
propagation of anti-plane surface waves. We discuss some peculiarities of these waves’
propagation as well as some similarities with the strain gradient elasticity.
Finally, we discuss the microstructured coatings. These coatings constitute a new class of surface metamaterials called metasurfaces. Among applications of such coatings we consider
superhydrophobic and superoleophobic surfaces used for manufacturing of self-cleaning and
bactericide coatings. For coatings with complex inner microstructure we propose two steps of
homogenization for derivation of the effective surface properties. The main idea consists of
replacing thin coating of small but finite thickness by material surface with some effective
properties. Then these properties can be applied to previous results on the modification of
material properties considering surface elasticity.

VICTOR A. EREMEYEV – Short biography
Graduated Rostov State University (Rostov on Don, Russia) at 1985
(diploma in Mechanics with summa cum laude grade). Defended PhD in
Rostov State University in 1990 (title: The stability of two-phase
nonlinear thermo-elastic bodies). Awarded Dr. hab. (Doctor of science of
Physics & Mathematics) at Institute of Problems of Mechanical
Engineering of Russian Academy of Science, Saint-Petersburg (title:
Mechanics of two-phase bodies with microstructure under finite
deformations).
Scientific record: more than 160 publications indexed by Scopus, 13
written or edited books in English, Russian and Spanish. H-index: 29
(Web of Science), 31 (Scopus), 38 (Google Scholar).
Citations: >2200 (Web of Science); > 2700 citations (Scopus); >4400 (Google Scholar).
Employment history. Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Professor of Divisions of
Computer Science, Elasticity and Mathematical Modeling of Department of Mechanics &
Mathematics of Rostov State University/South Federal University, head of the laboratory of
smart materials in Southern Scientific center of Russian Academy of Science. Researcher at
Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg and Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg,
Germany. Professor at Rzeszów University of Technology, Rzeszów, Poland.
Actual affiliation: Gdańsk University of Technology, Gdańsk, Poland.
Interests. General theory of elastic and inelastic shells with applications applications. Theory
of continuum media with microstructures. Generalized media. Cosserat continua. Surface
stresses. Nonlinear elasticity. Phase transformations. Nano- and micromechanics.
Contacts: eremeyev.victor@gmail.com.
Web: http://orcid.org/0000-0002-8128-3262;
https://publons.com/researcher/1604042/victor-a-eremeyev/

Ten years of global digital volume correlation:
What has been achieved?
François Hild and Eikology team
Laboratoire de Mécanique et Technologie (LMT)
ENS Paris-Saclay, CNRS, University of Paris-Saclay, Cachan, France
The presentation aims at reviewing the major developments in global Digital Volume
Correlation (DVC) over the past ten years. In addition to its wider use with local approaches,
DVC has been extended to global approaches in which the displacement field is defined in a
dense way over the region of interest. Kinematic bases using finite element discretizations have
been selected. To further add mechanical content, elastic regularization has been introduced.
Last, integrated approaches use kinematic fields that are constructed from finite element
simulations with chosen constitutive equations. The material parameters (and/or boundary
conditions) then become the quantities of interest. These various implementations assume
different degrees of integration of mechanical knowledge about the analyzed experiment. First,
DVC can be considered as a stand-alone technique, which has seen its field of applications grow
over the last ten years. The measured displacement fields and post-processed strain fields are
reported. However, given the fact that it shares common kinematic bases with numerical
simulations, it can be easily combined with the latter. One route is to require local satisfaction
of equilibrium via mechanical regularization. Another route is to fully merge DVC analyses
and numerical simulations via integrated approaches. Different examples will illustrate how
these various integration steps can be tailored and what are the current challenges associated
with various approaches.
FRANÇOIS HILD – Short biography

François Hild, CNRS Research professor at the Laboratoire de
Mécanique et Technologie (LMT, ENS Paris-Saclay) where he
conducted most of his research, holds a PhD from the Pierre & Marie
Curie University (Paris 6), and from the University of California at
Santa-Barbara. Recently, he was awarded the CNRS 2017 silver medal
for all his work in mechanics of materials and structures. François Hild
was first interested in brittle fracture. He renewed the classical approach
to make the ingredients of the underlying statistical theory bear fruit
within a thermodynamically based and considerably broader mechanical
framework. The second “period” of François Hild’s work, in close collaboration with Dr.
Stéphane Roux, concerns the revolution in experimental mechanics through imaging-based fullfield measurements. In image correlation techniques, original approaches were developed,
which use modeling tools to analyze mechanical tests. All this work has been carried out in
very close collaboration with major industrial partners in the fields of energy, aeronautics and
space, transport and materials. It has been the subject of more than 250 journal articles, not to
mention the countless conference proceedings, book chapters or books. These publications
enjoy very strong recognition (as shown by its h-index of 50+). Patents and software licenses
also highlight the importance of intellectual property in these fields, and consolidate, for
example, the recent emergence of the start-up company “Eikosim” resulting from the scientific
production of his team.

Granular micromechanics: bridging grain interactions and
continuum descriptions
Anil Misra
Professor, Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering Department
The University of Kansas, Lawrence, amisra@ku.edu
Granular solids are ubiquitous and impact diverse areas of engineering and science ranging
from material development to biomaterials to geophysics. These materials span the spectrum
from highly consolidated dense solids formed of particulate precursors to soft membranes
formed of cell aggregations to confined packings of non-cohesive particles. In all their forms,
they represent a unique case of material system that have posed intractable challenges to the
description of their behavior. The grain-interactions play a paramount role in determining their
physical behavior. Thus, any mathematical description of their mechanical response begins
from the conception of grain-interactions. From this point of departure, either discrete or
continuum descriptions can be elaborated. Discrete models of granular materials aim to describe
their behavior by tracking grain trajectories in simulated grain assemblies according to
formulated equations of motions. Continuum models of granular materials, on the other hand,
aim to describe their behavior in an average sense while exploiting the paradigm of continuum
mechanics. For granular materials, however, success of these continuum models is predicated
upon how they treat grain-interactions and grain kinematics within the formulation. Discrete
simulation and continuum modeling are in this sense two competing/complementary methods
for analyzing the behavior of granular assemblies. With the aid of examples drawn from discrete
simulations and continuum models, and novel grain-scale experimental measurements, this
presentation will show why/where traditional approaches are not successful and challenge us to
seek innovations. The presentation will emphasize simplicity over complexity and primarily
follow energy and variational principles to deduce tractable and plausible models and
explanations. More than 2 decade old measured kinematics (displacements and rotations) in
disk assemblies [1] and new experiments with controlled grain interactions, will be utilized as
basis to motivate the granular micromechanics approach. This approach provides a paradigm
that bridges the discrete models to appropriate continuum model and obviates the need for
extensive mechano-morphological parameters required for discrete models. Through this
approach, a micromorphic continuum model connected to the grain-scale can be deduced [2]
which shows on one hand the type of information lost and on the other the advantages gained
when deriving this type of continuum model. The obtained model provides interesting
predictions for granular media. These include damage and failure in cementitious materials [3],
wave dispersions and frequency band gaps [4-5], and ability to design granular metamaterials
[6]. This presentation will discuss specific examples of findings based upon the granular
micromechanics continuum model (including those in [7-9]).
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ANIL MISRA – Short biography
Anil Misra received his bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from the
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India, and his M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. He is
currently a Professor in the Civil, Environmental and Architectural
Engineering Department of the University of Kansas, Lawrence. He
also serves as Associate Director of the University of Kansas Institute
for Bioengineering Research (KU-IBER). Dr. Misra has a broad
research interest that spans topics covering both basic and applied
aspects of mechanics of geomaterials, interfaces and biomaterials,
including analytical, computational and experimental granular
micromechanics, particle and atomistic methods, multi-scale modeling, constitutive behavior,
micro-macro correlations, and multi-modal material characterization using high resolution
techniques. He has co-edited four books; guest edited four journal special issues; and authored
more than 300 papers in journals, edited books and conference proceedings. He has made more
than 170 presentations of his research results at national and international fora. His research has
been funded by a variety of sources, including the United States National Science Foundation,
National Institute of Health, and private industry. He is active in various professional societies
where he has been honored with election to the grade of fellow. He serves as reviewer and
editorial board member of a number of journals as well as for funding agencies. He has been
honored with the 2017 Eugenio Beltrami Senior Scientist Prize, various research and teaching
awards at his home institutions, and Chair/Visiting Professorships at a number of international
universities. (webpage: http://people.ku.edu/~amisra/).

On seven- and twelve-parameter shell finite elements and nonlocal theories for composite structures
J. N. Reddy
Advanced Computational Mechanics Laboratory
Center of Innovations in Mechanics for Design and Manufacturing
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-3123 USA
jnreddy@tamu.edu; http://mechanics.tamu.edu
In this lecture, two separate topics are discussed: (1) shell finite elements based on sevenparameter and twelve-parameter shell theories for large deformation analysis of composite
shell structures and (2) non-local continuum mechanics theories. The seven-parameter
shell element is based on a modified first-order shell theory using a seven-parameter
expansion of the displacement field [1-3]. The twelve-parameter shell element is
developed using third-order thickness stretch kinematics. The non-local theories discussed
include higher gradient to truly nonlocal. An overview of the author’s recent research on
nonlocal elasticity and couple stress theories in formulating the governing equations of
functionally graded material beams and plates is presented. Two different nonlinear
gradient elasticity theories that account for (a) geometric nonlinearity and (b)
microstructure-dependent size effects are discussed to establish the connection between
them. The first theory is based on modified couple stress theory of Mindlin and the second
one is based on Srinivasa-Reddy gradient elasticity theory [4]. These two theories are used
to derive the governing equations of beams and plates [5]. In addition, the graph-based
finite element framework (GraFEA) suitable for the study of damage and fracture in brittle
materials will be discussed briefly. GraFEA stems from conventional finite element
method (FEM) by transforming it to a network representation based on the study by
Khodabakhshi, Reddy, and Srinivasa [6].
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J.N. REDDY – Short biography
Dr. Reddy is a Distinguished Professor, Regents’ Professor, and
inaugural holder of the Oscar S. Wyatt Endowed Chair in
Mechanical Engineering at Texas A&M University, College
Station, Texas. Dr. Reddy earned a Ph.D. in Engineering
Mechanics in 1974 from University of Alabama in Huntsville. He
worked as a Post-Doctoral Fellow in Texas Institute for
Computational Mechanics (TICOM) at the University of Texas at
Austin, Research Scientist for Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company, Huntsville, during l974-75, and taught at the University
of Oklahoma from 1975 to 1980, Virginia Polytechnic Institute &
State University from 1980 to 1992, and at Texas A&M University from 1992.
Dr. Reddy, an ISI highly-cited researcher, is known for his significant contributions
to the field of applied mechanics through the authorship of over 650 journal papers and 21
textbooks and the development of shear deformation plate and shell finite elements for
accurate determination of interlaminar stresses in composite structures, which have had
major impact on engineering education and practice. His pioneering work on the
development of shear deformation theories (that bear his name in the literature as the Reddy
third-order plate theory and the Reddy layerwise theory) have had a major impact on
engineering education and practice and have led to new research developments and
applications. No one since S.P. Timoshenko, has the same impact on engineering
mechanics education as Reddy through his well-received textbooks on variational
methods, continuum mechanics, linear and nonlinear finite element analysis, plates and
shells, and composite materials and structures.
In recent years, Reddy's research has focused on the development of robust shell
finite elements and nonlocal and non-classical continuum mechanics problems —
problems involving couple stresses, surface stress effects, discrete fracture and flow,
micropolar cohesive damage, and continuum plasticity of metals from considerations of
non-equilibrium thermodynamics.
Dr. Reddy has received numerous honors and awards (too many to list here). He is an
elected member of the US National Academy of Engineering and a Foreign Fellow of
the Canadian Academy of Engineering, the Indian National Academy of Engineering,
and the Brazilian National Academy of Engineering. Also, he received the Prager
Medal of the Society of Engineering Science, the 2016 ASME Medal from the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, the 2017 John von Neumann Medal from the US
Association for Computational Mechanics, and the from the American Society of Civil
Engineers. (webpage: http://mechanics.tamu.edu/).

Exploiting Global Dynamics to Unveil the Nonlinear Response
and Actual Safety of Systems and Structures
Giuseppe Rega
Sapienza University, Roma, Italy
In the last decade, global nonlinear dynamics has been evolving in a revolutionary way, with
the development of sophisticated techniques employing concepts/tools of dynamical systems,
bifurcation, and chaos theory, and applications to a wide variety of mechanical/structural
systems. The relevant achievements entail a substantial change of perspective in dealing with
vibration problems, and are ready to meaningfully affect the analysis, control, and design of
systems at different scales, also in multiphysics contexts [1]. The lecture aims at highlighting
the role played by global dynamics in unveiling the nonlinear response and actual safety of
engineering structures in different environments.
First, thermomechanical laminated plates with von Kármán nonlinearities, possible shear
deformability and consistently assumed temperature distributions along the thickness are
considered. Kinematic condensation of in-plane dynamics and Galerkin modal reduction allow
to obtain minimal reduced models with one mechanical and two thermal unknown variables,
which still exhibit the full thermomechanical coupling embedded in the underlying, yet more
complicated, continuum models. Besides mechanical (in-plane and transverse) excitations, a
variety of body and boundary thermal sources can be considered [2]. Complementing local
bifurcation analyses with global investigations made through cross-sections of
multidimensional basins of attraction allows to detect conditions under which the lengthy
(membrane/bending) thermal transients of the coupled system meaningfully affects its
unbuckled/buckled steady responses, with strong modifications with respect to the dynamics
occurring for the uncoupled mechanical system directly subjected to steady thermal excitations
[3].
Then, a minimal order model of atomic force microcantilever for noncontact detection of
sample surface properties is considered. Analysis of global effects of a feedback control aimed
at keeping the cantilever vibration to a suitable periodic one, with no unstable/chaotic response,
allows to highlight a severe worsening of the system practical stability around its main
resonance frequencies. This corresponds to a highly detrimental effect of the locally-tailored
control not only in terms of system final escape (i.e., the unwanted jump-to-contact) but also as
regards the features of the erosion process which leads to a substantial reduction of robustness
of the safe response with respect to the uncontrolled system. The relevant topological
motivations are made apparent just by the global analysis [4]. The active role played by the
latter in conceiving/implementing an effective numerical control procedure to enhance the
overall engineering safety is also addressed [5].
The lecture will end by dwelling on the great potential of dynamical integrity evaluations based
on global analysis [1] as regards conceiving a less conservative, yet aware and safe, design of
systems and structures.
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Vibrations of Nonlinear Continua Subject to Combined
Harmonic and Stochastic Forces: Linearization Approximations
and Monte Carlo Simulations
Pol D. Spanos
L.B. Ryon Endowed Chair in Engineering, Rice University, Houston, TX (USA) 77005
Email: spanos@rice.edu.
The objective of this lecture is to propose an efficient methodology for estimating reliably the
second order statistics of the response of continua subject to combinations of harmonic and
random loads. This issue is relevant in several engineering applications, where, for instance,
the harmonic load is affected by a significant noise that cannot be neglected when computing
the response statistics.
The problems considered pertain to nonlinear vibrations of beams and plates endowed with
fractional derivative elements. In both cases, it is shown that by representing the system
response via the linear modes of vibration, systems of nonlinear fractional ordinary differential
equations describing the time-dependent variation of the modes amplitudes are obtained. These
stochastic ordinary differential equations are treated by combining in a novel manner the
harmonic balance and statistical linearization techniques for deriving nonlinear coupled
algebraic equations for the second-order statistics of the response. The coupled nonlinear
algebraic equations can be readily solved using standard numerical analysis codes.
Relevant Monte Carlo data are used for demonstrating the reliability of the proposed solution
scheme.

POL D. SPANOS – Short biography
Professor Spanos’ research efforts focus on the dynamics and
vibrations of structural and mechanical systems under a variety
of loads. Systems exhibiting nonlinear behavior and/or exposed
to hazard/risk inducing conditions receive particular attention.
His group is also interested in fatigue and fracture issues of
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codes, and in many design procedures. Also, Monte Carlo random simulation approaches are

developed/used along with advanced techniques for signal processing and safety assessment
involving digital filters and wavelets/chirplets transforms. Solution techniques developed by
Professor Spanos are applied to diverse themes such as vehicle and robot dynamics; estimation
of seismic spectra; flow-induced vibrations of offshore rigs, marine risers, and pipelines;
certification of payloads in space shuttle/station missions; directional oil well drilling; vibration
and aseismic protection of structures and equipment; wind loads simulation; and signal
processing for electrocardiograms, electroencephalograms, and bone mechanics. Professor
Spanos received a National Science Foundation (NSF) Presidential Young Investigator Award
for research in earthquake engineering. He is also a Pi Tau Sigma and a Larson medalist from
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) for outstanding achievement in
mechanical engineering within ten and twenty years from college graduation, a Huber Prize
recipient for outstanding research from the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), an
A. M. Freudenthal Medalist from ASCE for lifetime contributions to probabilistic mechanics
and reliability analysis, and a Newmark Medalist from ASCE for his contributions to the theory
and applications of dynamics and vibrations. He has received the Research Award for Senior
Scientists from the Humboldt Foundation in Germany for his contributions to Engineering
Mechanics; and the Stochastic Dynamics Research Prize from the International Association for
Structural Safety and Reliability (IASSAR). Twice he has received the G. R. Brown Award for
Superior Teaching at Rice University. He has served as an ASME Distinguished Lecturer for
the period 1997-2003 with worldwide lecturing engagements. He is the 2003 Theodore Von
Karman medalist from ASCE for lifetime contributions to engineering mechanics. He has
published more than 300 technical papers and has authored/edited 18 books and conference
volumes. He serves on the editorial boards of many journals and he is the Editor-in-Chief of
the International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics (launched in 1965) and the Managing CoEditor of the Journal of Probabilistic Engineering Mechanics (launched in 1985). He has
supervised the theses of 32 M.S. students and the dissertations of 31 Ph.D. students. His work
has been funded by NSF, NASA, DOE, and by numerous other industrial projects and
governmental programs. He has offered, worldwide, many professional short courses. He has
consulted extensively as a Technical Advisor. He has also served widely as an Expert Witness
and as a Special Federal Court Master for intellectual property, product liability, and system
performance/safety litigation. He is a Registered Professional Engineer in Texas; and a
Licensed Engineer, both in Civil Engineering and in Mechanical Engineering, in Greece. He is
a Fellow of the American Academy of Mechanics (AAM), the American Society of Civil
Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and the Alexander von Houmboldt
Association of America. He is a member (by invitation) of the Earthquake Engineering
Research Institute, the International Association for Structural Safety and Reliability, the
American Society of Engineering Education, and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. He is a corresponding member of the National Academy of Greece
(Academy of Athens); and a member (academe) of the National Academy of Engineering
(USA). He has served, both, as the chair of the ASCE Engineering Mechanics Division and as
the chair of the ASME Applied Mechanics Division. He has held guest professor positions in
numerous prestigious institutions, worldwide. Further, he has served in leadership/mentorship
positions for a plethora of diversity enhancing initiatives and organizations.
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MS-1 Nonlinear dynamics and wave motion
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general operator formulation
Guo T. D., Rega G.
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Existence of the steady-state response of periodically forced
dissipative nonlinear mechanical systems
Thomas Breunung and George Haller
Institute for Mechanical System, ETH Zürich, Leonardstrasse 21, 8092 Zürich, Switzerland
brethoma@ehtz.ch
Nonlinear mechanical systems tend to approach a steady-state response under external periodic
forcing. While approximately periodic responses are widely observed in numerical simulations and experiments, concluding the existence of periodic response rigorously in a nonlinear
mechanical system is more delicate.
Due to the broad availability of effective numerical time integration packages, they are natural
choice for computing steady-state responses. Modern lightly damped engineering structures,
however, require long integration times to reach a steady-state response. Furthermore, the observed steady-state response depends on the initial condition and unstable branches can not be
obtained. More advanced numerical schemes, such as harmonic balance, spectral techniques or
numerical collocation approximate the assumed periodic orbit by a finite set of basis functions.
To justify this procedure the existence of the periodic orbit needs to be established and the error
due to the truncation of the generally infinite-dimensional basis function space containing the
steady-state response needs to be estimated.
Perturbation methods, remain a powerful tool to compute steady-state responses for forced nonlinear mechanical systems. These methods, however, rely on the existence of small parameters
in general. Furthermore, the unfolding of unperturbed and hence unphysical problem towards
the physical system also has to be taken into account. In the absence of small parameters,
topological arguments and general fixed point theorems in suitable function spaces such as
Brouwer’s and Schauder’s fixed point theorem, or the Leray-Schauder principle are powerful
tools to prove the existence of periodic orbits. There is an extensive mathematical literature on
the existence of periodic orbits of nonlinear mechanical system.
In this talk, we consider general forced-damped non-linear mechanical systems. We assume
continuous and periodic external forcing and geometric nonlinearities. We present a rigorous
criterion guaranteeing the existence of periodic orbits with arbitrary large response and forcing amplitudes. This result enables the rigorous computation of periodic orbits for strongly
nonlinear mechanical systems.
We illustrate the applicability of our results for nonlinear mechanical systems and further give
mechanically relevant counterexamples, i.e. periodically forced systems for which the steadystate response does not exist. In particular, we show that if the conditions of our theorem are
violated, one can find a relevant mechanical system for which the steady-state response does
not exist.

SOLVABILITY CONDITIONS IN MULTI-SCALE DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES WITH NON-HOMOGENEOUS
BOUNDARIES: A GENERAL OPERATOR FORMULATION
T.D Guo1,2, G. Rega2
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Rome, Italy
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Multiple time scale method is an important method for both quantitative and qualitative
understanding of general weakly nonlinear structural systems with quadratic and/or cubic
geometric nonlinearities, e.g., taut strings, small sagged cables, beams, and shallow arches.
The past few decades have witnessed extensive investigations in this field. A key ingredient in
the multi-scale analysis formulation is the solvability condition associated with possible
internal, external or parametric resonant mechanisms in the continuous structures. These
solvability conditions are usually formulated as an orthogonality relation between the
structure’s adjoint mode and the system’s possible resonant terms distributed over the
structure’s interior domain. Strictly speaking, however, such an orthogonality relies on one
key underlying assumption, i.e., the structure’s boundary conditions should be linearly
homogeneous.
To account for time varying/nonlinear boundary effects for nonlinear structure analysis in a
systematic manner, a general operator-based solvability condition will be presented for multiscale analysis of continuous structures with non-homogeneous boundaries, which extends the
commonly used solvability conditions. Explicitly, the orthogonality relations between
structure’s adjoint mode and resonant source terms, formulated in the common solvability
conditions, are found to be violated by the non-homogenous boundaries. Their inner product
is found to be equal to non-zero boundary terms directly induced by the non-homogeneous
boundary conditions, through a general operator-based derivation.
Furthermore, our results indicate that the boundary terms are of a product-form between two
boundary differential/integral operators, and an interesting reciprocity relation will be fully
presented based upon (virtual) work analysis. This general theoretical formulation is also
applied to four typical continuous structures, i.e., strings, cables, beams, and arches, and their
corresponding solvability conditions are explicitly established for various non-homogeneous
boundaries. Therefore, two different approaches for boundary effects in previous literature,
i.e., the boundary modulation approach and the mode correction method, are formally
incorporated in the same general operator formulation, and the relevant advantages
/disadvantages are discussed.

CONTROL-BASED CONTINUATION OF PERIODIC ORBITS
IN A CLASS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS USING NONLINEAR
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Y. Li, H. Dankowicz
Department of Mechanical Science and Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
yangli12@illinois.edu, danko@illinois.edu
The analysis of periodic orbits and their bifurcations is an important ingredient in the study of
dynamical systems. Control-based continuation is a relatively new technique for tracking such
solutions under variations in system parameters, even in cases where the underlying dynamical
system is represented by black-box simulation models or physical experiments [1]. Here, a
control input is inserted into the dynamics and parameterized by an a priori unknown periodic
reference signal. Provided that the controller ensures a unique steady-state response for each
choice of reference signal, a nonlinear solver may be used to iteratively improve upon the reference signal until the control input vanishes along the steady-state response. Coupled with a
pseudo-arclength parameter continuation scheme, the technique is able to cover a family of periodic orbits, independently of their stability in the absence of control, with only limited model
knowledge and no access to initial conditions (as required of a shooting-based algorithm).
Adaptive control designs offer an attractive alternative to linear feedback controllers in the
presence of model uncertainty and parameter variability. To this end, this paper proposes two
novel adaptive control designs for the feedback signals used in the control-based continuation
paradigm to track families of periodic orbits in a class of periodically-excited, linear dynamical systems with matched uncertainty. The proposed control designs rely on modifications to
the classical model-reference adaptive control framework, as well as the more recent L1 adaptive control architecture [2], in which an additional low-pass filter is used to ensure guaranteed
transient performance and robustness to time delays in the control input even in the limit of arbitrarily large adaptive gains. In contrast to the proportional feedback designs that have been used
in the literature on control-based continuation, the proposed control formulations are shown to
achieve stable performance with a minimum of parameter tuning.
The theoretical predictions are verified in several examples using direct numerical simulations
as well as an implementation of the control-based continuation paradigm in the software package COCO [3]. Emphasis is placed on evaluating the need for so-called persistent excitation in
ensuring desired convergence, as well as the sensitivity to time delays in the control input.
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DYNAMIC OF A NONLINEAR ENERGY SINK
VIBRO-IMPACT DAMPER
S. Lo Feudo and S. Job
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We aim at modeling and simulating the behavior of a vibrations damper made of an
oscillating container enclosing a particle, eventually filled with a viscous fluid, see Fig. 1. The
particle is an inelastic sphere interacting with inner walls according to the elasto-frictional
Hertz-Mindlin potential, [1], including a nonlinear viscoelastic dissipative contribution, [2].
The presence of the viscous fluid can likely enhances both the dissipation and the coupling
between bodies, [3]. Owing to all the nontrivial inner interactions, such a vibro-impact
apparatus is defined as a Nonlinear Energy Sink, [4, 5]. In particular, when the acceleration of
the container exceeds the gravity, the particle can take-off, bounce inside the container, and
explore different dynamical regime ranging from periodic collisions [6] to chaos [7]. Here, we
seek at ruling out the different mechanisms of energy transfer and shedding light on energy
dissipation, in the case of shock or harmonic loadings, via a parametric study.

Figure 1 – Vibro-impact damper composed of a single degree of freedom oscillator,
eventually filled with a viscous fluid and enclosing a bouncing ball.
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MODELING OF HYSTERESIS IN AN
ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEM WITH PIEZOELECTRIC
MFC PATCH
Mitura A., Warminski J.
Lublin University of Technology, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department of Applied
Mechanics
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Piezoelectric elements are used in many applications, for example they can be embedded in
systems in order to control vibration or for energy harvesting. Macro Fiber Composites
(MFC) patches are very attractive for practical applications as they are very flexible and light
they do not disturb much properties of the host system. However, they have a complex
structure and their modeling is difficult. In this paper we propose a reduced model of a
composite beam with the embedded MFC actuator described by a simple electromechanical
system. A mathematical model is represented by ordinary differential equations, which
approximate its behavior in an electrical and mechanical domains. The basic parameters of the
substitute model of the MFC have been estimated from experimental tests with RC circuit and
excitation by periodic voltage. The experimental results allow detection of hysteresis effect. It
is shown that this effect is the main source of non-linearity in the considerate system. In the
proposed numerical model the hysteresis is described by Bouc-Wen model. System numerical
simulations with or without hysteresis effect of piezoelectric element have been compared and
the impact of this factor on dynamics of electromechanical system has been evaluated.
Acknowledgment. The research is financially supported by grant 2016/23/B/ST8/01865 from
the National Science Centre, Poland.

POST-CRITICAL FLUTTER OF A TWO-DEGREES
OF FREEDOM SYSTEM OF VAN DER POL TYPE
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The determination of the stability of a dynamical system is an important part of a
structure design process. This applies especially when analyzing a system, where the
flow-structure interaction is taking place with its entire complexity. To clarify systematically
phenomena of the post-critical behavior of a structure is of a basic importance from
a viewpoint of application in practice of civil, mechanical and airspace engineering. The
authors illustrate an analysis of such a system primarily by introducing a description of the
two-degree-of-freedom (TDOF) system with generalized non-linear gyroscopic and nonconservative terms.
The linear approach of a basically auto-parametric system is well elaborated now. However,
the nonlinear state, which follows a passage through the lowest Hopf bifurcation, still needs
considerable investigation. It represents a post critical state of TDOF systems prone to global
bifurcation phenomena. It concerns particularly systems modelling a slender beam interacting
with a cross flow. The post-critical state has a form of the auto-parametric resonance with one
or more limit cycles (stable or unstable) or can approach various homoclinic orbits. Due to
vortex shedding process a strong quasi-periodic response emerges having character of a
beating effect combining self-exited and forced vibration or sub-/super-harmonic
synchronization, as it corresponds to combination of van der Pol and Duffing type of
nonlinearities involved in TDOF system. Subsequently emerging symmetric or asymmetric
beating effects lead to strong energy trans-flux between degrees of freedom.
Several cases of non-linear aero-elastic interaction are demonstrated and compared with
experimental results. These have been taken from the vibration of a bridge girder with bluff
cross-section in a wind channel, using a specially designed set-up that reflects assumption of
non-linear interaction forces. Strengths and weaknesses of the proposed approach are
evaluated together with an outline of future continuation in the research of nonlinear postcritical effects, their stability and possible sensitivity of a structure to a final collapse.
__________________________________________________

HOW THE MECHANICAL HYPOTHESES OF THE THEORY
OF ACOUSTOELASTICITY AFFECT BULK WAVE
PROPAGATION
A. Pau, F. Vestroni
Sapienza Università di Roma
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Wave propagation in prestressed and prestrained continua can be modelled by the theory of
acoustoelasticity, which typically includes different assumptions. These are third or fourth
order expressions of hyperelastic strain energy, as well as finite initial strains and a
formulation of balance equations in the current configuration. The models obtained using this
theory have effectively explained some aspects of the material behavior experimentally
observed, ranging from the change of wave speed as a function of the initial stress and strain
[1-2] to the arising of multiples of the excitation frequency in the response, such as second
harmonics. Besides, they have shown significant potential for the identification of the state of
stress [3-5]. In this work, we use a model describing wave propagation in a three dimensional
elastically prestrained continuum to clarify the role of different mechanical aspects taken into
account in the classical hypotheses of the theory. We consider different states of prestress,
that are hydrostatic, biaxial and uniaxial and investigate their acoustic tensor. Changes in
shear and longitudinal wave speeds and their polarization as a function of the initial prestress
are described for all directions of propagation. The role of the strain energy power order in
changes of speed is elucidated. Analytical relationships between elastic prestrain and wave
speed for hydrostatic prestress were obtained, showing that material and geometric
nonlinearities affect changes in wave speed with different intensites and opposite sign,
depending also on the kind of wave, on the direction of propagation and on the symmetry of
prestress. In particular, the amount of speed change due to material nonlinearity is found to be
greater than that due to geometric nonlinearity. Prestress is shown to be capable of turning an
isotropic material into one that was orthotropic and producing coupling between shear and
pressure waves.
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Impacts with Friction - Structures and Energies
Friedrich Pfeiffer
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Impacts are contact processes of very short duration time, which generate in a small zone of the contact
some typical deformations. There exist various impact models regarding local stiffness for example or applying
a rigid body approach. Substantial fundamentals for this kind of description have been developed by Moreau
in Montpellier, who can be seen as the father of modern non-smooth mechanics [1]. His theory and important
contributions by Panagiotopoulos, Thessaloniki [2] represent a substantial extension of classical mechanics. As a
matter of fact it is more than an extension, classical mechanics is in a sense a subset of non-smooth mechanics.
Coming back to impacts an important starting point for this class of considerations is given with Moreau’s
measure differential equations in the form ( [1], [3])
M(q, t)du−h(u, q, t)dt − WN (q, t)dΛN − WT (q, t)dΛT = 0
λN −proxCN (λN − rg̈N ) = 0
λT − proxCT (λN ) (λT − rg̈T ) = 0.
The measure for the velocities du = u̇dt + (u+ − u− )dη is split in a Lebesgue-measurable part u̇dt, which is
continuous, and the atomic parts which occur at the discontinuity points with the left and right limits u+ and u−
and the Dirac point measure dη. Similarly, the measure for the impulses is defined as dΛ = λdt + Λdη.
Additionally it makes sense to structure rigid body impacts by defining a compression and an expansion phase
for each impact, which have to follow certain physical properties assuring not only some kind of compatibility
with measurements and detailed deformation calculations, but which also meet the requirements for impacts with
friction in generating energy losses only. We start with a slightly modified form of Moreau’s measure differential
equation
(
Mu̇ + h − W˘ = 0
(t 6= ti )
Mdu + hdt − WdΛ = 0 ⇐⇒
+
−
M(u − u ) − WΛ = 0 (t = ti )
where ti is the time instant of a rigid body impact. From this we can show further structural characteristics
of impacts with friction and also derive a proof for the energy losses. Theoretical fundamentals and practical
applications will be given. As an example the figure below depicts a comparison of theory and measurements.

Figure 1: Dimensionless tangential relative velocity after versus before the impact, measurements and theory,
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Wave propagation in a microcracked elastic bar using a
generalized continuum formulation
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Microstructured materials have received great interest in contemporary technological applications. Their internal structure is accounted for material length parameters that introduce a scaledependence in the model governing equations. One of the main tasks in modeling microstructured materials concerns the definition of suitable constitutive laws able to take into account
the microscopic features, which often requires the introduction of non-classical (generalized)
continuum descriptions, leading to the formulation of non-local models, characterized by the
presence of internal length parameters and dispersion properties in wave propagation. Within
the class of the so-called implicit non-local models [1], a multiscale approach has been proposed
in [2], based on the description of the mechanical behavior of a continuum model, i.e. the macromodel, and of a complex lattice model, representing the micromodel. An energy equivalence
criterion links the field variables at the two material scales. The obtained model is characterized
by the presence of more field descriptors than the classical continuum, allowing to retain the
memory of the fine organization of the material. The dynamical behavior of microstructured
materials is affected by the dispersion properties of the microstructure, especially when high
frequency excitations are used and excitation wavelengths are comparable with microstructure
length [3]. Based on these observations, the work aims at investigating free and forced wave
propagation properties of a monodimensional model of elastic bar with distributed stationary
microcracks, derived from a generalized continuum formulation [4]. The ensuing, coupled,
balance equations give rise to a higher-order dispersion wave equation as a function of the standard macro-displacement and of the additional micro-displacement describing the microcracks.
The dynamical response of the bar is analyzed in order to critically discuss the influence of the
micromodel descriptors, representing cracks density and length, whose variation allows us to
describe the bar behavior under different levels of damage. The results confirm the crucial influence of the microstructure in meaningfully altering shape, velocity, and actual occurrence of
propagating waves, with also significant distorting effects of the macro-displacement response.
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ANALYSIS OF NONLINEAR VIBRATIONS OF SUSPENSION
BRIDGES SUBJECTED TO A MOVING FORCE IN THE
PRESENCE OF THE INTERNAL RESONANCE
Marina V. Shitikova, Alex L. Katembo
Voronezh State Technical University
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Nonlinear force driven coupled vertical and torsional vibrations of suspension bridges, when
the frequency of an external moving vertical force is approaching one of the natural
frequencies of the suspension system’s vertical vibrations, which, in its turn, undergoes the
condition of the one-to-one internal resonance, are investigated. The one-to-one internal
resonance could occur when a certain natural frequency of vertical vibrations is
approximately equal to a certain natural frequency of torsional vibrations.
The generalized method of multiple time scales, which has been suggested for studying free
vibrations of suspension bridges [1], is used as the method of solution. The damping features
are described by the fractional derivative, which is interpreted as the fractional power of the
differentiation operator. The influence of the fractional parameters (orders of fractional
derivatives) on the motion of the suspension bridge model is investigated.
As an example, nonlinear force driven coupled vertical and torsional vibrations of the Golden
Gate Bridge in San Francisco subject to the combination of external and one-to-one internal
resonances have been investigated for the case when its damping features are described by the
fractional derivatives, in so doing the fractional parameters of the Golden Gate Bridge have
been evaluated using the procedure proposed in [2], which has been applied to the results of
the ambient vibration tests presented in [3].
This research was made possible by Grant no. 9.5138.2017/8.9 from the Ministry of
Education and Science of the Russian Federation.
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NUMERICAL APPROACH TO STUDY PRESSURE DRIVEN
RAREFIED GAS FLOW IN A MICROCHANNEL WITH AN
ELASTIC OBSTACLE
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Numerical approach and computer code are developed to study 2D rarefied gas flow in a
microchannel having an elastic obstacle. The obstacle is modelled as an elastic beam
considering the geometrically nonlinear terms due to large displacements. The beam is
clamped to the bottom wall of the channel. A pressure driven rarefied gas flow in a
microchannel is considered for several Knudsen numbers. The gas flow is studied by the
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method applying the advanced Simplified Bernoulli
Trial scheme. The influence of the gas flow on the beam vibration is studied. The amplitude
of vibration and the frequency response functions are strongly influenced by the velocity of
the flow. The gas flow is also affected by the elastic obstacle.

AMPLITUDE RESONANT JUMPS IN TRANSIENT REGIMES OF
COMPLEX STRUCTURE OSCILLATION
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This paper presents interesting phenomena of transient resonant jumps in the transversal
oscillations of the coupled deformable bodies systems. The representative systems
encapsulate plates, membranes or belts coupled with a layer of continuously distributed
discreet elements with a visco-elastic nonlinear rolling properties [1]. The structural models
consists by a set of two coupled non-homogenous partial non-linear differential equations [2].
The problems to solve are divided into space and time domains by classical Bernoulli-Fourier
method. In the time domains, the systems of coupled ordinary non-linear differential
equations are completely analog for different systems of deformable bodies and are solved by
using the Krilov-Bogolyubov-Mitropolskiy asymptotic method [3]. First asymptotic
approximation of the solution for amplitude and phase difference of coupled time modes in
every Eigen mode of small transversal oscillation of bodies was obtained. These solutions
were further numerically solved in Mathematica ODE solver for analysis of amplitude and
phase jumps in the resonant transition regimes, appearance of the newborn instable branches
and main curve shifting after transition. The form of the solution was also suitable for
discussion on amplitude jumps responses to the rate of changes of the external excitation
frequencies. Sudden unexpected amplitude jumps [1-4], often undesirable in mechanical
constructions dynamics can be controlled and driven by appropriate choice of external
excitation frequency but also with carefully designed properties and parameters of system.
Highly adaptive biological systems likewise could be controlled also by appropriate
magnitude and frequency of external excitation, but in these systems, unexpected jumps are
considered as benefits tending to alert system on change and trigger regular activity. Knowing
how to recognize and cope with these phenomena is of evitable importance in both, live and
mechanical, systems.
Keywords: multi-bodies system, visco-elastic nonlinear rolling coupling elements, mode
interactions, multi-frequency regimes, transient resonant jumps.
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DYNAMIC MODEL OF BUCKET WHEEL EXCAVATOR
SUBSTRUCTURES, VALIDATION OF SCALING LAWS
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The possibilities of testing real systems are often limited, especially in case of large
constructions. One of the solutions is to create a sub-scaled model to predict elaborate the
behavior of the actual construction. In most cases, testing on the model instead of the actual
construction results in a great saving of requisite resources.
The laws of similitude and scaling are well-known and confirmed for cases of simple
structures. In principle, if a model is 10 times smaller (in dimensions and plate thicknesses)
than the real structure, its eigenvalue frequencies are expected to be 10 times larger than the
frequencies of the real structure. In this paper will be shown that laws of scaling can be
applied on dynamic testing of a complex structure.
As a test example, the construction of the substructure, the slewing platform and the lower
part of the pylons of the bucket wheel excavator Sch Rs 630 is considered. Note that, these are
dynamically loaded machines and dynamic calculation is significant from the aspects of
identifying dynamic behavior. Secondly, strength of the supporting structure is of critical
importance for proper functioning of these machines. Dynamic calculation yields results in
identifying weak construction spots, because the dynamic behavior reveals how the
construction would react under some hypothetical load of arbitrary direction.
Numerical calculations of the real construction and sub-scaled model are performed using
Finite Element Method. Eigenvalue frequencies of the real construction and model are
obtained in correlation as expected. In this manner scaling laws are confirmed for this
structure and similar structures. Physical model of this construction is made (from the same
material as the real structure). Static experiments on physical model validated numerical
models (of the real structure and its sub-scaled model) and confirmed that 10 times reduction
of dimensions and thicknesses is justified. Thus, the physical model represents the real
structure and is suitable for further dynamic testing in the laboratory.
Key words: Finite Element Method, Eigenvalue frequencies
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Tapping-mode is a widely used operating mode of dynamic atomic force microscopy (AFM).
In this mode, the AFM oscillating cantilever tip interacts intermittently with the sample while
driven close or at its resonant frequency. This approach allows routines for high-resolution
imaging of a multitude of samples, e.g. DNA-protein complexes and polymers. The tip/sample
interaction in tapping-mode gives rise to nonlinear dynamics. In detail, this comprises longrange nonlinear attractive forces as well as short-range repulsive forces in which the sample
surface acts as a barrier defined by the elastic properties of the sample.
The AFM cantilever response can be investigated by employing the Galerkin procedure to discretize the partial differential equation governing the vibration of the cantilever into separate
spatial and temporal components. Beside former and on-going intense research, only few published papers utilize a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) approximation by projecting the nonlinear response onto multiple eigenfunctions of the linear system [1].
Higher-order signals are capable of unraveling the characteristics of tip-sample interaction
which can then potentially be exploited in simultaneous multi-parameter identifications. Furthermore, higher modes correct the prediction of nonlinear aspects such as grazing bifurcations
and jumps, both being features of the rich dynamics of tapping mode AFM [2].
In this work the MODF dynamics of the tapping mode is simulated using the nonlinear nonsmooth Derjaguin-Müller-Toporov (DMT) model for the tip-sample interaction. The local bifurcation analysis is treated rigorously with the numerical interception of the discontinuity manifold. In addition, the validity of the smooth approximation of the discontinuous DMT is also
analysed.
Here, we present the first study of the global dynamics of tapping-mode AFM improving the
SDOF approximation. By focusing on the topology of the 4D phase space of the 2-DOF system
the strong mode-coupling is captured. This is found to be responsible for a consistent reduction
in the compactness of the domain of attraction for the repulsive solution.
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Although the vibrations of plates with free edges are ideally studied in a levitating state to
eliminate clamping effects on mode-shapes and resonance frequencies, such studies have
rarely been performed experimentally. In this study, diamagnetic levitation is implemented as
a technique for ultimate isolation of plates from their environment. This method enables the
study of the device dynamics in stable levitation, without a power supply and eliminates
clamping loss that is one of the main sources of dissipation in microsystems.
The literature dealing with the static modeling of diamagnetically levitated systems is quite
abundant, and several works have already shown successful levitation of micron size solid
and liquid particles using permanent magnets [1-3]. However, the dynamics of these systems
is relatively unexplored.
Here, we demonstrate the dynamic characterization of both the low-frequency rigid-body and
the high-frequency bending modes of levitating pyrolytic graphite microplates using a laser
Doppler vibrometer. By using different magnet configurations, it is proven that the magnetic
force has a negligible effect on the dynamics. Moreover, by performing experiments at
different pressures (from vacuum to air), we show that air damping has a relatively small
contribution in levitating microsystems. Instead, damping is found to be dominated by a
combination of material damping and Eddy current damping. To analyze the measurements, a
three-degree-of-freedom finite element model of a plate with edge-free boundary conditions is
used. Comparison with experiment allows us to determine the material properties of the
graphite plate. The presented methodology can thus be of interest for studying dynamics
under idealized conditions and opens new routes for material characterization.
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We work on a nano drone (wingspan ≈ 1cm), made using microfabrication techniques (figure 1(a)), that generates lift through the resonant vibration of the flexible wing structure on its
bending and twisting modes [1]. Our objective is to increase the wings’ vibration amplitude to
gain lift. As wings are an assembly of SU-8 polymer beams, we combine analytical and experimental analyses on simple macro and micro systems - (i) a stainless steel ruler (figure 1(b)),
(ii) cantilevered micro beams from the wing structure and (iii) full wing structures - to identify
the critical parameters enhancing very large deflection of the wings (i.e. of the order of the
characteristic length of the structure, figure 1(b)).

Figure 1: (a) nano drone prototype, (b) ruler, (c) Frequency responses for the ruler
Using a linear model, we first obtain a relationship between the maximal transverse displacement, yield strength and linear resonant frequency, that depends merely on material properties.
We supplement our study by analysing the effect of geometrical non-linearities [2] and of a
quadratic damping, modelling aerodynamic forces [3]. Limiting ourselves to a single mode
response, we obtain theoretical forced non-linear frequency responses, characterised by a hardening behaviour for the first mode of the beam. Besides, an equivalent modal damping is found
linearly dependent of the amplitude of displacement with the viscous and aerodynamic modal
dampings. We validate our model and identify its parameters with experimental frequency responses. Even for displacement amplitude of half the length of the beam, we find that the
hardening behaviour is weakly nonlinear (figure 1(c)). Thereby, both dampings are estimated
by calculating the quality factor. The oral talk will give design rules to reach large amplitude
motion of the micro beams and wings of the nano drone.
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Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) are experiencing an explosive growth and pose
new challenges also from the numerical simulation viewpoint. Typically, the analysis of these
devices is performed with the Finite Element Method, which generates a large-scale second
order differential system of equations. Moreover, in order to minimise power consumption and
to give better resolution, these devices are near-vacuum encapsulated and with large quality
factors. Despite the fact that the level of actuation usually is in linear regime, an increasing
interest, also for industrial design purpose, is devoted to the study of non-linear phenomena. A
direct dynamic solution with standard finite element is not feasible due to the computational effort required. One of the possible way to treat this kind of problems is using a suitable Reduced
Order Model (ROM).
In [1] a review of reduced order modelling for nonlinear geometric structures is presented.
Geometrical nonlinearities can be addressed resorting to classical techniques and in particular
great attention has been devoted to the computation of Nonlinear Normal Modes [2].
Considering the ideas coming from these contributions, we propose a numerical simplified technique that allows to study primary resonance and internal resonances in harmonically excited
non-linear systems. The source of non-linearities here considered are the geometrical and the
electro-statical ones. The key concept is that, also in non-linear regime, MEMS oscillate with
a form which is still very similar to the linear mode, but higher order modes, which respond
quasi-statically. This is reasonable considering experimental observations. By exploiting this,
it is possible to build a ROM from non-linear static analyses of the system.
Our aim is to derive a ROM with very few DOFs which should reproduce the non-linear Frequency Response Curve (FRF) of the main resonance. This model should also allow to study
the non-linear interaction of the mainly excited mode with other “spurious” modes associated,
for instance, to internal resonances or autoparametric excitation. As model problems to validate our approach we will consider the standard hardening clamped-clamped beam, a shallow
arch showing softening behaviour and internal resonance. Lastly the method is applied to a real
MEMS gyroscope in order to study internal resonances related behaviour, previously detected
with experimental test.
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Micro-cantilevers are among the most common structures used as micro-resonators in applications such as high-sensitivity mass measurements and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Conventionally only 1D vibrational modes of micro-cantilevers are considered (Fig. 1a), and methods to predict the cantilever’s dynamic response in viscous fluids are well established. Recently
interest sparked in using the 2D non-conventional vibrational modes (Fig. 1b) of micro-plates
in novel micro-resonators. Of particular interest are these structures’ proven extraordinarily
high quality factors at low frequencies in liquid media. There is therefore an increased demand for a method that predicts the dynamic response of micro-plates in viscous fluids. Two
major difficulties arise when considering 2D vibrational modes of plates in fluids. First, the
commonly used Euler-Bernoulli theory describes only 1D vibrational modes. To model 2D
modes, Kirchhoff-Love plate theory (KLPT) is required. However, for cantilevered boundary conditions no analytic solution is known. In addition, KLPT is based on a fourth order
partial differential equation, what impedes its solution with standard finite element method.
Second, the viscous force acting on the 1D micro-cantilever is local and linearly dependent
on its displacement. In micro-plates oscillating in non-conventional modes the viscous force
is, in contrast, non-linear and non-local in relation to the displacement. In this work we solve
the Kirchhoff-Love plate equations with a stabilized interior penalty formulation of continuous/discontinuous Galerkin method. This method enables us to use Lagrange-type continuous
elements while weakly enforcing boundary conditions and penalizing discontinuities in higher
order derivatives. The fluid flow is modeled with linearized Navier-Stokes equations, and solved
with 2D Green’s functions. In Figs. 1c and 1d we present the flow fields around a plate due to
conventional and non-conventional vibrational modes respectively. The vortices near the edges
are considerably smaller in amplitude and size in the non-conventional mode flow field, which
explains this mode’s higher quality factor. The non-linear fluid-structure coupling is computed
with Jacobian-free Krylov solvers. Numerical results are compared with published experimental
data. We anticipate that the presented method will greatly impact the design of micro-resonators
and AFM by enabling the prediction of the dynamic response of novel devices.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Micro-plate in (a) conventional mode and (b) non-conventional mode. Fluid flow
around a plate in (c) conventional mode and (d) non-conventional mode.
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A comparison of the vibrational properties of circular graphene sheets, carbon nanotubes, and
carbon nanocones from continuum and atomistic approaches is presented. A nonlinear, hyperelastic, and anisotropic continuum model is used, and the strain energy density is written in
terms of a set of invariants based on the logarithmic strain and structural tensor [1]. Density
functional theory (DFT) data is used for the calibration of the continuum model which, is then
implemented in the curvilinear rotation-free shell formulation of [2]. The employed framework
was previously used for the development of membrane and shell material models for graphene
[1, 3, 4].
Molecular mechanics simulations are conducted using the MM3 potential [5] and the frequencies are found by the VIBRATE module in Tinker [6]. The REBO+LJ potential is used for
molecular dynamics simulations in LAMMPS and the minimum energy configuration is obtained using a Nose-Hoover thermostat at 0.1 K. After stretching the sheet, it is deformed
into the mode shape corresponding to the first frequency and then allowed to vibrate freely
at constant mechanical energy. The frequencies of vibration are calculated using a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) from the time history of the atoms at the center. Modal analysis of the circular graphene sheet, carbon nanotube, and carbon nanocone is conducted using the continuum
model and the results are compared with molecular dynamics simulations.
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This work investigates the effects of i) nonlinearity, ii) inhomogeneity, and iii) longrange interactions in wave propagation. Among all these sources, the geometrical
nonlinearities have already been investigated by the authors and the idea is to spread the study
so to consider both geometrical and constitutive nonlinearities in addition to the effect of
long-range interactions.
Given the complexity of the posed problem, it is chosen to firstly analyze a one-dimensional
domain and the equation of motion for a continuous, unbounded medium, equipped with
the three mentioned effects is: 𝜕𝑁
𝜕 2𝑢
(1)
− 𝜌𝐴 2 − ∫ 𝑓(𝑟)𝑑𝜉 = 0
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑡
𝜉∈𝑅
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑢 3

where the normal force is 𝑁 = [𝐸0 𝜕𝑥 + 𝐸1 (𝜕𝑥 ) ] 𝐴(𝑥) and considers the effect of

inhomogeneity, associated to the term 𝐴(𝑥) and nonlinearity through the modification of the
conventional constitutive relation represented by the higher order derivative of the
displacement. The integral in equation (1) represents the summation of long-range interaction
forces, exerted on a particle of the medium, due to all the other particles in the space, varying
with the coordinate 𝜉.
The purpose of this work is to provide a general description of the dynamic behavior through
the analysis of the dispersion relationship, so to characterize systems in which both
nonlinearities and long-range interactions play a role in the arising of special propagation
behaviors. In particular, the modification of the dispersion relationship is investigated.
The effect of the long-range interaction includes: i) modal accumulation when long-range
interactions are confined within a region of the structure, ii) wave-stopping and negative group
velocity for wide-spread interactions. The nonlinear effects generates a dispersion curve that
depends on the background noise caused by the random force. The inhomogeneity produces a
thickening and a jagging of the dispersion curve.
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Nonlinearity plays a prominent role in micro- and nanosystems. On the one hand intrinsic
nonlinearities become dominant as miniaturization proceeds. For the development of novel
devices such as graphene-based nanoelectromechanical systems, it is thus important to
characterize and understand intrinsic nonlinearities. On the other hand, in measurement
applications the physical quantity of interest often manifests itself in a nonlinear interaction
with a micro- or nanosensor. Often nonlinearity is indirectly characterized by a measurement
of oscillatory motion of a micro- and nanosystem. However, it is generally not well understood
how information about the nonlinearity can be extracted from the measured data. Here, we
present a method for characterizing nonlinearity from measured periodic motion of a microand nanosystem. We analyze the motion in the Fourier domain and show that the spectral
frequency components can be interpreted as spatially weighted averages of the nonlinearity.
The corresponding weighting kernels can often not be determined analytically. We introduce a
method, called numerical kernel estimate (NKE), for numerically approximating the weighting
kernels which allows for a rigorous analysis of the information content of a measurement. We
demonstrate this information analysis by studying the NKE kernels for several multifrequency
atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging modes. Using this analysis we show how in measured
data long-range force can be separated from short-range force with unprecedented ease. What
is more, we can reconstruct quantitatively the tip-sample interaction from measured AFM data
as shown in figure 1. We anticipate that NKE will be beneficial not only in measurement
applications such as AFM but also in characterization of intrinsic nonlinearities of micro- and
nanosystems and pave the way for a deep understanding of nonlinear micro- and nanosystems.

Figure 1: The measured motion of an AFM tip in the time (a) and frequency (b) domain. For each frequency component in the
motion spectrum a kernel function is determined with NKE (c). With the kernel functions the nonlinear force is qunatitatively
reconstructed (d).
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The paper deals with modelling of acoustic waves propagating in inviscid fluids and interacting
with perforated elastic plates featured by antiresonance effects due to strong heterogeneity of
the elasticity coefficients inducing the acoustic metamaterial behaviour [1]. The plates have
periodic perforations designed by arbitrary cylindrical holes with axes orthogonal to the plate
midplane [2].
The modelling is based on the homogenization approach which has been developed to treat the
acoustic transmission trough rigid [3] or elastic periodically perforated plates [2]. We consider
the so called transmission layer in which the elastic plate is embedded. Its dynamic deformation
response is approximated using the Reissner-Mindlin theory involving displacements and rotations. The homogenization process is performed using the asymptotic analysis w.r.t. a small
parameter ε related to plate and layer thicknesses, the perforation size and the material contrast in the Young modulus. A specially designed unfolding technique of homogenization [4] is
adopted to obtain rigorously the limit problem as ε → 0. It yields nonlocal, implicit transmission conditions involving a jump in the acoustic potential and its normal one-side derivatives
across the interface on which the outer acoustic fields are coupled.
As the new contribution to the model derived for the standard plates [2], the homogenized transmission conditions involve frequency-dependent homogenized coefficients. In particular, for
some frequency intervals, some of the inertia-related coefficients can become negative, which
leads to strong dispersion effects associated with the band gaps. Characteristic responses computed in the representative cell describe coupled interactions between fluid and solid parts at
the heterogeneity level, whereas for the standard elastic perforated plates the responses associated with the fluid and the solid parts are decoupled. The homogenized model is implemented
using our finite element code SfePy. Numerical examples of the vibroacoustic transmission are
presented. This research was supported by project GACR 17-01618S of the Czech Republic.
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A continuum model based on ab-initio data is presented for single layer blue phosphorus [1].
The model is nonlinear, hyperelastic, and anisotropic. The strain energy is written in terms of
a set of invariants based on the logarithmic strain and structural tensor [2]. A set of virtual
mechanical tests is designed for the calibration of the model. The tests are conducted using
density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Quantum Espresso package [3]. An ultrasoft pseudopotential and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange correlation functional
are used in the DFT simulations. The model is then calibrated by energy and stress results from
DFT calculations. The model is implemented in the curvilinear rotation-free finite shell element
formulation of [4] and used in the simulation of micro-indentation of single layer blue phosphorus. The employed framework has been previously used for the development of membrane
and shell material models for graphene [2, 5, 6].
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Because of the small size of nano/micromechanical systems, their vibrations become
nonlinear already for small amplitudes. Many nontrivial aspects of the vibration dynamics
arise from the coexistence of several nonlinearly coupled modes. We show that such coupling
can lead to anomalous transient dynamics of the modes where they go through internal
resonance, so that their amplitude-dependent frequencies become commensurate. We
demonstrate the possibility of a strongly nonmonotonic dependence of the decay rate on the
amplitude if one of the modes serves as a thermal reservoir for another mode. Where the
decay of both modes is slow compared to the rate of resonant energy exchange, the decay is
accompanied by amplitude oscillations. Depending on the initial conditions, with increasing
time it can display an extremely sharp or a comparatively smooth crossover between different
regimes. The results provide insight into recent experimental results by several groups [1-2]
and suggest new ways of characterizing and controlling nano/micromechanical systems.
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Micro and nano-mechanical resonators are becoming increasingly ubiquitous in areas
of biological sensing. The presence of liquid environment is a pre-requisite for
biosensors. In microfluidic cantilever resonator, instead of resonator being inside
liquid, liquid is placed inside the resonator. This configuration eliminates external
fluid damping enabling to reach very high (several orders) quality factors compared to
the devices immersed in liquid. Therefore, microfluidic cantilevers are attractive for
determining fluid and micro/nanoparticles properties suspended inside fluid with
extremely high sensitivity.
We present a silicon dioxide microfluidic cantilever.
We have investigated various resonant modes
(flexural and torsional) and their influence on the
sensitivity to determine density of the fluids. The
experiments were performed on three different fluids:
water, ethanol and ethylene glycol. The device was
a) Microfluidic chip b) Reservoirs for
placed in vacuum chamber with fluid connection to
fluid c) Hollow cantilever d) device
inject the desired fluids from outside. The resonance
cross-section.
frequency and quality factor of first three modes were
monitored. The reduced damping due to vacuum
resulted in 10 times improvement of the quality factor
for the fundamental flexural mode compared to
device without vacuum. Similarly, the quality factor
was about 20 times higher for the second bending and
first torsional mode. As the mode number increased,
we observed that the shift in resonance frequency and
The frequency shift of various modes
quality factor for each liquid also increased. Using
with density change.
torsional mode, a change in liquid density of 0.01
kg/m3 could be detected. This is 5.4 times higher in sensitivity than the density
determined using fundamental mode. Our measurements revealed that quality factors
do not change for different liquids that we tested.
In conclusion, we have shown that higher frequency modes of the microfluidic
cantilever improve the sensitivity of fluid density measurements.
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Quartz crystals were considered the frequency-reference industrial standard in the past
century. Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) resonators recently entered this market
as a possible solution to the increasing request of size reduction and integrability.
A lot of work has been done so far to improve the performances of MEMS resonators in terms
of frequency stability against temperature either from the mechanical [1] and the electrical
sides. Moreover, it has been proved that large actuation voltages are desirable in an oscillator,
in order to decrease the phase noise and to facilitate the design of the electronic control
circuit. On the other hand, a large actuation voltage can excite non-linear phenomena, both in
the mechanical structures and in the electrostatic readout. As known from the literature, a
nonlinear frequency response causes a shift in the resonance frequency of the oscillator and a
consequent loss in terms of frequency stability of the device. For this reason, it is fundamental
to be able to model the dynamic behavior of such devices by taking into account all the
possible sources of nonlinearities during the design process.
In this work we simulate geometric nonlinearities through the FEM reduced order model
described in [2], which is a force based indirect method that accounts for the stress
redistribution occurring in large transformations, while we account for nonlinear electrostatic
forces through a standard code based on integral equations which follows the actual
deformation of the structure. The total damping is computed as a combination of the
thermoelastic contribution estimated using commercial FEM codes and of the fluid
contribution computed through the fast simulation tools developed by the authors for the
prediction of near vacuum gas damping [3]. Despite the pressure inside the package is usually
very low, in fact, the effect of fluid damping on the overall quality factor cannot be
considered negligible, even at very low displacement ranges and increases with the
displacement magnitude. The one degree of freedom nonlinear model obtained by combining
the different contributions, simulated separately as explained above, is then solved through a
continuation method with arc length control and the dynamic response of a polysilicon
double-ended tuning fork MEMS resonator is compared with experimental results. A good
agreement is found either in the linear and nonlinear regimes.
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NONLINEAR DAMPING IN LARGE-AMPLITUDE
VIBRATIONS OF VISCOELASTIC RECTANGULAR PLATES
Amabili M., Balasubramanian P., Ferrari G.
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Damping is increasing with the vibration amplitude during nonlinear vibrations. At the same
time, rubbers and biological materials present an increase of their stiffness with the vibration
frequency. These two phenomena appear together and are both described by linear
viscoelasticity. The literature on nonlinear vibrations of plates is very large; however, these
aspects are rarely discussed.
The present study applies the fractional solid model to describe the viscoelastic material
behaviour. This allows to capture at the same time (i) the increase in the storage modulus with
the vibration frequency and (ii) the frequency-dependent nonlinear damping in nonlinear
vibrations of rectangular plates. The model is applied to a silicone rubber rectangular plate
tested experimentally. The plate was glued to a metal frame and harmonically excited by
stepped sine testing at different force levels and the vibration response was measured by a
laser Doppler vibrometer. The comparison of numerical and experimental results was carried
out very satisfactorily for: (1) nonlinear vibration responses in the frequency and time domain
at different excitation levels, (2) dissipated energy versus excitation frequency and excitation
force, (3) storage energy and (4) loss factor, which is particularly interesting to evaluate the
plate dissipation versus frequency at different excitation levels. Finally, the linear and
nonlinear damping terms are compared.

A BOUNDARY ELEMENT FORMULATION FOR MODAL
ANALYSIS OF A QEPAS TUNING FORK DEVICE
A. Campanale, S. De Carolis, G. Carbone, C. Putignano, L. Soria
Polytechnic of Bari, Department of Mechanics, Mathematics and Management
angelo.campanale@poliba.it / V.le Japigia, 182, 70122, Bari, Italy
Quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) allows to detect molecular trace gas
species by using specialised MEMS, that is, tuning fork-based transducers [1]. The knowledge
of eigenfrequencies and damping ratios is of fundamental importance to correctly employ these
sensors. Specifically, the first in-plane skew-symmetric flexural mode is crucial, since the
tuning fork is piezoelectrically forced, during operation, to the resonance frequency of such a
specific mode.
In this work, we present a mixed analytical-numerical methodology to analyse and predict the
dynamic behaviour of a quartz made tuning fork of this type, by accounting for the effects due
to interaction with the surrounding fluid, that is, air. We even present the results of an
experimental test campaign performed on a specific sensor, model QTF S#15, where an
acoustic stationary random field generated by two speakers is used to excite the tuning fork
structure. The resulting forced vibration time series are measured and recorded in several points
of the structure by using a LD vibrometer, while an electret ¼” microphone is employed to
measure the acoustic pressure in a specific point close to the sensor.
The proposed theoretical model is based on a Boundary-Element formulation, where the
response of the system is obtained by using an ad hoc calculated Green’s function. Specifically,
the system domain includes two Euler-Bernoulli beams partially coupled by a distributed linear
spring, used to model the plate connecting the two tines and the inferior structure. The drag
exerted by the fluid on the tuning fork structure is modelled by accounting for both the fluid
inertia and diffusivity terms, whose influence on the correct evaluation of the system response
has been shown in previous works of our research group [2]. Specifically, we describe the fluidstructure interaction by summing the inertial term due to added mass, to a viscous term due to
fluid viscosity, and to a term related to the diffusivity of the vorticity.
By fitting the model response to the collected experimental data, we compute the coefficients
of the fluid response. Thus, the dynamics of the system, immersed in a specific fluid
environment, is completely determined. As a consequence, the simple and cost-effective model
here presented proves to be a useful and accurate design tool, able to predict the operation of
tuning forks needed to the aims of the QEPAS technique.
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This study presents large displacement transient behavior of truncated conical panels made of
Porous Functionally Graded Materials (PFGMs) using Generalized Differential Quadrature
(GDQ) method. Virtual work principle is used to derive the equation of motion. First order
shear deformation theory (FSDT) is used to consider the transverse shear effects. GreenLagrange nonlinear strain-displacement relations are utilized to take geometric non-linearity
into account. The solution methodology utilizes GDQ method for spatial discretization of the
variables. Newmark average acceleration method is employed in time integration. Effects of
porosity distribution, conical parameters and boundary conditions on non-linear transient
behavior of truncated conical panels are investigated for various functionally graded materials.
Keywords: Porous Functionally Graded Materials, Conical Panel, Geometric Nonlinearity,
First Order Shear Deformation Theory, Generalized Differential Quadrature.
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In this study, large displacement transient behavior of moderately thick Functionally Graded
(FGM) curved panels with porosity is examined under blast loading using Generalized
Differential Quadrature (GDQ) method. Regarding blast loading types, air blast, sonic boom
and nuclear blast are considered. First order shear deformation theory is used to consider
transverse shear effect. Geometric nonlinearity is considered through Green-Lagrange
nonlinear strain-displacement relationships. Virtual work principle is used to derive the
equation of motion. Partial derivatives in the equation of motion is expressed with GDQ method
and time integration is carried out using Newmark average acceleration method. Effects of blast
type, porosity distribution, panel radius and boundary condition on non-linear transient
behavior of FGM curved panel are investigated.
Keywords: Blast Loading, Porosity, Functionally Graded Material, Geometric Nonlinearity,
Curved Panel, Generalized Differential Quadrature.

Nonlinear Vibration Control Analysis of PVDF Laminated
Membrane Structures
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Membrane structures are being widely used in the field of space communication, earth
surveillance and deep space exploration for their advantages of light weight and easy
folding. However, these space membrane structures are easily to generate large-amplitude
nonlinear vibrations due to their high flexibility. In this paper, the active control for
nonlinear vibration of large membrane structures is investigated. The nonlinear governing
equations of the membrane are established. Discrete polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
patches are laminated on the membrane structures and serve as both sensors and
actuators. The sensing sensitivity of the piezoelectric sensors and the modal actuation
factor of the piezoelectric actuators are derived. The state-space equations are established
and the feedback control gains between sensing and control signals are obtained. An
active controller is designed based on the negative velocity feedback method. Active
control of both the free vibration and forced vibration of the membrane are analyzed.
Effects of position and size of the actuator on the control performance are also studied.
Numerical simulations are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the controller.

LINEAR AND NONLINEAR DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR FOR
BIPED LOCOMOTION WITH FLEXIBLE-WHEELED LEGS
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The present work deals with the problem of linearised and nonlinear behaviours in biped
locomotion, for robots with flexible legs and wheeled feet.
Many solutions have been proposed by researchers with the final aim to solve the control and
design problems on biped robots locomotion. In this contest, the dynamic balance system is a
complex part difficult to be designed. Some solutions have been oriented to include wheels on
feet in order to increase the robot stability avoiding the repetitive contact with the ground
during running or walking tasks.
Biped flexible legs with wheeled feet include other nonlinearities during locomotion and
many problems are underlined. However, flexible-wheeled legs increase the redundancy of
the robot in locomotion and more tasks can be performed.
In this work, the multibody model of a biped flexible-wheeled robot is presented and some
simulations have been evaluated reproducing tasks performed by the actual robot.
Experimentation with the real platform with flexible-wheeled legs have been performed in
other works and the model is validated reproducing the real robot behaviour in some tasks.
Errors between the virtual model and the real platform have been discussed in this work,
underlining the critical points with simpler linearised approaches and with more complex and
nonlinear behaviours. In particular, the rotation of the robot, from a starting position to a 360°
clockwise position, has been analysed noting how the flexible structure of the legs, with the
wheel friction, allows an unconventional behaviour of the robot. A comparison between the
real robot behaviour and the same tasks performed by the model allows to define what are the
nonlinearities which must be analysed in details.

NON-LINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE
DEEP CURVED BEAMS RESTING ON WINKLERPASTERNAK ELASTIC FOUNDATION CONSIDERING
DIFFERENT STRAIN THEORIES
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In this study, nonlinear transient behavior of laminated composite deep curved Timoshenko
beams resting on elastic foundation is investigated under dynamic loading. Winkler-Pasternak
model is utilized to represent elastic foundation. Regarding dynamic loading, step, sine, blast
and triangular pulses are considered. Equations of motion for the composite deep curved beam
are derived using the virtual work principle considering Green-Lagrange, Sanders-Koiter and
von-Karman nonlinear strain-displacement relations. First order shear deformation theory is
utilized to consider the transverse shear effects. Equations of motion are solved using
Generalized Differential Quadrature (GDQ) and Newmark average acceleration methods for
different loading types and boundary conditions. A parametric study is carried out to investigate
the effect of differences in non-linear strain-displacement relations on the transient behavior of
deep curved beams resting on Winkler-Pasternak elastic foundation regarding different loading
types and boundary conditions.
Keywords: Laminated Composite, Deep Curved Beam, Geometric Nonlinearity, WinklerPasternak Elastic Foundation, Generalized Differential Quadrature, Strain Theories.
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This experimental study would to investigate the synchronization phenomena in randomly driven system; a
complex setup, which consist of a PET circular cylindrical shell with a top mass, has been built, see figure 1, the
shell is inside a climate chamber to keep constant the temperature at 20°C, inside the shell is present an heater to
create a thermal gradient, in the presented case the temperature inside the shell is at 48°C. Three triaxial
accelerometer are placed on the top disk and one at the base that is controlled with a closed loop control system to
provide the random forcing at the base of the shell with an electrodynamic shaker; a vibrometer and a telemeter
has been used to measure the lateral velocity and displacement in two different point of the shell. The work take
advantage from previous setup and experimental techniques [3-5] developed by the present research tea, see figure
1a. In figure 1 (b) is shown in blue the spectrum of the generated signal between 900Hz and 3000Hz, the system
has been excited in that frequency range and in pink can be seen the random excitation, while in turquoise the
response of the top disk is shown. The phenomenon of synchronicity is noticeably seen with a thermal gradient of
28°C and a transfer of energy from a broad band excitation signal to an almost harmonic response at 105 Hz (beam
like mode) and 477 Hz (axial symmetric mode) is experimentally observed, confirming the general findings of
refs. [1,2].
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Figure 1 – (a) picture of setup inside the climate chamber- (b) Spectrum of (pink) base excitation, (turquoise) top response,
(blue) signal control in Z (vertical) direction
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The non-linear forced vibration problems of double nano-structures such as double carbon
and boron nitride nanotubes are of the remarkable interests for many researchers and have
wide applications in micro/nano-scale devices such as micro/nano-electromechanical systems
(MEMS/NEMS), nano-optomechanical systems (NOMS), chemical/biochemical sensors and
actuators, thermal acoustic instruments, fluid storage and targeted drug delivery systems.
This research aims to present non-linear forced vibration of double nanotubes with nano-scale
space medium between them with consideration of van der Waals (vdW) forces among
adjacent atoms and inertial effects of moving nanoparticle associated with the different beam
theories. The motion equations can be written in a compact matrix form:
(1)

[ M ]{!x!} + [C ]{x!} + [ K ]{x} = {P(t )}

where [M ] , [C ] and [K ] are mass, damping and non-linear/linear stiffness matrices,
respectively, and also [ P(t )] and {x} are generalized load matrix generated by the moving
nanoparticle and unknown time-dependent generalized coordinates. The longitudinal and
transverse interactional forces between the moving nanoparticle and nanotube are obtained
based on the mass and velocity of nanoparticle, kinetic friction coefficient, gravitational
acceleration and longitudinal location of moving nanoparticle and vdW interactional forces.
The variation of normalized dynamic displacement and deflection for double nanotubes with
aspect ratio, the time history of nanoparticle movement, the velocity and mass parameters of
nanoparticle, the inertial effects of moving nanoparticle and vdW interactional forces between
atoms on the respective nanotubes in the framework of different size-dependent theories were
carried out. For instance, the effects of the dimensionless velocity parameter on the
normalized dynamic deflection of the primary and secondary nanotubes can be shown as:
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Fig 1. Effect of the dimensionless velocity parameter and electrical potential field on the normalized dynamic deflection.

Eye-catching improvement in micro/nano-engineering problems pertinent to medical sciences
encouraged us to investigate the mechanical behavior of micro/nano-structures acted upon by
a moving nanoparticle which can help researchers to examine the practicability of these types
of structures in the medical applications.
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The rapid development of 3D printing leads to the emergence of new technologies and
materials. In addition, new structural forms are being developed for already known materials.
Of particular interest is the study of the mechanical characteristics of such materials and structures, in particular, springs made of a fairly stiff material. When developing various combinations of such structures in order to acquire the required mechanical properties, it is useful
to apply the methods of mathematical modeling. To verify mathematical models both finitedimensional and based on continuous media mechanics, one needs to know the basic parameters of the mechanical behavior of such structures. To do this, one needs to plan and conduct
a sufficient number of experiments.
At NTUST’s High Speed 3D Printing Research Center, approaches are being developed
for the application of springs that manufactured using 3D printing to biomedical problems.
Springs from material PA12 are made and tested for static loads under tension-compression.
Hysteresis effects detected during quasi-static stress-discharge.
The obtained data were used to verify a finite-dimensional mathematical model describing
the behavior of springs from the material PA12 under compression and tension.
This work was financially supported by the High Speed 3D Printing Research Center from
the Featured Areas Research Center Program within the framework of the Higher Education
Sprout Project by the Minister of Education (MOE) in Taiwan.

A model of the Chandler wobble
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The Chandler wobble is the main component of the torqueless precession of the Earth’s axis of
rotation. Euler’s equations for the rigid top predict a wobble period of about 10 months, but the
observed period is of about 14 months. Simon Newcomb resolved this discrepancy in 1892 by
invoking the Earth’s deformability [1], but debate over how the wobble is maintained against
dissipation by the Earth’s internal viscosity has raged since (see, e.g. [2, 3, 4]). Moreover,
records show three extinctions of the wobble (in the 1850s, 1920s, and 2000s), followed by
re-excitations, without any obvious associated geophysical events or anomalies. [5]
Following an earlier proposal by one of us [6], we work out a model of the Chandler wobble as
a self-oscillation caused by a positive feedback between the displacement of the Earth’s instantaneous axis of rotation, and the centrifugal response of atmospheric and oceanic circulations.
For this we treat the mass distribution of those circulations, in Eulerian coordinates, as exhibiting rapid stochastic fluctuations about a configuration that tends to be aligned to the Earth’s axis
of rotation by the centrifugal force, but with an effective time delay associated to the inertia of
the circulating fluids. In this way, some of the kinetic energy of the flows can power the wobble,
exciting it and then maintaining it against damping.
We argue, analytically and numerically, that this model may resolve the main outstanding
questions about the wobble’s dynamics while also illustrating a new mathematical structure:
a “pseudo limit cycle” in which deterministic and stochastic terms interact to produce a selfoscillation with a very regular period and variable amplitude, bounded from above and subject
to random, brief extinctions corresponding to Hopf bifurcations. Such a structure could be of
interest in describing other complex systems and might contribute to a broader understanding
of “crisis-induced intermittency”. [7]
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OSCILLATIONS OF FRICTION BRAKE PAD
Dosaev M.Z., Samsonov V.A.
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Institute of Mechanics
dosayev@imec.msu.ru
A contact of brake shoe with a moving wheel is considered. Brake shoe is pressed to body by
direction that is perpendicular to the body velocity. Compliance of shoe in the point of
contacts is modelled by means of massless elastic spring. The friction force is determined by
Coulomb’s law.
This work was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project
N 18-01-00538).
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New automated tools for electromyographic signals decomposition are found in the liter-ature.
The purpose of this paper is not the comparison of such tools, but to assess the relevance of the
decomposition for the diagnosis of neuropathic and myopathic diseases. For each signal, the
decomposition provides a code which is used by the automated clas-siﬁcation algorithms. We
use here the linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1] and the Bagging Trees methods [2]. For
the learning process we use several EMG signals and in different parts of the muscle. Only one
recorded electromyography EMG signal per
subject is used for the diagnostic test. We evaluate the k − f old cross-validation and the
confusion matrix for both models. The accuracy is 77.3% for the SVM and 68.2% for the
Bagging Trees. These are the ﬁrst developments of this tool to make it useful for clinical
practice.
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GENERATION OF OSCILLATIONS OF THE SWING
Formalskii A.M., Klimina L.A.
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Institute of Mechanics
formal@imec.msu.ru, klimina@imec.msu.ru

One of classical problems of mechanics is the problem of control of oscillations of a
pendulum. This problem has plenty of aspects which are of practical, fundamental and
methodological interest. In particular, this problem serves as a benchmark for various
approaches for control of oscillations.
Here, we design three models of a man sitting on a swing. The corresponding mechanical
systems consist of a pendulum and a linked mechanism. The structure of the linked
mechanism which models a man differs for varied models. In the first – simplest model, the
control of the swing is performed by means of a flywheel pivotally connected to its free end.
The control torque is applied at the axis of the flywheel. In the second model, the man is
represented by a two-linked mechanism with control applied at the “knee” joint. Most
complex model of a man is given by the three-link articulated mechanism. In this case, the
system has three degrees of freedom and two control torques – one in the “hip” joint and
another in the “knee” joint.
Common features of all models are the following. It is
supposed that there is a viscous friction in the suspension
point of a pendulum. The joint in the suspension point is
naturally uncontrolled. Nonlinear equations of motion are
designed for all models. The problem of generation of
oscillations of the swing is studied. The problem is to
design control strategy in order to generate the desired
oscillations of the swing. We propose feedback control in
each joint of a linked mechanism to rock the swing.
Moreover, the special control is suggested that allows
obtaining circular rotation of the swing.
For the simplest model, the process of generating of
oscillations is illustrated by the experimental setup:
pendulum with a flywheel shown in the figure.

The experimental setup of the
pendulum with flywheel

The dependence of amplitude of stationary oscillations upon the parameters of the control law
is described. The special features of excitation mechanisms are discussed for three designed
models. Numerical results are illustrated by animations.
This work was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project
№ 18-31-20029.

SLIDER-CRANK-TYPE WIND POWER GENERATOR
WITH DRY FRICTION IN SLIDER
Klimina L.A., Shalimova E.A.
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Institute of Mechanics
klimina@imec.msu.ru
Oscillatory type wind power generators possess certain advantages. In particular, joints can be
isolated from the medium. A new oscillatory wind power generator was designed in the
Institute of Mechanics of LMSU. This device is based on the slider-crack mechanism (Fig. 1).
It proved to be effective as a part of energy generating system as well as in the role of drive of
the wind powered car.
In this work we introduce a new mathematical model of the slider-crank-type wind power
generator taking into account dry friction in slider. The model is represented in the form of the
second order dynamical system.

Fig. 1 The prototype of the slider-crank-type wind turbine
We use semi-analytical approach to construct bifurcation diagram of operation modes (steady
motions) of the wind power generator depending on the external electrical load coefficient. It
is shown that two types of attracting steady motions exist. The hysteresis of the trapped power
coefficient with respect to direction of change of the external load coefficient is described.
This work was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, projects NN
17-08-01366, 18-31-20029.

Maximum Power Point Tracking Based on Wind Speed Feedback
in Wind Power System
Ching-Huei Lin
Chien Hsin University of Science and Technology / Department of Electrical Engineering /
No.229, Jianxing Rd., Zhongli Dist., Taoyuan City 32097, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
chlin@gapps.uch.edu.tw
Maximum power point tracking is necessary for a wind power system to capture the optimal
power output under variable wind speeds. Conventional methods however meet some control
problems such as oscillating near the maximum power point or spending time in learning to
adjust parameters. This paper proposes a tracking method based on a mathematical model
created from wind tunnel experiment data to directly control the voltage and current of
maximum power point. Linear regression method was applied to find the relationships of
measured data including voltage, current, and wind speed from wind tunnel experiments. A
fitting model was obtained to find the maximum output power with wind speed input.
Comparing measured maximum power with output power calculated by mathematical model
under different wind speeds, it shows that the average error can be under 5%.
Keywords: maximum power point tracking, wind tunnel experiment, linear regression
method.

Basins of attraction of three coupled Duffing oscillators
N. Andonovski, S. Lenci
Polytechnic University of Marche, Ancona, Italy
n.andonovski@pm.univpm.it lenci@univpm.it
The nonlinear effects have significant role in the analysis of mechanical systems. We focus
on the determination of basins of attraction for a 3DOF strongly nonlinear dynamical system,
composed of three Duffing oscillators [1]. The governing equations are
y˙0 = y1 , y˙1 = F sin(ωt) − y0 + αy2 − (1 − βy0 2 + y0 4 )y1 ,
y˙2 = y3 , y˙3 = −(1 + α)y2 + α(y0 + y4 ) − (1 − βy2 2 + y2 4 )y3 ,
y˙4 = y5 , y˙5 = −y4 + αy2 − (1 − βy4 2 + y4 4 )y5 ,
with the parameter F = 0.75, ω = 1.4,  = 0.5, α = 0.1, β = 3.1. Time series analysis
showed that at least five attractors coexist in phase-space window yi = (−3, 3) (Fig. 1a).
Associated basins are determined with the Simple Cell Mapping (SCM) [2] method, adapted for
computations on cluster High-Performance Computing platforms. The (modified) SCM gives
full-dimensional basins at sufficient resolution to delineate basins, but not to disclose chaotic
behavior or fractalities. The 3D cross-section y0 , y1 , y2 , y3 = 1.1, y4 = 1.1, y5 = 1.1 of the full
6D basin, computed with the modified SCM method, is shown in Fig. 1b. A validation with the
2D basins cross-section y0 , y1 , y2 = −0.5, y3 = 1.1, y4 = 1.1, y5 = 1.1 obtained by the more
accurate but significantly slower Grid of Starts (GS) method is reported in Fig. 1c.
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Figure 1: a) Projections of attractors on the 3D sub-space y0 , y1 , y2 , b) 3D cross-section of the
basins (modified SCM) and c) 2D cross-section of the basins (GS method).
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DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE
BIOMECHANICAL COMPLEX FOR SUPPORT OF
EMPLOYEES OF INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES
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The purpose of this research is to create a control system for the exoskeleton to improve the
performance of the industrial worker. This paper presents a model experiment to identify the
target actions of a person while working to determine the target time points to turn on and off
the useful functions of the exoskeleton. There are two main approaches for human activity
recognition. Motion detection methods based on computer vision, and methods based on
inertial sensors, for example [1]. In production conditions, inertial sensors provide better
information about human actions, as they do not depend on the environment.
There are many methods to identify feature vectors from the data obtained for their
classification. For example, random forest, support vector machine, multilayer perceptron.
Many studies have been conducted to determine movements in everyday life. However, the
main result of the work done in this study is a system that allows to classify significantly
different movements of the worker in the conditions of production on the basis of inertial
information obtained from sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer) in real time.
To collect inertial data, a set of software and hardware tools for collecting information in real
time was developed. Data from the sensors is read at 100 Hz. The “sliding window” approach
is used for segmentation. As a pre-processing of signals, filtering of the order of 3 is carried
out to remove noise. Were collected a database of one thousand eight hundred examples. All
dimensions of the tensors in a neural network is selected based on the received inertial data.
Training of the neural network was carried out by the standard method of “back propagation”,
with the method ADAM [1].
According to the results of training on the data it was possible to achieve an average of 88.6%
of the expected predictions. When all the samples were combined, the average prediction
result improved to 91.6%, in this case the test was carried out on the subjects in real time.
The work is supported by grant RSF №18-71-10112.
[1] Ignatov, A. (2018). Real-time human activity recognition from accelerometer data using
Convolutional
Neural
Networks.
Applied
Soft
Computing,
62,
915–922.
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DOUBLE AERODYNAMIC PENDULUM
AS A WIND ENERGY HARVESTER
Selyutskiy Yu.D., Holub A.P.
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Institute of Mechanics
seliutski@imec.msu.ru
At present, many researches are dedicated to investigation of possibilities of using of
piezoelectric generators to harvest energy from the flow using various mechanical devices
that perform self-sustained oscillations under the action of the flow (for instance, those that
can be classified as aeroelastic systems).
In this work, we consider an electromechanical system consisting of a double aerodynamic
pendulum connected with a piezoelectric element in such a manner that motion of the first
link of the pendulum results in deformation of the piezoelectric element. This element is
incorporated into electric circuit containing a load resistance. Aerodynamic forces acting upon
the pendulum are described using the quasi-steady approach.
Periodic solutions of the resulting dynamic system are studied depending on values of
different parameters (such as wind speed, load resistance, etc.). It is shown, in particular, that
it is possible to choose parameters of the system in such a way that self-sustained oscillations
will arise in a certain range of wind speeds. If the wind speed is lower or higher than this
range, then the equilibrium position where both links of the pendulum are oriented along the
wind is asymptotically stable, and no oscillations occur.
This work was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, projects
NN 17-08-01366, 18-01-00538.

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF FIVE-POLE PZT ACTUATOR
APPLIED TO PALPATION DEVICE
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This study is devoted to development of a palpation device with haptic feedback based on a
PZT actuator. Such devices are intended for telemedicine. In the previous research, we found
that the PZT actuator is well-used for its high response, simple mechanism and low cost.
Therefore our first prototype of palpation device was made of one PZT actuator, the haptic
feedback mechanism, the control console and one probe on the slave side. When the button on
the manipulator (master) side was pressed, the probe moved and interacted with an elastic
sample. The force acting from the sample onto the probe was measured, and the PZT actuator
on the master side produced a force proportional to this load and applied to the button. Thus,
the haptic feedback was generated.
Actually, when pressing the button, the force feedback was a result of the PZT actuator force
and the friction force. If the normal force between the PZT actuator and the slider increased,
the friction force increased. Thus the force feedback was larger when pressing, but, on the
other hand, larger friction force would decelerate the button going up or even would stop the
button.
This study investigated a dynamic response of the PZT actuator for the following set of
different normal force values: 8.7 N, 10.9 N, 13.1 N, 15.2 N. The working frequency was
varied from 66.4 kHz to 76.4 kHz in 1 kHz increment. The resonance frequency 71.4 kHz was
found. A linear reciprocating mechanism and a load cell were assembled with the button. The
reciprocating mechanism was used to move the button up and down in the range of 2 mm.
The load cell allowed measuring the force feedback. The results showed that, if the normal
force is small, the force feedback in the resonance frequency was mostly obtained from the
PZT actuator. The force feedback was quite small in the non-resonant frequency. The impact
of the friction force increased, when the frequency moved away from the resonance
frequency. When the normal force increased, the friction force in the non-resonant frequency
increased obviously. With increasing the normal force the force of the PZT actuator
decreased. Besides, the force feedback was relatively small when the PZT actuator was not
activated.
For the palpation application, it is reasonable to use the PZT actuator with the smaller normal
force and to assemble several actuators to enhance the force feedback.
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Continuum level charge transport in electronic devices: A review
on challenges and recent developments
Matthias Auf der Maur
Università degli Studi di Roma Tor Vergata
auf.der.maur@ing.uniroma2.it
Since it’s formulation in the 1950s, the van Roosbroeck system [1, 2], also known as the driftdiffusion (DD) model, has become the work horse of electronic device simulation at the continuum level. This is due on the one hand for its relatively low computational cost as compared
to more complex approaches, like solving directly the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) or
using quantum mechanical transport models, but also on the fact, that especially in early times
of electronic devices the necessary approximations leading to the DD model were well justified.
In recent decades the well established DD model, present in all device CAD software, has returned into focus in relation with the development of new devices and materials. The standard
formulation of the model and its discretization are based on a number of assumptions, which are
not always valid and require modifications for certain device types and materials currently of
interest. While the DD model has been developed for the description of electron and hole transport in inorganic semiconductors like silicon and gallium arsenide, it has been subsequently
applied to other materials, in particular organics, electrochemical systems and novel materials
like Perovskites. Moreover, it is often applied in device structures where some of the basic
assumptions and approximations may be globally or locally violated, like in quantum confined
structures, heterostructures or transistors with short gates. Also, the usual numerical implementation implicitly assumes certain functional forms for the dependency of the carrier densities on
the chemical potential, from which the real system can deviate due to many reasons.
Beside the difficulty of correctly describing certain physical systems with the standard twocarrier DD model, there are also considerable numerical challenges, related to the advectiondiffusion character of the problem, its stiffness, its non-linearity and the variation of the carrier
densities over many orders of magnitude, to mention a few.
Many approaches to tackle the above challenges have been proposed and implemented in the
last years. Here we will present some of these. In particular, we will review recent developments
in the discretization schemes in order to take into account correctly degeneracy and arbitrary
density of states, and we will show ways to reformulate the DD model in order to be able to
simulate physical systems beyond the classical electron-hole picture.
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CASIMIR EFFECT ON VOLTAGE AMPLITUDE RESPONSE
OF PARAMETRIC RESONANCE OF ELECTROSTATICALLY
ACTUATED NEMS CANTILEVER RESONATORS
Caruntu, D.I, Reyes, C.A., Reyes, C.I.
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
caruntud2@asme.org
This work investigates the effect of Casimir forces on voltage–amplitude response of
parametric resonance of electrostatically actuated nanoelectromechanical system (NEMS)
cantilever resonator. The NEMS resonator is placed above a fixed ground plate in a parallel
configuration, and softly actuated with alternate current (AC) voltage of frequency near
natural frequency of the cantilever. Soft actuation produces very small to negligible
amplitudes in non-resonant zones. The AC frequency leads the resonator into parametric
resonance. Casimir and electrostatic forces are nonlinear actuating forces in the system.
The resonator is modeled using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Reduced Order Models (ROMs)
with one, two, three, four and five modes of vibration (terms) are used to investigate the
system. One mode of vibration (term) ROM is solved using the Method of Multiple Scales
(MMS), which is a perturbation method accurate for weak nonlinearities and small
amplitudes. ROMs with two, three, four and five modes of vibration are 1) numerically
integrated using Matlab in order to obtain time responses of the resonator. 2) Also a
continuation and bifurcation analysis using AUTO 07p is used to attain the voltage–amplitude
response bifurcation diagram. ROM with 5 modes of vibration (terms) are accurate for any
nonlinearities, weak or strong and any amplitudes, small or large. Time responses are in
agreement with the voltage–amplitude bifurcation diagram.
Two Hopf bifurcations, subcritical and supercritical, and a saddle-node bifurcation
characterize the bifurcation diagram. Casimir force has little to no effect on the subcritical
Hopf bifurcation, but a significant effect on the supercritical one. The effects of the frequency
of the electrostatic force, fringe and damping on the voltage-amplitude response are also
reported.

Modeling Internal Resonance in 2D NEMS
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In this work we discuss a model to study nonlinear dynamics of Nanoelectromechanical
Systems fabricated using 2D materials like Graphene or MoS2 (2D NEMS). 2D NEMS are
versatile devices to study nonlinear dynamics. Because of their small dimensions and superior
mechanical properties, they can be driven in strong nonlinear region quiet easily. Additionally,
the effective duffing nonlinearity of these devices can be tuned by changing the drive
parameters such as AC/DC actuation voltage in case of electrical actuation [1]. Under such
conditions the dynamics is heavily affected by nonlinear mode coupling and internal resonance
[2]. To simulate such dynamics, we model the NEMS as system with two degrees of freedom.
The two modes, with mode frequencies related as ω2 ≅ n ω1 (where n is a positive integer), are
non-linearly coupled. The model succeeds in reproducing the essential, experimentally
observable, phenomena associated with nonlinear dynamics of 2D NEMS. We perform the
configuration space analysis to ascertain the presence of internal resonance. The energy transfer
between the commensurate modes during internal resonance give rise to a frequency plateau in
the response of Mode 1 [2]. The model helps in understanding the effect of amplitude of Mode
2 on the frequency plateau of Mode 1. We also use the model to study the behaviour of Mode
2 when Mode 1 is driven near internal resonance frequency. We see that the frequency of a
coupled mode (Mode 2) can be tuned by driving the commensurate mode (Mode 1) near internal
resonance. Furthermore, by controlling the effective nonlinearity of the system the linear
frequency of the coupled mode (Mode 2) can be either hardened or softened. The proposed
model gives important insights for utilising nonlinear dynamics of NEMS for practical
applications.
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RATE OF ORDER 10^3 C^(- 1) WOOD OF HARDWOOD
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Tests on birch and aspen with different directions of cutting samples relative to the location of
the fibers were performed. The tests were carried out on the installation with a Split
Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) that implements the Kolsky method. Samples are made in
the form of tablets with a height of ~ 10 mm and a diameter of ~ 20 mm. The angles between
the direction of application of the load and the direction of the location of the fibers were 0 °,
30 °, 45 °, 60 °, and 90 °. The experiments were carried out at temperatures of -40 ° C, + 20 °
C and + 60 ° C. The strain rate was of the order of 103 s-1. Dynamic stress-strain diagrams
were obtained. The greatest steepness of the load branches and the greatest destructive
stresses were observed for samples with a cutting angle of 0°. The smallest values of these
parameters are noted at 90 ° cut corners. There is a difference from the test results at room
temperature. In this series of experiments with a “reinforcement” angle of 30 °, after
exhaustion of the material the bearing ability, a section of relaxation was noted for both types
of wood. This area smoothly passes into the area of ideal "plasticity" (or even a small
"hardening") until the end of the load. On the one hand, the reason for this behavior can be the
d of relatively weak bonds between obliquely spaced annual cylindrical layers and the mutual
displacement of these layers. On the other hand, the presence of friction on the ends of the
sample and a sufficiently small angle of "reinforcement", which limits this process and causes
the fibers themselves to be included in the work. It is noted that as the temperature of the test
decreases, the magnitude of the stresses at which the specimens are destroyed increases for all
the cutting angles of the specimens. There is a tendency to a decrease in the diagrams at a
temperature of + 60 ° C compared with the results at room temperature for almost all tested
wood batches. At the same time, both the modules of the loading and unloading branches and
the limiting (destructive) stresses decrease.
The investigations were supported by the grant of the Government of the Russian Federation
(contract No.14.Y26.31.0031).

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE DYNAMIC PROPERTIES
OF CONCRETE UNDER COMPRESSIVE LOAD
A.M.Bragov, M.E. Gonov, A.K.Lomunov
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Novgorod, Nizhny Novgorod Russia
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The report presents a study of the deformation and fracture of concrete under dynamic loads
using the Kolsky method. Presented on the main technological method of manufacturing
concrete samples for dynamic testing. The purpose of the test is to study the high-speed
deformation and destruction of fine concrete. Presents the results of tests of concrete for
compression at deformation rates ranging from 4·102 to 2·103 s-1.
The conducted dynamic test of fine concrete for compression consisted of 35 test shots.
Concrete was tested at 7 different speeds. Each test mode consisted of 5 test shots. 3 modes
were carried out using copper pulse shapers.
Copper pulse shapers were used for research purposes. It is assumed that the pulse shaper
improves the quality of the basic premise of the Kolsky method on the homogeneity of the
intensely deformed state in a sample. The results of dynamic tests with pulse formers were
compared with the results of tests without pulse formers.
The verification of the uniformity of the stress-strain state in the sample is performed using
the formula:

e I + e R = eT

(1)

where, e I – is the incident pulse, e R – is the reflected pulse, eT – is the transmitted pulse.
The investigations were supported by the grant of the Government of the Russian Federation
(contract No.14.Y26.31.0031).
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Earthquakes or fault core sliding involve materials in very different states: from almost purely
granular state in the highly damaged fault core [1] (highly cracked materials) to almost
completely cohesive state in distant host rocks. To address this issue, we perform controlled
laboratory experiments and develop numerical simulations to study the transition from
cohesive to granular states of synthetic rocks under various loadings. Our rock models are
made of cemented granular materials in which the packing density (glass beads or sand) and
the nature and content of cements are tunable [3,4]. Here we present the experimental results
obtained under oedometric and triaxial loadings. The fracturing of the rock samples to a
purely granular state is acoustically monitored using both the passive detection of acoustic
emission (fig. (b), bottom) and active ultrasonic measurements to study the macroscopic
viscoelastic properties, e.g. with coherent waves (fig. (c), bottom) [2,3]. The FE modeling of
elastic wave propagation is performed in 2D dense cemented disk packings where the
compressional wave is computed as a function of the packing density, cement content and
mechanical coefficients. To model the damage under oedometric configuration, we first
compute the elasto-plastic deformation under quasi-static loading, which reduces the contact
stiffness between two grains through the damage evolution. We calculate the wave velocity in
suck damaged packings and compare these simulations with our experimental observations.

Figure: (a) San Andreas fault, source: http://www.cite-sciences.fr (b) Acoustic emission (bottom) in a cemented
granular material during a cycle of loading and unloading (top) under oedometric configuration. (c) Acoustic
monitoring of the material damage: stress drop (top) and related velocity decrease (bottom).
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The role of fabric in the behaviour of granular materials
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In micromechanics of granular materials, relationships are investigated between the behaviour
at the continuum macro-scale and that at the micro-scale of particles and interparticle
contacts.
A large number of experimental studies (employing photo-elastic materials) and
computational studies (using the Discrete Element Method) have shown that granular
materials may develop an anisotropic microstructure, or fabric, even when the initial
configuration is isotropic. The current contribution gives an overview on the role of fabric in
characteristic behaviour of granular materials: (1) shear strength, (2) dilatancy and (3) elastoplasticity.
Previous work has shown the importance of fabric to the shear strength of granular materials,
expressed through so-called stress-force-fabric relationships that form a corner stone of
present-day understanding of the behaviour of granular materials. An important result is that
the shear strength is mainly determined by the anisotropy in the fabric and in the anisotropy in
the orientational distribution of interparticle forces.
A property specific to granular materials is dilatancy, i.e. the increase (or decrease) of volume
that is induced by quasi-static shear deformation. Two micromechanical mechanisms of
dilatancy have been identified: (i) dilatancy due to deformation of elementary structures that
are determined by the interparticle contact network and (ii) dilatancy due to topological
changes in the interparticle contact network that correspond to the creation or disruption of
contacts. For the first mechanism the anisotropy in the contact network is the primary
parameter, while for the second mechanism the average number of contacts per particle is the
primary parameter.
The evolution of the fabric is investigated, in response to small strain probes applied to
initially isotropic granular assemblies of varying void ratios and coordination numbers. Twodimensional Discrete Element Method simulations demonstrate that the fabric response
strongly depends on the strain probe direction, despite the stress response being “pseudoelastic” and incrementally linear. This direction dependence leads to a so-called incrementally
nonlinear property of fabric changes in the small deformation regime, a constitutive
characteristic that can serve as a precursor signalling the more intricate, elasto-plastic
behaviour of anisotropic granular materials. A systematic analysis is presented, based on a
representation theorem for two-dimensional isotropic functions to characterize fabric changes
during strain probing. Contact gains and losses are prevalent in compressive and extension
strain probes, respectively. It is the subtle evolution of gained and lost contacts in various
strain probes that helps to elucidate the nature of important fabric changes in the pseudoelastic regime of granular materials.

GRAIN-SCALE DESCRIPTION OF HIGHER-ORDER
CONTINUUM MODEL FOR GRANULAR SOLID
T. Matsushima
University of Tsukuba
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It is well known that dense granular materials under shear exhibit strain softening with
localization of shear deformation [1]. This localization zone is called shear band, and its width
is observed to be 10 to 20 times as big as the constituent grain size in various experiments on
sand specimens [2,3]. It is also known that such finite width of localization zone cannot be
simulated with first-order classical continuum [4], and higher-order continuum theories, such
as Cosserat theory [5] and strain gradient theory [6,7], are required. However, such models
are all phenomenological, and the physical origin of the higher-order terms has not been
clarified yet. In this study, we carried out a series of DEM simulations to explore the shear
band width as a function of grain properties and packing density. The result shows that the
shear band width can be mainly controlled by maximum dilation rate, which agrees with the
strain gradient theory [7]. Moreover, this effect is analyzed for regularly-packed non-convex
shaped grains system [8] and the explicit description of higher-order term was derived.
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VALIDATION OF A SIMPLE MODEL USING THE DISTINCT
ELEMENT METHOD FOR NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF
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For risk assessment of nuclear facilities under earthquakes, a severer scenario against the
original design must be considered. Intending to estimate the reaching distance of fallen rocks
and the collision impacts on nuclear facilities and the accumulation of debris at the access route
to a nuclear power plant under hazardous slope failure, we have developed a simple model
using the distinct element method(DEM) for risk assessment purposes.
Some DEM researchers use multiple spherical elements so called the clump element for
representing the complex shape of rock or sand. However, clump elements utilizes plenty of
spherical elements for large 3-dimensional simulation cases, thus, this way is disadvantageous
regarding to the calculation time and memory volume. Therefore, the authors propose a model
expressing geotechnical behavior of the complex shape particles of the geotechnical materials
utilize the spherical elements and make validation of the model in this study.
As well known, since the accumulation of debris is composed by interlocked ground materials,
its shear strength is greater than the spherical particles such as glass breads.
Our test results also indicate that the sand performs greater repose angle than glass breads. In
this study, the authors utilized spherical elements to simulate the repose angle tests for both
irregular sands and glass breads, and achieved introducing the rolling friction to represent the
greater repose angle of irregular sands than glass breads in DEM model.
On the other hand, regarding to the behaviors of the rolling rocks on slope and underlying
bedrock, we utilized the spherical elements in simulation models to discuss the validity based
on following assumption: Despite of simplifying geometry of rock mass, if accurate modeling
of roughness of slope can enable us to synthesize the probabilistic behavior of a single collision,
the analysis is good enough for probabilistic evaluation of rock falling. Based on this
assumption, we evaluated the validity of simplifying geometry of rock mass in which the rock
mass was expressed by a single ball. Slope and underlying bedrock were expressed by spacing
balls with same radius. We achieved to compare the results of numerical analyses with the rock
fall experiments and validity was evaluated.
At last, we conducted a parametric study for a bedrock slope collapse of 42,000 m3. Setting the
restitution coefficient to 0.1 and the rolling friction to 0.175 reasonably reconstructed the
corresponding critical repose angle after collapse. This result can be referenced to validate the
values of the simulation of slope collapse for similar bedrock slopes.

Damage and plastic evolution of second gradient effective elastic
moduli of heterogeneous granular materials
Placidi L.
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A micro-mechanical model is employed to study the second gradient elastic strain energy of
heterogeneous granular solids.
The granular material is idealized as a collection of particles interacting through inter-particle
contacts.
To facilitate the derivation of the overall stiffness tensors such an interaction among discrete
number of particles has been made continuum in the orientation space.
On the basis of this elastic investigation, a damage elastoplastic spring model has been
developed in order to consider the evolution of anisotropy of the heterogeneous granular
solid.
Finally, simple examples will be solved, where the induced anisotropy will be shown.

Micro-Macro Identification: Continuum Parameters from Grain
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Modeling materials without taking into account their microstructural properties and the
corresponding micromechanical features invariably leads to neglect of characteristic features.
On the other hand, coarse-grained models describing the material behavior in a discrete
manner by studying the behavior of every grain-pair interaction, suffer from their own
specific deficiencies. These include the need to specify the initial microstructure (very
difficult to attain in real materials) and their prohibitively large computational demand.
Granular Micromechanics Approach (GMA) offers a viable and robust solution to this
dilemma by deriving the macroscopic behavior of the material as a continuum using a
statistical analysis of the inter-particle contacts in different directions. Within GMA we use
the directional distribution of geometric and stiffness properties of grain-pair interactions in
order to derive the macroscopic behavior of the material. One of the most important
challenges to be tackled in GMA, or any other material model striving to derive continuum
behavior using microstructural analysis, is in defining the interaction laws at grain scale, i.e.
microscopic constitutive relationships. This is generally done by trying to replicate the
macroscopic behavior.
In this study we are presenting a numerical approach to derive average grain-scale properties,
used in GMA. We envision the material point as a collection of grains interacting with their
neighbors through nonlocal contact mechanisms. Packing compaction is simulated using
nonlocal contact formulation. At any step, boundary conditions consistent with various strain
increments are applied, variations in inter-granular energies in all grain-pair interactions are
measured, and variation of macroscopic energy in the material point (modeled as a granular
assembly) is derived as the volume average of grain-pair energies. Calculation of macroscopic
stiffness and stress tensors, as well as GMA model parameters, then follows. As a result,
GMA properties based on true grain-level properties are derived. The analysis is done within
both small and large deformation regimes, paving the way for deriving micromechanics-based
large deformation continuum theories. Moreover, the analysis presents evidence of non-affine
movements within the assembly. Consequences of these movements, regarding fluctuations
and higher gradients of grain motions are also studied.

ELECTROMAGNETIC MICROCONTINUUM APPROACH TO
GRANULAR MEDIA
Romeo M.
DIMA, University of Genoa (Italy)
maurizio.romeo@unige.it
The analysis of electro-magneto-elastic interactions in continuum mechanics is a basic point
in modelling dielectric or magnetic properties of solids such as piezoelectric, ferroelectric or
magneto-elastic materials. The classical models account for the introduction of constitutive
assumptions on polarization and magnetization which require a coupling of electric and
magnetic fields with mechanical deformations. Maxwell’s equations are then involved in the
set of balance laws to formulate various dynamic or equilibrium problems.
Microcontinuum theories, introduced to model mechanical responses due to the microscopic
material structure [1,2] have been extended to electromagnetic interactions by constitutive
approaches analogous to the classical one [2]. An alternative analysis has been recently
developed where a direct connection of microdeformation to electric multipoles allows to
derive explicit expressions of electric polarization and magnetization [3,4] . This is realized
by considering the microdensity of bound charges on the basis of the microdisplacement
involved in the mass microdensity.
Here we exploit this approach by extending a recent mechanical micromorphic model of
granular media [5] to electromagnetic coupling. Starting from the microcontinuum description
of electric dipole and quadrupole for the granular element, polarization and magnetization are
introduced and the contribution of electromagnetic work is derived on the basis of the Lorentz
force. A variational principle is formulated accounting for strain, microstrain and its gradient
and a set of balance equations is obtained which include Ampère’s and Gauss’ laws, after the
introduction of vector and scalar electromagnetic potentials [6]. In particular, these equations
show the effects of an external electromagnetic field due to the intrinsic electric dipoles and
quadrupoles of the granular material and its microdeformation.
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When subjected to deviatoric loading, dense granular materials often exhibit a hardening / softening regime linked to the occurrence of strain localization. On the contrary, for loose granular
materials a pure hardening behavior without any strain localization is observed under similar
loading conditions. In this study, we investigate the so far unknown micromechanical mechanisms responsible for the existence of such strain localization patterns. Based on two dimensional discrete element simulations, typical drained biaxial tests are carried out on dense and
loose granular materials. It is shown that force chains play a fundamental role with respect to
strain localization and material hardening / softening. By analyzing some of the geometrical
and mechanical characteristics of force chains inside and outside of the shear band area, it is
shown in particular that i) the hardening regime is explained by the degradation of the contact
network and the concentration of the load on fewer and fewer force chains, and ii) the softening
regime is linked with force chain rotation inside the shear band domain.
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Experiment Study on Time-frequency Features of Rotor Rubimpact and Misalignment Fault in Barrel Roll Flight
Tian Gao, Shuqian Cao
Department of Mechanics, Tianjin University, Tianjin 300354, China.
Email: sqcao@tju.edu.cn.
Rotor systems located in aircraft are considered to have a base motion. In this study, transient
time-frequency features of the rub-impact fault, misaligned fault and coupling fault with
misalignment and rub-impact in rotor systems are investigated with considering the barrel roll
flight of the aircraft. By combining spectrum cascade, reassigned wavelet scalogram, rotor
trajectory and spectrogram, some novel and distinguishing fault features of the three types of
fault rotor are obtained. The results show that for the local rub-impact rotor, there is a
switching phenomenon between slight rub-impact motion and severe rub-impact motion due
to the influence of barrel roll flight. With slight rub-impact motion switching to severe rubimpact motion, the amplitude of rotating frequency ω decreases in the rotor system motion,
the amplitude of the significant super-harmonic components 2ω and 3ω increases and more
new harmonic components arise. For the misaligned fault rotor, barrel roll flight having little
effect on the misaligned fault rotor is confirmed through experiment. For the coupling fault
rotor, with slight rub-impact motion switching to severe rub-impact motion due to the barrel
roll flight, if the rotor is at critical and sub-critical rotating frequencies, the amplitude of
rotating frequency ω decreases, and the amplitude of the significant super-harmonic
components 2ω and 3ω also decreases which is distinguishing from the pure rub-impact
rotor. The results of this study can be used for multi-fault detection of the aero-engine rotor
system.

Nonlinear flutter and thermal postbuckling of axially functionally
graded panels in supersonic airflow
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Flutter is one kind of aeroelastic phenomena. It is a coupling effect under aerodynamic force,
elastic force and inertial force. As soon as the flutter occurs, the nonlinear self-excited will
happen on the structures. Panel flutter investigates the aeroelastic behaviors of plates and
shells, and only one side of them is exerted by aerodynamic pressure. Previous studies show
that the aerodynamic pressure will cause the mode localization of the structures in the airflow
direction. Therefore, the nonlinear panel flutter behaviors of axially functionally graded
panels are investigated in this study. Since nonlinear effect is taken into account, von Karman
large deflection theory is applied in the structural modeling. Based on the high-order shear
deformation theory, the equation of motion of the structural system is formulated using the
Hamilton principle. The aerodynamic pressure is evaluated by the supersonic piston theory.
Moreover, in this investigation, thermal effect is considered. Nonlinear flutter and
aerothermal postbuckling behaviors of axially functionally graded panels are analyzed.
Effects of variations of thickness, Young’s modulus, as well as mass density on the nonlinear
flutter properties are studied.

Nonlinear dynamical analysis for subharmonics and
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Abstract: Based on the nonlinear dynamical model of the novel bio-inspired X-shaped structure, three different subharmonics and one kind of ultra-subharmonics are emphatically investigated. Specifically,the analytic formulations of frequency-responses, bifurcation sets of the
subharmonic (1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 order) and ultra-subharmonic (2/3 order) responses are exhaustively formulated. Meanwhile, the stability of the subharmonic and ultra-subharmonic responses are discussed by the Lyapunov stability theory. The influences of the structural parameters
of the bio-inspired structure on nonlinear responses and bifurcation sets are discussed in detail.
Furthermore, the wave forms and frequency spectrum of the nonlinear system are calculated to
verify the aforementioned analytical results. Finally, the vibration experiments are implemented
to detect occurrence of the subharmonics of the real structure. And Occurrence and elimination
of the subharmonic of the structure can be achieved by tuning structural parameters. From the
results, the substantial topological distinction of the bifurcation sets between the 1/3 subharmonic resonance and 2/3 ultra-subharmonic resonance are revealed. A novel phenomenon is
observed that 1/4 subharmonic resonance could appear even though there are only quadratic
and cubic nonlinear terms in the vibration equation. Furthermore, it is shown experimentally
that, suppression or enhancement of the subharmonic response can be achieved by tuning the
structural parameters of the bio-inspired structure. Due to the generic form of the nonlinear
equation, the results about the subharmonic or ultra-subharmonic properties might be actually
applicable to a wide variety of physical and engineering problems.
Keywords: bio-inspired X-shaped structure; subharmonics; ultra-subharmonics; bifurcation;
vibration isolation
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RECIPROCATING CONTACT MECHANICS BETWEEN
VISCOELASTIC ROUGH SURFACES: A BOUNDARY ELEMENT
METHODOLOGY
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In modern applied mechanics research, the mechanics and physics of soft linearly viscoelastic
materials have acquired a particular prominence due to the variety and the number of
applications - spanning nano- , micro- and macro- scales – which require to be optimized in
terms of performances and energy efficiency.
In this work, we focus our attention on an issue of particular importance: the reciprocating
contact of viscoelastic materials, where the relative motion between the contacting bodies is
periodically inverted. Moving from the methodology developed in Ref. [1,2], whose main
advantage, in comparison with other methodologies present in literature (see e.g. Ref. [3]), is
the parametric treatment of the time domain, we present an improved approach that, by
employing an enhanced formulation based on the Fast Fourier Transform, enables significant
savings in terms of computational costs and let us study the reciprocating motion between
viscoelastic solids without any limitation of frequency, normal load and, most importantly,
shape of the contacting surfaces. By means of such an approach, we show the main
parameters governing both the smooth contact between a sphere and a viscoelastic layer, and
the rough contact mechanics between a rough surface and again a linear viscoelastic halfspace. Furthermore, we show preliminary experimental results that are in good agreement
with the theoretical predictions.
In conclusion, the methodology here presented can provide an efficient tool to optimize a
number of components in very different fields, including e.g. earthquake dampers, rubber
seals in alternative applications, automotive tires.
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MODELING OF SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY SPRINGS FOR
CONTROLLING AIRFOIL FLUTTER INSTABILITY
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Airfoil flutter instability is a complex phenomenon, due to the interaction between two modes
of the structure and an axial flow, that may produce strong or even fatal deformations [1].
Two main strategies are typically adopted to mitigate such undesired vibrations, namely, active
and passive control strategies. The latter, of particular interest in this work, is generally achieved
by means of hysteretic dampers [2].
Malher et al. [1] have recently proposed a passive control strategy employing Shape Memory
Alloys (SMA) springs. When subjected to cyclic deformations, such devices exhibit a hysteretic
response allowing one to dissipate a significant amount of energy. The hysteretic behavior
displayed by SMA springs stems from a solid-solid phase change between two different states,
that is, austenite and martensite. The former, representing the natural state of the undeformed
springs, is energetically stable at high temperatures; on the contrary, the latter, representing the
state of the deformed springs, is energetically stable at low temperatures.
A large variety of uniaxial phenomenological models exist in the literature to account for hysteretic behaviors [3, 4]. According to the kind of equations that mathematically characterize
the output variables, such models are classified into four main categories, namely, algebraic
models, transcendental models, differential models, and integral models.
In this work, an algebraic model, recently developed by Vaiana et al. [5], is proposed to simulate
the complex behavior displayed by SMA springs in the pseudo-elastic regime. In particular, the
proposed model not only offers the important advantage of accurately simulating the nonlinear
response of SMA springs, but also allows for a considerable reduction of the computational burden of nonlinear analyses by employing a set of only five parameters having a clear mechanical
significance.
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The spontaneous synchronisation of coupled non-linear oscillators is a recurring research
topic in scientific literature. Since the invention of the pendulum clock from Huygens in 17th
century, several studies have been carried out on this topic, which today keeps on captivate
researchers.
The paper, after a literature survey, tries to analyse this phenomenon, called the Huygens
synchronisation, with theoretical simple mechanical models able to reproduce the phenomena
of metronomes laid on the same structure. The metronome is a non-linear system powered by
an external energy source provided by the escapement mechanism or other electromechanical
devices. In this work it could be considered like an initial conservative nonlinear system that
is provided of a suitable small dissipation, like every real system. The scope of this paper is to
see whether the synchronisation is possible with progressive models characterised by
increasing complexity to evaluate hypothesis and consequences.
The final aim is to define necessary and sufficient conditions for simulating the phenomenon
through numerical integration of models developed through bond-graph approach. These
analytical models are compared, in order to emphasise the needed flexibilities, nonlinearities
and dissipative effects that should be taken into account to model correctly the pendula
behaviour. In particular phase lag between the metronomes are described through Hilbert
transform and other time-frequency tools.
Keywords: synchronisation, coupled pendula, parametric resonance.
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Magnetic damped vibrations are known in literature in different topologies and applications
by coupling conductive structures with magnetic fields. In this paper rare-earth permanent
magnets are used to emphasise local dissipations in simple Euler-Bernoulli beams vibrations.
The multi-physics effect is an induced damping force characteristic that depends upon
displacement, velocity and induced eddy currents. When the magnetic field is generated by
permanent magnets, a good model of the damping characteristic requires the estimation of the
eddy currents induced in the conductive parts and subsequently of the resulting Lorentz force
acting on them. This force is unfortunately nonlinear as its magnitude depends both on
frequency and amplitude of oscillations. Considering by hypothesis a harmonic motion of the
system, simulations and experimental results of the magneto-dynamic phenomenon
demonstrate a damped behaviour coupled to a dynamic stiffening, called Phantom Effect. The
model is performed by means of a partial element equivalent circuit of the conductive parts.
The force characteristic is then used to fit a quadratic dependence of damping coefficient on
the oscillation amplitude values. Results obtained by simulations are discussed with respect to
experimental measurements on simple beams and on a three degrees of freedom structure.
Keywords: Phantom Effect, eddy currents, multi-physics coupling.

Screw axis identification the motion of a rigid body on nonlinear
elastic suspensions
Nicola Roveri1, Silvia Milana1, Antonio Culla1 and Antonio Carcaterra1
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In many practical problems of mechanical engineering, the analysis of kinematics and
dynamics properties of the rigid body motion are important. In this paper we investigate the
concept of the screw axes that remain associated to a rigid body oscillating when suspended
on elastic springs. It is elucidated as, for linear systems, an intrinsic invariant dynamic
characteristic is represented by the screw -axes-set. They are associated to the eigenvalue and
eigenvector problem and represent for this reason an invariant character of the motion. The
physical interpretation of the screw-axes-set is, for each mode, the existence of an axis about
which the vibration mode drives the body with a helical motion: a combination of a sliding
along this axis and a simultaneous rotation about the same axis. In general the set comprises 6
screw axes for an elastically suspended body. This concept is interesting especially in
automotive design, where the roll and pitch axes can be defined and identified as part of the
screw-axes-set and by necessity they represent an intrinsic characteristic related to the inertia
tensor of the car body, and to the stiffness matrix of the suspension system.
However, this application makes it clear the real problems exhibit a nonlinear response of the
suspension system, characterized by the nonlinear response of the springs, and by the
geometrical kinematic constraints represented by the suspension linkages. Moreover,
independently of the restoring forces, the same Euler three dimensional equation of the rigid
body motion shows intrinsic nonlinearities due to the rotation matrix dependence on
trigonometric functions of the Tait-Brian angles.
This paper, using the concept of statistical linearization, introduces the notion of screw-axesset even in the presence of nonlinearities, making the roll and pitch axes concepts strictly
defined even for the nonlinear dynamic response of a rigid body over elastic suspensions.

Experimental Evaluation of the Parameter Space Approach
for Autonomous Vehicle Path Control Design
Tota A.1 , Velardocchia M.1 and Güvenç L.2
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The idea of highly automated driving vehicles is smoothly turning into a consolidate reality for
automotive industries thus also feeding important research challenges for academic environments. The design and the implementation of vehicle longitudinal and lateral control strategies
represent one of the main challenging task for a real deployment of self driving cars, especially
considering their highly non-linear dynamics behavior. Within this context, the present paper
proposes a position control logic that aims to follow a desired trajectory even in presence of a
stationary obstacle. The desired trajectory is generated offline and properly modified when a
static obstacle is placed nearby it. The controller calculates the preview lateral deviation with respect to the desired path and evaluates the steering action to be applied through a feedback logic
supported by a feed-forward contribution. The feedback controller gains are obtained through
the parameter space approach which represent a strong tool for robustness properties evaluation
or for control design purposes. This approach is also compared against the Hurwitz stability
criteria which is a more conservative method for gains selection. The proposed controller is
finally deployed on a prototypical vehicle, equipped with a wide range of specific sensors and
actuators. Experimental tests during different scenarios with and without the presence of a static
obstacle are conducted to analyze the benefit of the path control.
Keywords: Vehicle Position Control, Parameter Space Approach, Obstacle Avoidance, Experimental Assessment
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ASYMPTOTIC SYMPLIFICATION OF NONLINEAR 1+1D
PROBLEMS FOR THIN-WALLED STRUCTURES
Andrianov I.I., Andrianov I.V., Awrejcewicz J.
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Igor.andrianov@gmail.com (corresponding author)
Spatially 1D nonlinear thin-walled structures (rods, beams, arches, rings, shells under
axisymmetric deformation) are commonly used as structural elements in macro-, micro- or
nanoscales. Consequently, models for their analysis are currently met in any ﬁeld of civil and
industrial engineering. The resulting complicated nonlinear PDEs can be solved by discrete
methods (methods of finite elements and/or finite differences). But the time required to solve
high-dimensional discretized models remains a bottleneck towards eﬃcient and optimal
design of structures. In this regard, a reasonable simplification of the initial boundary value
problems with the ability to control the accuracy of the obtained limit systems is relevant.
Asymptotic approaches, i.e. singular and regular asymptotics, give the most natural way to
solve the stated problem appropriately. The original nonlinear boundary value problems
contains two basic small parameters characterizing both system stiffness and nonlinearity.
Interplay between these parameters define various simplified nonlinear boundary value
problems for spatially 1D thin-walled structures. The main objective of the present paper is to
describe some recent developments in this field. In particular, reliability and validity of the
Кirchhoff and Bolotin approximations, as well as other order reduction models are analysed.

Scattering of Nonlinear Waves in Layered Waveguides
M. R. Tranter, K. R. Khusnutdinova
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Loughborough University, Loughborough, UK
M.R.Tranter@lboro.ac.uk, K.Khusnutdinova@lboro.ac.uk
It has been shown in experiments that long longitudinal bulk strain solitary waves and radiating
solitary waves can propagate in elastic materials such as PMMA and polystyrene [1, 2]. Two
cases have been considered: a bar with a perfect bond between the layers or a sufficiently soft
(“imperfect”) bond between the layers. The behaviour of longitudinal waves in the delaminated
regions of a layered structure are of particular interest, as any changes in their structure may
allow us to detect the presence of delamination. In each case we model the propagation of
longitudinal waves using direct and semi-analytical (weakly-nonlinear) numerical approaches,
and some theoretical estimates are obtained in the delaminated region of the waveguide using
the Inverse Scattering Transform [3, 4].
We considered the case of a perfect bond and showed that the incident soliton fissions into
multiple solitons in the delaminated region of the bar, where the number of solitons is dependent
upon the geometry of the waveguide [4]. For a finite delamination, comparing the theoretical
amplitude with the numerical result provides an estimate for the length of the delamination [5].
For a two-layered waveguide with a sufficiently soft (“imperfect”) bond between the layers,
when the characteristic speeds in the layers are close, radiating solitary waves are generated in
the bonded regions of the waveguide and we have recently studied this case [6]. We showed that
the solitary wave separates from its radiating tail in the delaminated region of the bar, a clear
sign of delamination. We also showed that, for a finite delamination, the delamination length
and position can be inferred from changes in amplitude and wave structure [6].
If the characteristic speeds are significantly different then Ostrovsky wave packets are formed
in the bonded regions, and their scattering in this context has not been studied previously. We
show that changes in the transmitted wave field identify delamination and that the delamination
length can be inferred from these changes in the wave packet.
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Monolithic Multiphysics Computation of
Electromagneto-thermomechano-chemical Systems
Abali, B. E.
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In many systems we observe several—presumably different—physical phenomena from thermodynamics, electrodynamics, mechanics, and chemistry acting altogether. Despite technical
challenges, there are thermodynamical methods for obtaining all necessary field equations describing such multiphysics systems. These field equations are coupled and nonlinear, for solving
them, we need a robust and accurate numerical solution strategy. Commercial programs use a
staggered scheme, where different physics are computed separately. As the coupling terms fail
to be significant, this strategy is adequate. In an electromechanical cell (for example a Li-ion
battery) or in a transducer (for example a piezo- or pyroelectric sensor), the coupled terms provide the main functionality such that we need a paradigm shift for solving coupled and nonlinear
field equations numerically.
In this talk, a novel methodology will be presented for computing these field equations at once
by using the finite element method in space and the finite difference method in time. All implementation has been realized by exploiting open-source codes from the FEniCS project. A
collection of engineering systems and their computations are appeared in [1] showing a wide
range of applicability in mechanics, thermodynamics, and electromagnetism. Derivation and
computational implementation in [2] has been examined for its accuracy in [3].
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A tool to describe particle system evolution from swarm robotics
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Time evolution of a material particles system is determined by Newton's laws; in recent years,
owing to the evolution of Computer Graphics pushed by videogames applications, interest is
grown up in studying particle system evolution whose motion is simply determined by their
relative position, without solving the differential equations of dynamics saving time machine.
This method is known as position based dynamics (PBD); it, owing to the matrix nature, can be
parallelize between the cores of GPU. The PBD methods result in a physically plausible
behaviour of the continuum but suffer of limitations modelling complex material properties.
Our proposal is to present some new results obtained by a PBD tool we have developed able to
model the behaviour of deformable bodies, taking in account higher gradient constituent
relations. So far we have considered a discrete particle system and determine its evolution by
rules systems that calculate the displacement of the particles, in each time step, as functions of
their relative neighbour’s position. Like the birds in nature, the element of a swarm can decide
its movements according to what its neighbours are doing. Swarm research has been inspired
by biological behaviours, like the one of the bees to take advantage by social activities concepts
labour division, task cooperation and information sharing. This concept was used by the author
to write control algorithm to allow submarine robotic swarm to reach an assigned geometric
configuration and later applied to Continuum Mechanic. We choose a two dimensional body
discretize by. one of the Bravais lattice. We impose the movements of some particles and decide
the rules for the other particles based on neighbour’s behaviour. Change in the rules, the lattice
and other parameters reflect in different final configuration with same initial conditions.
Practically we have a transformation between matrices representing initial and final
configuration. To describe solid phase materials we choice to fix the neighbours of every
particle, at the initial time t0. To generalize to fluid and gas we can change them dynamically
but this needs a calculation step more because you have to define the neighbours, at each time
step. This numerical tool can be useful to describe complex micro-structures, origin from new
techniques developed, whose behaviour cannot be investigated by Cauchy Continuum theory
and that are generating big quantity of
experimental data. The model we are proposing
can exhibit a rich range of behaviours just
changing lattice type and its parameters. Here
we want show some successes, like Poisson
lateral contraction, specimen in tensile test but
also some computation that still need to be
investigate like beam undergoing a shear load.
Moreover we would like to talk about its
extension to more complex bonded systems.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AND NUMERICAL
SIMULATION OF CYCLIC DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR OF
SLM-MANUFACTURED ALUMINUM ALLOYS
Klinge S.∗ / Awd M.† / Wiegold T.∗ / Walther F.†
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Selective laser melting process has already been developed for many metallic materials, including steel, aluminum, and titanium. The quasistatic properties of these materials have been found
to be comparable or even better than their conventionally-manufactured counterparts; however,
for their reliable applications in operational components, their fatigue behavior plays a critical
role. This phenomenon is dominated by several process-related features, like surface roughness,
remnant porosity, microstructure, and residual stresses, which are controlled by the processing
features, like imparted energy density to the material, its corresponding solidification behavior,
the cooling rate in the process, as well as post-processing treatments. This study investigates the
influence of these parameters on the cyclic deformation behavior of selective laser melted as
well as hybrid-manufactured aluminum alloys. The corresponding microstructural features and
porosity conditions are evaluated for developing correlations between the process conditions to
microstructure, the deformation behavior, and the corresponding fatigue lives. From the numerical point of view, damage development with respect to process-induced cyclic deformation
behavior is assessed by the phase-field method, which has been identified as an appropriate
method for the determination of fatigue life at the respective applied stress levels [1]. Fatigue
strength of SLM-processed parts is found better than their cast counterparts, while
hybridization has further increased fatigue strength. No effect of test frequency on the fatigue
life could be established.
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AN EXPLICIT LOCAL TIME STEPPING FOR MODELLING
OF WAVE PROPAGATION IN HETEROGENEOUS BARS
R. Kolman
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We present an explicit local time stepping for accurate finite element modelling of elastic wave
propagation in heterogeneous bars [1]. The main trouble of classical explicit time integration
based on the central difference in time with combination with the spatial discretization by finite
element method is existence of numerical stress spurious oscillations and sensitivity of results
on chosen time step size. The nominated time scheme is based on local time stepping with local
time step size for each finite element and pullback interpolation of local displacements on the
global level [2, 3]. The scheme is explicit and of second order. In this contribution, we shown
the results for wave propagation in heterogeneous bars as layered and graded bars.

Figure 1: Example of numerical results of stress distribution for elastic wave propagation in a
graded bar under shock loading. Results for central difference in time (on the left) and for the
nominated scheme (on the right).
Acknowledgements: The work was supported by the Centre of Excellence for Nonlinear Dynamic Behaviour of Advanced Materials in Engineering CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15_003/0000493
(Excellent Research Teams) in the framework of Operational Programme Research, Development and Education and by the Grant projects with No. 19-04956S of the Czech Science
Foundation (CSF) within institutional support RVO:61388998.
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Our study is based on the concept of the chemical affinity tensor. It quantifies how stresses
and strains influence the chemical reaction rate and the reaction front velocity [1]. The stresses
affect the front velocity through the normal component of the chemical affinity tensor acting
as a driving force and can accelerate, retard, or even stop the transformation front. In the last
case reaction blocking occurs. For this case a stability analysis of the reaction front interface is
made. Analytical examinations of the stability are complicate even for simple geometries and
linear elastic material models. For materials with complex rheology at finite strains the stability
analysis must be performed numerically.
One of the FEM approaches to simulate moving interfaces is based on regenerating the mesh
on each time the interface moves. Apart from creating an extremely fine mesh for sufficient accuracy, this technique requires us writing non-trivial algorithms for automation and additional
computational resources for the remeshing process. An alternative way is based on a method
that allows the interface to pass through the elements and to move independently of the mesh,
the so-called CutFEM approach [2]. We present a generalization of CutFEM to finite strains and
arbitrary constitutive behavior of materials [3]. The procedure is used to simulate the propagation of phase boundaries and chemical reaction fronts. Special attention is paid to the behavior
of the interfaces and to stability in the vicinity of the reaction blocking state. Finally we compare CutFEM approach with a more standard remeshing technique.
Acknowledgements: AM, ABF and WHM acknowledge financial support from DFG/RFFI, Grants
MU1752/47-1, 17-51-12055; MP and LF acknowledge financial support from EU Horizon 2020 Project
No. 685716.
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In this communication a robust strategy for 3D-Volume Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is
outlined, apt to detect fully three dimensional displacement fields within a heterogeneous
sample on the basis of X-ray computed micro-tomography under in situ loading.
A novel variational formulation is presented for the continuum DIC estimation, as an
alternative to conventional Rayleigh-Ritz method. Variational approach allows one to indicate
semi-coercivity of bilinear form as the main responsible of solution multiplicity and spurious
oscillations frequently met in numerical solutions. In the framework of a Galerkin finite
element discretization of the displacement field [1], the inverse problem of estimating 3D
motion inside the bulk material is solved recursively on a hierarchical family of grids, linked
by suitable restriction and prolongation operators. Such structured grids are defined over an
image pyramid [2], which is generated starting from the raw tomographic reconstructions by a
reiterated application of average filters and sub-sampling operators.
A Tychonoff regularization provision is implemented, which preserves the estimates against
spurious oscillations. Very preliminary results are presented concerning a laboratory X-ray
micro-tomography experiment on a polymeric foam sample, subjected to uniaxial loading by
an apparatus ad-hoc realized. Further developments are still required to achieve parameter
identication of constitutive parameters on the basis of fully three dimensional data within the
bulk, e.g. as already developed in [3] with minor difficulty for 2D case.
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Strain analysis from mechanical loading experiments is typically carried out in a 2D manner,
e.g. by Digital Image Correlation (DIC). Failure mechanisms are postulated solely based on
surface observations and post-mortem cross sectional micrographs. Thus, most of our
knowledge how damage initiates and evolves into failure is based either on surface-only data
states, or the unloaded state. Both these data states do not necessarily represent the conditions
under which damage evolves within the volume of the sample.
We address this problem by utilizing Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) based on in-situ Xray computed micro tomography (µCT). This approach allows to quantitatively measure
deformations in the interior of a sample such that full 3D strain fields are obtained in a nondestructive manner during mechanical loading. Compared to DIC, DVC is a relatively new
method. As such, little information pertaining to its accuracy and robustness is available. We
address this situation by evaluating state-of-the art DVC for a typical material testing scenario.
To this end, we utilize the image registration package elastix [1], and perform in-situ µCT
tension experiments on a basalt-fiber reinforced polymer (BFRP). This material, with fiber
diameters of 10 – 15 µm, provides high X-ray contrast and is therefore an ideal basis for our
studies. To assess the accuracy and applicability of elastix to this specific type of image first, a
known, artificial deformation was introduced to the unloaded state. This deformation was
reproduced accurately depending on key parameter choices. In a more complex scenario, the
sample was loaded such that damage by partial delamination occurred (Fig.1). The resulting
large deformations (e.g. cracks) could be resolved with an accuracy in the length scale of an
individual fiber. This observation provides a path to automated detection of failure events in
volumetric in-situ CT datasets.

Fig. 1: Left: Volume rendering of a BFRP (1.9x1.7x1.8 mm³) CT-scan with indicated slice position. Center: Complementary color overlay of
slices originating from unloaded and loaded CT-scans. Right: Resulting Strain field from the displacement shown in the center image (color
scale: strain/[-]). Clearly detectable in this image are opening cracks in the center and top third of the middle fiber layer.
[1] S. Klein, M. Staring, K. Murphy, M.A. Viergever, J.P.W. Pluim, "elastix: a toolbox for intensity based medical image registration", IEEE
Transactions on Medical Imaging, vol. 29, no. 1, pp. 196 - 205, January 2010.
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Global Digital Image Correlation (DIC) in 2D and Volume Correlation (DVC) in 3D, when
based on a Finite Element description of the displacement field, benefit from a mature technique that offers many available tools. Meshing provides a discretization that fits precisely the
geometry of the studied sample. From its proximity with finite element modeling, regularization based on elasticity allows for mesh size independence, and paves the way to identification
with an interface that may be seamless if the same discretization support is chosen. Modern
extensions to X-FEM can be readily transposed to DIC/DVC at no cost. The review paper [1]
covers the most recent advances of DVC.
Such techniques also offer unique opportunities to implement the so-called Projection-based
Digital Volume Correlation (P-DVC), which boosts in situ mechanical testing within a CT scanner or a synchrotron beamline [2, 3]. The idea is first to acquire a standard tomography of the
sample in its reference (i.e., rest) state. In its primary formulation, displacement fields are to
be determined based on a few radiographs per load level. This is made possible by the fact that
the microstructure is essentially known and will not vary during the test, apart from the sought
motions. The latter generally requires much less unknowns than the microstructure (one gray
level per voxel). Based on the signature of each unknown kinematic degree of freedom on the
radiographs, the complete displacement field is determined.
More recently, an extension of P-DVC to nonlocal time discretization has opened the opportunity to consider continuous and simultaneous rotation (i.e., radiography acquisition) and loading [4]. One great advantage of this formulation is the possibility to perform full in-situ experiments in a few minutes in a lab tomograph. Hence, in contrast with a widely accepted view,
considering a global DVC both in space and in time leads to a very high speed up.
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In this work we show how the presence of perfect pivots in pantographic structures makes
available some modes of deformation that are prohibited in case the pivots are standard pivots
with torsional stiffness. The variational approach shows, in fact, that in the case of quasiperfect pivots out-of-plane deformations are not observed in contrast to what happens when
pivots are provided with torsional stiffness. The theoretical predictions are substantiated by
experimental evidence by means of a Digital Image Correlation analysis.
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Vortex-induced vibrations (VIVs) caused by wind are known since ancient times and
constitute the main component of the across-wind response of slender structures. Lock-in
phenomenon (e.g., [1]) usually happens in lightweight and low-damped structures, violating
the Strouhal law over a specific range of wind speed and leading to oscillations of remarkable
amplitude. In 1983 Vickery and Basu [2] proposed a fluid-elastic model able to predict the
across-wind response of structures with circular cross-section, successfully reproducing the
lock-in phenomenon. This model has subsequently been adopted by several codes of practice
to evaluate the structural response to VIV. While this model has been adequately verified for
prismatic structures (although considerable uncertainties remain in its application, e.g. [3]),
not many are the works focused on tapered structures, including tapered circular cylinders.
Concerning realistic Reynolds numbers for civil structures, the most complete and
documented work about non-prismatic structures remains the one developed by Vickery and
Clark [4] in 1975.
The present paper presents the results of a study conducted on a 1.5 m tall tapered circular
cylinder (8% of taper ratio), carried out by both an extensive wind tunnel campaign and
through the implementation of a suitable analytical model. The VIV response of the model
has been investigated using a purposely mounted accelerometer mounted inside the wind
tunnel model, a hot-wire anemometer placed at four different heights in the wake behind the
model and through the installation of four rings of pressure sensors around the bottom third of
the structure. In uniform smooth flow conditions, the maximum experimental response occurs
when the shedding frequency at almost one quarter of the height of the structure is equal to
the natural frequency of the model. The measured drag coefficients are lower than values
reported in the literature for circular cylinders at those Reynolds numbers. The results are
critically discussed and the outcome of a detailed numerical implementation of the VickeryBasu model [3] – suitably calibrated to simulate the results dictated by the physics of the wind
tunnel campaign – is presented.
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Towers subjected to steady wind flow are prone to Hopf bifurcations, entailing large
amplitude oscillations occurring on stable limit-cycles. The phenomenon is due to the
occurrence of aerodynamic forces depending on structural velocity, which cause negative
damping, leading, at sufficiently high flow velocities, to self-excited oscillations. The
phenomenon has been studied in [1,2] by using a homogenized model of shear-beam clamped
at the ground; here, the analysis is extended to base-isolated systems.
In this paper, the critical and post-critical behaviour of a base-isolated tower under steady
wind flow, inducing dynamical instability (galloping), is analysed. The objective is to
investigate the effectiveness of the visco-elastic device at the ground, both in linear and
nonlinear regimes. The passive controller is designed to increase the galloping wind velocity
and to reduce the amplitude of the limit-cycle.
A multi-storey shear-type frame, of square cross-section, is considered, and modelled via a
homogenization procedure as a continuous visco-elastic shear-beam. Both external and
internal damping are accounted, according to the Kelvin-Voigt rheological model. The shear
beam is constrained at the bottom end by a viscoelastic device and free at the top end. The
tower is subjected to a uniformly distributed steady wind flow, whose aeroelastic effects are
evaluated via the quasi-static theory. The dynamics of the structure are studied in the acrosswind plane. All structural nonlinearities are neglected with respect the aeroelastic
nonlinearities. The Multiple Scale Method is applied directly to the partial differential
equations. First, a linear homogeneous boundary value problem is solved, supplying the
critical wind velocity and the associated galloping mode, which is found to be complex. Since
the linear problem calls for the solution of a quite involved characteristic equation, both semianalytical and perturbation procedures are used. Then, the nonhomogeneous high-order
problem is addressed, whose solvability condition provides the bifurcation equation. From
this latter, the steady value of the oscillation amplitude and its stability are evaluated as
function of the mean wind velocity. The mechanical performances of the isolation system are
finally discussed and numerical results illustrated.
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The field of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) incorporates a wide range of phenomena that are
of great scientific and engineering interest in various disciplines, including aviation, ocean
engineering, biology, energy harvesting, heat removal and acoustics. The essence of this
interaction is in the information transfer between the structure and the surrounding fluid,
where the fluid impels loads on the structure, which in turn complies and disturbs the flow in
its vicinity. One of the highly investigated FSI problems is the complex motion of an elastic
panel immersed in a uniform stream parallel to its longitudinal direction. In spite of the
comprehensive research done to-date, there are large discrepancies between documented
experiments and the outcome of proposed simplistic analytical models, especially in the
prediction of subcritical flutter thresholds for a cantilever panel and their consequent selfexcited oscillations. Moreover, existing analytical and computational studies lack the full
insight of the complex physical bifurcation structure, which incorporates non-stationary
dynamics culminating with possible chaotic spatio-temporal complexity.
We thus consistently formulate an initial-boundary-value problem (IBVP) incorporating an
innovative high-order dissipation mechanism, and employ an asymptotic reconstitution
multiple-scales analysis to show that this model is essential to account for the subcritical
nature of cantilever panel flutter demonstrating that the singular perturbation analysis of the
deduced model gives a good prediction of documented experimentally measured amplitudes.
A combined analytical and numerical investigation of the IBVP for a weakly nonlinear simply
supported infinite panel immersed in inviscid flow bounded by two rigid walls reveals
multiple independent Hopf-bifurcations, which evolve into self-excited periodic limit-cycles,
quasiperiodic and chaotic-like solutions. In order to investigate the strongly nonlinear FSI, a
finite-difference numerical solver is formulated for both a restrained rigid-body and an elastic
panel hinged at the leading edge and immersed in a compressible viscous laminar flow field.
The investigation reveals a complex bifurcation structure that includes quasiperiodic and
nonstationary chaotic-like solutions evolving from loss of orbital stability of ultra-subharmonic limit-cycle oscillations. These bifurcations correspond to spatio-temporal transitions
between multiple fluctuation modes culminating with transitions in wake from P type to 2P
type formations.
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Piezoelectric energy harvesting is a useful solution for reduced power demands for electronic
devices. Low power energy harvesting from vortex-induced vibrations (VIV) phenomena may
be considered an interesting approach, since VIV is a fluid-structure interaction that leads to
self-excited and self-limited oscillations. This paper proposes a planar multi-modal reduced order model for studying a cantilevered piezoelectric harvester with orthotropic bending stiffnes
under VIV, by coupling mechanical and electrical subsystems. Inspired by the experimental
work by Defensor Fo et al (2018), which investigated the dual resonance phenomenon of orthotropically flexible cantilevers under VIV, the harvester is composed of a polymeric cylinder
molded over a flat bar constituted by a metallic substract placed between two thin piezoelectric
material layers connected in series to a resistive element. For the orthotropic cantilever model,
displacements are assumed only perpendicularly to the stream flow, which is the beam lowest
stiffness direction. As VIV leads to small amplitude oscillations, a linear geometric behaviour
is considered, and the Bernoulli-Euler beam model is used. The modeling of the piezoelectric
circuit considers linear elastic effects and coupling of the electric circuit. The piezoelectric
material constitutive equations are given by Erturk and Inman (2009). The equations of motion for the cantilever displacement and electric potential generated are obtained by Hamilton’s
principle, considering the first variations of the kinetic energy of the system, the total potential
energy and the internal electric energy in the piezoelectric layers, and the virtual work of nonconservative forces. Galerkin projections are applied, adopting as shape functions the first three
linear modes of a cantilevered beam. The fluid-structure interactions are modeled using a phenomenologycal model, which employs van der Pol equations to represent the wake dynamics.
This paper adapts the model for rigid cylinder mounted on elastic base in Ogink and Metrikine
(2010) by considering the wake variable as a modal oscilator, since the structural response dominates the wake dynamics during the lock-in phenomenon; see Orsino et al (2018). Numerical
simulations will be performed for particular scenarios chosen to illustrate the problem. The dual
resonance phenomenon, considering in-line oscillations, is left for a further paper.
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Woven Dacron grafts are still considered the clinical standard practice in thoracic vascular
reconstruction in the case of aortic aneurysm and acute dissection. Despite its characteristics
of biocompatibility and durability, very little is known about the dynamic response of Dacron
grafts and about their side effects on the heart workload and cardiovascular system. In this
study, physiological blood flow conditions are imposed in a Dacron graft via a specificallydeveloped mock circulatory loop. The effects of different physiological pulsation-per-minute
rates are investigated. With respect to an aortic segment of the same length, results show that
the Dacron prosthesis is extremely stiffer circumferentially; this limits the dynamical radial
expansion which is responsible for the Windkessel effect in the arterial tree. On the other
hand, the graft is extremely compliant axially, thus bending oscillations are preferred. Across
the entire set of heart rates, the amplitude of dynamic bending of the Dacron graft observed in
the mock circulatory loop is about five times larger than the amplitude of the axisymmetric
(breathing) oscillation. The obtained ratio between the axisymmetric oscillation amplitude and
the graft radius is 0.5 %, which is much smaller than the dynamic change of diameter during
in vivo blood pulsation in the human descending thoracic aorta, which is reported between 8.1
and 2.7 %, depending on the age [1]. This leads to a very significant different dynamic
behavior with respect to the replaced human aorta altering cardiovascular pressure and blood
flow dynamics and eventually causing long-term implant complications.
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We investigate nonlinear self-exciting oscillations of elastic plate in transonic flow at unsteady
flow conditions: the flow speed is variable in time with different rates. The problem formulation is as follows. Elastic plate is mounted into a rigid plane with the leading and trailing
edges clamped. Inviscid gas flows over one side of the plate with variable inlet Mach number
M (t). Linear increase of M in time from M1 = 0.7 to M2 = 1.7 with various increase rates
is considered. The plate-flow interaction is calculated using two coupled codes, Abaqus for
simulating the plate, and FlowVision for simulating the gas flow [1, 2]. During each run a slight
disturbing harmonic force is applied to the plate in order to enforce each bifurcation of the plate
oscillations.
For sufficiently low accelerations the following bifurcations are observed. First, at M = 0.78
the plate becomes unstable, and static divergence appears, which signifies pitchfork bifurcation.
At transonic speed, M = 1, Hopf bifurcation occurs, resulting in the first-mode flutter of the
plate. At slightly higher Mach number M = 1.09 transition from non-resonant to 1:2 resonant
limit cycle occurs, which is expressed in the non-symmetry of the oscillations, the appearance
of the second mode in the oscillation shape and additional doubled frequency present in the
spectrum. At M = 1.41 higher modes appear, and the oscillations become non-periodic. Finally, at M = 1.7 transition to stability occurs. At higher Mach numbers the coupled mode
flutter occurs. The variety of limit cycles observed at transonic conditions is in agreement with
[1], where flutter at constant flow speed was studied.
For faster increase of M , some of the limit cycles are not formed, since their formation periods are too large. For example, for no non-periodic oscillations are observed. However, even
for extremely fast increase of M , first mode flutter oscillations are still formed, though more
dangerous high-frequency oscillations are missed.
Thus the sufficiently high acceleration of a flight vehicle moving at transonic flow conditions is
favourable not only because of shorter time passed in transonic flutter regime, but also because
the most destructive limit cycle oscillations (involving higher modes) can be avoided.
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Vortex-induced vibration (VIV) is a self-induced and self-sustained resonant phenomenon that
commonly appears in very slender structures employed in the offshore scenario. In the recent
decades, it can be found a significant research effort towards the understanding of the dynamics of VIV on long and flexible structures. A review of some topics addressed in the problem
can be found in [1]. Experimental investigations showing some features of the dynamical response of flexible cylinders undergoing VIV are found for example in [2]. One possible way to
analytically investigate the problem is using reduced-order models (ROMs) based on Galerkin
projections over the continuous equations of motion. In that case, VIV is considered using a
non-linear oscillator to describe the effects of the wake and the coupling with the structure.
One example of this approach can be found in [3]. ROMs are very interesting for analysis
since they allow for deep investigations of the properties of a dynamical system considering a
smaller number of degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) than the original problem. The proposal of this
paper is then the comparison between different ROMs for flexible cylinders undergoing VIV.
The model for VIV is the one presented in [4], extended to flexible cylinders. For the structure,
a non-linear Euler-Bernoulli beam model is considered. For the study, the ROMs considered
are obtained using the modes of vibration of the structure (a combination of Bessel functions)
or simpler shapes such as trigonometric functions. The motivation of this comparison is that
the use of simpler functions is an adoption that is used in some works, leading to good results
when the proper number of functions is used (see for example [5]). At the same time, the use
of richer functions lead to smaller mathematical models, allowing the application of analytical
techniques in the investigation. Some simulations carried out show that there are differences in
the amplitude and frequency components of the structural response, even when a greater number of the simpler functions are used in order to recover the modal shape. In the full work, the
comparisons will be shown, together with an analysis along the range of reduced-velocities that
VIV occurs.
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The aeroelastic behavior of horizontal, suspended, shallow, iced cables is analyzed via a continuous model taking into account both external and internal damping [1, 2]. Quasi-steady
aerodynamic forces are considered, including the static contribution (i.e., the mean wind force).
This latter induces a rotation of the cable (static swing) around the line connecting the suspension points, together with a deformation of the initial equilibrium profile under self-weight
[3].
First, by using perturbation methods, the nontrivial equilibrium configuration is determined as
a nonlinear function of the wind velocity. Then, the motion is linearized around the nontrivial
equilibrium and, consequently, the spectral properties of the cable, as modified by the static
forces, are analyzed by exactly solving a coupled boundary value problem. In particular, the
behavior of the cable close to the crossover points is investigated. Finally, the wind critical
value at which bifurcation takes place is determined by solving the problem in complex field.
In this framework, simulations are carried out to detect the influence of the static force on the
aeroelastic phenomenon, both in non-resonance and in-resonance cases.
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Abstract
The active control of thermal buckling for sandwich, laminated, gradient and uniform
plates with piezoelectric materials subjected to uniform temperature rise is studied. A
temperature feedback control strategy with external control voltage is proposed to control the
thermal buckling and the critical buckling temperature is enlarged obviously. The interlaminar stresses for sandwich and laminated plates by the present temperature feedback
control method is compared with those through the constant actuator voltage control method
proposed by other researchers, and the advantage of the present method is discussed. The
stress distributions of gradient plate are simulated and it is found that the variation law of
stress distribution is consistent with the volume fraction distribution of the piezoelectric
ceramics. The distribution of piezoelectric components on the active control of thermal
buckling is also studied and it is observed from the results that the piezoelectric materials
distributed near the surface of plate play more important role than near the center of plate.
Keywords: Thermal buckling; Critical buckling temperature; Active control; Temperature
feedback control method
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Here we spotlight intrinsic connection between elastic waves and elastic instabilities in soft
composites. We demonstrate how various 2D and 3D composite systems can be employed to
tune the propagation of pressure and shear waves by means of pattern transformations
associated with elastic loss of the stability [1,2]. By introducing new periodicity into the
composite structures and inducing internal stresses through external mechanical stimuli, we
are capable of creating elastic bandgaps in the systems with various arrangements of stiff
elements, such as inclusions, layers or fibers, embedded into soft hyperelastic matrix [2,3].
While instability-driven pattern transformations can be exploited to control propagation of the
elastic waves, we reveal a reverse connection between waves and the stability of soft
composites. Through detailed study of S-wave propagation we observe the state with omnidirectional negative group velocity that foreshadows oncoming loss of the stability [4]. For
layered and fiber composites we demonstrate that this state exists only in the composites
which undergo buckling by the microscopic mechanism [5,6]. Since omni-directional
negative group velocity is observed in stable configuration with straight layers/fibers, this
phenomenon is caused by the internal stresses rather than geometrical reconfiguration. The
transition between states with positive and negative group velocities is fully reversible,
therefore the observed phenomena can be exploited for the creation of metamaterials with
switchable properties.
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Highly flexible composite structures, prone to suffering large-deflection and post-buckling as
a consequence of external excitations and operational loadings, have been frequently utilized
in spacecraft science; applications include, but are not limited to, deployable satellites’
instrumentation, antennas, and solar arrays. Therefore, accurate predictions of their in-service
nonlinear static response in the geometrically nonlinear scenario are of paramount importance
for design and failure evaluation.
In this work, a unified formulation of geometrically nonlinear refined plate theory based on
the Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) [1] and a total Lagrangian approach [2,3] is
developed to investigate the large-deflection and post-buckling response of isotropic
rectangular plates. Accordingly, various kinematics of two-dimensional plate structures are
formulated via an appropriate index notation and an arbitrary expansion function of the
generalized variables in the thickness direction, leading to lower- to higher-order plate models
with only pure displacement variables based on the Lagrange polynomial expansions.
Furthermore, the principle of virtual work and a finite element approximation are exploited to
straightforwardly and easily formulate the nonlinear governing equations. Taking into account
the three-dimensional full Green-Lagrange strain components, the explicit forms of the secant
and tangent stiffness matrices of the unified plate element are presented in terms of the
fundamental nuclei, which are independent of the theory approximation order. The NewtonRaphson linearization scheme combined with a path-following method based on the arclength constraint [4] is utilized to solve the geometrically nonlinear problem. Numerical
assessments, including the large-deflection response of square plates subjected to transverse
uniform pressure and the post-buckling analysis of slender plates under compression loadings,
are then conducted to confirm the capabilities of the CUF plate model to predict the largedeflection and post-buckling equilibrium curves as well as the stress distributions with high
accuracy.
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This contribution is dedicated to the investigation of the mechanical behavior of a gold nanocomposite created by ion implantation of gold nanoparticles into PMMA [1]. A coupled approach
is used here based on experimental characterizaiton by Atomic Force Microscopy indentation
(contact loading up to 15 nm depth) linked to nonlinear finite element modelling (viscoelastic
and elasto-plastic behaviors) and the adaptation of post-processing methods from nanoindentation [3]. The computational originality in modelling is the incorporation of relevant features
of the gold nanoparticules into the FE mesh (size, shape, spacing) based on cross sectional images from experiments using [2] (Fig. 1). The fidelity of the geometrical description and the
experimentally-informed identification of the material properties of the constituents is the basis of a direct comparison of the numerical results with experimental data, which allows for a
deeper understanding of the deformation mechanism of the nanocomposite.

Figure 1: left: nanocomposite by TEM, middle: FEM, right: PMMA indentation curves
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Modelling multiple cracking is an important requirement in the analysis of historical masonry
structures. In such structures, cracking develops primarily at joints located between blocks or
stones. This motivates the development of models assuming the a-priori knownledge of the
position of potential crack paths.
To develop such a model, the fictitious node method [1] is applied, an element technology that
allows the representation of strong discontinuities within an element, similar to the extended
finite element method [2]. Overlapping meshes are used together with Lagrange multipliers
that enforce the continuity of the displacement field until the propagation of a crack. A stable
Lagrange multiplier space is created for bilinear quadrangular elements by means of a systematic approach, allowing the incorporation of many cracking configurations within an element
(single cracks, branching cracks, ...).
An extrinsic cohesive zone representation is used for crack propagation in joints, based on the
formalism proposed in [3]. The cohesive law is expressed by introducing an internal energy dissipation variable inspired from the works of Lé et al. [4]. A cost-efficient explicit algorithm is
applied to update this energy dissipation field, allowing decoupling the solution of the mechanical problem from the damage update, and resulting in a computationally efficient procedure.
The degradation criterion combines a Mohr-Coulomb criterion with a tension cut-off and a compressive cap, with compression dependent fracture energy properties. Contact features can also
be automatically accounted for upon crack closure.
The robustness of the mesh independent discretization with this explicit damage algorithm will
be illustrated on several examples of irregular masonry structures.
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The shear behavior of contacting solids is a fundamental problem that impacts virtually all areas
of science and engineering. In particular, the shear displacement that precedes sliding is
significant in predicting the energy dissipation and friction behavior. In this presentation we will
discuss further enhancement to our micromechanical approach for obtaining the stressdisplacement behavior of rough interfaces [1]. The micromechanical approach considers the
mechanics of asperity contacts and utilizes statistical description of interface roughness, in terms
of the probability distributions of asperity heights, curvatures and contact orientations [2,3]. The
required probability distributions are derived rigorously using the random process theory [4].
The derived model is used to analyze the shear behavior under loading conditions that replicate
typical experimental tests. Our analysis predicts shear displacement hardening, partial slip and
friction behaviors that depend upon the asperity contact orientation distribution and normal
loads. Our calculations show that the friction coefficient of rough surfaces depends upon the
normal loads under elastic asperity contact deformations. The derived relationships can serve as
the basis for evaluating factors, such as asperity adhesion, plasticity, damage, normal-shear
coupling and scale-dependency, whose effects are difficult to identify in experiments.
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The paper examines the problem of two dissimilar elastic halfspace regions that are in smooth
contact under a pre-compression stress s 0 . The smooth contact is perturbed by circular
region of radius a that undergoes uniform dilatancy Dv with a displacement normal to the
interface, which can be caused by a relative displacement Du in the plane of the interface. If
the deformations imposed on the circular region includes both Dv and Du , then the problem
is non-axisymmetric, even if the perturbations due to dilatancy are prescribed over a circular
region. In such a case, the location of the arc of separation has to be accomplished through a
numerical scheme involving a regula falsi type approach (Fichera, 1972; Duvaut and Lions,
1976). When the lateral deformations are small in comparison to the dimensions of the
circular region (i.e. Du / a ! 1 ), we can assume that the boundary of the separation region can
be modelled as a circle. The analysis of the problem can now be reduced to the solution of
two three-part mixed boundary value problems in elasticity, the first dealing with the internal
indentation of a penny-shaped crack (Selvadurai and Singh 1984) and the second dealing with
the internal pressurization of an annular crack (Selvadurai and Singh 1985). The vanishing of
the combined Mode I stress intensity factor at the outer boundary of the penny-shaped crack
can be used to estimate the region of separation due to the indentation due to the local
dilatancy Dv . The relationship between the applied in-plane relative shear Du and the
accompanying dilatancy displacement is obtained by considering the external work- energy
dissipation at the contact zone approach proposed by Taylor (1948). In a recent paper,
(Selvadurai et al 2018) have obtained a result for the amplification of the failure shear stress
at the dilatant circular patch in the form
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Here PNDv and PN 0 functions of the parameter c = a / b < 1 , a is radius of the dilatant zone, b
is the radius of the separation zone, s 0 is the compressive stress, j is the friction angle, a 0
is the dilatancy angle; G and n are elastic constants and l indicates the dependency of the
dilatancy degradation with shear displacement.
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Reducing weight and costs of structures is of great industrial importance. Topology optimization is a first answer to this concern as it consists in determining the best shape of a given structure. In the literature, many works deal with isotropic materials, while anisotropic materials
such as composite are much less considered although they are lighter. Composite optimization
aims at designing the material anisotropy behavior. The anisotropy distribution is usually optimized with a predefined shape, in most cases with the preexisting metallic shape. Nevertheless,
such a practice is questionable since the material anisotropy influences the optimal shape.
The present work aims at developing a simultaneous optimization method of topology and
anisotropy distribution for 3D elastic structures. This work takes advantage on a recent methodology developed in 2D to solve a compliance minimization problem with a volume constraint.
An optimality criterion algorithm (the alternate directions algorithm [1]) is used to solve the optimization problem. The procedure iterates between local minimizations in each element with
fixed stress and re-actualization of the stress field with fixed design variables by performing
a finite element analysis. The SIMP method [2] is used to parameterize the material density
distribution. The distributed anisotropy is parameterized by the invariants of the elasticity tensor. In 2D, the polar invariants are used [3]. In 3D, significant work has been done to identify
the adequate invariants in order to solve analytically the local minimizations. The optimal orientation of the transversely isotropic material is found to be aligned with the direction of the
highest absolute value of the eigenvalues of the stress tensor’s deviator. We will present numerical examples demonstrating that new topologies are obtained when considering simultaneous
optimization of topology and material anisotropy distribution.
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In shape or topology optimization, the strain and calculation of the related strain energy is
usually made within a small deformation framework. The influence of large deformation on
the design of beams for a minimum compliance has been explored in the literature with no
major difference in the final profile [1,2]. The is investigated and verified for the formulation
we use based on a level set description of the domain with related calculation of the shape
derivative. We have explored the influence of multi-materials based on the description
presented in [3] on the final design and possible gain in terms of performances; The results
are discussed in this first part.
In a second part, we present the influence of materials non linear response, which are
described through an hyperelastic potential. In this case, the response of the structure and final
design become dependent on the target load level and in this case, non linear effects are
shown interesting for the design of actuators. In particular, constraining the deformation
trajectory during the loading allows for the identification of two types of actuators. This is
thought to pave a new route for tracking the optimum design against a “stiff” versus “sift
actuator depending on whether the instability is driven by buckling effect of localized
deformation. Examples are presented and discussed.
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Abstract:
In this study, two different tools for Digital Image Correlation (DIC) were used for evaluation
of three-point bending tests performed using an in-house bending device. Isolated struts of an
open cell aluminium foam were investigated in this study. An in-house multifunctional loading
device equipped with a precise load cell with a force sensor was used to perform the bending.
Experiments were observed using a pair of CCD cameras with a telecentric lense for imaging
of the loading process in a sufficient quality. That enabled to perform 3D DIC evaluation using
both commercial and open-source DIC software tools. Synchronisation of the cameras, the
records and the stroke of the bending device was achieved using a custom Labview control
software tool. Calibration of the camera pair, which was necessary for the 3D DIC evaluation,
was carried out using Direct Linear Transformation (DLT). To further investigate the behaviour
of the isolated struts of the aluminium foam, a photogrammetric method was used to obtain 3D
models of every strut. The models allowed for a precise measurement of the struts dimensions
necessary for material characteristics determination. A modified open-source Matlab tool [1]
and a commercial DIC software (ISTRA 4D) were used for evaluation of the image sequences
recorded by the CCD cameras. Coparison of the results obtained using both different 3D DIC
tools and the results derived directly from the stroke of the measuring device are presented in
this study.
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The tension experiment on visco-plastic materials has great practical importance for
investigation of behavior of metals and alloys. Deformation diagrams and plastic fracture
characteristics are obtained from this type of experiment. The integral forces acting on the
specimen and the specimen gauge elongation are determined during the test. The traditional
method needs an assumption of stress and strain fields uniformity to calculate stresses and
strains based on forces and size changes. Therefore, it is only applicable until plastic strain
localization (necking). This leads to losing a large part of stress-strain curve after the necking
process.
The one way to obtain the full diagram is to use the change of
minimum radius at the neck over time and neck curvature
during the specimen loading. However, this data is hard to get
with good accuracy and frequency, especially for dynamic
experiments. The other way is to use numerical simulation to
interpret experimental information.
The present work describes experimental-numerical
procedure, which allows constructing the full true stress-strain
curve considering plastic strain localization or stress
inhomogeneity due to the specimen shape feature. The input
data is the force F(t) acting on the specimen and the rate of
change of specimen gauge length V(t) over time. The true
deformation diagram is constructed using iterative process,
Fig. 1 – Curve examples
which is sequential correction of material’s stress-strain curve
to get matching between experimental and obtained from numerical simulation integral
forces. Some examples based on data obtained using Split Hopkinson Tension Bar are given
(Figure 1). Red lines correspond to traditional curve determination method; dashed black lines
are constructed using the implemented iterative procedure.
The investigations were supported by the grant of the Government of the Russian Federation
(contract No.14.Y26.31.0031).
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The tensile deformation of an aluminum foam is investigated in this work. The mechanical
behavior is studied at two scales:
(a) the struts constituting the foam are studied individually first using a micro-tensile machine
designed by Jung et al. [1] and Digital Image Correlation. The 3D structure of the studied struts
was imaged first by X-ray tomography to reveal their actual 3D geometry as well as the local
presence of intermetallic particles in the microstructure.
(b) The 3D deformation and damage of a whole block of foam is then investigated by X-ray
tomography under tensile deformation [2]. This was carried out using both (i) high resolution
stitching tomography of the initial state of the foam in order to capture its microstructural details and (ii) lower resolution tomography to image its deformation and damage in situ during
tension.
A Finite Element (FE) model of the foam behavior is then build based on the actual 3D structure
obtained by tomography. The image-based FE model allows quantitative consideration of the
local presence of brittle intermetallic particles in the prediction of deformation and damage
using a new microstructure-informed Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman model. It allows a good
discrimination of potential fracture zones in the foam.

Figure: Intermetallic particles in a single strut (a) and in the foam (b) as observed by
tomography. (c) FE element model.
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Abstract:
Cellular solids, such as metal foams, hybrid foams, 3D printed lattices or additively manufactured auxetic structures are complex lightweight cellular materials with high energy absorption
capabilities and possible functionally graded material properties. Engineering applications of
such materials require optimization of their design, and thus their mechanical behavior under
the representative loading conditions (i. e., dynamic impact, blast). The design and optimization procedures require a relevant material model based on the experimental investigation of the
constructs. In this study, the application of the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique on
the cellular solids in quasi-static and dynamic compression is discussed and the representative
results of the method in this application are presented. Here, digital image correlation is used
as an advanced method for the complex experimental analysis of the displacement and strain
fields of several cellular solids under quasi-static compression and high strain-rate loading using
the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) apparatus. The data from the experiments with the
specimens of the selective laser sintered auxetic lattices, made of powdered austenitic steel, and
with hybrid nickel-polyurethane aluminum foam were processed using a custom digital image
correlation tool. Results covering the evaluation of the displacement and strain fields, different
methods for evaluation of Poisson’s ratio, and the analysis of the digital image correlation reliability are presented in the study. The study is focused particularly on the application of the
digital image correlation on the data captured by a high-speed camera during high strain-rate
experiments and the analysis of the cellular solids during dynamic impact. Comparison of the
digital image correlation results with the other methods, its limitations and the actual challenges
in this field are also discussed in the study.
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Composites are used, nowadays, in the construction of buildings, aircraft parts and other components. The main advantage of using composites is that it is lightweight yet strong. In this
presentation, experiments, modeling and validation of glass fiber-epoxy resin composite material will be discussed. Uniaxial tension tests are performed both on the pure resin material
as well as on the composite material (0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ ) to identify the material parameters. Shear
tests are chosen as well. For this purpose, force gauges were used to measure the reaction
forces and Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is applied to measure surface strains. Transversally isotropic model for linear elastic material based on [1] is used to model the composite
material and is implemented in the in-house finite element software, TASAFEM. The material
parameters are identified using a least-square approach, where the difference between the finite
element simulations and both the force and the DIC-data are considered. It will be shown under
which conditions the material parameters can be determined in a unique sense. Furthermore,
we compare the computation of numerical sensitivities with analytical expression, where the
latter reduce essentially the computational effort. Finally, validation examples are shown with
different fiber orientation examples.
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The use of rubber particles from waste tyres in concrete as partial replacement of the natural
aggregates represents nowadays a significant recycling solution. In this paper, several FEM
models have been analysed to numerically investigate the effects on the compressive strength
of the rubberised concrete. Percentages from 0% to 80% of the natural fine and coarse
aggregates have been substituted with rubber particles ranging from 3 mm to 30 mm in size
respectively. Results from the numerical analyses confirmed the effects of the substitutions
with rubber particles on the concrete compressive strength to be similar to results from
experimental campaigns reported by various authors in previous studies. The effects of
different values adopted for the reference concrete compressive strength on the rubbercrete
mixtures have also been confirmed to depend on the size of the used rubber particles,
regardless of the amount of the aggregate substitutions. Based on a large dataset, analytical
relationships have been developed and proposed to analyse the Strength Reduction Factor
(SRF) of rubberised concrete.
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Ni/PU hybrid foams are biomimetic open-porous composite structures, consisting of a
polyurethane (PU) foam, which was electrochemically coated with a metallic layer of nickel.
Their high specific strength to density ratio and their special stress-strain diagram make them
suitable for use as lightweight construction elements or as crash absorbers. The
nanocrystalline coating leads to a strengthening effect and largely improved energy absorption
capacity.
A deep understanding of the mesoscopic deformation mechanism of such cellular composite
structures is of utmost importance for the design of intelligent and safe crash absorbers for the
future. The present contribution deals with the full-field thermomechanical analysis of the
mesoscopic deformation mechanism in Ni/PU hybrid foams and Ni hollow strut foams by a
combined observation of compression tests using digital image correlation (DIC) and infrared
thermography (IRT). Local strain fields from DIC were directly correlated with local
temperature fields from IRT. A new custom-build pioneering software tool was developed for
the automated direct correlation of thermal and mechanical fields and for the comparison of
the field data with the experimental stress-strain data.
The temperature evolution elucidated by IRT correlates very well with the evolution of the
energy absorption capacity as function of the strain rate. Whereas a negligible strain rate
effect concerning the plastic collapse stress was elucidated, there was a slight effect regarding
the energy absorption capacity. A very important results was the quite good correlation
between local deformation bands detected by DIC during compression experiments and the
related thermal field measured by IRT. While IRT offers volumetric information, DIC
provides surface information. Furthermore, due to thermal conductivity, DIC mirrors the
entire deformation history, whereas IRT outlines zones of current deformation. Hence, a fullfield thermomechanical analysis offers valuable information, which can only be reached by
the combination of both methods, DIC and IRT.
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Epoxy resin systems are widely used as matrix material in fiber composites. The epoxy resin
system cures by an exothermic chemical reaction during the production process. Increasing
temperature accelerates the curing kinetics and thus, the low heat conductivity leads to an inhomogeneous temperature distribution. Furthermore, chemical shrinkage is observed during
the curing process, which might yield warpage or even cracks inside the final components. To
capture these phenomena, an accurate simulation of the curing process is required, which must
be validated by suitable experiments. Since the degree of cure, which is an essential variable
of the curing state, cannot be measured directly, temperature measurements by use of thermocouples are commonly applied to monitor the curing process. In this field, also thermographic
temperature measurements are applied, for example, by [1].
In this presentation, we discuss an experimental setup in which the top surface temperature of
a hot curing epoxy resin sample is measured during the curing process using a thermographic
camera. Therein, particular interest lies in the execution of suitable boundary conditions in
experiments. The heat transfer coefficient of the free surface is determined by emperical formulations and compared to an estimation by a one-dimensional heat transfer problem. The pixelwise temperature information of the surface are mapped onto geometrical coordinates and used
for validation purposes of a chemo-thermal simulation. Apart from experimental investigations,
modeling is briefly summarized in [2].
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Metal foams are a relatively well known group of materials. The theoretical usage is widely
spread. It can be used as filter materials, in catalysts, as crash absorbers or in lightweight
structures. Through the high price of metal foams their usage is limited to applications with
specific weight restrictions. One way to lower the costs is the coating of a more affordable
polyurethane (PU) foams with metal. The desired behavior is mainly determined by the
selected metal. Copper as an example besides Nickel (Ni) improves the catalytic performance
of the foam. The application of thin layers of Ni significantly rises the energy absorption.
Therefore, it is possible to gain a huge amount of stiffness with a small rise of weight.
The basic behavior of the material during deformation stays equal to the behavior of
conservative metal foams. An external mechanical load results in a deformation process
which can be studied on different scales. Starting with the bending and buckling of single
struts in the microscale, resulting in the deformation of single pores and pore layers on the
mesoscale compose the macroscopic deformation of the specimen. These observations lead a
simple result. The damage behavior of a huge metal foam sample can only be described with
information from all scales of the material.
The present contribution describes the damage behavior of single struts during three-point
bending. Therefore, several bending experiments on single struts of a Ni/PU hybrid foam
were performed. The deflection of the struts is evaluated with digital image correlation (DIC).
Due to the small dimension of the struts (about 2 mm x 0.5 mm), the accuracy of the DIC
measurements had to be validated and a simple pre-test was included to estimate the image
quality for each measurement. Through the high quality and low noise of the measurements,
the scattering of the results is real material behavior. In addition, the coating thickness and the
measured force could be related to each other. In the future, the combination of strut
geometry, coating thickness and mechanical behavior will allow stochastic modelling of
struts, pores and foams.
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In the present paper, numerical analysis is carried out to investigate the impact response of
GFRP laminated composite subjected to low velocity impact. A non-linear finite element
model is developed considering continuum damage mechanics theory derived from cohesive
zone model to simulate the impact behavior of laminated composite using commercially
available software ABAQUS/Explicit. The Hasin failure criteria with damage evolution is
also incorporated in the model to capture the failure modes of GFRP laminated composite
subjected to various impact energy levels. Initially, impact response such as impact force-time
and central deflection-time curves are predicted from the developed model to verify with the
existing experimental and numerical results. Finally, the numerical results obtained from the
present investigation illustrates the effect of impactor mass, impactor momentum and shape of
the impactor on the impact response of GFRP laminated composite subjected to low velocity
impact. The failure contour under different impact energy are also determined.
Keywords: GFRP Laminated Composite, Low-Velocity Impact, Impact Energy, Continuum
Damage Mechanics, Hasin Failure Criteria.
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The problem of an elliptical hole in a pre-stressed thermoelastic composite material in the mode
III of classical fracture is studied.
Using the conformal mapping technique ([1]) and the representation of the incremental stress
and displacement fields by complex potentials ([2],[3]) we determine the solution of the considered problem in a compact and elementary form.
When the smaller semiaxis of the elliptical hole tends to zero, i.e. the hole becomes a crack, the
potentials obtained reduce to a form similar to that of the crack problem, obtained by solving
the corresponding Riemann-Hilbert problem ([4],[5]).
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Engineering structures are usually complex and exact analysis of the structure may not be
possible. In order to reduce computational time, structural simplification can be used to
reduce the computational cost. As a result, structural simplification is necessary and adopted
in this study. Peridynamics is a new non-local theory which uses the integral equations rather
than their differential equations which makes it suitable for damage prediction which can also
be applicable for simplified structures [1-6]. This study presents bond based peridynamic
model for a three-dimensional beam with 6 degrees of freedom based on Timoshenko beam
theory. The accuracy of the peridynamic model is validated by considering various beam
structures subjected to static and dynamic loading conditions. After verifying the peridynamic
model, the proposed model is used to predict damages for a jacket platform due to sea loads
and due to ship-jacket platform collisions.
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Application of Functionally Graded Materials (FGM) is increasing with advanced
manufacturing technologies that makes it possible to control the composition of different
compounds. As opposed to conventional laminated structures, FGM has no material interface,
which in turn stress discontinuity and delamination problems can be avoided.
Peridynamics (PD) has recently emerged as a numerical method and it is within the class of
non-local continuum mechanics. Due to the its non-local property, modelling and analysis of
FGM becomes more reasonable within PD framework. This is because, PD theory inherently
employs length scale such that the micro/macro-mechanical properties of FGM structures can
be handled in an efficient way. In PD framework, equation of motion is rewritten in integral
form and free from spatial derivatives. PD equation of motion thus becomes valid within a
solid body regardless of existence of cracks.
Considering the increasing trend of FGM structures and advantages of PD formulation, we
implement bond-based PD formulation for the analysis of FGM plates. FGM plate has
ceramic and metal compounds whose composition ratio is described by the power law
distribution. Particular attention is given to dynamic loading but at first, we verify our PD
formulation for an FGM plate under static loading condition. Then, displacement wave
propagation of FGM plates under impact load is investigated and the numerical results are
compared with available reference solutions as well as Finite Element Method (FEM). Final
implementation is the modeling of crack formation and propagation in FGM plates.
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Abstract
A gauge-theoretic approach for modelling spatial defects in the form of micro-cracks in solids is
proposed. A non-trivial affine connection, called the gauge connection, is introduced in the
cotangent space to accommodate local changes in the configuration due to the presence of spatial
defects. Introduction of the gauge connection yields the notion of covariant derivative using which
the actional functional is modified. This procedure is popularly known as the minimal replacement
construct in gauge theory. The configuration gradients are determined using covariant derivatives,
instead of partial derivatives, thereby allowing for a homogenized kinematic description of the
existing spatial defects. The invariance of the Lagrangian under the action of configurational
changes (i.e. the internal symmetry) is restored through the minimal replacement construct of gauge
theory. Introduction of the gauge field Lagrangian via yet another construct - minimal coupling –
characterizes the additional energy contributions pertaining to defects. The resulting Euler-Lagrange
equations describe the motion of material points in the solid body as well as evolution of defects.
The working of the proposed model is assessed through numerical simulations of high-speed
oscillatory crack-tip instabilities in a dynamic crack propagation problem arising out of nonlinear
micro-branching phenomena. The proposed model provides for a geometrically consistent field
theoretic approach to model nonlinear effects in the fracture process zone. The choice of the gauge
connection in the proposed approach has its roots in a conformal or Weyl transformation in the
modelling of a broad class of defects in solids.

Stress growth in the vicinity of an elliptical hole for a strain
limiting model based on Lode invariants of stress
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In linear elastic model, when stress approaches singularity near the crack tip, strain will also be
singular, which violates the basic assumption of linear elasticity that the norm of displacement
gradient is small. Recent subclass of implicit constitutive relation[1] upon linearization allows
for models where linearized strain can be expressed as a non-linear function of stress  = f (T ),
while the classical Cauchy and Green elasticity upon linearization leads to Hooke’s law. This
aspect helps one to study a strain limiting problem for an arbitrarily large stress in the small
strain regime near crack tips, whereas the classical linear elastic model leads to singularities in
strain.
In the present work a strain limiting model for small strain is constructed based on Srinivasa’s[2]
Gibbs potential approach i.e., ln V = ∂G
. Lode[3] invariants are used to separate the logarith∂τ
mic strain into dilatation and distortional parts and the condition for small strain is applied. Unlike classical method , incompressibility constraint arises naturally in the constitutive relation
instead of an externally imposed constraint (Lagrange multiplier) that needs to be determined.
Further in conventional approach, Cauchy stress can be expressed as a function of displacement gradient and can be substituted into the equilibrium equation to obtain PDEs which are
solved with appropriate boundary conditions, however in this class of models strain is expressed
as a function of stress and in most cases it is not invertible, therefore the equilibrium and the
constitutive equations are solved simultaneously for stresses and displacements.
By using the strain limiting model, the stress and strain concentration factor for a plate with an
elliptical hole subjected to uniform traction for different aspect ratios has been studied numerically for both compressible, incompressible models and compared against linear elasticity.
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Abstract. The plane strain problem of determining strain energy release rate and crack energy
for a moving Griffith crack at the interface of two dissimilar orthotropic strips sandwiched
between two dissimilar half planes is considered. The problem is reduced to a pair of singular
integral equations which have finally been solved by using Jacobi polynomials. Graphical plots
of the strain energy release rate and the crack energy of the problem for different particular cases
are presented. The important study is finding the size of the region in which the overlapping of
two surfaces of the crack occurs. The salient feature of the article is the showcasing of the
fracture condition which is more likely to be an elliptic path.
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This work reviews recent literature results on the mechanical response of confined pentamode
structures behaving either in the stretching-dominated or the bending-dominated regimes [1][8]. The analyzed structures consist of multilayer systems formed by pentamode lattices
alternated with stiffening plates, and are equipped with rigid or hinged connections. It is shown
that such structures are able to carry unidirectional compressive loads with sufficiently high
stiffness, while showing markedly low stiffness against shear loads. In particular, their shear
stiffness may approach zero in the stretching-dominated regime. The presented results highlight
the high engineering potential of laminated pentamode metamaterials as novel isolation
devices, to be employed for the protection of buildings against shear waves [9]-[11].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Designs of pentamode bearings (a, b, c) that exhibit equal vertical stiffness and load-carrying
capacity of a commercial rubber-bearing (d) [7].
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Dynamics of a single shallow arch has been studied for decades and snap-through
instability has been investigated under several loading conditions [1-3]. Recent studies have
focused even further on the snap-through instability of this structural element discovering new
interesting features (critical slowing down [4]) and applications for jumping poppers [5].
Snap-through instability can also be exploited for mechanical signal transmission. In this
study, we develop an effective and reliable lattice without connective elements able to
propagate a “snapping signal” in a 2D medium in several directions at different speed, by
exploiting the bistability and the snapping-through of shallow arches.
By carefully assembling shallow arches in 2D arrangements, we are able to engineer
fully snapping unit cells, which snap between two equally stable energy configurations (Fig.
1). The directionability of the mechanical signal can be achieved by harnessing the activation
of the antisymmetric modes of the snapping shallow arches. Interesting enough, by accurately
selecting the rise of the arches we can obtain both propagation and directionability even
throughout a symmetric excitation. As it is shown in Fig. 1, the actuation of one single arch
can trigger a controllable and tunable counterclockwise chain reaction. The new stable
configuration of the entire lattice is obtained thanks to a transition wave that can be fully
controlled by our innovative design.
This theoretical and experimental study will open new promising paths in controlling
waves capability that can be harnessed in mechanical signal transmissions, mechanical diodes,
switchers, and logic gates.

Figure 1. Directional mechanical signal in a squared 2D lattice composed by four shallow arches connected
through hinges. In a) an indeter is pushing the midpoint of the upper arch, the arch shows a symmetric response.
Suddenly b) the arch deviates from its symmetric configuration to manifest its antisymmetric modes. By
continuously pushing the upper arch c) the rotation of the left-upper hinge forces the vertical arch asimetrically.
Lastly, d) the 2D lattice snaps in a new stable configuration through a counterclockwise mechanical signal. Scale
bar = 1 cm.
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Tensegrity structures feature different types of nonlinear static and dynamic responses
depending on their connectivity, geometry, and state of self-stress [1-3]. Here we examine
some elastic tensegrity modules which can pass from having one stable state to having two
stable states either by changing the elements lengths or by changing the self-stress level [4].
The simplest case is that of a tensegrity module with just one self-stress state and one
infinitesimal mechanism. Considering for example the three-hinges arch with aligned hinges,
when the rest lengths are smaller (larger) than the equilibrium lengths in the aligned
configuration, the system possesses one (two) stable configuration(s). The same situation
occurs in a triangular tensegrity prism (T3), which usually has a single equilibrium
configuration corresponding to a fixed value of its twist angle, that is, the relative rotation
between the two bases. When a T3 is realized as a bar framework, and with a slightly smaller,
or larger, twist angle, it has two stable configurations, and it can switch from one to the other
through a relative roto-translation between bases. After reviewing the mechanics of some
bistable tensegrity units, we discuss the dynamic behavior of modular chains of bistable T3s
and their possible use in the design of systems with peculiar dynamical properties [5].
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The dynamics of strongly nonlinear metamaterials is attracting increased attention from many
research sectors including acoustics, aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering [1],[2]. A
number of studies available in the to-date literature have shown that elastically hardening (or
stiffening) discrete systems formed by lumped masses connected by nonlinear springs support
compressive solitary waves and the unusual reflection of waves on material interfaces [3],[4],
while elastically softening systems support the propagation of rarefaction solitary waves
under initially compressive impact loading [4],[5]. Solitary wave dynamics has been proven
to be useful for the construction of a variety of novel acoustic devices. These include: acoustic
band gap materials; shock protector devices; acoustic lenses; and energy trapping containers,
to name some examples. Ordinary engineering materials typically exhibit either elastic
stiffening (e.g., crystalline solids), or elastic softening (e.g., foams). More puzzling is the
nonlinear response of structural lattices based on tensegrity units (e.g., tensegrity prisms),
which may gradually change their elastic response from stiffening to softening through the
modification of mechanical, geometrical, and prestress variables. Tensegrity structures are
prestressable truss structures, which are obtained by connecting compressive members (bars
or struts) through the use of pre-stretched tensile elements (cables or strings).
The present study investigates the propagation of mechanical waves with compact support in
tensegrity lattices with elastic stiffening response. The presented results highlight that such
systems support compressive solitary waves and the unusual reflection of waves on material
interfaces [4],[5]. The analyzed structures may serve as actuators or sensors generating and/or
receiving solitary waves from host media, with the aim of targeting localized defects or
monitoring the mechanical properties of materials and structures [6].
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This article discusses a nondestructive evaluation (NDE) method based on the nonlinear
dynamics existing inside a chain of spherical particles. The method relies on the propagation
of highly nonlinear solitary waves generated at one end of a chain of spherical particles in
contact with the structure to be evaluated. In this paper, a few applications to civil engineering
systems are presented. One application is the measurement of axial stress in thick beams with
the aim to extent the methodology to continuous welded rails. Here, the highly nonlinear
solitary waves generated at one end of a chain propagate along the particles and reach the
opposite end that is in dry point contact with the beam to be evaluated. At this interface, the
waves are reflected back to chain and the hypothesis is that the axial stress influences the
amplitude and speed of the reflected waves. To verify this hypothesis a general finite element
model of thermally stressed beams was developed and coupled to a discrete particle model
able to predict the propagation of the waves along a L-shaped granular medium. The models
were validated experimentally. The hypothesis was proven valid by both the numerical and
the experimental results. In the future, these findings may be used to refine a NDE method to
assess stress in columns, to infer the neutral temperature of continuous welded rails, and to
prevent thermal buckling of critical structures.

High strain hardening, lightweight, three-dimensional mechanical
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Abstract
The design of novel materials with architected properties has been accomplished by the recent
progress in the development of advanced manufacturing process, such as multi-photon
lithography (MPL), enabling fabrication even at the microscale. More specifically,
metamaterials with mechanical properties controlled by the structure’s design, have recently
captured the attention of the research community because of their unusual mechanical
behaviors. Mechanical metamaterials may exhibit unique properties, such as high stiffness,
ultralight weight, and increased strength. However, comprehending of the metamaterial strain
hardening that is intrinsic to both the structure and spatial arrangement of novel unit cells is
fairly empirical. In this study, we demonstrate a new design of a metamaterial structure inspired
by the first stellation of the rhombic dodecahedron and the three – compound octahedron and
compare their mechanical behavior with that of one of the most thoroughly studied
metamaterials, the octet truss. The novelty of this design concept is the adaptation of lattice
member in-growth, imitating the formation of penetrated crystals in a two-level formation of
unit cells, that is, the structure of unit cells and their connection to the neighboring unit cells.
The three dimensional in-growth mechanism enhances controlled buckling and plastic
deformation in selective lattice members, increasing the strain energy dissipation. Performing
simulations, nanoindentation tests and in-situ scanning electron microscopy and
microindentation with such structures fabricated by multi-photon lithography (MPL), we have
proven that this new class of metamaterials surpasses the octet truss structure and its counterpart
bulk material, provided by the pronouncing augmented strain hardening and energy dissipation
attributes at a specific deformation, despite the smaller volume occupied by the first stellation
structure. The MPL is presently the only method capable of fabricating arbitrary 3D structures
of high feature resolution at this scale. Our investigation introduces a new approach for
controlling the strength and strain hardening of mechanical metamaterials by the strategic
placement of platonic solids to form structures with deformation modes resembling those of
microlattices exhibiting lattice member in-growth. It also delineates the importance of the
spatial arrangement of the unit cells in the design of high-performance mechanical
metamaterials.

Rate Form of Finite-Strain Anisotropic Elastic Law
I.Yu. Zubko
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The question of obtaining a material spin tensor for the rate form of the elastic law in the case
of finite-strain deformations comes from the problem of motion decomposition onto rigid and
deformable parts which is well known in the nonlinear continuum mechanics of solids. This
problem partially corresponds to defining the objective corotational rate to study large elasticplastic deformations of anisotropic media with additive decomposition of strain rate into
elastic and plastic parts. This additivity stems from the multiplicative decomposition of the
deformation gradient tensor. For the variety of metamaterials plastic deformation leads the
changing of the material anisotropy. For the sake of simplicity and clearance of defining the
material symmetry motion, a plane initially orthotropic medium which is transforming into a
general oblique medium during its two-dimensional deformations is further considered. In
that transformation the motion of the material symmetry is described by a certain convective
rate. In particular cases with preserving the material symmetry the rate form of the elastic law
contains the corotational rate based on a spin tensor of the material symmetry rotation.
The material symmetry motion is introduced using the minimizing principle applied to obtain
the reloaded configuration of the material volume. This material symmetry motion explains
the transformation of the vector frame which coincides with the material symmetry axes in the
initial configuration of the material volume and uniquely corresponds to a set of these axes in
the current configuration although it does not coincide with the latter. The given definition is
followed by the exact expression which includes the deformation gradient tensor, unit vectors
of the initial and current material anisotropy axes and their axial parameters. This definition
allows obtaining a new variant of decomposing any elastic finite-strain motion onto frame and
relative parts and introducing the convective rate associated with the material anisotropy.
The introduced material symmetry motion for the two-dimensional media naturally accounts
for the material symmetry and for the particular cases such as infinitesimal deformations or a
higher material symmetry (more close to the isotropic one) the introduced material rotation
tensor coincides with the conventional measures of the rotation introduced in solid mechanics.
The introduced rate-type elastic law is appropriate for studying the finite-strain deformation
of anisotropic materials, including metamaterials with a pantographic structure, which
properties are evolving in the course of deformation. For the case of metal polycrystals the
obtained rate-type elastic law is suitable for modeling the process of the crystal lattice rotation
of subgrains during the intense plastic deformation.
The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Project No. 17-41590377).
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Vibration band-gap tuning analysis of a novel active metamaterial beam
Liu C., Zhang J., Li F.

Vibration band-gap tuning analysis of a novel active
metamaterial beam
Chunchuan Liu*, Jiameng Zhang, Fengming Li
College of Aerospace and Civil Engineering, Harbin Engineering University, Harbin, P R China

Abstract ： A novel acoustic metamaterial beam with active tuning band-gap
characteristic is proposed. The active metamaterial beam is composed by the
piezoelectric actuator/sensor pairs periodically placed along the beam axis. Through
the Hamilton principle, the dynamic equations of the active metamaterial beam can be
established. The positive active control inertia for the piezoelectric patches can be
provided by using the negative proportional feedback control strategy. The vibration
characteristics of the active metamaterial beam are analyzed using the spectral
element method, and the dynamic response and wave propagation attenuation factor
are also computed. The calculation accuracy for the dynamic response by the spectral
element method can be verified by comparing with the results by the COMSOL
software. The results display that the band-gap performance in the medium and high
frequency ranges can be greatly enhanced by tuning the feedback control gain.
Moreover, the band-gap property in the low frequency range can be effectively
adjusted by tuning the attached inertia and stiffness of the whole metamaterial beam
structure. It can be also found that the dynamic response of the structure in the full
frequency range can be effectively suppressed using the proposed design of the
metamaterial configuration.
Keywords: Acoustic metamaterial beam; band-gap characteristics; active tuning
strategy; vibration suppression method.
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High Order H2 Conforming Finite Element Methods on Triangles
Ainsworth M., Parker C.
Two new triangular G1-conforming finite elements for the analysis of Kirchhoff plate model
Greco L., Cuomo M.

High Order H 2 Conforming Finite Element Methods on Triangles
M. Ainsworth, C. Parker∗
Brown University
mark_ainsworth@brown.edu, charles_parker@brown.edu
High order numerical methods are known to provide exponential rates of convergence for problems containing singularities and boundary layers. Such features are typical in engineering
problems including plates and shells. However, conforming approximation of such problems
often requires C 1 continuity which, unfortunately, rules out the use of many, if not all, existing
finite element codes. We describe the details needed for the efficient implementation of arbitrarily high order finite elements with C 1 continuity on unstructured meshes of triangles exploiting
properties of the Bernstein-Bézier polynomials. The issue of efficient preconditioning of the
resulting systems is addressed. The method is illustrated by applying it to the solution of a
number of representative test problems.
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TWO NEW TRIANGULAR G1-CONFORMING FINITE ELEMENTS
FOR THE ANALYSIS OF KIRCHHOFF PLATE MODEL
Leopoldo Greco, Massimo Cuomo
Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture (DICAR)
University of Study of Catania, v. Santa Sofia, 54, 95125 - Catania, Italy.
leopoldo.greco@virgilio.it
Two triangular G1-conforming elements, based on the triangular Gregory patch, suitable for
the analysis of the Kirchhoff plate model, are presented.
The Gregory patch consists in a rational enhancement of base-polynomial spaces useful to
design G1-conforming element on general C0-conforming un-structured meshes.
Because the presence of the rational functions, the second derivatives (at the corners of the
element) present finite discontinuities, that prevent the elements from passing the bending
patch test. Furthermore, the elements (based on the rational space) present drastic loss of
convergence under the h-refinement. For these reasons a constrained Gregory patch version
(obtained via Lagrange multipliers method) is proposed to avoid these discontinuities at the
corners. In this way, the rational conforming space collapses into the conforming arrangement
of the base-polynomial spaces.
The proposed formulation design elements that pass the bending patch test and present
optimal rate of convergence on general un-structured meshes.
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LAYER-SPECIFIC HYPERELASTIC AND VISCOELASTIC
CHARACTERIZATION OF HUMAN AORTAS
Amabili M., Balasubramanian P., Bozzo I., Breslavsky I.D., Ferrari G.
McGill University, Department of Mechanical Engineering
marco.amabili@mcgill.ca
A layer-specific hyperelastic and viscoelastic characterization of human descending thoracic
aortas was experimentally performed. Healthy aortas of transplant caliber, from twelve donors
with an average age of 49.4 years, were received from Transplant Québec. Axial and
circumferential strips were prepared from the specimens. They were dissected to separate the
intima, media and adventitia layers. Measurements of the opening angles were used to
identify the circumferential residual stresses.
Uniaxial tensile tests on axial and circumferential strips, together with the Gasser-OgdenHolzapfel material model, were used to characterize the hyperelastic behaviour of the three
aorta layers for each donor. Uniaxial harmonic excitations at different frequency,
superimposed to initial stretch values, were used to characterize the viscoelastic behaviour.
The storage modulus and the loss tangent were obtained for each layer in both directions;
comparison to intact aorta wall was also performed. The generalized Maxwell model, within
the framework of nonlinear viscoelasticity with internal variables, was used to obtain the
constitutive material parameters. Results showed a positive correlation between stiffness and
donor age for the three layers of the aorta in both axial and circumferential directions. A
significant increase of the storage modulus (i.e. dynamic stiffness) was observed between the
static value and loading at one Hz frequency, while further increase in frequency marginally
affected its value. The loss tangent was only slightly influenced by the stretch value, which
justified the use of the viscoelastic model adopted. Finally, similar loss tangent values were
found for the three aortic layers.

HUMAN DESCENDING THORACIC AORTA: DYNAMIC RESPONSE
AND VISCOELASTICITY IN A MOCK CIRCULATORY LOOP
Amabili M., Balasubramanian P., Bozzo I., Breslavsky I.D., Ferrari G., Pogue C.
McGill University, Department of Mechanical Engineering
marco.amabili@mcgill.ca
Heart disease is the second leading cause of death in Canada, costing the healthcare system
$20.9 billion annually. Ex-vivo studies are essential in improving clinicians’ understanding of
vascular pathology and evaluating the effectiveness of medical devices, such as grafts. The
mock circulatory loop developed in this work reproduced pulsatile flow and implemented four
laser Doppler vibrometers to capture the dynamics of the aorta.
This study presents the nonlinear dynamics and viscoelastic material characterization of nine
transplant-grade human descending thoracic aortas. The healthy descending thoracic aortas
were retrieved from the donors and tested within 24 hours. Experiments in the mock circulatory
loop were conducted at different physiological pulse rates with a prescribed physiological axial
pre-stretch as per MRI values reported in literature.
The non-affine fiber structure of the constituent materials of the aorta directly contributed to
the kinematics. The aorta dynamics demonstrated a cyclic axisymmetric diameter change with
an oscillatory bending component. The viscoelastic parameters: storage modulus and loss
factor, showed a nonlinear dependence on the pulse rate. The storage modulus had a positive
correlation with age, suggesting vascular tissue stiffening as the patients aged. This related to
smaller diameter changes during pulsatile cycling. As well, an increased dissipation was
observed at higher speeds, which varied with age - decreasing loss factor was found with
increasing age.
Nonlinear viscoelastic and dynamic properties of ex-vivo descending thoracic aortas are
virtually nonexistent in research. The experimental results obtained corroborate the
effectiveness of the mock circulatory loop developed for this study, in reproducing pulsatile
flow. This data is essential for developing innovative grafts with whose behavior accurately
simulates aortic responses.

In-vitro rip-through and gap formation analysis of orthopedic
surgical constructs for tendon repair using digital image correlation
strain measurement methods and finite element analysis
Heredia A, Galaz R, Bennett W
ramsesg@ziptekglobal.com / Ziptek LLC, Sarasota, FL, USA
Introduction:
Multiple surgical constructs are used in tendon repair surgeries and yet many of them fail due to high shear
stress at the suture-tendon interface. The constructs configurations vary in anchor type, location and fixation
methods, and thus the performance against rip-through is directly related to the specific configuration [1].
No standard method has been developed to measure the mechanical performance of such combinations for
gap formation, rip through force and stress concentration criteria [2]. Hence, a method has been developed
to qualify and quantify the mechanical response and strain measurement of these surgical constructs using
digital image correlation methods with finite element model validation.
Methods:
An experimental method using a custom fixture of anatomically correct dimensions was mounted in a
dynamic tensile tester. A textured speckle pattern of small contiguous dots was applied to a mock tendon
model made of silicone rubber for digital image correlation (DIC) inspection. Such model was then fixed
to the fixture using various surgical constructs and a novel knotless suture repair technology. The test
consisted of a tension load applied to the non-fixed end of the mock tendon and captured by a vision system
placed perpendicular to the face of the mock tendon. The results were then processed using DIC Software
(GOM 2017), capable of outputting strain measurements, displacements, patterns and a histogram of such
occurrences (Fig.1). The results were then later compared with finite element models of hyperelastic
materials to validate rupture results.
Results:
From the processed data, a histogram, a strain scale and a displacement chart are generated. This data was
used to assess the performance of each construct based on non-contact computer base strain measurement
methods. Comparing the strain patterns among the different surgical constructs depicts the strain
concentrators that are the precursors of tendon tear during the rehabilitation process. The gap formation
hints at the capability of the construct to keep the tendon in place, a key factor in the collagen formation
process and tendon reinsertion biological mechanisms. Also, a histogram of the strain measurements
occurrences is generated to later be interpreted as the ability of the fixation method to deconcentrate stresses
that could damage the tendon. The numerical models showed excellent correlation with the experimental
results. The method was successful at predicting the performance of the surgical construct such as the ability
of the construct to distribute strains, which is directly related to the capability of enduring higher forces
before tendon tear. The method helped identify the factors that enhance or promote the decay of the surgical
constructs performance under load.
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THRUMBUS IN ARTERIAL STENOSIS MODEL
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Background: Medical guidewire for PCI has an essential role in guiding the catheter to the
legion in the coronary. To improve the lesion penetration of the flexible guidewire,
torqueability and pushability are needed. For the torqueability, we have measured torque
transmission and rotational response of the guide-wire in the diseased blood vessel model
made of PVA hydrogel [1].
Aims: We examined rotational response characteristics of
medical guide-wire in occlusive platelet thrombus in arterial
stenosis model which assumed acute coronary syndrome.
Methods: We have developed an in vitro flow-through system
to generate the formation of occlusive thrombosis. Lightly
heparinized (3.5 USP units/mL), whole porcine blood is
perfused through tubular collagen-coated stenosis models with
an upstream inner diameter of 2.5 mm. The 70% (diameter)
stenosis models were constructed from a transparent PVA
hydrogel. After blood flow was stopped due to thrombus
occlusion, a guide wire (length, diameter and load of tip coil
are 30 mm, 0.36 mm and 0.55 g, respectively) was penetrated
through the occluding thrombus in the stenosis. The device for
the measurement of rotational response is shown in Fig.1.
Two arms were attached to the guide-wire at
upper and lower to the thrombus. Rotational
angles of the guide-wire of proximal and distal
sides (jp and js) were measured as the rotation of
the two arms.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of
experimental device.

Fig. 2 Blood flow and thrombus in stenosis
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Results: The location of growth and occlusion of
thrombus was seen on the upstream side of the model.
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throat (Fig. 2). Rotational loss (jp - js) after the one
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turn of the proximal side is shown in Fig. 3.
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thrombus.
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Fig. 3 Rotational loss of the guide-wire.

A NEW FINITE-ELEMENT SHELL MODEL FOR ARTERIAL
GROWTH AND REMODELING
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Growth and remodeling (G&R) are the processes by which soft tissues adapt under mechanical
stimuli. Growth means change in tissue mass and remodeling means a change in microstructure
and thus mechanical properties. G&R theories rely on assumptions based on clinical observations, such as the preferred mechanical state in soft tissues (homeostasis), mass turnover and
prestress of new deposited material [1]. In this work we are interested in arterial G&R following stent-graft implantation. We used the Homogenized Constrained Mixture Theory (CMT)
[2] combining elastin (e), collagen (cj ) and smooth muscle cells(m) with mass increments and
prestresses evolving according to G&R principles.
In this work a layer specific CMT model [3] was implemented in an in-house finite element
model (FEM) code (in Fortran) based on axisymmetric shell elements (2D). The integral along
the thickness is split in the shell formulation to obtain different virtual work for each layer, as:
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Three different G&R scenario were considered, all running for 15 years on a cylindrical arterial
model. We considered a) localized loss of elastin, b) stent implantation, c) elastin loss for 8
years followed by a stent-graft implantation and 7 years of G&R. We assessed the sensitivity to
different parameters: gain parameters for G&R, thickness ratio between layers, stent stiffness
and oversizing. Previously published SEF and G&R properties we assigned to our model [2].
Our CMT model, which was implemented for first time in a bi-layer shell FEM, showed a very
good agreement with previously published results [2]. Simulations showed also a localized
dilatation occuring after the stent implantation just after the stent region. In all cases the progression of this dilatation depended on the gain parameters and layer ratios, but on the stent
stiffness and its oversizing as well. This dilatation occurred whatever the G&R parameters and
will be investigated further in order to evaluate its clinical significance.
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For biodegradable stents, what is lacking in computational modelling literature is the
representation of the active response of the arterial tissue in the weeks and months following
stent implantation, i.e. neointimal remodelling. Therefore, this research is focused on generating
a computational modelling framework that represents the development of the neointima
following stent implantation, in response to two primary physiological stimuli, viz. (i) damage
to the arterial tissue and (ii) changes to the arterial wall shear stress due to blood flow disruption.
Building on previous investigations (Boland, et al. [1,2]), the framework combines continuum
mechanics models for the arterial tissue (FEA) and arterial blood flow (CFD), with an
inhomogeneous (pitting corrosion) degradation model for the magnesium stent (FEA). Once
developed, the framework is used to investigate the presence of the neointima on the mechanical
performance (scaffolding support) of the biodegrading stent, investigating the interplay
between neointimal tissue growth and stent degradation from the mechanics perspective.
In the modelling framework, on stent deployment, the arterial stress (von-Mises stress in the
arterial tissue) is used to evaluate a damage variable (DAS), and the time-averaged arterial wall
shear stress (TAWSS) due to blood flow over a cardiac cycle is used to evaluate a wall shear
stress damage variable (DWSS). DAS and DWSS are then used as the stimuli for neointimal
remodelling (growth) in the finite element model of the stented artery: the arterial lumen is
filled with a “ghost mesh” of finite elements that become activated by the stimuli to represent
the growing neointima, while the stent biodegrades according to the pitting corrosion model.
Simulation results indicate that non-uniform neointimal growth patterns occur, initiated around
the stent struts (low TAWSS and high von-Mises stress), with results suggesting dominance of
the TAWSS stimulus, as indicated by accelerated neointimal formation towards the proximal
(lower TAWSS) end of the stent (see Fig. 1), which aligns with pre-clinical observations (Caro,
et al. [3]). Results also indicate that the neointima, and in particular the neointimal mechanical
properties, have a crucial influence on the scaffolding support of the biodegrading stent.
Overall, results indicate (i) the importance of including neointimal remodelling in
computational modelling of biodegradable stent angioplasty, to aid the development of next
generation biodegradable stent technology, and (ii) the critical importance of the appropriate
choice of constitutive model and mechanical properties for the neointima.

Fig. 1: Progression of neointimal development in stented artery model. Blood flow left-to-right.
1.
2.
3.
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NONLINEAR VISCOELASTIC PROPERTY OF BLOOD FOR
HEMODYNAMIC SIMULATIONS – CODE DEVELOPMENT
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Hemodynamic simulations have proven to be an auxiliary clinical tool with great potential for
diagnosis and the development of preventive measures and treatments of cardiovascular
diseases. Therefore, simulations with complex rheology of blood are of great interest since the
most accurate hemodynamic is essential for clinical practice. Several authors have used a
large range of models defining the rheological behavior of blood, ranging from the most
common Newtonian and Generalized Newtonian models to non-Newtonian viscoelastic
models. The viscoelastic character of blood is due to the storage and release of elastic energy
from RBC aggregates. There is a need in the use of models depicting this behavior.
The aim of this study is to take a step forward in the numerical simulation of blood flow
through the implementation and validation of a more accurate rheological model for blood in
User-Defined Functions (UDF) associated to the basis of Ansys® software. 3D idealized
geometries of a stenosed bifurcation in a right coronary artery were used along with timedependent velocity and pressure profiles of pulsatile flow and pressure waveforms as
boundary conditions. Two different nonlinear viscoelastic non-Newtonian models able to
predict shear-thinning behavior - a Generalized Oldroyd-B model and a multi-mode Giesekus
model - were compared with a simpler Generalized Newtonian model – Carreau Model. The
effect of the viscoelastic components of stress can be seen through the axial velocity contours
in Fig. 1. The biggest impact is generated in the regions with high velocity gradients and
significant differences were observed when considering Giesekus model relative to OldroydB or Carreau model.

Fig. 1: Velocity contours along the middle plane of the 3D geometry for the different rheological models (top)
and velocity difference between the Viscoelastic and the Generalized Newtonian (Carreau) models (bottom).
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Introduction: The aorta carries oxygenated blood and nutrients throughout the human body.
The ascending aorta sustains a biomechanical function that effects consequences through the
systemic circulation. The aortic wall is a viscoelastic material that exhibits a measure of
compliance and energy dissipation, by which it preserves pressured flow and protects itself
against damage from cyclic stresses. Its J-shaped stress-strain curve has been linked to elastin
and collagen fibers [1]. Measures of viscosity along the aorta, such as circumferential
relaxation strength and energy loss, are correlated with the degree of smooth muscle presence
[2]. Energy loss has since been utilized as a robust biomechanical parameter to describe aortic
pathological condition [3]. Methods & Results: The correlation between smooth muscle
content and energy loss is investigated in this study with healthy and aneurysmal human
aortic tissue. Human ascending aortic tissue samples were subjected to equi-biaxial loadingunloading cycles at 0.1 mm/s up to 60% strain. Viscous energy loss is calculated as the
percentage of energy lost between loading and unloading out of the total energy absorbed by
the material during loading in the circumferential direction. A portion of tissue adjacent to
each testing specimen was stained with Movat’s pentachrome. Images were captured with a
microscope and percent micrograph field coverage of smooth muscle measured. The results,
presented in Figure 1, reveal a trend between smooth muscle content and viscous energy loss.
Conclusion & Discussion: Smooth muscle content carry a fraction of the aortic wall’s
viscosity, but additional investigation is needed to better understand its proportional role with
respect to the total vessel arrangement, composition, and physiological preconditioning,
especially in the context of pathological tissue.

Figure 1. A) Smooth muscle content resembles moderate correlation with viscous energy loss. Scale bar
represents 100 μm. B) Patient age displays stronger correlation with viscous energy loss.
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Large in-plane elastic deformations of bi-pantographic fabrics
Emilio Barchiesi, Simon Eugster, Francesco dell’Isola & Pierre Seppecher
International Research Center for the Mathematics and Mechanics of Complex Systems, MeMoCS,
Università dell’Aquila, L’Aquila, Italy
There is a kind of 2D-continua in-plane which can be described exclusively by their placement
functions. We derive for large strains the deformation energy of one such continuum by applying a
heuristic homogenisation procedure to a family of discrete elastic bi-pantographic structures. Such
structures generalize previously introduced pantographic ones, since they can be regarded as these
last being obtained interconnecting discrete pantographic beams constituted by extensional and
rotational springs, rather than interconnecting discrete Elasticae. Within the homogenisation process
the overall dimension of the system is kept fixed, while the number of the periodically appearing
subsystems - called cells - is increased, and the stiffnesses are appropriately scaled. In previous works,
the 1D-continuum limit of the discrete pantographic beam structure has been derived for large strains
by heuristic homogenization, and it is described exclusively by its placement function. Contrarily to
the Elastica, its deformation energy turns out to depend also upon the stretch gradient, in addition to
the material curvature. Classically, in 2D- continua in-plane, deformation energy depends on the first
gradient of the placement function through - e.g. - the stretch of material lines oriented along basis
directions and the angle change between the tangent to two material lines oriented along said basis
directions, also known as shearing deformation. The deformation energy of the continuum limit of
discrete pantographic fabrics is non-classic. Indeed, it depends on the second gradient of the
placement through the material curvature of said material lines. The deformation energy of the
continuum model derived herein does further depend on their stretch gradient. Therefore, in addition
to classical essential placement line-boundary conditions, further non-standard boundary conditions
can be derived by variational deduction for such 2D-continuum, such as normal placement gradient
line-boundary conditions and placement vertex-boundary conditions.

SCINTILLATING CRYSTALS AS CONTINUA WITH
MICROSTRUCTURE
F. Daví
DICEA and ICRYS, Universitá Politecnica delle Marche, Ancona (I)
davi@univpm.it
A scintillating crystal is a material which converts γ- or X-ray energy into visible light and
hence is used in high-energy physic and medical imaging. The scintillation process depends
on the band structure of the atoms: the energy which hits the crystal generates a population of
excitation carriers (charged particles) which recombine in a dissipative and non linear manner to
yield photons in the visible range. This generation process is at a microscopic scale whereas the
recombination of excitation carriers and the light generation are phenomena which take place
at a mesoscopic scale.
Here we show how, after we define by the means of a suitable scaling a state variable which represents at the mesoscopic scale the effect of microscopic scintillation phenomena, the process
of recombination and light generation can be modeled by a continua with a suitable microstructure. Provided we assume that at the mesoscopic scale the classical thermodynamic holds then
we show how the excitation carriers generation and recombination process can be described by
a reaction-diffusion-drift equation [1].
We obtain results about the existence, uniqueness and asymptotic behavior of the solution which
are related to meaningful physical quantities like the decay time and light yield which are a measure of the scintillating crystal resolution and efficiency [2]: we show how with these results we
can give good estimates of the measured decay time for some well-studied scintillators [3].
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Design of strong and tough architectured layered materials via
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We investigate the mechanical behavior of 3D periodically architectured layered materials
fabricated by Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) 3D printing. FDM 3D printing has rapidly
grown in research and engineering in recent years and has gradually shifted from rapid
prototyping to manufacturing of industrial products. In FDM, a thermoplastic filament is
extruded through a heated nozzle and deposited layer-wise on a build platform, resulting in a
characteristic mesostructure of the material. It has been shown that the mechanical properties
like stiffness, strength, and toughness of the printed material depend on the mesostructural
layout. The standard layout of the mesostructure is typically based on unidirectional printing
orientation in each layer and a shift in orientation of 90° between neighboring layers, aiming at
homogeneous and isotropic material properties.
In this work, we explore the possibilities FDM 3D printing for creating architectured materials
with tailored material properties by abandoning the standard mesostructure layup. First, we
show that, using a brittle filament material (PLA), the fracture behavior of the printed material
can be gradually shifted from brittle to ductile by simply changing the printing direction. Then
we show that we can even increase strength and toughness simultaneously by changing the
relative angle between neighboring layers. Furthermore, we create materials with tailored
failure behavior by designing mesostructures with specific porosity and periodicity patterns.
We use 3D finite element analysis for predicting and optimizing the material properties and
validate these predictions on several experimental tests.

Impact of the mesostructural layout on strength and toughness of
FDM-printed materials
J. Kiendl, C. Gao
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Department of Marine Technology
josef.kiendl@ntnu.no
Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) is a common 3D printing technology, where a
thermoplastic filament is extruded through a heated nozzle and deposited layer by layer on a
build platform. Accordingly, the material can be considered as an assembly of fibers, which
are bonded to each other through a diffusion welding process. This process results in a very
specific mesostructure of the material, which is determined by several printing parameters like
layer height, layer orientation, road width, air gap, etc., and this geometric layout of the
mesostructure has a major impact on the mechanical properties of the printed material. The
relation between mesostructural layout and resulting material stiffness and strength has been
investigated in several experimental studies. Moreover, there exist several publications
focusing on modeling and predicting these material properties, which are mostly based on
classical lamination theory.
In this work, we focus on the relation between mesostructural properties and resulting
material toughness. Our experimental results show that these relations are more complex than
the ones observed for stiffness and strength, e.g., depending on the of layer orientations the
resulting material can be either very brittle or very ductile. Moreover, we find that existing
models cannot predict such a behavior. Based on our findings, we develop a new
computational multiscale approach resolving the various nonlinear effects at the mesoscale,
which determine the macroscopic stiffness, strength, and toughness properties. Numerical
predictions show good agreement with the experimental data.

LINEAR AND GEOMETRICALLY NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
OF MICROSTRUSTURAL BEAMS
WITHIN GENERALIZED CONTINUA
J. Niiranen and L. V. Tran
Aalto University, Finland
jarkko.niiranen@aalto.fi
The linear and geometrically nonlinear beam models of strain gradient and couple stress
elasticity theory [1,2,3,4], including temperature gradient [5], are studied in the framework of
continualization, or homogenization, of microstructural beams such as multi-layer trusses. In
particular, the roles of length scale parameters and structural dimensions such as the beam
thickness are addressed by parameter studies and model validation. Numerical results
obtained via standard or isogeometric finite element analysis for the generalized beam models
[1,2,3] and the corresponding three-dimensional solid models are compared to each other for
verifying the dimension reduction procedure. For specific lattice microarchitecture
applications [1,4,5], the strain gradient beam models are compared, in the sense of model
validation, to the corresponding (unhomogenized) fine-scale solid models relying on classical
elasticity.
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and vibrations of 2D triangular lattices by strain gradient elasticity models: Applications
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S. Khakalo and J. Niiranen: Lattice structures as thermoelastic gradient materials:
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An anisotropic micro-ellipsoid constitutive model based on a
microstructural description of connective tissues
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Abdominal hernia is an abnormal protrusion of the abdominal cavity due to a defect or weakness
of the abdominal wall connective tissues. Its repair is one of the most common and frequent
surgical operations worldwide [1]. A thorough knowledge of the mechanical behaviour of abdominal wall connective tissues is essential to improve care solutions. Connective tissues have
a highly oriented structure [2] with a spacial weaving of collagen and elastin fibers. Such woven
microstructure has an impact on the mechanical behaviour. This work presents an anisotropic
constitutive model based on a microstructural description of the connective tissues with a limited number of parameters, only related to the observed texture.
The proposed model is based on directional (or micro-sphere) strain energy density, linking
the contribution of fibers to macroscopic elasticity [3]. The link between the microscopic fiber
and the macroscopic response is obtained by homogenization involving numerical integration
on the surface of the homogenized volume. Directly from the texture analysis of microscopic
observations, anisotropy is accounted with an ellipsoid, used as the basis for integration. In
each spatial direction of the summation, the initial length of the fibers is penalized according
to the geodesic of the anisotropic ellipsoid. Unlike conventional models, anisotropy is taken
into account for strains, which allows the mechanical properties of the fibers to be maintained
throughout the elementary volume. A new specific integration scheme on an ellipsoidal surface
was then developed to facilitate numerical implementation.
Micro-ellipsoid model enables promising description of anisotropic behaviour of abdominal
wall connective tissues. Assuming fibers properties are similar for every individual, the only
information required to model connective tissues anisotropic behaviour is fibers spatial arrangement, provided by texture analysis. This microstructurally-based model should render numerical simulations of abdominal wall hernia repair more patient-specific and may contribute to
improvements of mesh implants.
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Modeling Force Transmission via Actin Stress Fibers: From
Single Cells to Cellular Monolayers
A.I. Barakat
Hydrodynamics Laboratory, CNRS UMR7646, Ecole Polytechnique, France
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Mechanical stresses due to blood flow regulate vascular endothelial cell (EC) structure and
function and play a key role in arterial physiology and pathology. In particular, early
atherosclerosis develops preferentially at arterial branches and bifurcations where blood flow
is highly disturbed. Interestingly, these regions are typically characterized by ECs that are
polygonal in shape and have a randomly organized cytoskeleton. On the other hand, arterial
regions where ECs are elongated and whose cytoskeleton is aligned in the direction of blood
flow tend to be largely protected from the disease. Thus, deciphering the relation between the
mechanical environment and EC structure and function is a key step toward understanding the
development of atherosclerosis. Recent experiments have demonstrated very rapid (order
100 ms) and long-distance (order 10 µm) cellular mechanotransduction events in which
prestressed actin stress fibers play a critical role. We wish to gain physical insight into this
process by developing mathematical models that describe the role of actin stress fibers in
mechanical signal transmission in ECs.
We begin by formulating a model of mechanical signal transmission within a single cell by
describing strains in a network of prestressed viscoelastic stress fibers following the
application of a force to the cell surface. The results of this initial model reveal force
transmission dynamics that are consistent with experimental results. We also show that the
extent of stress fiber alignment and the direction of the applied force relative to this alignment
are key determinants of the efficiency of mechanical signal transmission. These results are
consistent with the link observed experimentally between cytoskeletal organization,
mechanical stress, and cellular responsiveness to stress. We then extend the model to describe
how a mechanical signal applied to an EC propagates to adjacent cells within a monolayer.
Because actin stress fibers of adjacent cells are physically coupled at cell-cell junctions, we
model a cellular monolayer by its underlying network of stress fibers. The model describes
strain in the stress fiber network upon application of a local force and establishes the effect of
network connectivity, stress fiber length, network alignment and substrate mechanical
properties on the strain field. The model predicts higher strain magnitude, slower dynamics
and more efficient transmission to neighbors on soft substrates such as gels or extracellular
matrix than on rigid surfaces such as glass or plastic. For the same applied force, peak stress
fiber strain is larger in aligned networks than in isotropic networks. In agreement with
experiments, we predict that in aligned networks, strain magnitude and cutoff frequency are
lower when the force is applied in the direction of alignment. Based on experiments showing
that stress fiber strain affects mechanotransduction, we propose that the dependence of strain
on monolayer alignment provides a link between cellular morphology and function in arterial
regions that are either prone to or protected from atherosclerosis.

Real-time Numerical Simulation for Computer-Aided Surgery
Stephane Cotin, Andrea Mendizabal, Jean-Nicolas Brunet
Inria
E-Mail: Stephane.Cotin@inria.fr
The variety and complexity of modern medicine have been a motivation for many scientific
developments. While medical imaging has become an integral part of today’s medical practice,
new fields are emerging, such as robotics, simulation, augmented reality, or workflow analysis.
This talk will highlight the increasing role of real-time numerical simulation in the fields of
surgery and interventional radiology, with an impact in three major application areas: training,
planning and computer-guided interventions.
Numerical simulations have been used for several decades to perform complex analysis of
biomedical phenomena, with various levels of success. A specificity of our application context
is the need for real-time simulations, adapted to the patient. To this end we have developed dedicated numerical methods, which allow for real-time computation of finite element simulations.
Adaptation to the patient’s anatomy is obtained by exploiting the image-rich context specific to
our application domain. While information about the organ shape, for instance, can be obtained
pre-operatively, other patient-specific parameters can only be determined intra-operatively. To
this end, we are developing data-driven simulations, which exploit information extracted from
a stream of medical images.
The general principle consists in combining finite element approaches with Bayesian methods or deep learning techniques, in order to keep a control over the underlying computational
model while allowing for inputs from the real world. This has been applied to the modeling
of liver biomechanics, its real-time simulation, and parametrization to achieve patient-specific
augmented reality during surgery. It has also been used to perform 3D shape reconstruction of
medical devices during endovascular procedures from single view fluoroscopic images.
Applications of data-driven simulations based on these principles are plentiful, ranging from
the modeling of cells to medical robotics. However, validation of the results remain complex
and very time consuming.

Failure prediction of metastatic bone with osteolytic lesion in mice
B. Delpuechab, S. Nicollea, C. Confavreuxbc, L. Bouazzab, P. Clezardinb,
H. Folletb, and D. Mittona,
a Univ Lyon, Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, IFSTTAR, LBMC UMR_T9406, 69622 Lyon,
France;
b Univ Lyon, Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, INSERM, LYOS UMR 1033, 69008 Lyon,
France;
c Rheumatology Department, Hôpital Lyon Sud, Civil Hospices of Lyon, Lyon, France
david.mitton@ifsttar.fr
Introduction: Metastatic cancer affects the skeleton [1]. Bone metastases weaken
bones, and physicians have to decide the emergency of a surgical intervention. Current tools
do not allow an accurate prediction of metastatic bone failure. Recent studies showed that
patient-specific finite element analysis (FEA) could contribute to improve this diagnosis (e.g.
[2]). However, in those studies, limitations were underlined in their discussion (e.g. boundary
conditions and mechanical properties of tumoral tissues) [2]. The aim of this study was to use
an animal model for a deeper understanding of key factors in FE modelling.
Methods: Sixteen BALB/c nude mice were intra-tibially injected. Eight mice were
injected in their right limb with tumor cells inducing lytic lesions and PBS in their left limb
(sham limbs), while eight other mice were only injected with PBS (called control limbs).
After sacrifice and µCT imaging (10 µm resolution), the tibia was subjected to a compressive
quasi-static failure test providing stiffness and ultimate load of each sample.
In order to perform the FEA simulation, 3D models were created from µCT images.
Heterogeneous FEA models were built, with a Young’s Modulus based on grey scale [3, 4].
The load orientation in the simulation was defined by comparing the simulated and
experimental stiffnesses. The numerical ultimate load was computed using a modified
Pistoia’s criterion [5].
Analysis of the ultimate loads was done in two ways: a “global” analysis where the entire
bone (≈10 mm length once embedded) was used and a “local” analysis where only 3mm
around the tumor were considered.
Results: Ultimate load obtained through simulation and in the experimental tests
showed good agreement (n= 30, Spearman ρ= 0.7, p<0.0001), implying that the failure
criterion used is relevant. Two groups were observed: one with several fractures or a low
ultimate load and the second with a unique high ultimate load. Interestingly, tumor limbs from
the first group had great disparity between global and local ultimate loads (38% in mean
difference). While the second group showed higher agreement (6% in mean difference).
Under confirmation on a larger pool of samples, this result should open the way to a new
metastatic bone failure assessment method.
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Abstract
For the last hundred years or so [1], most bone remodeling models were based on the
developed mechanical strain energy by the observation that bone density is directly dependent
on the intensity of the applied mechanical loads. Most cortical or trabecular bone models are
strain related based on a so called “mechanostat” [2-4] through the mechanosensitive
osteocytes [5]. These approaches led to sophisticated mechanically driven [6, 7] or
multiphysical models [8-10]. However, a limitation is that all these models provide a direct
bone density increase with increasing mechanical strain energy, which is known not to be true
when observing over-loaded living bone structure such as professional sport activity leading
to bone degradation.
In this work, we propose a new continuum approach based on a direct link between the
developed mechanical energy and bone cellular activity able to show positive or negative
bone density variation for different intensities of the applied mechanical loads. “Low energy”
such as microgravity shows bone density decrease, “medium loads” such as everyday living
conditions shows bone density increase, and “high loads” such as overtraining shows again a
bone density decrease or bone degradation. With this approach, it is then possible to foresee
for example the potential application for optimal sport training.
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A diffusive model to describe the mechanically driven biological
stimulus for bone remodelling
Ivan Giorgio
International Research Center for the Mathematics and Mechanics of Complex Systems, MeMoCS,
Università dell’Aquila, L’Aquila, Italy
The mechanically driven biological stimulus in bone tissues regulates and controls the action of
special cells called osteoblasts and osteoclasts. Some different models have been proposed to describe
the important and not yet completely understood phenomena related to this feed-back process.
Recently in Lekszycki and dell’Isola 2012 [1] an integro-differential system of equations has been
studied to describe the remodelling process in reconstructed bones where the biological stimulus in a
given instant t depends on the deformation state of the tissue at the same instant (see also [2]). Instead
biological knowledge suggests that the biological stimulus, once produced, is ‘diffused’ in bone tissue
to reach the target cells. A model for describing biological stimulus diffusion in remodelling tissues
in which ‘diffusive’ time dependent phenomena are taken into account is proposed. Some preliminary
numerical simulations are presented which suggest that this model is promising and deserves further
investigations.
[1] Lekszycki T and dell’Isola F (2012) A mixture model with evolving mass densities for describing
synthesis and resorption phenomena in bones reconstructed with bio-resorbable materials. Z Angew
Math Mech 92(6):426–444.
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functional adaptation in bones reconstructed with bio-resorbable materials. Biomechanics and
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Aseptic loosening is one of the major problems of cementless orthopedic implants. However, it
is difficult to predict implant failure since the frictional and adhesive phenomena at the boneimplant interface are hard to measure and characterize. So far, numerical analyses of implant
stability only consider either frictionless contact, fully bounded interface or pure Coulomb’s
friction. However, the long-term stability of orthopedic implants is obtained by bone growing into the porous surface of the implant, a phenomenon called osseointegration. Therefore,
frictional and adhesive effects during debonding cannot be neglected.
A frictional contact formulation is proposed based on state variable friction laws (see, e.g, Rice
and Ruina [1]) that can model the loss of friction at the bone-implant interface due to debonding.
For each element on the contact surface, the contact stress τ depends on the normal stress σ,
the sliding rate g˙s and the current state of the element S(X, t) (fully bonded, debonding or fully
sliding) with respect to its loading history, i.e.
τ = τ (σ, ġs , S).

(1)

This contact formulation is embedded into an existing finite element contact framework, based
on Duong and Sauer [2], including the NURBS-enrichment approach for 3D contact elements
from Corbett and Sauer [3] for an efficient contact treatment. It is validated by comparing the
numerical results with experimental data obtained from Mathieu et al. [4] for the mode III
debonding of osseointegrated, titanium implants. The results show good agreement with experimental data and provide reasonable estimates for the material properties of the bone-implant
interface, such as the shear modulus, Young’s modulus, friction coefficient, and adhesive energy.
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We present here a framework for the description of bone remodeling allowing to follow the
evolution of tissue architecture, porosity and degree of mineralization. Bone remodeling is a
continuous adaptation process involving mechanics, biology and chemistry. Macroscopic
loads translate to the microscopic scale where mechanically-sensitive cells (osteocytes)
modulate their chemical signaling to bone forming (osteoblasts) or resorbing (osteoclasts)
cells. Mineralization of bone tissue takes place simultaneously: newly-deposited bone
(osteoid) takes place to develop into a more mature and stiffer tissue.
In the present model, we use an extended expression of the virtual power principle and a
constitutive theory incorporating tissue microstructural orientation, osteoid volume fraction
and mineralized bone volume fraction as state variables. We formulated the dissipation
principle by the dissipation due to remodeling variables. The statement of the former
principles leads to a local remodeling law giving an explicit relationship coupling the
evolution of the tissue orientation, composition and deformation to its mechanical and
biochemical environment.
In the present study, we focused on the influence of the biochemical environment on bone
remodeling. We analyzed the evolution of the osteoid and mineralized bone volume fractions
while considering a physiological electrolytes concentration in the bone interstitial fluid and
with varying bone cells concentrations. To this end, we considered a representative volume
element composed of three phases: macropores, osteoid and mineralized bone. We followed
the evolution of the volume fractions of these three phases in the absence of cells, and for
varying cell concentrations.
Without the incorporation of cells in the model, the osteoid volume fraction decreases towards
zero while the mineralized fraction increases, while maintaining the macroporosity constant.
When adding cells to the model, the osteoid fraction does not seem to drop below a positive
threshold that depends on cell concentration. This observation ensures the presence of newlyformed bone, which is a sensible outcome. Moreover, a higher turnover (enforced here by an
increase in cells concentration) leads to a higher osteoid fraction and decreases the
mineralized fraction.
Note that, in our model, we incorporated bone cells as parameters. The latter interact with the
chemical and mechanical environment. This observation will be addressed in further works.

Curvature-guided cell migration relies on the mechanical
cooperation between the nucleus and the cytoskeleton.
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Abstract:
Adhesion and migration are central processes in physiological cellular activities depending on
the interaction between the cell and the extracellular matrix or biomaterial surfaces. The
current paradigm is that biochemistry controls adhesion and migration. Nonetheless,
mechanical properties of the substrate also influence adhesion, hence controlling spreading
area and intracellular tension. As such, mechanobiology tells us that adhesion and migration,
if controlled and understood, can provide a way to manipulate cell fate.
Lastly, microscopic curved topographies have gained greater interest for their resemblance
with smooth biological tissues. In a recent study, we have shown that adherent cells are able
to migrate according to curvature variations via a process called “curvotaxis” (Pieuchot 2018).
Trajectories of cell migration on three-dimensional sinusoids revealed systematic
circumvention of convex topographies and the positioning of cells on concave minima.
We find that complex trajectories of cell migration on three-dimensional topographies can be
captured using a biomechanical tensegrity model featuring a detailed description of the
cytoskeleton and the nucleus (Vassaux 2017) and in which, migration is assumed to be
triggered by internal motion of the nucleus in the cell. Our approach simultaneously provides
insights on the mechanical state of internal structures of the cell, from the polymer networks
to the nucleus, and reveals their contribution to cell stability. We focus on the case of cell
migration on sinusoidal topographies with microscale curvatures. The coupled action of the
apical actin contractile network and asymmetric underlying substrate is found to induce a
gradient of pressure inside the cytoskeleton, in turn, leading to internal motion of the nucleus.
CSK pressure anisotropy appears as a precursor to internal nucleus motion. The nucleus, and
subsequently the cell, reach local equilibrium in the region of the cytoskeleton associated with
lowest mechanical stress, that is the concave parts of the substrate.
Our microscale simulations demonstrate the influence of the nucleus and cytoskeleton
mechanics in the migration of cells on curved topographies.
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Micro-capsules, which are fluid droplets enclosed in a thin elastic membrane, are common in
nature (red blood cells, vesicles, …) and in various industrial applications (biotechnology,
pharmacology, cosmetics, food industry). Artificial microcapsules are used to protect and
transport active principles, by isolating them from the external suspending fluid. One
application with high potential is their use for drug targeting: once injected in the blood flow,
the particles are subjected to complex flow conditions. Like red blood cells, artificial capsules
have been shown to undergo buckling and wrinkle formation under the hydrodynamic stresses.
Since membrane wrinkling can cause fatigue breakup, it is important to predict it in order to
avoid/provoke membrane rupture. Numerical models of the fluid–structure interaction must
thus be developed accounting for the finite thickness and bending rigidity of the wall in order
to understand the complex behavior of a spherical capsule in an external flow.
The 3D fluid-structure interactions are modeled coupling a boundary integral method to solve
for the internal and external Stokes flows with a thin shell finite element method to solve for
the wall deformation. For a given wall material, the capsule deformability strongly decreases
when the wall thickness (or bending resistance) increases. We show that the global capsule
motion and deformation can, however, be predicted by a membrane model devoid of bending
stiffness, as they are mainly governed by in-plane membrane tensions. The bending stiffness
plays a role locally in regions of compressive tensions (Figure 1). For thin membranes and low
flow strength, membrane wrinkles can appear, the wavelength depending solely on the wall
bending resistance following a power law. It is thus possible to use the correlation to identify
the bending rigidity of microcapsules by comparison with experiments through inverse
analysis.

Figure 1: Steady profiles of an initially spherical capsule subjected to a simple shear flow for different wall thicknesses
!. Thin membranes tend to buckle around the equator, which is under compression. Grey levels represent the load on
the membrane (from Dupont et al. Phys. Fluids 27:051920, 2015).
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SIMULATION OF RECEPTORS RECRUITMENT ON
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This work sets forth a mathematical model that simulates the relocation of the Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Receptor-2 (VEGFR2) and integrins on the lipid membrane during the
mechanical adhesion of endothelial cells (ECs) onto a ligand-enriched substrate. VEGFR2 and
integrins are two membrane receptors that are involved in the process of formation of new blood
vessels from pre-existing ones. This phenomenon, that is called angiogenesis, plays a pivotal
role in tumor growth. Precisely, tumor angiogenesis, is modulated by the interaction between
different membrane receptors (among others, VEGFR2 and integrins), expressed by ECs, and
ligands produced by the tumor cells and adsorbed onto the extracellular matrix (ECM).
VEGFR2 is the major mediator of angiogenesis. It links different ligands, which are immobilized factors that represent an ongoing stimulus for the otherwise quiescent ECs, driving directional EC migration and proliferation, eventually leading to new blood vessel growth. Integrins
are membrane receptors that connect the surrounding ECM to the cytoskeleton, and are the
main responsible of the remodeling of the cytoskeleton itself and therefore also of the mechanical response of the cell. Despite the biochemical pathways following the VEGFR2 and
integrins activation are well established, knowledge of the dynamics of receptors on the plasma
membrane and their interactions with the mechanics of ECs remains limited [1, 2].
Co-designing in vitro experiments and numerical simulations allows identifying how ligands
stimulation induces the polarization of VEGFR2/β3 complex in cell protrusions and in the basal
aspect in ECs plated on a ligand-enriched ECM. Understanding and predicting the effects of the
formation of bioactive VEGFR2/β3 integrin complexes on the mechanical response of ECs is a
further target of the present work. The identification of the laws that regulate receptors polarization opens new perspectives toward developing innovative anti-angiogenic strategies through
the modulation of EC activation.
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About the geometrical anisotropy of trabecular bone structure. A
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Osteoporosis is responsible for about 150,000 fractures per year. In patients with osteoporosis,
the risk of fracture may be related to the quantity and quality of bone architecture. The
understanding of lesion mechanisms, as well as the prediction of fracture risk for a specific
patient, is currently based on isotropic based finite element numerical calculations (Pottecher
et al. 2016). However, this type of mechanical behavior model does not easily integrate the
microarchitectural specificities of trabecular bone. One proposed evolution (Gomez-Benito et
al., 2005) is to implement orthotropic models; nevertheless, these models mask the explicit
reinforcing directions of trabecular networks that are not necessarily orthogonal. The aim of
this paper is therefore to introduce the privileged orientations of trabecular networks into a
macro-model of cancellous bone behavior, considering the effects of mechanisms in the
elastic and ruptured response of the material.
First, a tool for analyzing the topology of trabecular networks from micro scanner images was
developed in order to address the gaps among the various parameters described in the
literature, used to analyze the microarchitecture of cancellous bone (Bouxsein et al., 2010);
none provides information, at the scale of a representative elementary volume, on the
directions of trabecular networks. The proposed tool is based on an analysis of threedimensional geometric anisotropy in terms of trabecular orientation.
Then, the construction of a tool for describing mechanical anisotropy, based on the
introduction of orientations for trabecular network reinforcements, is proposed. The elastic
model is constructed by summing the contributions of each of the networks, which allows the
explicit entry of reinforcement orientations by rotating the elementary elastic contributions.
As in the Classical Theory of Membrane, the hypothesis adopted is that the deformation is
constant on each of the components (here the different interlinked networks).
The main expected result of this project is a macro model of the mechanical behavior of
anisotropic cancellous bone, explicitly introducing mechanisms at the scale of trabecular
networks. This mechanical behavior model, implemented in a finite element calculation code,
should improve the understanding of the influence of variations in meso-structures
(osteoporosis) on fracture risks.
Pottecher, P., et al. (2016). Radiology, 280(3), 837-847.
Gómez-Benito M.J., et al. (2005). Journal of Biomedical Engineering, 127(1), 9-14.
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Abstract
The fundamental purpose of this paper is to study the effectiveness of magnetic field and
gravity on for an isotropic homogeneous thermoelastic structure based on four theories of
generalized thermoelasticity. In another meaning, the models of coupled dynamic theory
(CDT), Lord-Shulman (LS), Green-Lindsay (GL) as well as Green-Naghdi (GN II) will be
taken in the consideration. Then, applying the harmonic method (normal mode technique), the
solution of the governing equations and the expressions for components of the displacement,
temperature and the (Mechanical and Maxwell’s) stresses are taken into account and
calculated numerically. The influences of the magnetic field and gravity are illustrated
graphically which are pronounced on the different physical quantities. Finally, a comparison
has been made between the present results and the results obtained by the others and their
implementation as special case from this study.
Keywords: Generalized thermoelasticity, Gravity, Magnetic field, Green and Naghdi Theory
II, Normal mode approach.
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Abstract:
The purpose of this work is to investigate the influence of rotation and dual-phase-lag (DPL)
theory of generalized thermoelasticity on the reflection of plane waves in a transversely
isotropic thermoelastic half-space. It is assumed that the elastic half-space rotates with steady
angular velocity. Since the basic equations were solved in a two-dimensional space, so three
types of quasi-plane waves are found due to the three of velocities of plane waves. The
amplitude ratios and their coefficients of these various plane waves according to a suitable
boundary conditions are obtained analytically. The impact of incident angle, rotation,
anisotropy and thermal relaxation times of DPL theory is computed numerically for a specific
material and represented graphically. Some earlier studies may be deduced from this research
as special cases.
Keywords: Dual-Phase-Lag Theory; Transversely isotropic materials; Amplitude ratios;
Rotation; generalized thermoelasticity; Cobalt Material.
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At present, two-dimensional models of elastic ultrathin-walled structures are widely used that
take into account surface stresses. One of the first continuum models of surface stresses or
surface elasticity has been developed by Gurtin and Murdoch (GM) [1]. This model is reduced
to a negligibly thin layer adhering to the underlying material of a bulk phase without slipping.
Such continuum approach was supported by the results of atomistic modeling in [2].
An essential element of these two-dimensional models taken into account surface stresses is
the use of effective elastic moduli, including the mechanical characteristics of the bulk phase
of a thin-walled object and the surface layers. Using these effective moduli on the base of the
strain-consistent constitutive GM equations, the potential energy of a nanoplate is expressed
that retains the structure of the potential energy of a macroplate.
Within frame of this simplified model, a size effect has been considering for the buckling of a
nanoplate with a circular hole under the uniaxial tension at infinity known as the Kirsch problem
[3]. This problem is of interest for modeling the buckling of a plate because it is the simplest
example of the inhomogeneous stress field which has an analytical solution. In the eigenvalue
problem, the inhomogeneous stress field leads to the several not repeeting eigenforms. For the
Kirsch problem, there are two such forms and the size effect is also manifested in the relationship of these forms.
Here, the size effect is considered when a finite nanoplate is buckling under an inhomogeneous
stress field of the singular loading by pair of the stretched forces. Earlier, using the power
series and the Lurie method, this problem has been solved for a macroplate [4]. Unlike the
Kirsch problem, an annular nanoplate has four eigenforms and the size effect is manifested
more difficult. This work is dedicated to studying this effect.
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ON SURFACE ELASTICITY
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Nowadays the applications of the continuum mechanics to modelling of some physical phenomena at the nanoscale became very common. Among the approaches used for nano-structured
materials it is worth to mention the surface elasticity and strain gradient elasticity. In particular,
the models of Gurtin and Murdoch and and by Steigmann and Ogden found various application in the nanomechanics. The stone corner of the surface elasticity stands on the introduction
of two independent systems of constitutive equations for the bulk and for surface. From the
physical point of view these models correspond to the presence of an elastic membrane or an
elastic shell attached to the body boundary or its part, which constitutive equations should be
introduced additionally to ones in the bulk.
Here we discuss a new model of surface elasticity based on a certain heuristic homogenization of
so-called polymeric brush coatings. These coatings consist of a system long ordered polymeric
chains. At the molecular level the interactions between chain links is described by Stockmayer
potential, which is a generalization of the Lennard-Jones potential considering dipole-dipole
interactions. The interest to modelling of coatings made polymeric brushes relates to recent
developments in superhydrophobic and superoleophobic surfaces used for manufacturing of
so-called self-cleaning and bactericide coatings.
First we briefly recall the basic elements of the polymeric brush discrete structure and used
interaction potential. Then we introduce a continuum 2D model related to the discrete one.
For simplicity we consider infinitesimal deformations. From the physical point of view this
model corresponds to a coating made of a family of parallel long fibers which posses bending
and extensional stiffness in one preferred direction only. Finally, with the use of the variational
Lagrange principle we derive the equilibrium equations and the corresponding natural boundary
conditions. The presented 2D model can be treated as an highly anisotropic 2D strain gradient
elasticity. The surface strain energy contains both first and second derivatives of the surface
field of displacements. So it represents a class of 2D models of the surface elasticity which is
intermediate between the Gurtin-Murdoch and Steigmann-Ogden ones.

INTERACTION OF EDGE DISLOCATIONS WITH A PLANAR
INTERFACE AT THE NANOSCALE
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The study of elastic fields induced by dislocations located in the vicinity of a traction-free
surface or interface is one of the significant parts of dislocation theory. A lot of analytical
solutions concerning the interaction of dislocations with surface/interface have been obtained
within the framework of the classical theory of elasticity. The value of these solutions is that
they are fundamental (Green functions) and so are used for the analysis of different fracture
mechanics and inhomogeneity problems with the boundary element method involving the
construction of a boundary integral equation. If a dislocation is in a subsurface layer of a
nanometer thickness, the classical continuum mechanics needs to be modified to account for
the surface energy and surface stress effects that are intrinsic to the nanomaterials having at
least one dimension in the range of 1−100 nm. More general and widely used mathematical
framework incorporating the effects of surface tension and surface elasticity into continuum
mechanics was developed by Gurtin and Murdoch (GM).
The aim of the present work is to investigate the stress field produced by the interaction of a
single edge dislocation or dislocations array with a planar interface between two dissimilar
elastic materials incorporating interfacial stresses. It is supposed that the bimaterial is under
the plane deformation and the dislocations can reach the distance to the interface up to several
nanometers. The solution of the corresponding 2-D boundary value problem with the
generalized Young-Laplace boundary condition at the interface is based in the work on
application of Goursat-Kolosov's complex potentials, Muskhelishvili's representations and the
GM surface elasticity model that leads to the hypersingular integral equation. In the case of
the dislocations array, this integral equation have been evaluated in terms of the Fourier series
with coefficients determined by quadratures, as it was done in [1, 2]. Using derived formulas,
the numerical results have been obtained for the stress field and image force acting on the edge
dislocations with dependence on the dislocations position, Burgers vector orientation and the
elastic properties of the bulk materials. The surface stress effect on the elastic field around the
dislocations and at the interface and on the image force has been analyzed.
Acknowledgements. The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research,
grant 18-01-00468.
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Continuum dislocation dynamics at large deformations: the
evolution of jogs as defects in dislocations
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When considering dislocation density based descriptions on the slip systems in large
deformation crystal plasticity it was realized early on [1], that the large deformation
kinematics naturally contain terms which can be interpreted as jogs forming on dislocations
when cutting through each other. However, only a very preliminary attempt has been made to
consider these jogs in the evolution of dislocation density variables [2], where the according
terms were treated as source terms on other slip systems. By that, however, the specific
character of a jog as an out of plane interconnect between regular dislocations is entirely lost.
Continuum dislocation dynamics (CDD) is a recent crystal plasticity theory which properly
considers the kinematics of moving flexible lines [3]. The flux type evolution equations of the
internal density variables yield a strongly non-local history dependence of CDD and lead to a
weakly non-local microstresses driving the evolution of plastic shear [4]. While CDD is only
fully worked-out for small deformations so far, the kinematics of jog production in CDD have
already been studied a few years back [5]. However, the consideration of jogs in CDD faces
the same challenges as in other dislocation density based theories.
In the current work we propose to model jogs in CDD not as an additional contribution to
dislocation density but as vector-type defects on dislocation lines which may be dragged with
the moving dislocation or move along the dislocation line. Mathematically this is modelled by
a slip system specific vector valued density variable, the evolution of which is tightly bound
to the evolution of the dislocation density variables. The jog-density is created by the
according (source) terms known from large-deformation theory. The evolution of existing
jog-density is governed by a convective term tight to the motion of the (vectorial) dislocation
density and a drift term along the dislocation lines (streamlines of the density vector field).
The motion of jogs contributes to (in general non-conservative) plastic deformation.
Postulating an energetic contribution of the jog density we derive the microstresses driving
the evolution of the jog density from a variational principle. This also modifies the
microstresses for the dislocation density evolution. We use simple example simulations to
illustrate the achieved history dependent evolution of defected dislocation densities.
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF PERMEABILITY
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Study of wave propagation in saturated porous media is an important issue of engineering
sciences. The poroelasticity theory was developed and nowadays is an important to
engineering applications. However, in addition to the macroscopic effects, there exist many
other time-dependent physical mechanisms. For example, the rock mass itself without ﬂuid
can exhibit creep behavior. These phenomena can be modeled as apparent viscoelastic
mechanisms at the macroscopic level.
In present paper wave propagation poroviscoelastic solids is studied. Also research is
dedicated to modeling of a slow compressional wave in poroviscoelastic media by means of
boundary-element method. Poroviscoelastic formulation is based on Biot’s model of fully
saturated poroelastic media with a correspondence principal usage. Standard linear solid
model is employed in order to describe viscoelastic behavior of the skeleton in porous
medium. Fundamental and singular solutions play a key role in BEM, the expressions of
which in the case of poroelasticity are known only in the Laplace domain. The boundaryvalue problem of the three-dimensional dynamic poroviscoelasticity is written in terms of
Laplace transforms. Direct approach of the boundary integral equation method is employed.
The boundary-element approach is based on the mixed boundary-element discretization of
surface with generalized quadrangular elements. Subsequent application of collocation
method leads to the system of linear equations, and then to the solution in Laplace domain.
Numerical inversion of Laplace transform is used to obtain time-domain solution.
It is known that in porous medium due to the presence of a fluid phase, two kinds of
compressional waves exist. The first one is similar to an elastic wave, and called a fast wave,
with a small amount of attenuation. The second wave is with a much slower propagation
speed and highly dissipative, and is called a slow wave. A problem of a Heaviside-type load
acting on a poroviscoelastic column is considered in order to demonstrate slow wave
phenomena. An influence of permeability of porous material on dynamic responses is studied.
Problem of a vertical Heaviside-type force acting on a halfspace is considered in case of
surface waves investigation, such as Rayleigh. An influence of viscoelastic parameter on
dynamic responses of displacements and pore pressure is demonstrated.
This work was supported by a grant from the Government of the Russian Federation (contract
No. 14.Y26.31.0031).

AN APPROACH TO THE STATIC PROBLEM
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Classical theory of thin homogenious plates is based on some kind of kinematical hypothesis.
The most popular ones are Kirchoff hypothesis and Timoshenko hypothesis in conjunction with
statical assumption: there is suggested absence of any interlayer interactions. For the components of a stress tensor it means σ3i ≈ const. It is possible to use the same assumptions to
derive a theory of inhomogenious composite plates, but there are some disadvantages of this
approach.
First of all, we must refuse to use the statical assumption. For a homogenious plate we may
suggest, that the influence between material layers is neglible. For a composite one we must
take into account interlayer and even interphase interactions, so it is quite incorrect to use the
same statical assumption.
The report is dedicated to one version of theory of inhomogenious anisotropic plates. This
version is based on one of the asymptotic homogenization methods – method of integral formula
and structural functions. Main idea of this approach is to compare two elasticity problems:
one of them, so-called basic, is stated on a nonhomogenious body and constitutes a partial
differential equation with variable coefficients; second one, so-called concominant, is stated on
a homogenious body with same to basic one loadings and geometry, it constitutes a P.D.E. with
constant coefficient. We assume both problems are stated in displacements. Integral formula
defines an accordance between the solution of the basic and concominant proble, using the
Green tensor. It is difficult to define, so there is a modification of this method: the solution of
basic problem comes as a series of concominant solution space derivatives.
To obtain a version of inhomogenious plates theory we use a Kirchoff plate as a concominant
body. It offers us possible to obtain a theory with only three kinematical characteristics, however, it becomes more comprehensive. Notably, this theory results into ε33 6= 0, σ33 =
6 0.
There is also an important question of model identification. Coefficients of a series for a basic
problem solution, so-called structural functions, are a component of effective densities. There
is a method of this model effective densities identification suggested in the report.

ON CONSISTENCY OF GENERALIZED SURFACERELATED INTERACTIONS MODELS TO MODELS OF
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We consider generalized variational models of media and show that the variational-kinematic
method, according to which the list of potential energy arguments, completely defining the
model of a medium of varying complexity, is effective. Such an approach simultaneously
determines generalized variables of strain energy functional not only in the volume of the
body but also on its surface. As a result, models of adhesive interactions of media are
elaborated that are fully consistent with the models of the medium itself. Models of Mindlin
media with fields of defects and gradient defect-free models with a spectrum of the
corresponding adhesive models are considered.
Tensor properties and the structure of tensors of adhesive trans-vertically isotropic elastic
moduli, which determine physical models of adhesion, are investigated. Proposed variants of
adhesive interaction models are generalized the Gurtin-Murdoch and Steigmann-Ogden
models. The class of fully consistent adhesion models that do not violate the correctness of
mathematical models of the considered generalized media is defined. In other words,
mathematical models of media with adhesion expending should lead to correct boundary
value problems. For example, the adhesion models of Gurtin-Murdoch do not belong to this
class of models.
It is shown that the properties of interfacial interactions of multicomponent materials are
determined by the adhesion models. Special properties of gradient adhesive interactions in
gradient models are specifically discussed. They make it possible to simulate effects that
cannot be explained within the framework of traditional adhesion models, for example,
thermal resistance effects in problems of thermal conductivity of inhomogeneous structures.
The need to take account of generalized surface-related effects is demonstrated on specific
problems of surface waves in media, problems of deformation micromechanics, thermal
conductivity and thermoelasticity of composites, ceramics, etc.
This work was supported particularly in the part of numerical modelling and analysis by the
Russian Foundation for Basic Research grants №18-01-00553 and by the Russian
Government Foundation to the Institute of Applied Mechanics of RAS (No. AAAA-A19119012290177-0)

On a slip gradient crystal plasticity theory based on an extended
energy balance
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Gradient plasticity theories [1] are frequently considered to account for size effects in metals
such as the Hall-Petch effect [5, 7]. In contrast to a classical Cauchy continuum, these theories
account for additional degrees of freedom (DOFs) [3]. Various methods are known to derive
the corresponding field equations associated with the additional DOFs [6]. Here, the classical
energy balance is extended by contributions related to a scalar-valued DOF [8]. Invariance of
the extended energy balance with respect to a change of observer is assumed. Regarding the
additional DOF, a thermodynamically consistent nonlocal flow-rule is obtained exploiting the
Coleman-Noll procedure [2]. By partitioning of the nonlocal flow rule, a partial differential
equation is obtained, often referred to as micro force balance [4]. Moreover, the equivalence
between an extended principle of virtual power [9] and the considered extended energy balance
is shown. Finally, the framework presented is applied to slip gradient crystal plasticity. Regarding a laminate material with an elastic and an elasto-plastic phase, an exact solution of the
gradient plasticity model is discussed.
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF SEISMIC EFFICIENCY
OF A SOURCE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
IN NEAR-SURFACE SOILS
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International geotechnical company “Geotech Seismic Services” [1] developed a special electromagnetic pulse source “Yenisei” of the new generation for use in the Northern Territories. This
source is quite competitive in comparison with traditional sources of explosive and vibratory
types by efficiency and quality of geological exploration, and it has undeniable advantages in
the economical and environmental aspects. The main goal of our research is to optimize the
geometric and mechanical characteristics of the source based on mathematical modeling of
the propagation of waves, generated by the source in layered soil massifs of complex rheology,
with high resolution on supercomputers of cluster architecture. For this purpose, mathematical models, parallel computational algorithms and author’s software codes were developed
for analyzing wave processes in 3D formulation in geological media with various mechanical
characteristics (viscoelastic soils, porous elastic-plastic rocks, granular materials with different
resistance to tension and compression) of a layered-blocky structure [2, 3]. We applied this
technology to the analysis of frequencies and amplitudes of elastic waves generated in the nearsurface soils, and showed that the source possesses the required seismic parameters [4]. Given
contribution presents the results of computation of seismic efficiency of the electromagnetic
pulse source as the ratio of the energy passing through the reflecting surface in the depth of
layered massif to the energy of pulse effect on the surface. The applied method is based on the
analysis of the Umov–Poynting vector field obtained by means of high-performance computations. The results show that, by the criterion of useful seismic energy, pulse sources are not
inferior to sources of vibratory type.
The reported study was funded by RFBR, Government of Krasnoyarsk Territory, Krasnoyarsk
Regional Fund of Science to the research project No. 18-41-242001.
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Simple and effective approach to the wave processes simulation in structurally inhomogeneous
media is based on the Cosserat continuum equations [1, 2]. In these equations, along with the
translational motion of the particles of the material microstructure under the action of gradients of internal stresses, the rotational degrees of freedom due to the moment interactions of
the particles are taken into account in averaged form. We applied the Cosserat equations to
the analysis of wave propagation in blocky media with elastic blocks interacting through compliant interlayers [3]. In this approach, fundamentally difficult is a problem of specification of
the mechanical parameters of a continuum, which would correspond to a real blocky structure
such as masonry or lumpy rock. An alternative approach is to model blocks and interlayers
independently as interconnected structural elements. As a result, a large system of equations
is obtained, which describe the dynamics of blocks with internal boundary conditions of their
contact through interlayers. This system is practically inaccessible for research by analytical
methods, and it requires the use of high performance computations. Developing this approach,
we construct different versions of the model [4]: from the case of elastic, viscoelastic, or plastic
interlayers to the case of a porous material in interlayers, in which the pores collapse under
application of compressive stresses, and the case of a fluid-saturated porous material. In the
present talk, the model of a blocky medium is generalized to take into account the propagation
of a system of cracks along interlayers. The deformation criterion of crack formation is used.
Internal boundary conditions on the crack shores are formulated as variational inequalities describing contact of blocks without friction. Using MPI (Message Passing Interface) technology,
parallel software is developed for modeling the dynamics of blocky media in 2D formulation.
Results of computations of the cracks growth caused by the rotation of blocks under the action
of external quasi-static and pulsed loads are presented.
The reported study was funded by RFBR, Government of Krasnoyarsk Territory, Krasnoyarsk
Regional Fund of Science to the research project No. 18-41-242001.
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J -, M - AND L-INTEGRALS: FROM MICROMECHANICS OF
DISLOCATIONS TO BODY CHARGES AND BODY FORCES
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This work provides an exposition on the so-called J -, M - and L-integrals giving a new insight
into their physical interpretation. The J -, M - and L- of straight dislocations are derived in the
framework of three-dimensional, incompatible (consideration of plastic fields), linear elasticity
in [1]. The J -integral of dislocations is the well-known Peach-Koehler force. The obtained
results reveal the physical interpretation and significance of the M - and L-integrals for straight
dislocations. It is shown that the M -integral between two straight dislocations (per unit length)
is half the corresponding interaction energy (per unit length) plus twice the corresponding prelogarithmic energy factor. This result gives for the first time to the M -integral the physical
interpretation of the interaction energy depending on the distance and on the angle. The L3 integral is the z-component of the configurational vector moment or rotational moment (torque)
about the z-axis caused by the interaction of the two dislocations.
Next, the J -, M - and L-integrals of a single dislocation (edge and screw) are derived in [2]. The
remarkable outcome is that the M -integral (per unit length) represents the total energy (per unit
length) of the dislocation which is given by the sum of the self-energy (per unit length) and the
dislocation core energy (per unit length). The latter can be identified with the configurational
work produced by the Peach-Koehler force. It is shown that the dislocation core energy (per
unit length) is twice the corresponding pre-logarithmic energy factor.
In the end, the J -, M - and L-integrals of body charges and point charges in electrostatics, and
the J -, M - and L-integrals of body forces and point forces in elasticity are derived in [3]. One of
the basic quantities appearing in the examined integrals is the electrostatic Maxwell-Minkowski
stress tensor in electrostatics and the Eshelby stress tensor in elasticity. Among others it is
shown that the J -integral of body charges in electrostatics represents the electrostatic part of
the Lorentz force, and the J -integral of body forces in elasticity represents the Cherepanov
force. The M -integral between two point sources (charges or forces) equals half the electrostatic
interaction energy in electrostatics and half the elastic interaction energy in elasticity between
these two point sources. Several important outcomes arise from the comparison between the
examined concepts in electrostatics and elasticity. The presented results show that the J -, M and L-integrals are fundamental concepts which can be applied in any field theory.
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This paper dealt with the effective description of highly contrasted plates that exhibit nonconventional behavior. The first type corresponds to stratified (HCS) plates in which the thin
interlayers are much softer than the tick layers. The second type corresponds to plates
stiffened by a periodic 1D or 2D array of beams. In both cases, the descriptions are derived
through multi-scale asymptotic method with appropriate scaling of the stiffness contrast.
The study of HCS plates evidences that the interlayer sliding(s) is an additional kinematic
descriptor(s) of the plate. This leads to an analytic bi-torsor representation that encompasses
shear forces and the global and inner bending momentums. The enriched kinematics results in
a tri-Laplacian formulation that enables to derive analytical solutions under basic loadings.
The different regimes of behavior are disclosed, according to the mechanical and geometrical
parameters of the layers, and to the loading. The theory is easily extended to viscoelastic
constituents and has been validated experimentally on laminated glass made of two glass
layers pasted with a soft viscoelastic interlayer.
The dynamics of periodically stiffened plates is established by up-scaling the local physics of
the stiffening beams coupled to the internal plate. One pays a special attention on situations of
inner resonance, in which large wavelengths in the beam array occur simultaneously with
short wavelength in the internal plates. In the case of 1D stiffening, an hybrid beam/plate
model is obtained. The latter discloses two dynamic regimes, one with active beams (and
locally resonant plate), the other with passive beams and guided plate waves. The case of 2D
stiffening yields a non-conventional plate model with frequency dependent apparent mass.
These results allow investigating the atypical wave dispersion with respect to the geometrical
and mechanical contrasts of the structural components. The validity of the model and its
practical feasibility are also verified by comparing the theoretical predictions with (i)
numerical FEM simulations and (ii) with experimental data gained on several prototypes.
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We study a metamaterial constructed with an isotropic material organized following a
geometric structure which we call pantographic lattice. This relatively complex fabric was
studied using a continuous model includes two families of flexible fibers connected by
internal pivots which are, in the reference configuration, orthogonal. A rectangular specimen
having one side three times longer than the other is cut at 45° with respect to the fibers in
reference configuration, and it is subjected to large-deformation plane-extension bias tests
imposing a relative displacement of shorter sides. The continuum model used, the presented
numerical models and the extraordinary advancements of the technology of 3D printing
allowed for the design of some experiments, whose results are shown and seem to be rather
promising. Experimental evidence shows three distinct deformation regimes. In the first
regime, the equilibrium total deformation energy depends quadratically on the relative
displacement of terminal specimen sides: Applied resultant force depends linearly on relative
displacement. In the second regime, the applied force varies nonlinearly on relative
displacement, but the behavior remains elastic. In the third regime, damage phenomena start
to occur until total failure, but the exerted resultant force continues to be increasing and
reaches a value up to several times larger than the maximum shown in the linear regime
before failure actually occurs. Moreover, the total energy needed to reach structural failure is
larger than the maximum stored elastic energy. Finally, the volume occupied by the material
in the fabric is a small fraction of the total volume, so that the ratio weight/resistance to
extension is very advantageous.
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In the formalism of Field Theory, when conservation of mass is attained, the spatial equation of
balance of linear momentum,
% (g v)˙ = % b + div σ,
(1)
is a covector equation, the linear momentum density being defined as p = % g v, where g is
the spatial metric tensor. However, balance of linear momentum is often regarded as a vector
equation, by replacing the covector g v by the velocity v, and by regarding the body force b as
a vector (rather than as a covector) and the Cauchy stress σ as a “contravariant” tensor (rather
than as a “mixed” tensor). The covector formalism has given rise to Eshelby’s completely
material mechanics [1] and to the Eshelby stress, whose divergence captures the presence of
inhomogeneities. From the vector formalism, with various passages, one obtains the second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress S = J φ∗ σ (φ∗ denoting pull-back through the configuration map φ),
which is a very useful tool in constitutive theory but does not have a direct physical meaning.
In this work, we show that the correct fully material form of the vectorial equation of balance of
linear momentum is the convected equation involving the convected stress Σ = φ∗ σ = J −1 S,
% A = % B + Div∗ Σ,

(2)

where A = φ∗ a = φ∗ v̇ and B = φ∗ b are the convected acceleration and body force, respectively, and Div∗ is the convected divergence (called DIVC in [2], and performed with respect
to the Levi-Civita connection associated with the right Cauchy-Green deformation C = φ∗ g,
pull-back of the spatial metric g), counterpart of the spatial divergence div (performed with
respect to the Levi-Civita connection associated with the spatial metric g). We note that, although being fully material, Eq. (2) features the spatial density %, rather than the material density %R = J %, because, in the convected picture, the term J is “hidden” in the convected volume
form M∗ = J φ∗ µ associated with C = φ∗ g (where µ is the volume form associated with g).
We also show that the convected stress Σ is power-conjugated to the convected deformation rate
D = 12 [C Grad∗ V + (Grad∗ V )T C], Lie derivative of the pulled-back metric C with respect to
the convected velocity V = φ∗ v. This makes Σ a geometrically meaningful alternative to the
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S. For instance, for an elastic body with Helmholtz free energy
per unit mass ψ = ψ̂(C), we have Σ = 2 % ∂ ψ̂/∂C, the convected form of σ = 2 % ∂ ψ̂/∂g.
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With the advancements in 3D printing technology rapid manufacturing of different materials
with complex geometries became possible. Based on this technology, so-called pantographic
structures, which can be characterized as a generalized meta-material, will be investigated:
We report and discuss the design, additive manufacturing, experimentation and data analysis
of specific realizations of pantographic beam and bi-pantographic fabrics. These metamaterials were introduced such that they behave as one-dimensional and two-dimensional
complete second gradient continua in-plane, respectively. Consequently, this motivates our
focus and aim on our design, experiments and subsequent data analysis for in-plane
deformations. Additive manufacturing has been exploited for the production of square and
rectangular bi-pantographic fabrics and of pantographic beam specimens in PA2200. Powderbed 3D-printing by Selective Laser Synthering (SLS) technology has been employed, and
extension and shear test experiments involving in-plane generalized boundary conditions have
been performed up to complete rupture. Subsequently, 2D Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
analyses at different length scales have been carried out. Finally, for an assessment to which
extent undesired out-of-plane movements of the specimens’ middle plane affect the
experiments, 3D Digital Image Correlation analyses were carried out.
Results of such data analyses are presented and commented. It turns out that non-negligible
local buckling phenomena of the specimens’ middle planes arise in shear test of bipantographic fabrics, even for small prescribed strains. Similarly, to pantographic fabrics, bipantographic fabrics proved to have a high resilience-to-weight ratio and an extremely wide
elastic range made of a compliant phase – due to emerging second gradient effect – followed
by stiffening as the total strain increases. This special behavior makes those structures very
attractive to serve as an engineering material for technical applications in lightweight and
medical industries.
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Mechanical metamaterials are dynamical systems characterized by (at least) two scales of descriptions and whose microscopic interactions have a mechanical nature. Their interest is
twofold: on the one hand, their microstructure can be tailored to exhibit, at macroscopic level,
“exotic” behaviours: a typical example is the class of auxetic materials which exhibit a negative
Poisson ratio. On the other hand, their hierarchical nature represents a challenge from the modeling point of view: a field theory able to forecast the macroscopic behaviour of the system is
usually provided starting from a discrete Lagrangian model of the microstructure. Particular arrangements of the microstructure can lead, at macroscopic levels, to generalizations of the usual
elasticity theory. From a Lagrangian perspectives, i.e. by analysing the form of the functional of
the theory, such generalizations can be distinguished in two main classes: higher order theories,
in which additional Lagrangian kinematical descriptors have to be appended to the displacement field, and higher grade theories, in which additional derivatives of the displacement field
are considered in the modeling scheme. Pantographic metamaterials are a paradigmatic example of second-gradient materials [1], i.e. dynamical systems that can be effectively described
by models whose action functional depends upon the second gradient of the displacement field.
In this study, we present the results of the analysis of the dynamical behaviour of a 2D pantographic metamaterial. We will show and discuss the outcomes of the investigation on the
time-dependent behaviour of this system and the subsequent spectral analysis. In particular, in
this study, the specimen under analysis is a rectangular pantographic metamaterial sheet made
of polyamide. One of the short sides of the specimen undergoes a sinusoidal imposed displacement while the other short side is clamped to the ground. The observed physical quantity is the
displacement vector field in time, namely the set of the deformations of the specimen points
with respect to a given reference configuration for every instant of time (see [2] for an accurate presentation of the experimental methods and of the preliminary results). In the present
investigation, the set of frequencies of the imposed sinusoidal displacement spans from 20 Hz
to 220 Hz with a step of 20 Hz. The system is analyzed by both numerical (Finite Elements
Methods) and experimental (Digital Image Correlation) methods. The relevant information on
the dynamics of pantographic metamaterial that can be drawn from this analysis, as well as its
limitation and future perspectives, will be discussed in details.
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We present a non-singular continuum theory of point defects [1] based on a second strain gradient elasticity theory, the so-called gradient elasticity of bi-Helmholtz type [2, 3]. Such a generalized continuum theory possesses a weak nonlocal character with two internal material lengths
and provides a mechanics of defects without singularities. Gradient elasticity of bi-Helmholtz
type gives a natural and physical regularization of the classical singularities of defects, based
on higher order partial differential equations. Point defects embedded in an isotropic solid are
considered as eigenstrain problem in gradient elasticity of bi-Helmholtz type. Singularity-free
fields of point defects are presented. The displacement field as well as the first, the second
and the third gradients of the displacement are derived and it is shown that the classical singularities are regularized in this framework. This model delivers non-singular expressions for
the displacement field, the first displacement gradient and the second displacement gradient.
Moreover, the plastic distortion (eigendistortion) and the gradient of the plastic distortion of a
dilatation centre are also non-singular and are given in terms of a form factor (shape function)
of a point defect. Singularity-free expressions for the interaction energy and the interaction
force between two dilatation centres and for the interaction energy and the interaction force of
a dilatation centre in the stress field of an edge dislocation are given. The results are applied to
calculate the finite self-energy of a dilatation centre.
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Provided, a random network is an appropriate idealization for the micro-structure of a material,
effective material properties are controlled to a large extent by the network’s characteristics.
graph

truss network

beam network I

beam network II

ρ̄, µ

Figure 1: Three different networks, generated from the same lattice graph.
We consider a regular square lattice graph, assigning exactly one diagonal with random direction (/ or \) to each square, as shown in Fig. 1. Different realizations are distinguished by
means of the ratio between the numbers of diagonals of different type ρ̄ and a regularity measure µ. The Ising model with fixed magnetization and parameters β and ρ̄ is used for sampling
according to these characteristics, as reported in [1].
Different networks can be constructed from the same initial graph. Truss and beam networks are
obtained by interpreting edges as linear elastic trusses or beams, respectively. Beam networks
of type II rely on the duals of the initial graphs. Beam networks of type I are constructed by
shorten the diagonals and connecting their endpoints with the center points of the edges which
define the squares.
The networks are exposed to an overall strain E. The overall response is discussed in terms of
the strain energy density W , postulating W = fW (ρ̄, µ). For all three types of networks, W
correlates in a similar manner with ρ̄ and µ. Effective media theory is used to link these results to
characteristics of matrices representing graph properties, i.e., degree matrix, adjacency matrix
and incidence matrix. Strategies for interpreting our results in the light of more general networks
for which such an initial graph is either unknown or doesn’t even exist are discussed.
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In this work we present an analysis of pivot damage in metal pantographic structures. Two
different damage criteria are introduced to describe pivot response. In planar pantographic
structures, up to now, damage has been attributed to exceeding a maximum fiber elongation
threshold. In this case, the first sign of failure of the structure subjected to a BIAS extension
test was observed in one of the four corners of the pantographic sheet. When the pivots have
certain geometric features then the first signs of failure of the structure are concentrated at
points other than the corners and can be predicted on the basis of the shear or torsion of the
pivots.

Homogenization of metamaterials based on asymptotic analysis by
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Additive manufacturing techniques allow for the realization of more complex designs with sophisticated substructures resulting in extraordinary macroscopic deformation behaviors. Such
materials, which are ‘substructure depending,’ are called metamaterials. So-called pantographic
structures, which are an example of such metamaterials, have a substructure composed of two
orthogonal arrays of fibers articulated by pivots. In order to understand the peculiarity of its deformation behavior manifesting in experiments quantitatively, a direct finite element simulation
involving details of the microscopic substructures with a correct constitutive material law can
be performed. It was shown that this method captures the uncommon deformation behaviors
of pantographic structures made of polyamide powder precisely if a hyperelastic model [1] was
used. Nevertheless, such a direct computation is quite time-consuming due to the enormous
number of degrees of freedom and the computational burden is still a challenge for modern
computers. An efficient remedy, also known as homogenization, has been an active research
field for many years. This approach is to model the metamaterials directly in the macroscale by
using generalized continuum mechanics theory, such as strain gradient theory [2].
This talk focuses on the homogenization of metamaterials by means of asymptotic analysis
[3]. A strain gradient constitutive law is established based on the equivalence of strain energy
of macro- and micro-scales over a Representative Volume Element (RVE). The technique of
asymptotic homogenization is employed and higher order terms in asymptotic series expansion
of deformation energy at micro-scale are kept in order to account for what can be interpreted
as micro-structure effects at macro-scale. Classical and strain gradient constitutive parameters
are identified. Finite Element (FE) analyses are performed to resolve the classical and strain
gradient stiffness tensors numerically. The proposed approach guarantees that the strain gradient stiffness tensor vanishes if the material is purely homogeneous, and it ensures that such
resolved strain gradient parameters are not sensitive to choices of RVE consisting in the repetition of smaller RVEs but depend upon the intrinsic size of the substructure.
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According to the manufacturing procedure, the nature and proportions of the constituents, the
obtained materials often exhibit morphological microstructures which can hardly be
approximated by the conventional configuration of matrix/inclusion or of layer piling. This
intermediate morphology is often qualified by the characteristic of co-continuous phases [12]. To model this class of materials, we use the analytical models developed in recently by
Franciosi et al. [1-2]. These models are based on the construction of the microstructures by
filling the continuous phase with fibers or platelets with random orientations. The advantage
of these models lies in their analytical expressions and their simplicity of numerical
implementation easily used by engineers. We propose in this work their extensions to predict
the elastoplastic behavior of these materials according to several cases. The individual
behavior of each phase can be modeled by an elastoplastic law of type J2 with and without
nonlinear kinematic hardening [3-4]. The morphological influence on the constitutive
behavior of these materials subjected to simple and cyclic tensile loading and under cyclic
loading is studied and compared to the results obtained by conventional methods of
homogenization of matrix / inclusion configurations [5]. Secant and incremental linearization
procedures is used.
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Thermal contraction or expansion is a major cause for residual stresses in the final product
manufactured using additive manufacturing. These residual stresses are undesirable, since the
product life is significantly reduced. Fatigue failure of parts manufactured for the aircraft industry or a bone transplant in medical applications are typical examples of failures caused due to
residual stresses. The cooling process that each layer undergoes in an AM process is the driving
force behind thermal contraction and inevitably residual stresses.
A thermodynamical framework has been developed that can predict the residual stresses due to
thermal gradients. The established framework can capture the residual stresses formed due to
volume relaxation and track the associated micro-structural changes. The material is assumed to
be isotropic and the deformation gradient is multiplicatively decomposed into pure thermal expansion/contraction and an externally induced strain [1]. The primitives such as the Helmholtz
free energy function and the dissipation function are chosen such that the material remains
isotropic and the physics is captured. Penn invariants are used to decompose the Helmholtz
free energy into volumetric and distortional components. Using the concept of "current natural
configuration", the physics is assumed to follow a path which maximizes the rate of dissipation
[2].
The fused deposition modeling (FDM) of polymeric components in AM is the process that has
been considered. In FDM the polymer filament is heated to a temperature just above the melting
point and poured layer by layer through a nozzle attached to a robotic arm to get the desired
geometry. We consider a plane strain problem, where a single layer is allowed to cool for some
time. Another layer is then poured on top of the lower layer at a specified time and the whole
system is allowed to cool. The residual stresses and the micro-structural changes associated
with this system is then tracked.
Keywords: Viscous fluid, pure thermal expansion, Helmholtz free energy, natural configuration.
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A micromechanical model was developed to describe the cyclic deformation behaviours of the
commercial purity polycrystalline titanium (CP-Ti) with harmonic structure (HS) design. The
crystalline plasticity theory was implemented to model the constitutive behaviour of the
hexagonal closed packed (HCP) polycrystals. The grain size effect on plastic yielding and
hardening properties was considered by means of the classical Hall-Petch relation. Multiscale
analyses were carried out for a representative volume element (RVE) including an ultrafinegrained (UFG) phase and a coarse-grained (CG) phase. This model was implemented into a
finite element code (Cast3M) by means of user subroutine. Comparison between the numerical
results and the experimental data revealed the model’s ability to describe correctly the global
responses of both the HS CP-Ti and the homogenous CG CP-Ti under monotonic and cyclic
shear loading. Fig. 1 shows the numerical result of the effective shear stress field obtained in
the simulation.

Figure 1: Effective shear stress distribution at the overall strain of Γ =1.155% for (a) CG CP-Ti and (b) HS CPTi, with ΔΓ =1.155%.
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We review recent attempts to model dislocation nucleation in 2D crystals using geometrically
exact nonlinear elasticity theory with GL(2,Z) symmetry. It is essentially a continuum Landau
theory with tensorial strain as the order parameter. The peculiar feature of such theory is the
presence of an infinite number of symmetry-related equivalent energy wells. One of our important results is that nucleation is a collective phenomenon inducing complex patterning and
we link it to the dominant role played in such systems by long range interactions. Another important result is that the peculiar energy symmetry enforces counter-intuitive coupling between
different slip mechanisms which is another main driver of emerging complexity. Joint work
with L. Truskinovsky (ESPCI/CNRS) and Oguz Umut Salman (CNRS, Paris 13).
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ABSTRACT
Continuum damage can be used to model the fracture, or material degradation process, in
quasi-brittle media. The standard damage formulations suffer from the sensitivity to the
spatial discretization, generating unphysically spurious damage zones at high levels of
deformation. This research is devoted to an elasto-damage model based on strain gradient
elasticity theory [1] to remedy the aforementioned problem. The model can be considered as
an extension to the damage model proposed in [2] built on the classical elasticity theory. By
taking into account the first and second strain gradient terms with corresponding internal
length scale parameters, the nonlocality of materials is naturally expressed and size-dependent
effects can be captured. The isotropic damage law is implemented through the higher order
stress-strain relation, coupling with an independent nonlocal strain field, which controls the
damage parameter. Numerical investigations of damage modeling for quasi-brittle materials is
implemented by using the isogeometric analysis [3] as an alternative to the conventional
finite element method since the NURBS basis functions fulfills the high-order continuity
requirements of the Mindlin’s strain-gradient theory. Representative numerical examples
considering different configurations, damage evolution laws, boundary and loading conditions
are presented. Equilibrium stages of the materially nonlinear structures are traced by using the
displacement control Newton-Raphson method. The accuracy and performance of the
proposed approach is demonstrated by comparing the obtained responses with respect to
reference solutions derived from experiments or other numerical approaches.
Key words: Fracture, Continuum damage, Strain localization, Strain gradient elasticity, Quasibrittle materials
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Elaborating a unified field framework to model concurrent viscoplastic deformation and
recrystallization and grain growth in metal polycrystals has remained a formidable issue. In this work,
we will present such a unified framework relying on the enhancement of a Cosserat crystal plasticity
model with an order parameter to account for diffuse, mobile grain boundaries in analogy with phase
field models. The Cosserat directors are taken to represent the lattice orientation of the grains. In
order to introduce an evolution law for reorientation during grain boundary migration, the skewsymmetric part of the Cosserat deformation tensor is associated with a dissipative stress. The
formulation in terms of the Cosserat deformation provides a natural way to couple reorientation due
to deformation and reorientation due to grain boundary migration. In the absence of displacements
and for a particular choice of free energy function the model can be considered a generalization to
three dimensions of the Kobayashi–Warren–Carter (KWC) orientation phase field model (2000,
2003).
The proposed 3D anisotropic constitutive framework couples the changing orientation at a material
point due to migrating grain boundaries (which is essential to the KWC model) to the lattice
reorientation due to displacements and plastic slip. Due to the coupling of the Cosserat directors and
the elastic reorientation, the bulk rotation of the grains which is inherent to the KWC model (and
considered an artefact here although it can nevertheless be desirable in certain cases) can be controlled
and even suppressed. In this contribution, we will explain the main features of this framework and
we will illustrate its capabilities with several cases that could not be handled convincingly by other
models.
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Historical oil paintings suffer from a degradation mechanism related to the formation and
growth of metal soap crystals. These form from the chemical reaction between the metal
ions present in the pigments and saturated fatty acids, which are degradation products of the
oil binder. Metal soaps can crystallize and grow into large protrusions [1], which originate mechanical strains in the system, deforming paint layers and ultimately leading to cracking, flaking
and delamination of the paint. This work presents a computational multi-physics approach to
predict the degradation of historical oil paintings due to metal soap formation and growth [2].
The chemical processes are described via a diffusion-reaction model [3]. This is formulated by
taking the saturated fatty acids as the reference diffusing species; the reaction term represents
the formation and growth of a metal soap crystal. A chemically-induced growth strain introduces the coupling between the chemical and the mechanical models, by quantifying the effect
of metal soap growth on the stress field generated in the paint system. Further, the change in
mechanical properties associated to the formation of crystalline metal soap is described through
a rule of mixtures based on the volume fractions of formed metal soap and the original oil
binder material. The proposed model is implemented within a finite element setting, combined
with a discrete crack approach, for which cohesive interface elements are placed between all
continuum elements discretizing the paint layer geometry. The nucleation and propagation of
cracks is prescribed according the interface damage model proposed in [4]. Furthermore, across
crack faces, the constitutive relation between the flux and the concentration of saturated fatty
acid is given as a function of mechanical damage. The numerical update procedure of the
coupled chemo-mechanical processes is performed by using a staggered scheme. A set of numerical simulations illustrates the capability of the model to predict metal soap crystallization
and growth and the fracture induced in the paint.
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In the last years, the interest in bonded structures, obtained by assembling different bodies
made of possibly different materials to compose a unique structure, is strongly increased.
Nowadays, one can manufacture bonded structures for civil, marine and aeronautic
applications. The advantage of such composites is that it is possible to design their mechanical
performances and properties to be superior to those of the constituent materials acting
independently.
In the present study, we focus our attention to a specific type of composite, constituted by two
media, called the adherents, bonded together with a thin interphase layer, called the adhesive.
We assume that the composite constituents are made of different multiphysics materials with
highly contrasted constitutive properties. The study considers a generic multiphysics coupling
in a very general framework and can be adapted to well-known multiphysics behaviors, such
as piezoelectricity, thermo-elasticity, as well as to multifield microstructural theories, such as
micropolar elasticity.
We have carried out the analysis by means of asymptotic expansions method. We applied this
technique to the rigorous derivation of simplified models for complex assemblies, presenting
thin interphases, in the field of linear elasticity [1] as well as in piezoelectricity, taking into
account other physical interactions [2, 3]. The asymptotic methods allow replacing the
adhesive layer with a two-dimensional surface, the so-called imperfect interface, with nonclassical transmission conditions between the two adherents. By defining a small parameter e,
associated with the thickness and constitutive properties of the middle layer, we perform an
asymptotic analysis. We assume that the middle layer thickness depends linearly on e, while
the multi-physic stiffness ratios between the adherents and the adhesive depend on ep. We
identify three critical exponents p, corresponding to different imperfect interface models: p =
1, the soft (also called lowly-conducting) multi-physic interface model; p = 0, the hard (also
called moderately conducting) multiphysic interface model; p = −1, the rigid (also called
highly-conducting) multiphysic interface model. Following the approach by [1], we
characterize the order zero and higher order transmission problems. Finally, we have
developed a general multi-physic interface model, and we have tested it numerically through
the finite element method [4]. In particular, in the framework of piezoelectricity, we compare
the results obtained by modeling the adhesive as an interphase, having a thin finite thickness,
with the results obtained with the general multi-physic interface model.

Keywords: Composites, Interfaces, Multi-physic materials, Asymptotic expansions, Finite
elements.
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Recent advances in additive manufacturing technologies have led to a new paradigm in the
design of materials and the emergence of a new class of artificial materials with static and
dynamic properties that are unparalleled in nature, the so-called metamaterials, of which the
study of certain static and acoustic properties is the subject of this presentation. The wording
metamaterials refers here to architectured materials with a discrete topology (network
materials) that give rise to exceptional effective properties, like auxetic materials (also called
anti-rubbers due to their large volume variation capacity) that undergo transverse expansion
under traction, contrary to conventional materials that contract. Auxetics have proven strong
benefits in terms of shock absorption capacity and they also have excellent acoustic absorption
properties. More recently, the need has arisen for producing highly anisotropic architectures in
terms of mechanical properties, in particular with a view to generating large volume changes
that cannot be achieved by isotropic patterns. The Poisson's ratio, which can serve as a metric
of properties for isotropic materials, is no longer sufficient to characterize anisotropic ones. The
so-called anti-auxetic materials (they have strongly positive Poisson coefficients in certain
directions) are also very much sought after, for example as biosubstitutes of ligaments and
tendons, the latter having quite large Poisson’s coefficients (close to 6-7). The ability to modify
and control the initial mechanical properties (at low deformations) by the application of finite
and oriented deformations is another particularly interesting aspect, which is used in various
applications, especially in civil engineering (seismic isolation). The modification of the acoustic
properties by a change of configuration caused by finite deformations is a topic addressed long
time ago by Brillouin (1925) and Murnaghan (1937); we will show in particular using a
perturbative method in nonlinear dynamics that the anisotropy induced by pre-deformations
and the non-reciprocity in the sense of Maxwell-Betti are efficient control mechanisms of wave
propagation within architectured materials.
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Classical deterministic models of continuum mechanics expressed by boundary value
problems for the system of partial differential equations may fail for various reasons,
especially in multiscale problems. From the standpoint of micromechanics, stochastic models
such as stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) and stochastic finite elements (SFEs)
naturally involve tensor-valued random fields (TRFs) which, in general, require locally
anisotropic realizations [1] and non-trivial correlation functions [2]. This is a departure from
the commonly employed SPDE and SFE models which typically (i) employ locally isotropic
(and, hence, scalar-valued) random fields in order to represent tensor-type material properties
(conductivity, piezoelectricity, elasticity…) or (ii) simply postulate the TRF with white-noise
(or very simplistic) correlation structures.
First, we give explicit representations of most general correlation functions of TRF of 1st, 2nd,
3rd, and 4th ranks, along with the corresponding spectral expansions [2]. These representations
account for arbitrary local anisotropies and spatial correlation structures, with the case of rank
1 being known in the statistical turbulence. Next, we examine the consequences dictated by
field equations on dependent TRF (displacement, velocity, strain, stress…) of various ranks
(2d or 3d) in classical continua and, similarly, for temperature and heat flux in conductivity.
Then, we report analogous consequences for TRF of rotation, curvature-torsion, and couplestress in stochastic micropolar theories [3]. Finally, we discuss determination and calibration
of TRFs through mechanics and physics measurements.
1. M. Ostoja-Starzewski, S. Kale, P. Karimi, A. Malyarenko, B. Raghavan, S.I. Ranganathan, and J.
Zhang (2016) Scaling to RVE in random media, Adv. Appl. Mech. 49, 111-211.
2. A. Malyarenko and M. Ostoja-Starzewski (2019) Tensor-Valued Random Fields for Continuum
Physics, Cambridge University Press.
3. M. Ostoja-Starzewski, L. Shen and A. Malyarenko (2015) Tensor random fields in conductivity
and classical or microcontinuum theories, Math. Mech. Solids 20(4), 418-432.
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In several microstructured materials it is observed that the overall behaviour is strongly influenced by scale parameters, typically related to the dimension of the heterogeneity. These
phenomena are especially prominent when the characteristic size of the heterogeneity is non
negligible with respect to the structural size. This results in the need for non–classical continua
able to retain memory of an inherent microstructure [1].
In this context, micromorphic continua, in particular of the Cosserat type, exhibiths an enriched
constitutive behaviour, with respect to the Cauchy continuum due to the presence of internal
lenghts parameters. Each material point is provided with displacement and rotation degrees
of freedom, thus resulting in additional strains and stresses: besides the classical components,
the Cosserat ones include curvatures (work conjugate to couple stresses) and skew-symmetric
strains (work conjugate to skew-symmetric stresses).
In this work, we propose a Virtual Elements approach for solving boundary value problems in
2D linear isotropic Cosserat elasticity. The recently proposed Virtual Element Method [2], is an
extension of mimetic finite difference approaches for dealing with very general polygonal and
polyhedral elements with generic number of nodes. Following the basic idea of the method,
here, the displacement and rotation fields are decomposed into a polynomial space, either linear
or quadratic, and a remaining space that is maintained virtual in the formulation. Generalized
consistency and stabilization terms are consistently derived.
A set of numerical examples compared to examples of literature [3], ranging from a patch test,
purposely conceived for Cosserat continua, up to various engineering applications in 2D. The
obtained results are satisfactory: they are in good agreement with reference solutions, confirming the capability of the proposed elements in modelling the expected responses.
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Architectured materials can now be easily produced thanks to recent developments in additive
manufacturing processes. Those mesostructures have great potentials to supplement the
classical materials used for shock absorption in multiple protective applications (with PES or
EVA components), conferring security, comfort and lightness.
Beyond the selected raw material, the choice of the lattice pattern, and the way it is repeated,
directly affects the macroscopic mechanical response of the manufactured structure under
compressive loading. With respect to the colossal amount of lattice shapes, a cost
effectiveness design of experiment is needed in order to efficiently find the right compromise
between geometries, and material on one hand and applications on the other hand.
Based on identified mechanical properties of different materials coming from additive
manufacturing processes (PA12 Fused Jet Printed, and TPU Selective Laser Sintered), and
characterization of several lattices structures, we propose a relevant modelling tool of
pyramidal lattice structures and validate its reliability.
The F.E.M. model is based on a
beam design of trusses with
parameterized stiffening at the
vertices (beam intersections). The
pattern studied is an octet-structure
of 1mm diameter beams with 45°
angles.

Superposition of the simulated result on the tomographic scan
during a 25% compressive loading of a 45° lattice structure

In parallel, X-Ray computed tomographic analysis during compressive tests provided the
macroscopic static behavior and the kinematic behavior of our architectured structure studied.
A Python tool has been developed to automatically analyze the tomographic images and
directly confront the F.E.M. results with the experimental observations.
This comparison enables us to improve our model and quantify its credit, whose robustness
can be verified with complementary lattice structures at 55° and 35° patterns.

Fail-safe metamaterials – A summary of automated design,
nonlinear analysis, 3d printing and testing
K. Hoschke
Fraunhofer EMI
Klaus.hoschke@emi.fraunhofer.de
Design methods for Additive Manufacturing that are based on topology optimization are
largely restricted to static and linear problems. Also, plastic behaviour and failure of the
material is often disregarded in the design optimization approach. Resulting optimized
structures are typically statically determinate and local material failure can lead to abrupt total
collapse of the whole structure.

Figure 1. Nonlinear Simulation (left) of parametric metamaterial and testing of the metal 3d-printed specimen

Additive Manufacturing motivates the use of complex geometries in part designs. For
example, it is possible to manufacture mesoscopic mechanical metamaterials in the dimension
regime of millimetres. Those are especially interesting in the context of topology optimized
parts, as optimization results tend to include medium dense areas that could be modelled by
those metamaterials. Also, it has been shown that they can have fail-safe properties.
The contribution aims on giving a summary about past works in the regime of fail-safe
metamaterials. Design methods for NURBS based parametric mesostructures as well as
incorporation in design optimization and nonlinear analysis of these structures are discussed
and how they can help automating computational engineering procedures. Also, results from
metal additive manufacturing of those structures as well as mechanical testing of 3d printed
specimen are presented.

Manufacturing of mechanical Metamaterials: Approaches
towards a part-specific LBM parameter optimization
Aron Pfaff, Florian Gutmann, Martin Jäcklein, Klaus Hoschke
Fraunhofer EMI
aron.pfaff@emi.fraunhofer.de
The structure of Metamaterials is usually based on complex structures on a micro- or
mesoscale level. Therefore, the manufacturing of such materials is not viable by conventional
manufacturing techniques like molding or subtractive methods. Additive manufacturing
technologies (3-D Printing) enable the fabrication of complex structures, due to a new degree
of freedom. However, the freedom in Design is limited and each manufacturing technique
implies its own limitations and challenges.
This work is focusing on the technology often referred to as Laser Beam Melting (LBM).
While enabling a higher material quality than other technologies and the use of a wide
material portfolio, the method also shows a high level of complexity regarding the
manufacturing parameters, due to the local application of a high energy source in form of a
laser beam and the use of a metallic powder bed. Therefore, it is especially necessary for
structures on a micro- and mesoscale level to adapt the parameters depending on the desired
structure, used alloy and employed machine type.
A new approach for an efficient development of manufacturing parameters will be presented.
The methodology is based on the characterization of the interaction between laser beam and
powder bed, as well as statistical experimental designs (design of experiment DoE). Due to
the primary examination of the laser-powder interaction, the parameter range for the
experimental designs can be defined without risking any deficient manufacturing parameters
regarding the producibility as well as the measurability. The obtained parameter windows can
be used for the processing of new alloys, the adaption of material properties resulting from the
manufacturing process as well as the development of manufacturing parameters for specific
structures like lattices. Moreover, further challenges and solution approaches regarding the
manufacturing of structured materials are presented. This includes the effects caused by
inertia as well as the effect of different thermal boundary conditions due to reduced exposure
cross sections. The results of this work are improved manufacturing parameter sets for
mechanical metamaterials. The material quality is determined by metallographic means, µCT
scans and quasi-static testing.

Developing programmable materials based on metamaterial unit
cells
Franziska Wenz, Matthew Berwind, Hamideh Jafarpoorchekab, Chris Eberl, Ingo Schmidt
Fraunhofer Insitute for Mechanics of Materials IWM
Franziska.wenz@iwm.fraunhofer.de
The improvement of production methods such as additive manufacturing enables us today to
build large volumes out of micro- and mesostructures. Being able to structure materials on
this level allows us to implement novel functionality while the structures still behave like a
continuum, if the distinguishable elements are much smaller than the macroscopic volume.
This is often referred to as mechanical metamaterial. Furthermore, properties can be varied
across the macroscopic volume, which enable the integration of different functionalities
within the same part.
To express mechanically logical elements (e.g. conditional element, materials memory,
processing functions) a variety of mechanical mechanisms needs to be implemented which
interact in a designed fashion.
Such mechanisms carrying functional dependencies will be presented. Designed anisotropic
Poisson's ratios and metastable/stable auxetic shape memory structures are some examples
achieved with this approach. Samples are fabricated via direct laser writing and subsequently
investigated utilizing a custom micromechanical test set-up. The possibility to simplify and
describe nonlinear behaviour for small strains via homogenization methods will be discussed.
The development and description of the unit cells is the basis for the creation of macroscopic
metamaterial devices with programmable properties.
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NONLINEAR VIBRATIONS OF COMPOSITE BEAMS WITH
PARTIAL INTERACTION
Christoph Adam, Thomas Furtmüller
University Innsbruck / Unit of Applied Mechanics
christoph.adam@uibk.ac.at / Technikerstr. 13, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria
In this contribution, the nonlinear dynamic response of immovably supported composite beams
is analyzed. Since the layers are flexibly bonded, the members are subjected to interlayer sip.
For each layer separately, the Euler-Bernoulli kinematic assumptions are used, and to the interfaces a linear elastic interlaminar slip law is assigned. The axial strain-displacement relation is
assumed to be nonlinear. Conservation of momentum to an infinitesimal beam elements yields a
set of coupled equations of motion in terms of the lateral deflection, the interlayer slips, and the
longitudinal displacement of the central axis. A series expansion of the lateral deflection into
the eigenfunctions of the corresponding geometric linear beam is used to solve this boundary
value problem.
The proposed theory is validated by comparing its outcomes with the results of a more elaborate plane stress finite element analysis of an illustrative example problem. Additionally, the
nonlinear resonance of beams with interlayer slip is studied, varying the load amplitude and the
interlaminar stiffness.
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Figure 1: Nonlinear and linear resonance of a composite beam with interlayer slip.

A NEW BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHOD FOR
STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS OF NON-LINEAR
DISCONTINUOUS BEAMS
A. Burlon, G. Failla
University of Reggio Calabria, Italy
andrea.burlon@unirc.it
The boundary integral method (BIM) is a well-established numerical procedure to calculate
the dynamic response of Euler-Bernoulli beams with various sources of non-linearity. The
method calculates the response of the original beam starting from an equivalent static
problem, governed by a 4th order differential equation that involves the space differential
operator of the original beam and a time-dependent pseudo-static load including external
loads, inertial forces as well as non-linearity of the original beam. On discretizing the pseudostatic load along the beam axis, the solution to the static problem is expressed as a function of
the unknown discrete values of the pseudo-static load, using the Green’s functions of the
space differential operator along with the solution to the associated homogeneous differential
equation; the latter depends on four unknown integration constants, expressed in terms of the
discrete values of the pseudo-static load by enforcing the beam boundary conditions. Then,
the unknown discrete values of the pseudo-static load are calculated by replacing the solution
to the equivalent static problem in the motion equation of the original beam and applying a
standard Runge-Kutta algorithm at every time step.
Accuracy and computational efficiency of the BIM are crucial especially in Monte Carlo
digital simulations under stochastic loads, where a considerable number of samples shall be
calculated to evaluate the beam response statistics. The number of samples may also vary and
increase with the amount of non-linearity. In this context, the proposed work will present a
novel BIM ideally suitable for non-linear discontinuous beams. The key concept is to
reformulate the classical BIM using pertinent Green’s functions of the discontinuous beam,
derived using the theory of generalized functions. Different discontinuities typically
associated with external point supports (shear-force discontinuity) and local flexural
flexibility (rotation discontinuity) will be considered, as well as various sources of distributed
non-linearity. Computational efficiency and accuracy will be demonstrated against the
classical BIM formulation.

EFFECT OF SHAPE UNCERTAINTIES ON NONLINEAR
BEHAVIOR OF THE MASONRY CIRCULAR ARCH
N. Cavalagli, V. Gusella, R. Liberotti
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy
nicola.cavalagli@unipg.it, vittorio.gusella@unipg.it, riccardo.liberotti@unipg.it
Masonry arch is one of the most diffused constructive system over architectural heritage
buildings and infrastructures.
It is well known that the shape of existent structures is generally irregular; this is due to the
ancient semi-empirical project criteria, based on few simplified mechanical laws, to the
imprecisions of the building work and to the deformation phenomena [1].
In previous papers [2,3], the effects of geometry uncertainties on the structural behavior of
masonry arches have been considered; in these studies the uncertainties have been related to
the voussoirs’stereometry, while deterministic characteristics were assumed for arch typology.
Differently, the present contribution is aimed to propose a probabilistic approach to assess the
incidence of the shape irregularities on the collapse conditions of circular masonry arches in
presence of horizontal actions.
To take into account the imprecisions due to the constructive methods, related to the empirical
design of the wooden frames known as centrings, a parametric model of a polycentric arch has
been created. The latter allowed to produce random geometries, starting from a deterministic
nominal one, through the generation of different circumferencial arcs modeled according to a
family of input variables and connected ensuring the tangent continuity.
A limit analysis based procedure, referring to Heyman’s theory, has been developed in order
to evaluate the horizontal loads multiplier. In this terms has been also studied the collapse
state, whose statistical moments up to second order and probability density functions have
been rated versus a shape parameter.
The comparison between the results for the nominal geometry and those obtained studying the
reconfigured arches highlighted the effects of that shape uncertainties about the carrying
capacity of this type of structures in relation with the different failure modes.
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MASONRY MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF
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The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the effects of the uncertainties involved in the
identification of masonry texture characteristics on the estimated mechanical characteristics.
In this context, identifying the texture means to estimate the dimension of the bricks and their
spatial arrangement, together with the thickness and pattern of head and bed mortar joints. In
particular, the texture of masonry panels covered with plaster is identified from a
thermographic image, since this technique is suitable for building of cultural and heritage
interest which cannot be subjected to destructive tests.
The texture of three masonry samples having different textures (periodic, quasi-periodic and
random) and covered with 1 cm thick plaster have been identified by means of thermography.
The identification of the texture is affected by some uncertainties, due both to the
environmental condition and to the numerical methods applied to achieve the separation
between the two constituent phase, the bricks and the mortar. For example, the concentration
ratio, c, may depend both on the gradient of temperature between the two surfaces of the wall,
since an higher contrast allow to better highlight the contour of the bricks, and on the
parameter used to define the structuring element, s.e., in the morphological operators
employed during image processing. An example is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Real texture, c = 0.722 (a), identified texure with size of s.e. 3 for erosion and 3 for dilation, c = 0.489
(b), identified texure with size of s.e. 3 for erosion and 6 for dilation, c = 0.730

Several analyses have been performed in order to assess the sensitivity of the masonry
mechanical characteristics, such as the failure surface, on the uncertain parameter considered,
mainly the upper and lower bound on temperature and the parameters of morphological
operators employed in digital image processing. Moreover, a simple example of the effect of
the uncertainties on the response of a masonry wall subjected to a dynamic action such as
those of an earthquake is evaluated.
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The level of vibrations induced to human body during work or transportation is a relevant
topic to assess safety vibration limits. In the last decades, several international standards have
been developed in this regard to set well defined constraints relative to the maximum level of
vibration that a human body can absorb during the 24 hours. Most of them concern land and
water vehicles and poor literature review has been found concerning the field of aviation
because of the complexity in real flight experiments with respect to the acceleration levels
that a pilot, a member of the crew or the passengers absorb during the various maneuvers.
Moreover, in the scientific literature, several mathematical models of the human body have
been developed to predict the vibration levels induced by transportation means. To the best
knowledge of the authors, all those studies have been conducted by considering deterministic
values of the human body masses, stiffnesses and damping coefficients while no probabilistic
evaluations have been developed to reproduce the accelerations on human bodies. The main
purpose of the present work is to create a predictive model based on the anthropometric
characteristics of a man or woman seated in one of the seat configurations taken into
consideration. To this end, a dynamic numerical analysis is carried out based on a 4 degreeof-freedom model in which the anthropometric values representative of masses, stiffnesses
and damping are characterized as aleatory parameters. Moreover, results in terms of statistics
of some comfort indexes are evaluated by means of stochastic analysis.
In this study, the acceleration induced by the main flight phases are modeled by means of
Gaussian random processes and filtered according to the standard ISO2631 in order to
characterize the acceleration levels that an aircraft and its payloads are able to encounter
during the flight. The stochastic responses of the human body model are used to compute the
distribution of four different indexes, namely the Average weighted vibration (aw), the
Vibration Dose Value (VDV), the Motion Sickness Dose Value (MSDV) and the Seat
Effective Amplitude Transmissibility (SEAT).
In order to validate the human body vibration model, an experimental campaign has been
performed by using the full flight simulator located into the Mediterranean Aeronautics
Research and Training Academy (M.A.R.T.A.) of the University of Enna Kore to replicate,
with the highest level of accuracy, the attitude of business jet aircraft.

APPLICATION OF TAIL-EQUIVALENT LINEARIZATION
FOR MULTI-RESPONSE SYSTEMS
S. Sessa, L. Rosati
University of Naples Federico II, Department of Structures for Engineering and Architecture
salvatore.sessa2@unina.it
The Tail-Equivalent Linearization Method (TELM) [1] represents an effective approach for
performing random vibration analysis of nonlinear structures. Fixed a response of interest, the
algorithm determines the linearized system so that the probability of its response is equal to the
first-order approximation of the probability of the nonlinear response. The linearized system is
defined by means of a collection of Impulse Response Functions (IRFs) relevant to the structural
response induced by the base excitation.
An essential step of the TELM procedure consists in performing a First-Order Reliability Method
(FORM) in order to determine a performance point base excitation, i.e., the realization of a base
random process which fulfills the attainment of a fixed threshold by the nonlinear system and
presents the maximum probability in the standard normal space [2]. To this end, it is necessary to identify a unique scalar response, usually computed by Finite-Element algorithms,
which characterizes the structural system. Thus, the strategy is not capable of analyzing models whose safety is determined by a set of different responses such as displacements at various
points or strength of several structural elements.
The present research aims to extend the applicability of TELM to civil buildings whose limit
state is defined in terms of interstory drifts and, subsequently, present a multicomponent response. In particular, the investigated strategy is based on a cascade approach in which the
interstory drift responses are arranged as a series system. The linearized system associated with
each response is computed by assigning to the parent responses a fictitious excitation consisting
in a filtered random process. This permits the computation of an impulse response function
conditioned to the stochastic characterization of the parent responses.
Numerical tests concerning the computation of the first-passage probability and including comparisons with the outcomes of a Monte Carlo simulation are also provided in order to assess the
proposed strategy and to determine its applicability to real applications.
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In this paper the stochastic rocking response of rigid blocks randomly excited at their
foundations is examined. A nonlinear flexible foundation model is considered accounting for
the possibility of uplifting in the case of strong excitation. Specifically, based on a versatile
nonlinear impact force model, the foundation is treated as a bed of continuously distributed
springs in parallel with nonlinear dampers [1]. The statistical moments of the rocking
response under random shacking are determined by an analytical procedure which involves a
combination of static condensation and stochastic linearization methods [2-3]. In this manner,
the repeated numerical integrations of the highly nonlinear differential equations of motion
can be circumvented, and a computationally efficient analytical solution is obtained. Analyses
are carried out for both time-modulated white noise and filtered white noise horizontal ground
accelerations considering the well-known Kanai-Tajimi power spectrum [4-5]. Comparisons
with pertinent Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate the efficiency and reliability of the
proposed approach.
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HOMOGENIZATION OF FRAME LATTICES LEADING TO
SECOND GRADIENT MODELS COUPLING CLASSICAL
STRAIN AND STRAIN-GRADIENT TERMS
H. Abdoul-Anziz, C. Bellis, P. Seppecher
Université Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée / MSME
habdoulanziz@yahoo.fr
We determine in the framework of static linear elasticity the homogenized behavior of threedimensional periodic structures made of welded elastic bars. It has been shown [1, 2] that such
structures can be modeled as discrete systems of nodes linked by extensional, flexural/torsional
interactions corresponding to frame lattices and that the corresponding homogenized models
can be strain-gradient models, i.e., models whose effective elastic energy involves components
of the first and the second gradients of the displacement field. In these papers, there is no coupling between the classical strain and the strain-gradient terms. In the present paper, under
some assumptions on the positions of the nodes in the unit cell, we show that classical strain
and strain-gradient terms can be coupled. In order to illustrate this coupling we compute the
homogenized energy of a particular structure which we call asymmetrical pantographic structure.
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In a mechanical part, multiple scales coexist, for a steel one the nanoscopic scales
(atomic arrangements, dislocations, ...), microscopic (phases, grains, ...) and
macroscopic (structure, loading) can be mentioned. Some so-called architectured
materials have one (or more) intermediate scale that is artificially created to give
an internal structure to the material. To predict the behavior of a material or the
behavior of a part, one or more scales can be taken into account. However, including more
than one scale directly in a simulation usually requires significant numerical resources
due to the necessary fineness of the discretization. Many homogenization
approaches have been developed to circumvent this problem. The idea is to describe
in a continuous and macroscopic way the effects due to the organization of matter at the
lower scales. It is important to have experimental verification tools for numerically
determined behaviors.
A device for determining the effective elastic behavior of an architectured material is
developed here. The idea was to adapt the numerical homogenization scheme by KUBC mean
field to an experimental framework. A device for soliciting a specimen of 300x300mm^2 with
10 control points per side and 2 degrees of freedom per control point for 2kN per side has
been designed. Any field of homogeneous plane strain at the boundary of a sample can be
imposed by means of 5 linear actuators. The displacement is then transmitted and distributed
through a 2D network of pantographs placed around the sample.
The design was carried out with the aim of eliminating, or at least minimizing, the unknowns
and losses: clearance and friction, so that all the losses induced by the device are quantifiable.
A digital model of the device has been constructed to assist its design. It is a lattice description
of the device where each element represents a pantograph arm. The numerical model will then
make it possible to determine the distribution of the forces at the boundary of the sample by
measuring the deformation of the device.

COMPARABLE LEVELS OF ATTENUATION IN PERIODIC
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Recent years have witnessed the increasing popularity of metamaterials, i.e. materials able to
show unusual and exotic physical properties. Among others, Phononic Crystals (PnCs) are
particularly important for their properties in mechanical wave filtering and control, related to
their capability to show frequency band-gaps1.
In general, the wave filtering features of PnCs are due to their periodic spatial arrangement of
the building blocks that causes, among other phenomena, Bragg interference2. However,
periodicity could represent a serious obstacle in the practical application of PnCs, since it
reduces the design space for optimal solutions and it forces to build structures with a high
number of cell repetitions in order to match the properties of the infinitely periodic media.
Consequently, it is interesting to understand the consequences of a partial or total elimination
of periodicity on the main features of the dispersion and transmission diagrams of
metamaterials.
The present paper compares periodic and a-periodic metamaterials, on the basis of numerical
(FEM) and experimental evidences, mainly focusing on transmission rather than dispersion
analysis. The critical comparison between periodic and a-periodic metamaterials is obtained
introducing a perturbation in a given finite PnC3 whose external frame is kept unchanged. The
structure is perturbed in an extreme way, completely destroying internal periodicity.
Attenuation capabilities are confirmed in the proposed a-periodic structure both numerically
and experimentally. This property is related to a proper separation of masses and springs
inside the structure, which allows the internal redistribution of total energy given to the
system. It is observed that the global mass and stiffness of the finite structures play an
important role in the definition of the initial frequency of the attenuation band, but other bandgaps can be created if different masses are introduced, due to local resonance. Such an
interpretation could be useful in the design of innovative metamaterials.
[1] V. Laude, Phononic Crystals, De Gruyter, 2015.
[2] M. Hussein, M. Leamy, and M. Ruzzene, “Dynamics of phononic materials and structures:
Historical origins, recent progress, and future outlook,” Appl. Mech. Rev. 66, 040802 (2014).
[3] L. D’Alessandro, E. Belloni, R. Ardito, F. Braghin and A. Corigliano, "Mechanical lowfrequency filter via modes separation in 3D periodic structures", Appl. Phys. Lett. 111,
231902 (2017).
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During the last decades, a wide range of architectured materials has been engineered and
used in practice thanks to the development of additive manufacturing. Their linear wave
propagation attributes can be directly obtained making use of linear eigenfrequency analysis.
However, the first order approximation of their dispersion characteristics, disregards the effect
of the wave number or of the wavevector magnitude on the band diagram structure,
parameters which can be of considerable importance for the media’s effective behavior.
In the current study, the effect of non-linear corrections arising from the periodic structure’s
higher order inner material kinematics is analysed. To that scope, the Lindstedt-Poincare
method is employed along with the Bloch theorem. Thereupon, the effect of nonlinear
correction terms is computed for the case study of two-dimensional lattice architectures. In
particular, different hexagonal, re-entrant hexagonal and square lattice designs are considered.
The effect of the nonlinear corrections is quantified for different eigenmodes and wave
number values. Fig. 1 exemplarily depicts the band linear (continuous) and nonlinear (dashed)
wave propagation attributes of a hexagonal lattice up to its third eigenmode. The results
suggest that the periodic structure’s primal
eigenmode can be considerably affected by
nonlinearities for certain wave numbers, so
that the linear eigenfrequency analysis utterly
fails to describe the wave propagation
attributes of the media. What is more, it is
observed that the higher order kinematic
corrections are inversely proportional to the
magnitude of the linear order frequency
computations. As such, their significance
diminishes upon increasing mode number, so
that the first (shear) eigenmode is overall
more affected than the second (longitudinal)
mode, with the effect to vanish for higher
modes. The wave numbers affected depend on
the unit-cell architecture, while additional
parameters, such as the inner element
slenderness influence both the linear and
Fig. 1: Linear (continuous) and nonlinear
(dashed) wave propagation attributes of a
nonlinear wave propagation attributes.
hexagonal lattice up to the third eigenmode
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Acoustic lattice metamaterials are synthetic microstructured media, characterized by a periodic
cell equipped with one or more local resonators [1]. The mechanical parameters of the cellular
microstructure can be functionally tuned to govern or customize the dispersion properties of the
metamaterial [2]. Particularly, high-amplitude oscillating resonators can be introduced in a onedimensional acoustic lattice to realize a minimal archetype of nonlinear waveguide for the
propagation of sonic waves. To this purpose, a non-dissipative elastic crystal lattice,
characterized by an interatomic cubic coupling in the diatomic periodic cell, is considered. First,
the undamped nonlinear dynamics of the periodic cell is described by a lagrangian model.
Therefore, the linear dispersion properties are analytically determined by solving the linearized
eigenproblem governing the free wave propagation in the small-amplitude oscillation range.
The dispersion spectrum is composed by a low-frequency acoustic branch and a high-frequency
optical branch, systematically separated by a band gap. Remarkable phenomena of frequency
veering and waveform hybridization can occur, preventing the establishment of 1:1 internal
resonances. On the contrary, a wavenumber-dependent locus of superharmonically 3:1 resonant
lattices can be identified in the mechanical parameter space. A general analytical approach,
based on the multiple scale method [3] and falling in the class of asymptotic strategies suited
for the wave dynamics [4,5], is adopted to determine the nonlinear wave dispersion properties.
Accordingly, the nonlinear frequencies and waveforms are obtained as amplitude-dependent
functions of the parameters. The two fundamental cases of non-resonant and superharmonically
3:1 resonant or nearly-resonant lattices are analyzed separately [6]. Moreover, the invariant
manifolds hosting the periodic oscillation orbits associated to the nonlinear waveforms are
parametrically determined in the two-dimensional space of the principal coordinates. Finally,
numerical simulations are carried out to confirm the analytical predictions.
[1] Maldovan, M. (2013). Sound and heat revolutions in phononics. Nature, 503(7475), 209.
[2] Matlack, K.H., Serra-Garcia, M., Palermo, A., Huber, S.D., Daraio, C. (2018). Designing
perturbative metamaterials from discrete models. Nature materials, 17(4), 323.
[3] Lacarbonara, W., Camillacci, R. (2004). Nonlinear normal modes of structural systems via
asymptotic approach. International Journal of Solids and Structures, 41(20), 5565-5594.
[4] Georgiou, I.T., Vakakis, A. F. (1996). An invariant manifold approach for studying waves
in a one-dimensional array of non-linear oscillators. International journal of non-linear
mechanics, 31(6), 871-886.
[5] Romeo, F., Rega, G. (2015). Periodic and localized solutions in chains of oscillators with
softening or hardening cubic nonlinearity. Meccanica, 50(3), 721-730.
[6] Lepidi M., Bacigalupo A. (2019). Wave propagation properties of one-dimensional
acoustic metamaterials with nonlinear diatomic microstructure. Submitted
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Wave guides for flexural waves can be doped with a periodic array of scatterers to achieve desired metamaterial properties such as band gaps, lensing, wave channelling or dispersion suppression. We distinguish two classes of scatterers. The first, e.g. point masses, spring supports,
and resonators introduce external forces in discrete points into the equation of motion. The second class, e.g. varying thickness or bending stiffness in a periodic pattern, introduces scattering
through impedance mismatches. They appear as a position-dependent bending stiffness in the
equation of motion.
It is known that small deviations of perfect periodicity can lead to unexpected and unwanted
behaviour such as localized modes within a band gap, annihilating the isolating properties of
the wave guide. On the other hand, the presence of different resonators can widen the bandgap,
and at edges and boundaries between two different metastructures interesting topological effects
can be observed. Therefore, the interest in understanding the interaction of aperiodic scattering
arrays with elastic waves is increasing.
In this work, the effect of adding two independent periodic arrays of scatterers onto an elastic
beam is investigated. If the ratio of both periods is rational, this simply results in a periodic
structure with a well defined unit cell. However, if the period ratio is irrational, a fully aperiodic
beam arises. Depending on the location within the beam, the relative position between both
scatterer families changes considerably.
In the case of point scatterers, we show that a double-periodic beam can be represented as a
cut of a periodic plate with square unit cells, along a well-chosen direction. This allows for the
prediction of the dispersion curve based on a nearly-free electron model in a periodic potential.
These analytical solutions are compared to numerical results retrieved from an explicit finite
element model of an entire beam under harmonic excitation. Due to the aperiodicity, dispersion
does not occur along sharp lines, but rather in conduction bands. Within the band gaps, strongly
localized modes are predicted. One effect of particular practical interest is the presence of
low frequency band gaps in beams with a double-periodic thickness variation. We illustrate
numerically and experimentally that they occur at the wave numbers defined by the differences
between the reciprocal lattice vectors of both periodicities.
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A bold symbol, S, denotes a 2nd -order tensor, and double-struck capital letters, S, a 4th -order one.

The isotropic elasticity tensor decomposition is well-known with one hydrostatic and one deviatoric projectors: C = 3KPh + 2µPdev . Rychlewski [1] showed that any elasticity tensor
can be diagonalized regardless of its anisotropy. Projectors, such as Ph and Pdev can be found
from the tensor product of the eigentensors identified during the diagonalization of C. They
define subspaces where the projected stress and strain areP
colinear: let Pi a projector and λi its
associate eigenvalue of an arbitrary elasticity tensor C = λi Pi , then Pi : σ = λi Pi :  [2].
Instead of the usual invariant models, we propose a new approach for the modeling of hyperelastic anisotropic materials based on the extension of the elasticity formalism with 4th -order
decomposition tensors. The Saint Venant-Kirchhoff model is the simplest isotropic hyperelastic
model, with a strain energy expressed as a function of the Green-Lagrange strain E. It can be
written with the isotropic projectors: W = ( λ2 + µ)E : Ph : E + µE : Pdev : E.
The isotropic deviatoric projector Pdev actually results from the sum of five deviatoric modes,
Pi , associated to five eigenvectors and their common eigenvalue µ. When associated with five
distinct scalar values µi , they can represent a subclass of orthotropic elasticity tensors. Let us
consider five differentPvalues of µ within the expression of the Saint-Venant Kirchhoff model:
W = kE : Ph : E + 5i=1 µi E : Pi : E.
In order to generalize
the previous expression, we introduce the following strain energy density:
P
c
W (E) = α+1
( 5i=0 µ̄i E : Pi : E)α+1 , with α >= 0, c a constant in MPa, µ̄i dimensionless
coefficients and P0 = Ph . This strain energy density is anisotropic, highly non-linear with the
choice of α and respects the requirement of hyperelastic potentials. Terms in E : Pi : E take on
the role of the invariants in classical hyperelastic energy densities. With a linear combination
of polynomial densities W at different order αj , the response’s convexity can be modified.
This approach has been used for the modeling of highly anisotropic knitted reinforced elastomers in uniaxial tension with promising results. This model, inherited from the elasticity
formalism, can moreover be easily implemented and used in a FE code.
References
[1] Rychlewski, J., “On Hooke’s law”, J. Appl. Math. Mech., 48, 303-314 (1984).
[2] François, M., “Identification des symétries matérielles de matériaux anisotropes”, PhD thesis,
(1995).
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Mechanical metamaterials, typically consisting of a periodic arrangement of holes in elastomeric base material, exhibit under compression geometric pattern transformations resulting
from coordinated buckling of individual cell walls. Specific microstructural arrangements, such
as a hexagonal stacking of holes, may result in a multiplicity of geometrically distinct patterns,
the occurrence of which can be controlled by various compressive biaxiality ratios induced by
externally applied loads. Due to the strong kinematic interactions of individual periodic cells
such patterning results in non-local macroscale behaviour (i.e. the effective mechanical response
does not depend on the average deformation only) and pronounced size effects. The ability to
control the occurrence of individual patterns (and hence effective mechanical properties) makes
elastomeric metamaterials especially suitable for soft robotics applications, cf. e.g. [1].
To allow for fast and optimal design of engineering applications, efficient numerical tools are
required. To this end, a computational homogenization scheme is presented in this contribution,
cf. also [2, 3]. The proposed methodology relies on a decomposition of the underlying kinematic field into a smooth, patterning, and an uncorrelated components. While the microfluctuation field is computed only locally (at each macroscopic integration point), the magnitudes of
the individual patterns emerge as micromorphic fields at the macroscale by solving non-standard
equilibrium equations, in addition to the usual governing equations for the smooth part.
The ability of the proposed scheme to capture the effective mechanical behaviour of elastomeric
metamaterials is tested for temporal as well as spatial mixing of multiple patterns, exhibiting
also boundary layers. To this end, results obtained for three numerical benchmark examples are
compared against direct numerical simulations, and the obtained accuracy is discussed.
Acknowledgements: The research leading to these results has received funding from the European
Research Council under the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013)/ERC
grant No. [339392], and from the Czech Science Foundation (GAČR), grant No. [19-26143X].
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DISPERSIVE WAVE PROPAGATION IN HIGH-CONTRAST
PERIODIC ELASTIC BEAM LATTICE MATERIALS VIA
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We first review recent work [1] studying elastic waves in a two-dimensional periodic lattice
network of Timoshenko-type beams. It shows that for general configurations involving certain
highly-contrasting components a two-scale high-contrast modification of the homogenization
theory is capable of accounting for bandgaps, explicitly relating those to low resonant frequencies of the “soft” components. The resulting macroscopic waves display highly nonlinear dispersive properties, and in the time-domain the corresponding macroscopic constitutive models
are nonlocal with some related ideas in the context of two-phase high-contrast and generally
highly-anisotropic periodic elastic materials earlier discussed in [2]. We will finally attempt to
discuss modifications of the above approach and effects for Euler-Bernoulli type elastic beam
networks, connecting both the derivation of the mesoscopic model via asymptotic analysis with
respect to the beams thickness and the resulting macroscopic wave propagation properties due
to the mesoscopic resonances.
References
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Acoustic metamaterials and phononic crystals are attracting increasing interest from the
scientific community due to their ability to control and manipulate acoustic wave in unique
ways, as e.g. overcoming the traditional limits in focusing, wave guiding, and subwavelength
sound and vibration insulation [1]. In this framework, nonlinearities can play a crucial role
since they allow the exploitation of novel wave phenomena, such as harmonic generation,
soliton propagation, modulation instability, etc.
In this work, we focus on emergent energy transfer mechanisms that may arise during wave
propagation in a locally resonant metamaterial with nonlinear local attachments. In particular,
we propose a mechanical design of a single-material locally resonant (LR) metamaterial
exhibiting half-subharmonic attenuation zone induced by local geometric nonlinearities. The
proposed metamaterial structure offers new opportunities for vibration/acoustic signal
filtering applications.
The unit cell design of the LR metamaterial is consists of an external frame (the main chain of
the metamaterial) and a nonlinear resonator attached to it. The resonator consists of a
rectangular mass connected to the frame through two pre-deflected double-clamped beams.
The pre-deflection of the beams introduces an asymmetry in the geometry and quadratic
nonlinearities in the dynamic response of the resonator [2]. Cubic nonlinearities are also
expected for the particular geometry of the resonator (double-clamped beams) but are
controlled by design in order to be less influential than the quadratic ones.
In the small displacement regime, the LR metamaterial shows the linear band gap around the
natural frequency of the in-plane flexural mode of the resonator, as expected. As soon as the
nonlinear regime is triggered and the quadratic nonlinearities are activated, another
attenuation zone around two times the natural frequency of the resonator emerges. The energy
transfer mechanism induced by geometric nonlinearities is then proved through numerical
simulations performed in COMSOL Multiphysics. A prototype LR metamaterial has been
fabricated and experimental tests are currently ongoing.
References:
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Periodic mechanical metamaterials attain their exotic properties through a carefully architectured geometry of a single unit cell rather than properties of the bulk [1]. Recent advances in
the metamaterial design indicate that non-periodic assemblies employing several distinct cells
can deliver additional types of emergent phenomena, such as surface morphing [2] or actionat-distance [3]. In this contribution, we illustrate how to combine these developments with the
concept of non-periodic tilings [4], taking auxetic metamaterials as a case study.
The talk has two parts. The first part addresses the tiling concept in its most straightforward
setting [5], employing a single tile possibly rotated by 90 degrees so that the underlying design
recieves a binary combinatorial structure. For a medium-sized proof-of-the-concept study, we
find the optimal tile orientations, using the complete enumeration approach, and we validate
the predictions against data from digital image correlation analysis on deformed 3D-printed
hard-polymer assemblies.
In the second part, we show that the elementary scenario naturally extends to the framework of
vertex-based Wang tilings [6], leading to a family of sixteen distinct tiles compatible on congruent edges. Repeating the complete enumeration approach, we demonstrate that a composition
of a porous metamaterial made of soft polymers can be tuned to achieve a target macroscopic
response.
Acknowledgment. This work received funding from the Czech Science Foundation, grant
No. 19-26143X.
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METACONCRETE AND ITS ATTENUATION PROPERTIES:
RANDOM OR LATTICE-LIKE PATTERN OF INCLUSIONS?
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Metaconcrete is an unconvential type of concrete where engineered inclusions, made of heavy
spherical (e. g., steel) cores coated by a compliant (e. g., polymeric) layer, replace part of the
traditional stone and gravel aggregates embedded into a standard Portland cement matrix.
The attenuation performance of metaconcrete specimens characterized by a lattice-like pattern
of bi-material resonant inclusions is verified by NDTs in the sonic range. Seven cubic
specimens have been cast with regularly spaced inclusions, symmetrically arranged in a 3D
setting. Samples differ in terms of inclusion spacing, controlled by varying the number of
inclusions (0, 8, 27, and 64) and the cement cover. Three-month cured specimens have been
tested along their symmetry axes, under a sinusoidal excitation with four linearly variable
frequency sweeping ranges centered at the eigenfrequencies of the inclusions, to assess the
relevance of their number and arrangement on the dynamic behavior of metaconcrete.
With respect to plain concrete, all metaconcrete specimens showed a marked attenuation of
the transmitted signal at a frequency close to the theoretical eigenfrequency of the resonant
inclusion. Experimental results confirmed the behavior of metaconcrete as predicted by
theoretical investigations, and further proved that its attenuation properties rely on the
resonant behavior of the inclusions rather than on their arrangement. Because of its
unconventional dynamic behavior metaconcrete can be considered as a brand new
metamaterial with promising applications in the field of civil engineering.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(a) Axonometric and top view of the two batches of metaconcrete specimens with a latticelike patterns of aggregates; (b) experimental setup; (c) example of specimen time history.
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In living tissues, cells apparently exhibit a natural tendency to establish or maintain by means
of mechano-regulated growth and remodeling some preferred “homeostatic” mechanical state.
This inherent property of various soft biological tissues is called tensional homeostasis.
Models of soft tissue growth and remodeling are facing the challenge to specify the
mechanical and mathematical properties of tensional homeostasis. Unfortunately, these
remain poorly understood so far.
To close this important gap, we developed a combined experimental and computational
framework. It consists on the one hand of an experimental set-up where so-called tissue
equivalents, simple model systems of living tissues consisting of collagen fibers and living
cells, can be subjected to well-controlled biaxial stimuli. On the other hand it consists of a
novel micromechanical computational model, where individual biological cells and matrix
fibers are represented as discrete objects so that different hypotheses for interactions between
them can be developed and tested systematically.
In this talk, first results of our combined experimental-computational framework for studying
tensional homeostasis will be presented. On the experimental side, observations will be
reported about relations between cell density and amplitude of the homeostatic stress and the
response of tissue equivalents to various biaxial stress perturbations. On the simulation side,
computational evidence will be presented on micromechanical mechanisms that are likely to
play key roles in tensional homeostasis. The combined experimental-computational
framework introduced here can form a starting point for a detailed exploration of mechanical
and mathematical principles governing tensional homeostasis.

Figure: interactions between biological cells and surrounding matrix
fibers studied in a computational model where cells and matrix fibers
are represented as discrete objects
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APPLIED TO LABORATORY TESTS ON ROCKS
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A multiscale brittle damage model is used to simulate the behavior of confined rock materials
in laboratory tests.
The material model is characterized by microstructures in the form of recursive equidistant
parallel cohesive/frictional faults, and it is defined by a reduced number (seven) of material
constants.
Simulations show that the model is able to capture several important features observed in
rocks, in particular the reduction of the overall stiffness for increasing deterioration of the
material, fragile to ductile transition, strain localization, shear band formation, and more
general size-effect.
The model is applied to the simulation of the behavior of the rocks at the material point scale
and at the laboratory scale as a boundary value problem. The model shows good predictive
properties for a large number of geo-materials, in particular it is able to establish a
correspondence between the actual microstructure and the macroscopic geometry of shear
bands.
Specifically, simulations at the full scale are able to model strain localization with the
formation of single or multiple shear bands.
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Fracture stability analysis of laminated FRP composite bonded tubular T-joints
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loadings
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Asymmetrical buckling of annular plates and spherical caps
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FRACTURE STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LAMINATED FRP COMPOSITE BONDED
TUBULAR T-JOINTS
R R Das 1
Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology (ISM), Dhanbad
Dhanbad, India
1
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Laminated Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) tubular composite structures have wide
applications in mechanical and civil structures. Ideally a FRP composite pipe system would be
preferred to be designed without joints, since joints could be a source of weakness and/or excess
weight. However, limitations on component size imposed by manufacturing processes and the
requirement of inspection, accessibility, repair and transportation/assembly necessitates some
load carrying joints in most composite piping systems. The present study has been focused upon
adhesively bonded FRP composite tubular T-Joint which finds tremendous applications in high
pressure pipelines and also in huge HEMM structures like Dragline cluster. Primary focus of
the present study is to suggest an optimize set of geometric parameters (brace thickness, main
chord thickness, adhesive fillet radius, and ply configuration) for the bonded tubular T-Joint
ensuring minimum possible stress concentration effects. In the second phase of the analysis,
three dimensional stress analysis of the T-joint has been carried out followed by a detailed
fracture analysis of the joint, suggesting the best possible ply configurations improving the
damage tolerance of the T-joint. Computational Fracture Mechanics based APDL (Ansys
Parametric Design Language) codes have been developed using ANSYS 14.0 for detailed
analysis of the bonded tubular T-joint structure. Tsai-wu coupled stress criteria based failure
index has been used for determination of the optimized set of joint parameters (chord thickness
is 8.0 mm and average fillet radius is 20.0 leading to a minimum failure index value is 0.509).
Three-dimensional stress analysis of the joint revealed that axial stress (σz) at brace-fillet
interface, circumferential stress (σθ) and circumferential-axial stress (τθz) at chord-fillet
interface of the joint have prominent on joint fracture initiation as compared to other stress
components. Chord-fillet interface of the bonded joint has been identified to be the most critical
region for adhesion fracture failure initiation. Different possible ply-orientations (cross ply,
angle ply, unidirectional and quasi-isotropic) have been checked for the brace and chord of the
T-joint in order to find out the suitable stacking sequence ensuring minimum possible
magnitudes of different Strain Energy Release Rate (SERR) modes, as an indication of damage
tolerance. The quasi-isotropic ply configuration has been observed to be ensuring a better
fracture tolerance to the joint as compared to the other possible fibre lay-up sequences.
Modified Crack Closure Integral (MCCI) vis-à-vis Virctual Crack Closure Technique (VCCT)
has been used in the present analysis for estimating the different modes of SERRs quantifying
fracture growth in the bonded composite tubular T-joint.

INSTABILITY ANALYSIS OF CNT-REINFORCED FUNCTIONALLY
GRADED LAMINATED COMPOSITE CYLINDRICAL SHELL PANELS
SUBJECTED TO STATIC AND PERIODIC AXIAL COMPRESSION
Dey Tanish and Chakraborty Sumeet
Indian Institute of Technology (ISM), Dhanbad, India
tanish@iitism.ac.in
The present paper deals with the instability characteristics of CNT-reinforced functionally
graded laminated composite cylindrical shell panels subjected to static and periodic axial
compressive loadings. The CNT reinforced composite (CNTRC) cylindrical shell panel
considered in the present investigation is made up of single walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) and isotropic matrix. The effective material properties of CNTRC are evaluated
by employing the extended rule-of-mixture (ROM) approach. The laminated CNTRC
cylindrical shell panel is modeled using higher order shear deformation theory and von
Kármán type non-linearity. Besides uniform loading, different types of non-uniform load
distributions are considered. The static and dynamic instability problems are solved in two
steps, initially: the internal stress distribution within the shell panel due to applied loadings is
evaluated by membrane analysis. Subsequently, using these stress distributions and via
Hamiltons principle, the equations governing the instability behavior of CNTRC panels are
derived. Galerkin’s method is used to reduce the governing partial differential equations to a
set of non-linear ordinary differential equations in case of dynamic analysis or to a set of nonlinear algebraic equations in the case of static analysis. Besides, parametric study the obtained
numerical results from the present investigation illustrates the effects of CNT volume fraction,
CNT dispersion profile and non-uniform load distributions on the instability characteristics of
CNTRC shell panel under static and dynamic loadings.
Keywords: Carbon Nanotube, CNT-Reinforced, Functionally Graded, Cylindrical Shell Panel,
Instability.

Non-linear Dynamic Response and Dynamic Buckling of Isotropic
Imperfect Thin Plates
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The non-linear dynamic response, shock spectrum and dynamic buckling of simply supported
isotropic imperfect thin plates under various types of in-plane pulse forces are investigated.
The governing equations of imperfect thin plate are developed via Hamilton’s principal based
on Kirchhoff’s plate theory and von Kármán geometric nonlinearity. Using Galerkin’s
method, the governing partial differential equations converted into sets of non-linear algebraic
equations for static stability problems and non-linear ordinary differential equations for
dynamic problem. The critical buckling load of plates is obtained through the associated
eigenvalue problem. The static failure load of plate is evaluated using non-linear static
stability analysis based on the yield stress failure criterion.
The dynamic response and shock spectrum of plate are plotted via Newmark’s method. The
dynamic failure load of plate is evaluated using Newmark’s method based on the yield stress
failure criterion. Dynamic load factor (DLF) is the ratio of the dynamic failure load to the
static failure load. Based on the pulse duration time, the pulse forces are divided into three
categories known as impulsive, dynamic and quasi-static. The present study revealed that the
DLF values are > 1, < 1 and » 1 respectively for the case of impulsive, dynamic and quasistatic loading regimes of pulse force.

DYNAMIC INSTABILITY OF FUNCTIONALLY GRADED
CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELL SUBJECTED TO
THERMO MECHANICAL LOADING
S K Panda 1, Amit Yadav2 and Tanish Dey3
Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology (ISM), Dhanbad
Dhanbad, India
1

2
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3
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Nonlinear dynamic response analysis is carried out for functionally graded circular cylindrical
shell subjected to thermal environment along with mechanical edge loading and harmonic radial
point loading. The temperature dependent material properties of the simply supported shell are
assumed to vary in the radial direction according to power-law distribution. Based on first-order
shear deformation theory and von- Kármán type kinematic nonlinearity, the strain-displacement
relationships are established for the cylindrical shell. The coupled governing equations of
motion for the functionally graded cylindrical shell are then derived using Hamilton’s principle.
Employing Galerkin’s method, the coupled partial differential equations of motions are reduced
to a set of non-linear ordinary differential equations. In order to obtain the free and forced
vibration response of the FG shell, the incremental harmonic balance method in conjunction
with arc-length method is used. The applied non-uniform edge loading is converted to Fourier
series function and the pre-buckling analysis is performed to determine the exact stress
distribution within cylindrical shell. The characteristics of frequency amplitude response is
evaluated to examine the effects of volume fractions of the constituents, static partial edge
loadings, thermal loads, and radial periodic loadings.

STABILITY AND FAILURE ANALYSES OF LAYERED
COMPOSITE CYLINDRICAL SHELL PANEL SUBJECTED TO
LOCALIZED THERMAL LOADINGS
L.S. Ramachandra and Susmita Mondal
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, INDIA
lsr@civil.iitkgp.ac.in; susmitamondal21@gmail.com

The laminated composite cylindrical panel with embedded delaminations is modeled by
layerwise finite element formulation based on B-spline function to study stability and first-ply
failure analyses of panel under localized thermal heating over the panel surface with uniform
temperature rise through its thickness. The structural model for cylindrical panel is based on
Donnell’s shell theory considering layerwise representation of displacements and incorporating
von-Kármán geometric nonlinearity. Linear Lagrange interpolation function is used to model the
out of plane variation of displacements and B-spline functions are used to model the in-plane
variations of displacements. Delamination between layers of composite panels is modeled by
jump discontinuities in displacement fields using Heaviside functions. In the delaminated region,
virtual springs are added to prevent interpenetration of lower and upper sub laminates. The
buckling of composite panel subjected to non-uniform localized thermal loads is solved in two
steps as the pre-buckling stress distribution within the panel is not known a priori. In the first
step, the pre-buckling stress distribution within the panel is evaluated by solving the
thermoelasticity problem. Subsequently, thermal buckling temperature is computed using the
panel pre-buckling stress distribution. Postbuckling response of the cylindrical panel is traced
using Newton-Raphson method in conjunction with Riks approach. The localized thermal load at
which the first-ply failure of the lamina occurs has been detected by Tsai-Wu quadratic
interaction criterion. The influence of rectangular heating area, delamination size and its location
at different layer interfaces and panel boundary condition on the critical buckling temperature and
first-ply failure load of cross-ply laminated composite panel are explored. The present model can
capture global, local and combined global-local buckling mode shapes.

ASYMMETRICAL BUCKLING OF ANNULAR PLATES AND
SPHERICAL CAPS
Voronkova E. B., Bauer S. M.
St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg, Russia
e.voronkova@spbu.ru
The possibility of unsymmetrical buckling of externally or internally pressurised spherical, torispherical, ellipsoidal shells has been discussed by many authors [1]. Asymmentrical buckling
can be observed in metal or polymer sheets as well as in biological tissues (human skin, blood
vessels).
Here, we investigate unsymmetrical buckling of inhomogeneous circular/annular plates and
spherical shallow shells subjected to internal pressure. Such a plate or a cap can be used as the
simplest model of the Lamina Cribrosa (LC) in the human eye [2].
We consider a thin shallow spherical elastic shell of uniform thickness with a small circular
opening at the top. The ratio of the shell thickness to its radius of curvature is much less
than unity, and the apex rise is much less than the curvature radius. The shell is subjected to
uniformly distributed inner pressure. We assume that the outer edge of the shell is clamped but
can move freely in the radial direction without rotation. The inner edge of the shell is assumed
to be supported by a roller which can slide along a vertical wall.
Meridional material inhomogeneity is assumed for the shell, i.e. Young’s modulus is spatially
dependent. The well-known Donnell-Mushtari-Vlasov equations are derived for a spherical cap
with meridional inhomogeneity under inner pressure. The unsymmetric part of the solution is
sought in terms of multiples of the angular harmonics.
Prebuckling stress-state in a narrow zone near the shells edge makes a major contribution to the
unsymmetrical buckling mode and the value of the critical load. It is shown that if the elasticity
modulus decreases away from the center of a plate, the critical pressure for unsymmetric buckling is sufficiently lower than for a plate with constant mechanical properties. Number of waves
in the circumferential direction increases with the degree of nonuniformity. The buckling load
and corresponding mode number increase as the shallowness paramenter grows. For a truncated
shallow shell the wrinkling pressure increases as the radius of the opening increases, while the
buckling mode decreases.
References
[1] Coman, C.D., Bassom, A.P., “Asymptotic limits and wrinkling patterns in a pressurised shallow
spherical cap”, International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics, 81, 8–18 (2016).
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A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION FOR WASTE TYRE
RECYCLING IN INDIA GENERATED FROM TWO
WHEELER VEHICLES AT THE END OF LIFE
Shashikant. M. Auti, Walmik S. Rathod
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The automobile industry works as a pillar for developing countries like India. The
Automobile sector contributes to about 49% of India’s Manufacturing Gross Domestic
Product (MGDP) producing around 29 million vehicles during the 2017 financial year with a
year over year growth for vehicle production was 14.78 %. Even with such a high growth rate
and large-scale production, there are no set guidelines to efficiently manage End of Life
Vehicles (ELV) parts. Currently, a Technical Standing Committee established by the Central
Pollution Control Board (CPCB) is looking for methods to implement the proper disposal of
vehicles. Our research has been focused on simple, cheap and environment-friendly methods
for tyre recycling. We used tyre pyrolysis for recycling in which the tyre is heated to 500°C to
600°C in the absence of oxygen which leads to thermal cracking of waste tyres. This process
releases liquids, gases, carbon black and steel wires. Parameters studied were process
temperature, tyre composition; tyre feed particle size and total energy consumption. Results of
the research show that light fraction of the tyre pyrolysis liquid generated during the process
have the properties similar to diesel. The properties compared are Flashpoint, Fire point,
Cloud point, and Pour Point, Viscosity at 40°C, Calorific Value, Carbon Content, Sulphur
Content, and Density. Thus, we propose this tyre derived fuel which can be used as secondary
fuel or as a blend with high-grade fuel like diesel. A large-scale replication of this method in
controlled environments can minimize waste and alleviate the ELV problem.

Vibration Analysis Based Spalling Defect Severity Assessment of
Spur Gearbox Using a Dynamic Model
Vishwadeep C. Handikherkar, Vikas M. Phalle
Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute (VJTI), Matunga, Mumbai-400 019
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Gears are toothed mechanical elements used in the industries for changing speed,
increasing/decreasing torque and transmitting power between two shafts. Due to variable
loads harsh operating conditions faults develop in the gears such as pitting, spalling, crack and
broken tooth. Spalling is the most common fault observed on the gear tooth, these are the
deeper cavities developed from subsurface defects. Over a period of time these faults grow
and the health of the system is continues to degrade causing system breakdown and economic
loss. Therefore early detection of fault is of utmost importance. The various methods for fault
diagnosis are oil debris analysis, acoustic analysis, vibration signal analysis etc. out of this
vibration analysis is a most widely used fault diagnosis technique for the fault detection in
gearbox. Vibration in gears is caused due to external excitations such as fluctuation of applied
load, input speed and internal excitations such as time varying mesh stiffness, transmission
error etc. When fault develops on the gears its gear mesh stiffness reduces and resulting into
the change in the vibration response of the gearbox. In this study the time varying mesh
stiffness for healthy (gear tooth without fault) and tooth having spall of varying severity is
evaluated using the potential energy method. Further, a dynamic model of one stage spur
gearbox is presented to obtain the vibration response of the healthy and faulty gearbox. Study
of influence of fault and fault severity was carried out by using Time domain, frequency
domain and time frequency domain features.

Performance Analysis of Conical Hydrodynamic Bearing Under
Different Eccentricity Ratio
Dinesh H. Kamble, Vikas M. Phalle, S. S. Mantha
Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute (VJTI), Matunga, Mumbai-400 019
kambledinesh@gmail.com, vmphalle@me.vjti.ac.in
Bearing are widely used in all rotating machinery to support loads and allow permissible
relative motion. Bearing reduces the friction between fixed and relatively moving machine
parts. A bearing is often an inexpensive part of a machine, but its failure results in a
considerable amount of consequential damage to the other components. Bearing performance
affected by number of parameters such as speed, load, type of lubricating fluid, direction of
load, clearance ratio, eccentricity, etc. The lubrication in fluid film journal bearing is used to
separate two relatively sliding surfaces with a thin film. The fluid wedge between shaft and
bearing causes pressure built to support the load. Conical bearing replaces two bearings with
one as it supports load in both axial and radial direction. In the present work, performance
analysis of conical hydrodynamic bearing under different eccentricity ratio has been carried
out. Conical bearing is simulated using Computational Fluid Dynamics. The value of
eccentricity ratio depends on the clearance and eccentricity of the bearing. The maximum
pressure of conical hydrodynamic journal bearing is improved with increase in the value of a
eccentricity ratio.

Mathematical Modeling of Self Compensating Hydrostatic
Bearing Using Finite Element Analysis
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Self-compensating hydrostatic bearings provide higher stiffness and straightening characteristics than ordinary journal bearings. In high end as well as precision applications, such characteristics are desirable. The design we discuss [1] is such a self-compensating hydrostatic
bearing used in actuators. Self-compensation principle is used by connecting opposite pockets
of hydrostatic journals in a specific way to achieve greater stiffness.
Extending work in [1] to model the flow of lubricant in one dimension, in this paper we use
finite element method to numerically solve a 2-D Reynolds Equation that models the lubricant
flow in bearing under study. Use of Finite Element Method over Finite Difference Method is
also defended in this study based on the non-linear nature of governing equation and ease of
computation.
We have modified the generalized 2-D Reynolds Equation to represent the flow in bearings for
actuators. Then we have used Galerkin Approach to formalize the FEA for Reynolds Equation.
Appropriate boundary conditions are set for the problem according to necessary assumptions
and design. The pressure over bearing surface is set as independent variable and the solution
thus obtained is the pressure distribution over bearing surface. This is further used to calculate the load carrying capacity of bearing. The results obtained from numerical simulation are
helpful for designing the geometry of bearing for desired stiffness and weight carrying capacity.
The future scope for refining the assumptions and eventually the numerical simulation is also
discussed in this paper.
References
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Prediction of Bearing’s Remaining Useful Life (RUL) by using
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)
Sangram S. Patil, Vishwadeep H., Vikas M. Phalle, Sunil G. Bhirud.
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Rolling Element Bearing is a key component in utmost all industrial machineries. Their
failure leads to impulsive breakdown of machinery and economical loss. Earlier knowledge of
failures helps in schedule proper maintenance program to avoid such losses. In this paper, the
methodology exhibits the procedure of bagging ensemble like XGBoost for estimate RUL of
bearing with temporal statistical features which are dig out from given vibration signals.
Decision Tree based feature ranking method is utilized to find the contribution of each feature
towards regression model. Parameters of a hyperprior are tuned for XGBoost by using
exhaustive search. In investigational study, the offered method is executed by using FEMTO
bearing data-set provided by IEEE PHM Data Challenge 2012. To find out target function
Weibull Hazard Rate Function is used with learning data set of the bearings. XGBoost models
is trained using extracted time domain features and target values of learning data set which
contains vibration signals of six run-to-failure bearings with three different combinations of
speed and load. Vibration data set of eleven partially degraded bearings from same three
groups are fed as testing data set to trained models to estimate their RULs. Given scoring
function is used to calculate score of regression models using error amongst given real RULs
and predicted values of test set bearings. Testing scores of XGBoost model are compared with
literature of data-driven approaches used for same data and it outperforms the other regression
models applied on same data-set, XGBoost technique provides potential application for
predicting RUL of bearing.

Fault Detection of Rolling Element Bearing with Stationary
Wavelet Transform and Random Forest
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Today’s modern industry demands sustainability of rotating machinery to achieve precise
functioning and prevent catastrophic accident. Rolling Element Bearings (REB) are one of the
most important components and its faults are plays key role in catastrophic failure of rotating
machines. Thus, detection and diagnosis of faults in REB is very crucial for the reliable. In
this paper, fault detection of REB having defects on bearing components with the help of
Wavelet Transform and Random Forest (RF) is demonstrated. An Experimental Set-up of
rotor supported on REB is used in this study. The temporal vibration signals are collected and
Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) is applied for decomposition with Daubechies wavelets
family as a ‘mother wavelet’. Further, features are extract from coefficients of Daubechies
wavelets (i.e. db1 to db45) of raw vibration signals. Lastly, the REB faults are classified using
extracted features as input to Random Forest (RF) technique. The results show that the RF
identified the fault categories of REB more accurately for Db4 and it has a better detection
performance outperform with other Daubechies wavelets with RF classifier.

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR VARIOUS
COMPENSATING ELEMENTS OF HOLE ENTRY WORN
HYBRID CONICAL JOURNAL BEARING WITH VARIATION
OF SPEED
Pawar S.R., Phalle V.M. and Khaske P.G.
Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute, Mumbai, (India)
pawarsanjayrangrao@gmail.com, vmphalle@gmail.com, prashantkhakse@gmail.com
Abstract
The choice of proper restrictor plays very important role in deciding the performance
characteristics of hybrid conical journal bearings. During the operation, they are subjected to
variation from low to high speed to meet the need of today’s industrial demand. The objective
of this paper is to study the comparative performance analysis of capillary, CFV and orifice
compensated, hole entry, worn hybrid conical journal bearing under varying speed by
analytical method. The finite element analysis technique is used to solve the modified
Reynolds equation. The numerically simulated results show the appreciable change in the
performance characteristics due to change in the compensating device with variation in speed
with worn/unworn condition of bearing.
Keywords: Hybrid, Conical, Compensating device, Wear, Speed Parameter,

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF HOLE ENTRY
WORN HYBRID CONICAL JOURNAL BEARING UNDER
VARIATION OF SPEED.
Phalle V.M., Pawar S, R.
Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute, Mumbai, (India)
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Abstract
The Hybrid conical journal bearings have characteristics to make them useful in several
industrial applications. During the operation, they are subjected to variation from low to high
speed to meet the need of today’s industrial demand. This paper aims to study the dynamic
performance analysis of orifice compensated, hole entry, worn hybrid conical journal bearing
under varying speed by analytical method. The Most generally used finite element method is
used to solve the modified Reynolds equation. This modified equation governs the lubricant
flow of iso viscous incompressible lubricant in the clearance space of conical journal and
bearing. Analytical results show the appreciable change in the dynamic performance
characteristics with variation in speed as compared to unworn bearing of same configuration.
So accurate predication of dynamic performance parameters like stiffness, damping
coefficients and threshold stability speed is required with change in the speed and wear in the
design stage itself.
Keywords: Hybrid, Conical, Worn. Orifice Restrictor, Speed Parameter,
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Computer modeling of self-ignition delays of methane-air mixtures with the addition of light alkanes or
hydrogen
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COMPUTER MODELING OF SELF-IGNITION DELAYS OF
METHANE-AIR MIXTURES WITH THE ADDITION OF
LIGHT ALKANES OR HYDROGEN
Arutyunov A. V.
Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences
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The presence in associated petroleum gas (APG) of a significant amount of heavier methane
homologues with low resistance to detonation makes it inapplicable for powering gas piston
engines (GPE). To create effective technologies to reduce the concentration of heavy methane
homologues in APG, it is necessary to have data on the dependence of the detonation
characteristics of complex hydrocarbon mixtures on their composition. One of the most
important and informative characteristics of their knock resistance is their self-ignition delay.
The work presents the calculated self-ignition delay of stoichiometric binary and triple
mixtures of methane with alkanes C2-C5 or hydrogen in air and obtained analytical formulas
for their calculation:

t = A exp(B / T0 ) gX u – self-ignition delay for binary mixtures of methane with alkanes.

t = A exp(B / T0 )g ( X F 2 + X F 3 )u – self-ignition delay for triple mixtures of methane with

alkanes C2-C5.

Self-ignition delays for combustion in air of stoichiometric methane-hydrogen mixtures were
determined experimentally and by computer simulation. Given the great practical interest in
the combustion of such mixtures, we conducted a simulation of their self-ignition in GPA.
The analysis showed that the difference in the temperature dependence of the self-ignition
delays of methane, hydrogen and their mixtures can be explained by fundamental differences
in the mechanisms of their oxidation.
Calculated temperature dependence of
self-ignition delay of stoichiometric
mixtures
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CONSTRACTION OF ASYMPTOTICS OF SOLUTIONS OF
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH THE
HOLOMORPHIC COEFFICIENTS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
OF IRREGULAR SINGULAR POINT. THE POINCARE
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The problem of representation of asymptotics of solutions of equations with the holomorphic
coefficients in a neighborhood of an irregular singular point was formulated by H. Poincare
first time ever. His works consider “not Fuchsian” type of equations and, for the first time it
was shown there that the solutions of the equations with the holomorphic coefficients in a
neighborhood of an irregular singular point in certain cases can be represented as an
asymptotical series. The Poincare problem consists in finding a type of asymptotic
decomposition for any ordinary differential equations with the holomorphic coefficients.
In our work we consider ordinary differential equations
n
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Here bi (r ) are holomorphic functions. Let 0 to be regular or irregular singular point of
equation (1). Equation (1) can be transformed to the following equitation:
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Here k is ambiguous. Consider the minimum natural value of k. If k=1 equation is the
equation of Fuchsian type, if k>1, then equation is not Fuchsian type of equations. The
example of not Fuchsian type asymptotic is:
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– asymptotical series, p j , j = 1,..., n – roots of H (0, p ) , a j k - i ,s j – some

numbers. It can be shown that an asymptotics of solutions at infinity, in case bn (r ) = 1 can be
represented as a sum of asymptotics type (2) and conormal asymptotics. The same result was
proved for the equations of the second order as well. Therefore, it can be assumed that the
same result is right in general case.
HYPOTHESIS. The asymptotics of the solutions of equations (1) is representable in the form
of the sum of not Fuchsian asymptotics (2) and conormal asymptotics.
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We study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of elliptic boundary value problems at infinity
under the assumption that generalized solutions of these problems have the finite weighted
Dirichlet (energy) integral.
Moreover, we study the properties of generalized solutions of boundary value problems for
the elasticity system, Stokes system, biharmonic (polyharmonic) equation and for the second
order elliptic equation, periodic by part of independent variables, in unbounded domains with
a compact and non-compact boundaries (in particular, the exterior of a compact set, half-space,
the domain with conical points) under the assumption that the Dirichlet (energy) integral with
weight |x|a is finite for such solutions.
Using the variational principle and depending on the value of the parameter a, we obtained
uniqueness (or non-uniqueness) theorems for these solutions or present exact formulas for the
dimension of the space of solutions.

On variational principles of micropolar theory of thin bodies with
the application of orthogonal polynomials
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We derive the necessary integral relations for the formulation of the variational principles. Thus,
we formulate and prove the variational principles of Lagrange and Castigliano, as well as the
generalized variational principles of Reissner type for the three-dimensional micropolar theory.
By these three-dimensional principles, we obtain the corresponding variational principles for the
theory of thin bodies, from which we get the corresponding variational principles in moments
for the theory of thin bodies with respect to systems of orthogonal polynomials. In this case,
for the micropolar theory of multilayer thin bodies, both with full contact and in the presence
of weak adhesion zones, only generalized variational principles of Reissner type are obtained,
since the principles of Lagrange and Castigliano are easily derived from them. We prove the
theorems on the minimum of the stationary point of the Lagrangian and on the maximum of the
stationary point of Castiglianian, and also the theorem on uniqueness of a generalized solution
of boundary value problems. In addition, we consider the variation principles for the secondgradient theory of thin bodies.
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In this paper, we formulate variational principles for the theory of multilayer thin bodies, from
which we derive the corresponding variational principles for the five-layer theory of thin bodies
in moments with respect to systems of orthogonal polynomials under the various interlayer
contact conditions. As particular cases, we consider classical and micropolar prismatic and
cylindrical thin bodies. The Lagrange principle is considered in more detail, and based on it we
build a finite element.
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Foucault pendulum dynamics is usually presented in a geocentric environment, so that the
system shows sidereal-day periodicity, or more precisely two degenerate subperiods per
sidereal day for precession and ellipticity of the bob orbit. However, practically every serious
experimenter has reported all sorts of perturbations affecting the pendulum’s behavior. As soon
as 1851, G.B. Airy described a precession of the bob orbit caused by the nonlinear gravitational
recall torque at large amplitude. In 1879, H. Kamerlingh Onnes, using perturbation methods of
celestial mechanics in the Hamiltonian for a 2-dimensional linear oscillator approximation of
the Foucault pendulum, demonstrated the onset of elliptical bob orbits due to anisotropy of the
pendulum crossed-knives suspension. From 1954 to 1960, thanks to a series of 7 one-monthlong experiments with 3 launches per hour (2160 runs in 30 days), the French physicist Maurice
Allais established significant correlations between the phases of the Moon and systematic
azimuth fluctuations of the anisotropy axes of his paraconical pendulum (periodic Allais effect).
So far, no conventional theory has provided a satisfactory explanation for that effect.
In 1984, Michael M. Berry has shown via parallel transport of vectors along a curved
hypersurface that the state of a relativistic particle with spin is described not only by the
dynamic phase of the cyclic motion, but also by a geometric phase that is totally independent
of the spin degree of freedom, depending only on the curved path described by the particle
along a geodesic. One year later, John Hannay extended that theory to the case of periodic
classical systems described by action-angle variables, such as the geocentric Foucault
pendulum. Up to now, pendulum bob motion projected on a plane parallel to the earth surface
has been considered, where a virtual two-form, consisting of two non-degenerate orthogonal
circular oscillation states, is shown to generate cumulative Berry phases in the form of
precession of the oscillation azimuth of the resultant rectilinear oscillation. In this paper, a new
kind of physical two-form made of two contra-rotating gyroscopes is shown to generate a new
set of differential Berry phases. Since the spinning horizontal axis is forced to remain horizontal
by earth gravity, the vertical oscillation plane undergoes alternating precession during each
half-cycle. Instead of evaluating the effect of the two-form after each complete oscillation cycle,
the new two-form is assessed after each half cycle and the difference between the half-cycle
effects is cumulated. Contrary to the conventional Foucault effect that has a null value at the
equator, this two-form has a null effect at the pole and its maximum value at the equator. Its
geometric phase is related to the tilt rate of the pendulum vertical, taken as the normal to an
equipotential hypersurface in free space. Therefore, the Foucault pendulum is no longer
considered in its geocentric environment, but in the barycentric environment of different
celestial bodies. Sensitivity to syzygies between pendulum and those celestial bodies is
discussed.
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Dynamic Mechanical Analyzers (DMA) are experimental systems extensively used for the
study of the mechanical properties of a wide range of materials. In a typical DMA instrument a
beam like specimen is mounted on a clamping structure usually in flexural or tension
configuration. The specimen applied force and displacement measurements are evaluated with
a measuring system whose structure is mechanically coupled with the specimen and the
clamping system, in controlled environmental conditions. In many cases the mechanical
impedance of the measured specimen and that of the instrument, i.e. of the clamping and
measuring system substructures, is comparable and can negatively affect the measurement
accuracy. A technique to filter the contribution of the specimen response from the total
measured response in the excitation frequency range is needed.
In this work, test specimens in the form of slender beams in a flexural experimental excitation
configuration are considered. It must be noted that these boundary conditions significantly
differ from the ideal expected theoretical ones, i.e. clamped-sliding of the beam ends with
respect to ground, and that the measuring system adopted in a commercial precision machine
can be affected by errors derived from the specific measurement technology employed. It is
advisable to adopt a technique that only makes use of the measurement, made with the
aforementioned experimental apparatus, on the specimen under test and on a calibration
specimen whose characteristics are considered as known, avoiding the use of other, more
accurate, measurement systems. As is shown by some practical examples presented in this
work, the standard calibration and measurement correction techniques usually adopted by most
commercially available systems can be generally uneffective, and result estimates may lack
accuracy. Since it is difficult to accurately model the couplings between the different
subsystems that form the experimental apparatus and the measuring system contribution, a
numerical algebraic technique being able to obtain the frequency response function of specimen
under test from the instrument force and response output data is investigated.
The complete system under study, made by the specimen, the clamp and the measuring
apparatus, is modeled by subsystems, and a frequency domain substructuring algebraic
technique is proposed. The slender beam specimen continuous dynamical subsystem is modeled
by means of its discrete modal components, and the other subsystems are modeled as a unknown
n-dofs discrete system, coupled to the slender beam ends by means of unknown, elastic
components. The equations of motion of the coupled system are manipulated in order to show
that the specimen response can be identified by making some measurements on different
specimens in the frequency domain.
Some results, related to the dynamical behaviour of some homogeneous viscoplastic and
composite materials, are presented and the proposed technique is critically discussed.
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Historical masonry constructions represent the majority of the world Architectural Heritage,
but often are jeopardized by their pronounced seismic vulnerability, entailing the risk of
losing important parts of our cultural heritage. This justifies increasing research efforts in
studying suitable strengthening techniques, like those based on the employ of composite
materials. Among them, in recent years fiber reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM)
composites have gained interest over the classical fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites.
Indeed, FRCM composites are more compatible with the masonry of historical constructions.
When reinforcements with FRCM composites are implemented, it is important to assess if
there are defects in the adhesion between FRCM and masonry; the same need arises when a
reinforced masonry construction undergoes a seismic event, and then it shall be verified if
delaminations between FRCM and masonry occurred. To this aim, suitable experimental
techniques have to be employed.
In this paper, the capability of non-linear ultrasonic techniques for detecting defects in the
adhesion between FRCM composite layers and masonry substrates it is investigated. In nonlinear ultrasonic techniques the defects act like an active non-linear radiation source of new
frequency components rather than a passive scatter as in the case of classical linear ultrasonic
techniques. In particular, the effectiveness of both ultrasonic guided waves and side band peak
count (SPC) techniques is studied for the analysis of the onset of the delamination or the lack
of adhesion in gradually loaded FRCM reinforced masonry panels.
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Depending on the simplification degree, different types of solid finite elements are used to
create a composite spatial numerical model. The use of a special composite element allows
introduction of a failure criterion, which enables determination of the load causing the
initiation and composite delamination propagation. The disadvantage of this type of element
is the four integration points located in the element central plane, which results in averaging
the values of deformations and stresses on the contact surfaces with the adjacent layers.
The use of hex8 solid elements, with eight integral points, for creating a model and mapping
the contact problem with friction between the composite layers allows for a more precise
determination of the load for which delamination is initiated. It also enables accurate mapping
of, e.g., the double cantilever beam (DCB) test.
Currently, node-to-segment and segment-to-segment contact algorithms are the most popular
methods that are implemented in FEM-based engineering software. The article presents the
differences in formulation of these algorithms and a comparative assessment of the numerical
analysis results for compressed composite specimen. The results are presented in the form of
three-dimensional graphs obtained in the Matlab environment for selected external load
values.
Nonlinear analyses using the Update Lagrange approach are used to determine the relative
interlayer displacement. Percent strain and strain errors are calculated to compare the results
of both numerical analysis and experimental tests.
Validation charts show a significant influence of the contact problem solving method on the
obtained results, especially in the initial phase of calculations. The highest error was noted for
the values recorded for the lowest external force. In the case of strain, its value reached 6.9%,
whereas for stress the highest error value was 3.42%. In addition, it was observed that for
models using the segment-to-segment method, the error is lower by 0.006% in the case of
deformations and by 0.007% in the case of stress.
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In the last decades, many engineering components are made of high performance laminated
composites and adhesive interfaces, whose damage is mainly related to the non-linear and
irreversible process known as debonding. This phenomenon includes both the formation and
propagation of cracks, up to the complete detachment of the adherends. This falls within a
fracture mechanics context, such that an innovative cohesive formulation, named as Enhanced
Beam Theory (EBT), is proposed to tackle complex interfacial problems. Based on this
formulation, generally-curved specimens are here considered as an assemblage of two
composite sublaminates, partly bonded together by an elastic interface. This last one is
represented by a continuous distribution of elastic springs acting along the radial and/or
circumferential direction, depending on the interfacial mixed-mode condition. This
generalizes the idea suggested recently in [1] for a single mode-I delamination, and extended
in [2,3] to include different mixed loading, geometrical and mechanical conditions. The
problem is handled herein through the Generalized Differential Quadrature (GDQ) numerical
approach, to determine the debonding onset and propagation along weak interfaces of
arbitrary shape, made of composite materials. The efficiency and accuracy of the proposed
formulation is verified against analytical predictions and theoretical formulations coming
from the literature [4,5]. A large comparative analysis is also performed to investigate the
effect of the geometry and radius of curvature on the mixed-mode response of the specimens,
both in a static and energy sense, for which closed-form solutions would be cumbersome or
impossible to be checked.
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Hyperelastic fiber–reinforced composites (HFRC) are conventionally modelled based on the
contributions of their constituent materials. Recently a unified invariant–base constitutive
model, so called the MFI model, on the basis of an angular–base deformation invariant was
proposed to take into account the mechanical interaction contributions between constituent
materials of HFRCs with two in–plane disposed families of fibers. This model introduced a
framework for characterization of the pure interaction properties independent of the fiber
contribution. The performance of the MFI model was assessed by comparison to the
experimental results of symmetric deformations and the material properties were calibrated
based upon it. In the present study, using these material properties the performance of the
model is further evaluated by comparison to experimental results of an asymmetric
deformation on silicone/glass fiber composite through the developed finite element tools. The
results show that the MFI constitutive model is capable to sufficiently predict the mechanical
behavior of materials with various anisotropy. The importance of the mechanical interaction
contribution is highlighted showing the effects when neglected by means of three
representative examples: uniaxial extension of a single layer plate, inflation–extension of a
thin cylindrical tube, and load–coupling effects in multilayer composite plates with different
material anisotropy. The results underline the very important modifying aspects of the
inclusion of the interaction potential in constitutive behavior modeling of hyperelastic fiber–
reinforced composite structures.
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The non-linear deformation mechanisms, kink band formation and kink band broadening, is
analyzed for layered materials including fiber composites. Kink band formation is observed in
a large variety of layered materials where the layers exhibit large relative differences in stiffness
either in the elastic or the plastic regime. The deformation mechanisms are investigated using
analytical and numerical finite-element based models allowing for large deformations including
finite strains. The models are based on recently developed constitutive models which allow for
arbitrary non-linear behavior of the constituents and these may be imperfectly bonded along
their interfaces. The kink band broadening stage is formulated using a Maxwell line condition
to determine a steady-state where the external stresses do equal amounts of work on
deformations outside the band as internal stresses on deformations inside the band. Theoretical
results are related to experimental observations for different material systems including carbon
fiber reinforced PEEK, ultra-high molecular-weight polyethylene composites (UHMWPE) and
Cu/Nb laminated metal foils.

Figure 1. Illustration of three dimensional kink band geometry in a layered material
or a fiber composite under layer wise compression.
The initial kink band formation stress is sensitive to imperfections e.g. in the form of
misalignments of layers or fibers. On the other hand, the kink band broadening stress is
insensitive to imperfections and is mostly dominated by mechanical properties of the softest
layers.
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Small-scale structures such as microplates, microshells and microbeams are often used in
micro- and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS). According to the
experimental evidence, the description of such structures within the classical theory of
elasticity is insufficient. On the other hand, the modelling based on the 1st principles and/or
molecular dynamic calculations are not only extremely expensive, but also inefficient from
the point of view of searching the response of the global structural element instead of
analyzing their micro-constituents like atoms and/or elementary particles. Several nonclassical continuum theories, such as higher-order theories (micromorphic, microstretch and
micropolar theory) and/or higher-grade theories (multipolar, strain gradient, second strain
gradient and couple stress theory) have been developed and applied to many problems
including the behavior of micro- and nano-structural elements.
In this paper, we shall study the response of functionally graded plates within the couple
stress theory of elasticity (CSE) with the deformation measures being defined as the classical
strain tensor and the symmetric curvature tensor. The characteristic length of microstructure
of the material is incorporated into the considered phenomenological description by one
(micro-structural) length-scale parameter. This gives the possibility to correlate the
characteristic length of the structural element with characteristic length of microstructure.
Furthermore, although the medium is assumed to be micro-composite composed of two
micro-constituents, this medium is still considered as nonhomogeneous continuum with
continuously varying the material coefficients. The functional variation of material
coefficients in such functionally graded material (FGM) is prescribed by the mixture rule with
including the material coefficients of two micro-constituents according to volume contents of
these constituents. Within the CSE, the unified formulation for bending of FGM plates are
developed with incorporating the assumptions of three plate bending theories such the
Kirchhoff-Love theory for bending of thin plates (KLT) and the shear deformation plate
theories of the 1st and 3rd order (FSDPT, TSDPT) which are valid for thick plates too. Both
the governing equations and boundary conditions of the developed 2D formulation are
derived from the 3D formulation with using the variation principle. It is interesting to note
that the governing equations are given by the partial differential equations (PDE) of the 4th
order, despite the fact that the constitutive relationships and the deformation energy involve
the curvature tensor expressed in terms of the 2nd order derivatives of displacements. For
numerical solution of derived boundary value problems, we developed the new mesh-free
computational method which is based on moving finite element (MFE) approximation. The
influence the length-scale parameter to plate thickness ratio as well as of functional gradation
parameters on the plate response to external stationary loading is studied in numerical
simulations.
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A numerical study based on Higher-order Shear Deformation Theories (HSDTs) is here
implemented to study the vibration response of laminated and/or latticed shell structures made
of composite materials. This is in line with the increased demand for complex shell
geometries and generation principles in many engineering applications. Laminates,
Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs), Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) reinforced media,
Variable Angle Tow (VAT) composites, are only few examples of advanced materials that
could require proper structural models for an accurate analysis. At the same time, anisogrid
latticed shells made of advanced materials, are extensively adopted in designs of aerospace
structures due to their high mass efficiency [1,2], see e.g. their applications as mechanical
interface between spacecraft and launcher, interstage sections of the launcher, and loadcarrying bodies of spacecraft structures, among others.
Current approaches to the vibration analysis of these complex materials and structures are
based either on the finite-element modeling or on the application of continuous models.
Here, we propose the Differential Quadrature (DQ) and Integral Quadrature (IQ) methods as
innovative and efficient numerical tools to obtain and solve the strong and weak formulations
of the fundamental systems in hand [3,4]. This methodology allows us to obtain accurate and
reliable results, as assessed comparatively against the available literature. A large parametric
investigation is performed for different combinations of the geometric and stiffness
parameters.
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Abstract
In this study, we will use a phase field model to perform a virtual test of crystallization phenomena for semi-crystalline polymer. This model based on the Kobayashi [1] crystal growth model
and solved by an equation system containing the heat equation and the Allen-Cahn [2] equation
of crystal growth.
The crystal growth equation is given by the Gibbs-Thomson equation of solid-liquid interface
after some simplification [3]. As a result, some variables are generated (mobility, interface
energy and energy barrier), these parameters are difficult to find. For this reason, they must be
validated by observing the growth of the crystals.
The heat equation must present a source term defining the thermal-crystal coupling, this term
will allow the evolution of the crystallization temperature in the structure.
The free energy, used in the Allen-Cahn equation, is divided into two parts, one describing the
volume energy and the other describing the interface energy. The volume part is considered as
a double-well potential for Gibbs free energy containing two equilibrium points in the liquid
state and in the crystalline state. In addition, there is a coupling term with the thermal equation
that blocks the crystals evolution if the temperature of crystal is reached.
In reality, the polymer takes a few minutes to crystallize [4] and that generates a very low
average growth rate, as an example for isotactic polypropylene (iPP) 0.71µm/s at Tc = 124C o .

Figure 1: (a) Qualitative representation of crystalline growth with multi-nucleation for syndiotactic polypropylene (SPP)(600 × 400µm), (b) zoom on a crystal (25 × 25µm).
In addition, the small size of the domain generates a huge inflation in the among of the laplacian,
which leads to a small step in time. In small time steps, the evolution of the crystals is very weak,
this neglects the source term in the heat equation at the macro-scale and the thermal-crystal
coupling will be lost. To avoid this problem, we can amplify the evolution of the crystalline
growth but that gives non physical results. Consequently, the evolution of the phase field at the
macroscopic scale is qualitative (Figure 1). To have quantitative results remains a big challenge
at macro-scale.
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Figure 1. a,b,c,d from left to right. a) scheme of PA66 inclusions in semi-aromatic polyamide,
b) aliphatic content in crystalline phase versus overall aliphatic content: data points obtained
from deviation of Tg to BSC), c) Projections along [010] of relaxed structure of a bulk PA6T
! phase crystal containing a single PA66 defect unit (in yellow) in place of the central
aromatic unit, d) Energy at break versus Young modulus for copolyamides.
The present strategy to generate disorder in the crystalline phase and compositional gradients
at the amorphous-crystalline interfaces allow to maintain the initial macroscopic crystallinity
and promote strain-induced crystallinity. The yield stress and stiffness of the resulting
copolyamides therefore remain comparable to those of the base semiaromatic polyamide, but
their strain-to-fail and tensile toughness increase more than five-fold (Figure 1d). Tailoring
the concentration and distribution of molecular scale defects is hence a straightforward and
powerful strategy for optimizing performance in semicrystalline polyamides.
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High-amplitude corrugated laminates reach levels of anisotropy much higher than those of any
flat plate made from composite materials. As candidates for flexible skins in morphing-wing
design, they excel with high membrane and bending stiffness along the span and high stretchability along the chord directions, respectively. We focus on circular-sections corrugation shapes
where high amplitude implies geometric undercuts and poses manufacturing difficulty.
The first part addresses the mechanical performance potential in terms of structural stiffness
contributions and morphing capacity, continues with the corrugation geometry description,
presents equations for predicting morphing limits, and uses classical theory of laminated plates
under the constraint of cylindrical bending for predicting curvature of unsymmetric laminates
due to cool-down after curing at elevated temperatures. A manufactured demonstrator is shown.
The large-deformation morphing model explained in the second part of the presentation considers the fact that the chosen manufacturing method addressed in the first part requires laminates
to be non-symmetric. Periodicity defines the geometric unit cell and symmetries of geometry
and internal loads within it enable a smaller mechanical unit cell.
The nonlinear deformations are found by integration of curvature and strain that depend on
internal loads, and these in turn on equilibrium with external morphing force. For the problem
of removing discrepancy between internal forces relating to material strains and those holding
equilibrium to external force, the Newton minimization method is employed because first and
second derivatives of the chosen objective function are described analytically.
The verified model is used to simulate morphing deformation and to study influence of laminate
thickness and corrugation amplitude on line-force-stretch diagrams.
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A multiscale strategy is proposed to study the role of interfacial decohesion on the piezoresistive properties of graphene/polymer nanocomposite [1]. A cohesive zone model is identified by
atomistic simulations. This cohesive zone model enriches imperfect interfaces, which model
graphene sheets, at mesoscale in our continuum mechanical model. This nonlinear mechanical
model is used to generate deformed representative volume element to study influence of strain
and interfacial decohesion on the conductivity of graphene/polymer nanocomposites. The effective conductivity is studied with an electric continuum model at mesoscale that incorporates
the tunneling effect [2, 3, 4]. A conductor-insulator transition is observed for elongations above
2% for graphene volume fraction just above the percolation threshold. The transition appears
for an elongation of 8% instead of 2%, when the interfacial decohesion is removed.
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Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is widely used in industry and specifically for carbonated soft
drink bottles. Kinetic of crystallization also has already been widely studied [1] but appears to
be delicate for numerous causes: nucleation of spherulite very fast, small size of spherulite with
radius evolution difficult to follow… in particular below the crystallization temperature, the
kinetic is so fast that crystallization enthalpy cannot be separated from cooling energy and a
procedure has been implemented to provide measure from DSC in this specific situation.
Nevertheless, modelling highlights large dispersion that may be taken into account for
simulation. In this study, we present measures made at microscale in order to identify classical
germination and spherulite growth (Fig.1) and considering the uncertainties, managed a
stochastic simulation of crystallization. These simulations provide crystallization ratio, but also
localization and size distribution of spherulite.

Figure 1 : PET spherulite during crystallization at 237°C (left) ; Identification of
Avrami’model for several temperatures (right)
At macroscale, specimens are heated at different temperature to provide different
microstructures and tension test are managed on these crystallized specimens. Digital image
correlation is used to measure strains, and mechanical properties (elastic modulus and Poisson’s
ratio) are statistically measured (mean value and standard deviation). These properties are
compared with results obtained by micro-mechanic from the simulated microstructure
simulated from the micromodel of crystallization [2].
[1]. Hieber, C. A. J. Appl. Polym. Sci., 91, 4, P.2402-2406, 2004.
[2]. Lu X., Detrez F., Rolland S. Crystallization modeling of semi-crystalline thermoplastics
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The durability of elastomers cable sheaths is of extreme importance for safety concerns in
nuclear power plants. Up to now, the life criterion of these elastomers was based on their
elongation at break, which is known to evolve with degradation. Different studies have shown
that the mechanical properties of an elastomer network depend on the network architecture,
for instance on the chain length distribution between crosslinks, on the dangling chains and on
the spatial heterogeneities of crosslinks. Since it is very difficult to process a perfectly
controlled network architecture, numerical simulation is an alternative solution as it enables to
create virtual perfectly controlled elastomers networks. Moreover, it also allows easily
simulating crosslinking and chaining scissions processes, which are induced by the chemical
degradation mechanisms.
We have used the generalist ''coarse-grained'' model developed by Kremer & Grest and
implemented it in Molecular Dynamics simulations to generate elastomers with different
crosslinks densities from different polymer chain lengths. The obtained elastomers have also
been submitted to chain scissions. Moreover, spatial crosslinks heterogeneities have been
introduced. All the simulated networks have then be deformed up to their total rupture, with a
direct visualization of the different events prior to rupture: non-localized rupture of active
chains, then localized cavitation, and rupture of strands around the cavities, as shown in Fig.
1.

Fig. 1: snapshot of a polymer system obtained by coarse-grained Molecular Dynamics during
a tensile test showing cavitation and striction before complete rupture.
This work provides new insights on the relationship between the architecture of elastomer
networks and their global mechanical behavior.
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We propose an approach to model the mechanical behavior of an elastomer material reinforced
by a knitted fabric. The main idea of the modeling approach is to combine micro or mesostructural observations with mechanical considerations. Since most knitted fabrics present a
non-linear anisotropic mechanical behavior, the hyperelastic microsphere formalism seems appropriate to model such reinforced elastomers.
Microsphere models were first developed for rubber-like materials where the strain energy density results from the integration over the sphere surface of a continuous energy density [1].
Here, a discrete homogenization scheme is proposed: the integration is performed over a set of
chosen directions {ui }, depending on the architecture of the knitted textile. The integration network relies on the actual material directions and introduces preferred directions of anisotropy.
Depending on the direction type (textile or elastomer), the direction gets different mechanical
properties. Instead of the traditional Langevin inverse function, the elementary energy density
used in the microsphere
approach takes the following form [2]: w(νi ) = ai0 (νi −1)+ai4 (νi −1)5 ,
q
where νi = t (Fui ).(Fui ) is the projected deformation on ui and F is the deformation gradient. Coefficients aij depend exclusively on the direction type. In the present work, only two
parameters for the textile and two parameters for the elastomer resin were defined.
Composites were tested in uniaxial tension along two perpendicular directions. The embedded
mesh mechanical parameters can be optimized to model the mechanical behavior of a first
composite. With an inverse method, these mechanical parameters are then used to predict the
behavior of another composite made from the same textile and another elastomer. Prediction is
accurate: mean errors range from 9 to 13% average in warp and weft direction respectively.
The present model is based on a physical description of the material. With a limited number of
parameters, this approach was validated on different textiles and elastomer both for identification and prediction with promising results
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This paper is focused on the evaluation of several homogenization methods for short-fiber reinforced composite (SFRC), in order to have a comparison which is as unbiased as possible Only
full-field finite element versions of the methods are considered. For this purpose we studied two
different FE models for two cases of composites. Firstly we studied the finite element homogenization of uni-directional SFRC using an RVE model and a unit cell model then we compared
the results. Afterward we moved on to the homogenization of misaligned SFRC; in this part
we showcased the results of two homogenization approaches : A finite element homogenization
using an RVE method and a two step method in witch the first step is based on the finite element
homogenization of the uni-directional unit cell and the second step is done by using three homogenization schemes such as Voigt, Reuss and a method inspired by Mori-Tanaka model but
using only FE results. This study was done considering two types of materials for the matrix an
elastic and an elasto-plastic material with hardening .
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In continuum mechanics, the specific atomistic or molecular structure of matter is usually not
taken into account. Accordingly, effects originating from very small time and length scales, like
e.g. interphases in nanocomposites, are very difficult to be accessed by a continuum approach.
In contrast, particle-based considerations like Molecular Dynamics (MD) are specifically designed for describing the material behaviour at the level of atoms and molecules and are thus
well suited for modelling materials at a very fine scale and eventually describing processes
which cannot be captured by coarse scale methods.
One severe drawback of particle-based methods is the huge number of particles that has to be
considered. Thus, such approaches are usually restricted to very small amounts of material and
only suited for the simulation of very small periods of time. To overcome this, a variety of
hybrid schemes has been proposed to benefit from advantages of particles-based and continuum
modelling. However, most of them have been developed for crystalline materials and are thus
rather not suited for the description of polymer materials which are typically amorphous.
Our novel Capriccio method has been specifically designed for polymers and embeds a particlebased region treated by molecular dynamics (MD) at finite temperature into a larger continuum
solved by the finite element method (FEM). Both domains overlap in a so-called bridging domain, where an energy-based coupling together with a suitable kinematic constraint is established. The suitability of the Capriccio method to study the complex behaviour of nano-scaled
filler particles embedded into a polymer is demonstrated by our recent publications [1, 2]. In this
kind of materials, the interphases between filler particles and polymer matrix are of particular
interest, but barely accessible by continuum approaches due to the lack of reliable constitutive
descriptions.
Acknowledgement: Our method has been developed in close collaboration with the Theoretical
Physical Chemistry Group at TU Darmstadt within the EU project “Nanomodel” and the DFGpriority programme 1369 “Polymer-Solid Contacts: Interfaces and Interphases”.
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Nano-filled polymers are becoming more and more important to meet the continuously growing
requirements of modern engineering problems. The investigation of these composite materials
at the molecular level, however, is either prohibitively expensive or just impossible. Multiscale
approaches offer an elegant way to analyze such nano-composites by significantly reducing
computational costs compared to fully molecular simulations. When coupling different time and
length scales, however, it is in particular important to ensure that the same material description
is applied at each level of resolution.
The Capriccio method, for instance, couples a particle domain modeled with molecular dynamics (MD) with a finite element based continuum description and has been used i.a. to investigate
the effects of nano-sized silica additives embedded in atactic polystyrene (PS) [2]. However, a
simple hyperelastic constitutive law is used so far for the continuum description which is not
capable to fully match the behavior of the particle domain. To overcome this issue and to enable
further optimization of the coupling scheme, the material model used for the continuum should
be derived directly from pure MD simulations under thermodynamic conditions identical to
those used by the Capriccio method.
To this end, we analyze the material response of pure PS under uniaxial deformation using
strain-controlled MD simulations [3]. Analogously, we perform simulations under pure shear
deformation to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the material behavior.
As a result, the present PS shows viscoelastic characteristics for small strains, whereas viscoplasticity is observed for larger deformations. The insights gained and data generated are
used to select a suitable material model whose parameters have to be identified in a subsequent
parameter optimization.
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Polymer-based nanocomposites play an important role in engineering due to their adjustable
mechanical properties by adding nanofillers. Instead of experiments, which are hard to be realised at the nanoscale, simulations are widely used in investigating the mechanisms of nanocomposites. In this context, multiscale methods are usually necessary to reduce the computational
cost usually required for nanoscale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In [1], a multiscale
method “Capriccio” was introduced to combine a particle and a continuum region and was
subsequently used in a preliminary investigation of the interphase effects of silica-polystyrene
nanocomposites with a rather simple hyperelastic constitutive model [2]. However, like other
concurrent multiscale methods, “Capriccio” requires identical mechanical behavior of the materials in the both scales. To this end, the constitutive model used in the continuum region has
to match the mechanical behavior of the particle scale. In [3], an MD simulation of polystyrene
(PS) was implemented in coarse-grained resolution under uniaxial strain-controlled loading and
it was shown that the PS exhibits elasticity, viscosity, plasticity as well as softening effects.
Based on the MD results, the present contribution employs the model proposed by Bergström
and Boyce [4] with some modifications that can more accurately predict the mechanical behavior of the coarse grained polymer system under the conditions the MD simulation is subjected
to. This model can be further used in the multiscale simulation of nanocomposites.
This work is funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) project 396414850 “Identifikation von Interphaseneigenschaften in Nanokompositen”.
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The present paper illustrates some first results of an analytical study concerning equilibrium
of the brick masonry sail vault present in the “Canaviglia” seaward bastion of the “Fortezza
Vecchia” in Livorno. The 16th-century Fortress, of great historical and architectural interest,
was designed by Antonio da Sangallo the Elder who fortified a preexisting medieval castle
placed in a strategic position from a military point of view.
This work is part of ongoing research activities that are being conducted by the multidisciplinary Research Group on Historic Masonry Construction of the University of Pisa
within the framework of the PRA 2017 research project "Architetture toscane rinascimentali:
casi studio fra indagine storica, rilievo e analisi strutturale", funded by the University of Pisa.
The project aims to investigate the vault mechanical response and resisting capabilities by
starting from the detailed knowledge of its geometry and constituent materials and by paying
particular attention to historical and architectural aspects as well.
The information collected by a laser scanner survey is used as input data for a numerical
procedure aimed to approximate the vault intrados with a regular surface, allowing a simple
analytical description. In this study, on assuming that the vault’s constituent material has no
tensile strength and that no sliding is allowed between the masonry units, the problem of
determining the vault safety level under vertical loads is addressed by taking into account the
weight of both the vault and the overlying soil layers. The analysis is formulated within the
framework of the static theorem of limit analysis and evaluates the dome safety level by
looking for statically admissible stress fields. More precisely, the safe theorem is assumed to
hold true for the dome, and the existence of at least one statically admissible stress field is
checked, thus ensuring the structure’s stability.
The search for statically admissible stress fields is performed by using the concept of "thrust
surface" that, for our aims, is defined as the average surface of a thin shell wholly contained
within the dome thickness and able to make equilibrium to the external loads by a membrane
stress state. According to the hypotheses made on the material, it can be shown that if it is
possible to find a thrust surface all contained within the masonry thickness, and if the
principal stresses are everywhere compressive, the structure can be considered able to
withstand the action of external loads. In particular, the analysis aim at investigating how the
boundary conditions assumed between the masonry sail vault and vertical walls affect the
statically admissible solution and the corresponding safety factor. A preliminary estimation of
the vault safety level under vertical loads is provided in terms of both geometric and
mechanical safety factors.

NON-LINEAR BEHAVIOUR OF MASONRY ARCH BRIDGES
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Masonry arch bridges are among the most ancient and best-preserved historical structures: they
are an essential part of the architectural historical heritage and their presence is a characteristic
feature of the European landscape. Moreover, European railroad networks include thousands
of masonry arch bridges, mainly built during the XIX century, that are still in exercise. The
study of their mechanical behaviour and of their load carrying capacity is of great interest. In
this contribution, the attention is focused on the non-linear behaviour of masonry arch bridges
under increasing static loads.
A combined finite element/discrete element FEM/DEM two-dimensional approach is proposed.
FEM/DEM models have been successfully adopted to describe the behaviour of masonry materials and structures [1]. The numerical model relies into a triangular discretization of the
domain with embedded crack elements that activate whenever the peak strength is reached. The
proposed approach can be regarded as a combination between Finite Elements, allowing to reproduce the elastic strain into continuum, and Discrete Elements, suitable to model frictional
cohesive behaviour exhibited by masonry structures even at very low levels of external loads.
The adoption of FEM/DEM approach to masonry arch modelling, proposed by some of the authors [2], may be particularly suitable for the evaluation of the non-linear behavior of masonry
arch bridges and to catch kinematic failure mechanisms and collapse load multipliers, as well
as to evaluate the role played by the backfill.
In order to outline the fields and limits of applicability of the FEM/DEM method to the study
of masonry arch bridges a comparison with different methods is performed: non-linear FEM
analysis and Limit Analysis [3]. Pushover analyses have been performed to investigate the nonlinear behaviour up to the collapse and up to a clear formation of a failure mechanism in the
model. A series of parametric analyses has been conducted in order to evaluate the influence of
the different parameters involved on the behaviour of masonry arch bridges. The sensitivity of
the infill role varying mechanical properties of the infill is extensively discussed.
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The aim of this research is to analyze curved masonry structures, like arches and vaults,
subjected to high temperatures like those generated by fire. In the historical architecture, this
kind of structure is very common, as in the case of ancient Italian buildings of relevant
cultural interest. Therefore, it is important to analyze their structural behavior when subjected
to exceptional actions, in order to assess their capability of resisting to the temperatures of a
common fire.
Among the current building codes on masonry structures, Eurocode 6 part 1-2 is devoted to
walls and columns under fire. These structures can be easily analyzed with tabular or
simplified methods. Conversely, as reported in the Annex D of Eurocode 6 part 1-2, only with
advanced non-linear mechanical models can the structural analyses of arches subjected to
high temperature be performed. For this reason, a computer software called FireArM (Fire
Arches Modelling) has been developed and registered by Politecnico di Torino, with the aim
of providing a tool capable of modelling the nonlinear behavior of vaults and arches under
fire. Both the material nonlinearities and the thermal effects are taken into account in
accordance with the general theory of elastic co-action, based on the theorem firstly
demonstrated by Gustavo Colonnetti in a series of papers published by the Accademia
Nazionale dei Lincei during the years 1918-1921.
As shown in Fig.1, the maximum load and the midspan deflection of a masonry arch under
fire (Fig.1a), as measured in a test carried out by the Italian Fire Brigade
(http://www.vigilfuoco.it/aspx/download_file.aspx?id=19616 ), are in good agreement with
the results provided by FireArM (Fig.1b).
(a)

(b)

Figure 1. The midspan deflection of a masonry arch under fire: (a) the test performed by the Italian Fire Brigade;
(b) the comparison between the test data and the results of FireArM.

ARCH STONE WORKS & LIMIT ANALYSIS:
HOW TO CONTROL NON-LINEAR DISPLACEMENTS
DURING EARTHQUAKES
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During earthquakes, historic masonry constructions suffer from the greater vulnerability of
stone works to horizontal actions. Commonly, these are causing a loss of interlock, and
contact between stones resulting in standardized failure modes that in specific post-earthquake
scenarios can show a significant vulnerability of arch structures to seismic actions. This
vulnerability is often misinterpreted causing erroneous, and at times, harmful reinforcements.
There is a general understanding of arches and vaults as members, which under seismic
actions are producing additional thrusts. This observation which is accurate needs to be
complemented. Horizontal forces coming from thrusts are always balanced by a significant
contribute given by their vertical components into the equilibrium equation. Under seismic
actions, this will favour the development of stabilizing mechanisms that equally erase static
and dynamic horizontal actions, which are due to the weight of arch structures, and their
curved outlines, respectively. Therefore, opposite to conventions, the use of arch structures in
seismic prone areas is here considered not crucial for the development of local mechanisms of
collapse. Rather failure occurrences striking supporting walls are here considered crucial for
the development of mechanisms of collapse affecting arches. In this light, it is apparent that
controlling displacements in supporting walls is a key factor for withstanding earthquakes.
Despite this, arches are often strengthened by providing those with an increased capacity in
deformation – thus, enabling arches to move and rotate beyond the shape outline, and
stereotomy of their voussoirs - regardless the artistic value of their surfaces. Additionally,
resistance to cracking is also increased enforcing structures within the frequency of
earthquakes for a much extended period of time. This theoretical over resistance under
seismic actions is causing a strong degradation of supporting walls, which by the increasingly
loops will rocking with a much reduced capacity to counteract horizontal actions.
In fact, degraded walls are commonly rocking with reduce threshold forces which are
associated with a motion of their pivot points somewhere within the masonry mass, and much
backwards with respect to their external edges. This well-known evidence is unfortunately
often neglected during design allowing for strengthening measures that erase joints of rupture,
while increasing the time window of exposition of the masonry to degradation.
Early cracks have a protective effect on masonry which enables structures to move out of the
frequency of seismic actions – thus, limiting degradation.
This dueling is raising the question: how to control displacements in arch structures during
earthquakes? And which reinforcements shall we adopt?
The use of metallic tie-rods is the most popular solution adopted for centuries. However, this
solution is not always advisable especially when walls are made out of rubble. This article
will discuss a novel simplified method of analysis which based on the principles of the limit
analysis establishes limit displacements at responders while demonstrating how arches, and
supporting walls can also withstand earthquakes without the aid of modern reinforcements.
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Masonry constructions characterize a great part of the Italian and European Architectural
Heritage which needs to be preserved for future generations for its immeasurable cultural and
historical value.
In spite of all the researches recently carried out, there are not still widely accepted
approaches for studying the structural response of masonry structures, especially for the case
of historic masonry vaults and of dynamic loads like, e.g., seismic actions.
Indeed, many difficulties arise in the investigation of the structural response of masonry
vaults under earthquake actions, due to the highly non-linear constitutive behavior and to the
complex geometry. Moreover, the dynamic response of masonry arches and vaults involves
rocking motions, differently to what happens for other kinds of structures, and the collapse
occurs when the displacements of the rocking mechanism became too large.
However, the rocking mechanism forms when a threshold value of the horizontal ground
acceleration is overcome, and below this value, the structure behaves practically as a rigid
body. Thus, conservatively, from the structural point of view, the non-exceedance of the
excitation level for the formation of the rocking mechanism can be interpreted as a safe
condition.
In this vein, Limit Analysis equilibrium approaches, employing simplified static loads to
simulate the maxima inertia effects related to seismic actions, could be useful tools for the
seismic assessment of masonry vaults. Indeed, these approaches cannot describe the actual
dynamic response but allow for identifying the threshold value of the horizontal ground
acceleration corresponding to the onset of the rocking mechanism, that is, a lower bound for
the seismic action below which the collapse definitely cannot occur.
In this paper, using the Thrust Surface Method (TSM), an innovative application of the lower
bound theorem of Limit Analysis capable of fully exploring the three-dimensional loadbearing capacity of masonry vaults under general load conditions, the seismic assessment of
masonry vaults is discussed in light of different case studies.
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Abstract. The adoption of effective strengthening techniques of historical constructions is one of
the most widely debated aspects in structural engineering. Within this topic, the application of steel
fiber reinforced mortar (SFRM) has been recently proposed as a low invasive and effective way to
obtain a considerable structural benefit in the safety of existing masonry structure. To this purpose,
in this paper the experimental results obtained on a circular masonry arch are presented. The
considered specimen, subjected to a vertical increasing static load, is tested in the unstrengthened
and strengthened configurations, and is part of a wider experimental campaign. After presenting
and discussing the experimental results, they are compared with those relative to numerical
simulations conducted by means of a discrete macro-element (DME) strategy, based on a simple
mechanical scheme, able to model the nonlinear behavior of masonry structures with a limited
computational effort. Such an approach is here extended to model the SFRM strengthening
technique accounting for the main failure mechanisms associated to the combined presence existing
masonry and the additional strengthening layer applied at the intrados of the arch. Numerical and
experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed retrofitting strategy both in terms of
bearing capacity and increase of ductility.
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In the past two decades homogenization has been successfully adopted for the derivation of
masonry’s mechanical behavior, and when employed in combination with limit analysis it
enables the extraction of homogenized failure surfaces that represent macroscopic strength
criteria for masonry itself [1]. While homogenization is mostly relevant for periodic masonry
(such as running and stretcher bonds), it can also be applied to non-periodic masonry if a
statistically equivalent periodic cell can be identified [2].
An innovative approach for the homogenized out-of-plane analysis of non-periodic masonry
walls is proposed. The assessment of the out-of-plane behavior of masonry walls is
paramount, since it is widely acknowledged that a primary cause of their collapse is due to
horizontal loads acting in the direction that is orthogonal to their midplane – thus leading to
out-of-plane overturning.
The main novelty is the so-called “voxel approach” employed for generating the finite
element mesh that represents the masonry wall. Starting from the rasterized image of the
considered wall, each pixel is first converted into a 3D pixel (the “voxel”), which is then aptly
transformed into a finite element. All this is obtained through a dedicated Matlab script [3].
This also contains a strategy for obtaining a coarser finite element mesh and a master-slave
approach for the elements pertaining to a block/stone, both aiming at reducing the
computational effort of the subsequent analyses. The mesh generating Matlab function is
inserted into a broader script that aims at extracting homogenized out-of-plane failure surfaces
for masonry walls, which act as macroscopic out-of-plane strength criteria and are expressed
in terms of overturning bending moments around the horizontal and vertical axes of the
considered wall. The homogenized out-of-plane failure surfaces are obtained solving an upper
bound limit analysis problem, formulated as a standard linear programming problem. The
finite elements are supposed to be rigid, while a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion with separate
cut-offs in tension and compression is employed to describe the discontinuity at the interfaces
between block and mortar elements and mortar-mortar elements.
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Historical masonry arches are part of the architectural and cultural heritage around the world.
Consequently, research on the preservation and restoration of this type of structures are of
interest for the civil engineering and all the whole community. Among the open investigation
topics in the field, the study of composite materials for strengthening masonry arches has
gained attention from researchers. In this context, this paper presents the experimental results
from experimental tests carried out on masonry arches strengthened with Fibre Reinforced
Mortar (FRM). The tested masonry arches are made of solid clay bricks disposed in a single
layer and were strengthened with a single layer of steel FRM bonded at arch intrados. The
performance of the strengthened arches is discussed in terms of failure mode, and the
increment of load carrying capacity with respect to unstrengthened.
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EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN ON THE INTERFACE
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In order to predict collapse load and failure mechanism in historical masonry structures, featured
by dry or weak mortar joints, a useful tool is the limit analysis of 3D assemblages of blocks,
with no-tension and frictional contact interfaces [1, 2]. The definition of accurate block interface
yield domains represents a key aspect of limit analysis results. Hence, experimental surveys on
the frictional contact conditions are required also to validate the accuracy of numerical models.
In the past a wide set of studies focused on the characterization of shear behaviour of frictional
contact [3, 4], but only few recent works considered the actual behaviour of frictional interface
implying interactions among shear, bending and torsion moments [5].
This work presents results of an extensive experimental investigation on the frictional behaviour
of two dry-jointed tuff blocks subjected to different loading scenarios reproducing several possible yield conditions. Moreover, different interface geometries, as triangular and trapezoidal
ones, are considered in the experimental analysis in order to approach the modelling of more
complex stereometry of masonry blocks assemblages (e.g. diagonal arches of cross vaults)
[6, 7]. Furthermore, an experimental survey is carried out on steel plate interface, to deeply
understand the influence of the main parameters featuring the interface behaviour problem.
Results of the experimental investigation are examined with those obtained by a numerical
model of two stacked blocks, under the assumptions of rigid blocks which interact through
no-tension, frictional interfaces.
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From a mechanical standpoint, historical masonry structures can be accurately modeled as an
assemblage of rigid blocks, which interact through no-tension, frictional interfaces [1]. Despite
the attractiveness of such simple idealization, experimental evidences show that sliding between interfaces is characterized by vanishing dilatancy, as described through a non-associative
Coulomb flow law. Due to the non-convex structure of the complementarity constraint, the
resulting coupled static/kinematic Mixed Complementarity Problem (MCP) might suffer from
computational issues, related to multiple local minima attainment and to large block system
size [3, 4].
In the present work, a variational fixed-point based algorithm is proposed for solving the nonassociative limit analysis MCP. Basic observation is that a solution can be derived by considering a fixed-point problem, the relevant fixed-point map involving the solution of a simple
associative limit analysis problem. Then, for addressing the relevant fixed-point equations, the
fixed-point map is suitably regularized and a derivative-free solution algorithm is employed.
Accordingly, the proposed procedure achieves to construct a non-associative limit analysis solution by iteratively solving straightforward associative limit analysis problems. Numerical
results are presented for assessing accuracy, robustness and effectiveness of the proposed computational approach, also in application to very large masonry block structures
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We focus on masonry domes which are considered architectural landmarks either in different
historical periods and in different cultural contexts. From a mathematical point of view, an
approximation of a dome is provided by a rotation solid whose cross-section gives the
generating curve. Obviously, a frequent generating curve is the semicircumference, but here
we want to highlight the role of parabola and catenary used as generating curves to make the
structural load lighter. At the present they are well-studied curves but in the past they were
considered almost the same curve, even though they significantly differ from the point of
view of structural properties. Actually, catenary is the curve of a hanging chain, which
exhibits a tension strength only. When it is “frozen” and inverted it exhibits a compression
strength only, which means that it supports itself.
Usually, parabola does not exhibit such structural property, but catenary may differ from a
convenient parabola very slightly so that building approximation makes a catenary appear as a
parabola and this parabola is so close to a catenary that it approximately retains its structural
properties. However, such convenient parabola does not always exist, as we will show.
More, catenary is given by a complicated function (i.e. it is a transcendental curve) even
though its series development is a polynomial of even degree, whereas parabola is exactly a
polynomial of degree two, which can be easily treated. At last, parabola was known and easily
built even in the ancient centuries before 17th century but catenary was studied and introduced
just after the end of 17th century, after that differential geometry was developed. This shows
how good were builders in the ancient centuries before 17th century; indeed they tried to fit
the catenary curve within the wall thickness of their masonry domes either by an intuitive
insight or simply by trial and errors (or by a conscious design?)
Here, we investigate the mathematical connection between catenary and parabola in masonry
dome structure, referring in particular to Brunelleshi dome, Saint Peter dome and San
Gaudenzio dome (Novara).
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A study of the penetration of conical projectiles in the frozen sand was made. The
experiments were carried out using the measuring rod technique in the reversed experiment.
The experiments were conducted in the speed range up to 400 m/s with natural sand mixture
with particle sizes of not more than 1 mm and humidity of 10% and 18%. The density of sand
with a moisture content of 10% was 1920 kg/m3, the density of sand with a humidity of 18%
was 2050 kg/m3. Steel conical tips with a base diameter of 19.8 mm and 10 mm with a angle
of 60° and a steel measuring rod with a diameter of 20.5 mm with a yield strength of more
than 2 GPa were used. A gas gun of 57 mm caliber was used for acceleration of containers
with frozen ground. The experiments determined the resistance forces at the initial nonstationary stage of the penetration. According to the results of this tests with frozen sand of
different humidity, the dependences of the maximum values of the resistance forces on the
impact velocity were obtained.
To analyze the processes occurring during the impact of solids with frozen soil, and the
selection of conditions for reversed experiments, numerical calculations were carried out that
made it possible to estimate the influence of the geometric dimensions of containers on the
integral loads acting on the initial unsteady stage of penetration into frozen soil. The
calculations used a mathematical model of the dynamics of the soil media of S.S. Grigorian,
which contains a system of differential equations expressing the laws of conservation of mass,
momentum, and maximum density achieved during the active loading of the soil. Numerical
calculations were carried out with the methodology based on the modified Godunov scheme.
In the calculations obtained that the resistance force to the penetration of a striker with a base
diameter of 10 mm until the moment of complete immersion of the cone is practically
independent of the type of boundary conditions. The boundary conditions have a significant
influence on the resistance to penetration of a hammer with a base diameter of 20 mm;
however, when the introduction speed changes from 150 m/s to 300 m/s, the difference in
maximum values decreases from 60% to 15%.
Comparison of the results of experiments and numerical calculations for frozen soil shows
good agreement between experimental and calculated data, taking into account the boundary
conditions on the sample surface.
This work was supported by a grant from the Government of the Russian Federation (contract
No. 14.Y26.31.0031)
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At present, numerical modeling is actively used in the early stages of designing new technology
objects. The main source of errors is the input data, one of the important parts of which is
mathematical models of the behavior of materials. To obtain a reliable result of a virtual test, it
is necessary for the material’s model to take into account all the main features of the modeling
process and to be made on an appropriate set of experimental data. In addition, the process of
building a reliable defining ratio should include the stage of model verification.
The most common tool for the experimental study of the deformation and fracture of materials
in the range of strain rates from 500 to 104 s-1 is the Kolsky method. The deformation of a
viscoplastic material in numerical modeling is usually described in terms of flow theory. In this
case, the dependence of the yield surface radius on the accumulated plastic deformation, strain
rate and temperature are taken into account.
In the present work, high-speed deformation of the aluminum alloy AK4-1 was investigated.
Using the Kolsky method and its modifications, deformation curves of this alloy were obtained
in the range of strain rates from 400 to 4000 s-1 at temperatures of 20, 100 and 200 °C.
Verification of the model was carried out on the basis of the Taylor experiment. Residual forms
of samples obtained in natural and numerical experiments were compared.
Taylor experiments were performed on cylindrical samples of two sizes: ~ 10 mm in diameter
and ~ 100 mm long and ~ 20 mm in diameter and ~ 70 mm long. The experimental profiles of
the samples were determined both by measuring on an electronic microscope and by the method
of digital image analysis. Good matching was obtained between experimental data and
numerical simulation, which indicates the adequacy of the constructed mathematical model.
The experimental study was supported by the Grant of the President of the Russian Federation
for young scientists (MD-1221.2019.8). The theoretical investigations were supported by the
grant of the Government of the Russian Federation (contract No.14.Y26.31.0031).
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In this work, the effect of deposition time on CZTS thin film properties was investigated. The
XRD patterns confirmed the formation of tetragonal CZTS thin films with a preferential
orientation along (112) direction, the Raman spectroscopy shows an intense Raman peak
position at 335 cm-1 which assigned to CZTS material. While, the optical properties show a
high absorption coefficient and an optimal band gap energy which decreases from 1.6 to 1.3
eV as the deposition time increase from 15 and 45 min. the p-type conductivity of CZTS
material was confirmed, whereas the carrier concentration was in the order of 1018 cm-3 and
the conductivity increases from 7 to 124 (cm.W)-1 as the deposition time increases.
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A methodological basis for developing a software complex for numerically modeling, in the
framework of relations of mechanics of damaged media, processes of deformation and failure
of structural elements in the conditions of quasistatic multifactor effects is presented.
A version of a compound hierarchical model of damaged material is introduced, which makes
it possible to analyze a complex process of the development of interrelated effects of
deformation and failure in the form of a sequence of formally independent elementary acts
described by corresponding special models of plasticity, creep and damage accumulation.
Particular relations of some of the special models of plasticity, creep and damage
accumulation, realized in the framework of the considered model of damaged material, are
presented. The relations are based on the versions of the models of thermal plasticity with
combined hardening, thermal creep pertaining to the class of ageing theories, theories of flow
and theories of hardening, as well as various versions of kinetic equations describing damage
accumulation and degradation of material for various failure mechanisms.
The development of the proposed models for studying processes of nucleation and growth of
cracks in the conditions of plastic deformation, high-temperature creep, as well as failure of
structural elements under the effect of aggressive corrosive media, is presented.
The results of numerically modeling the processes of elastoplastic failure of an experimental
specimen loaded in plane bending are presented, as well as of the process of nucleation and
growth of cracks in notched specimens in the conditions of high-temperature creep and the
process of corrosion damage of a tubular specimen loaded in axial tension and the effect of an
aggressive corrosive medium.
The investigations were supported by the grant of the Government of the Russian Federation
(contract No.14.Y26.31.0031).
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In the process of improving the performance of horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) new
methods are constantly being sought for capturing more energy, alleviating loads, developing
lighter and more reliable structures, all with the ultimate goal of lowering the cost of energy.
As several research studies have shown, such goal is likely to be achieved through the use of
advanced materials, a design that optimizes the aerodynamic and structural performance of
the blades, as well as suitable load control techniques. For example, one promising approach
for passive load control is based on the bend-twist coupling (BTC) of the blades. This method
offers the potential of ‘shaping’ the power curve and reducing fatigue damage to the HAWT
due to its effects on the aero-elastic behavior of the blades. This can be achieved by sweeping
the shape of the blades (geometric coupling) or by changing the orientation of their composite
fibers (material coupling), as demonstrated in several research programs.
However, BTC as well as the continuous increase in the size and flexibility of HAWT blades
make the interaction between the aerodynamics, inertial loads and structural elasticity ever
more important, and the modeling and prediction of their aero-elastic behavior ever more
challenging. For what the structural part of this modelling is concerned, schematizing the
blades as suitable beam-like elements is the current best compromise between computational
efficiency and accuracy of results, two important aspects for the preliminary design and the
multi-objective optimization of modern blades. However, due to their slenderness and high
flexibility, modern blades are likely to undergo large displacements during operation. Also,
nonlinear geometric couplings between bending and torsion can have important effects on the
stability and operational lifespan of the entire wind turbine. In addition, non-classical effects,
such as transverse shear deformation, in- and out-of-plane cross-sectional warping, as well as
elastic couplings due to material properties, are likely to play an important role for structures
of this kind. Thus, the development of a model for curved and twisted blades undergoing large
displacements which accounts for those factors is fundamental for an efficient and accurate
modeling of modern HAWT blades.
Taking such considerations into account, the present work addresses the modeling of the
mechanical behavior of HAWT blades. In particular, after an introduction to some possible
approaches for curved and twisted beam-like structures, a suitable model for the problem at
hand is proposed. Such a model is based on a so-called geometrically exact approach and
allows for the determination of the three-dimensional strain and stress fields. It can be used to
analyze large deflections under prescribed loads, as well as to study the aero-elastic behavior
of structures of this kind, provided a suitable aerodynamic model is added.
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Introduction: Arterial walls exhibit highly nonlinear mechanical response and significant
viscoelastic features [1]. Due to the added complexity of viscoelasticity to computational
models, most of the current studies have neglected its contribution in the mechanical behavior
of the vascular wall. Therefore, the functional role of viscoelasticity is still unclear. The
objective of the current study is to examine the hypothesis that viscoelasticity has a major role
in preventing premature mechanical failure of thoracic aorta under physiological loads.
Methods & Results: The global fluid structure interaction model of aortic root incorporating
thoracic aorta and coronary structures is used in the current study [2]. This computational
model was first validated using the available data in
Elastic model
Viscoelastic model
the literature and then, to provide a support for the
possible contribution of viscoelasticity in
preventing mechanical failure of the vessel wall, we
simulated the model under the same loading and
boundary conditions for two scenarios: (1) vessel
wall characterized by an isotropic linear elastic
material model and (2) vessel wall characterized by
a quasi-linear viscoelastic model while the longtime elastic response of the wall was identical in Fig 1 Wall stress for the TAA from the
both models. We measured the systolic peak wall Biomechanical numerical model: Elastic
stress (PWS) along thoracic aorta in both models. model (left) and viscoelastic model right)
As shown in Fig.1, viscoelasticity reduced PWS
and temporal variation of stress compared with purely elastic model. Conclusion &
Discussion: The findings confirm the hypothesis and imply that the energy dissipation due to
viscoelasticity has a potential protective role in arterial wall. This is particularly beneficial
when arteries are exposed to a sudden increase of mechanical loads, such as in patients with
hypertension or under traumatic conditions.
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Cardiovascular diseases, such as atherosclerosis development in arteries, are one of the most
common causes of death in developed countries. The study of blood flow in patient-specific
cases became highly relevant in clinical practice due to a need for understanding the
mechanical stresses induced on the vessels. Hemodynamic simulations using computed
tomography (CT) image-based geometries of blood vessels, with all the conditions as close as
possible to the patient, has been a powerful auxiliary tool for prevention, diagnosis and
treatment of atherosclerosis disease. Therefore, authors intend to model, for simulations, the
most accurate behavior of blood. The rheological behavior of blood in the heart and large
blood vessels is usually characterized as Newtonian. However, it is well-known that blood is a
viscoelastic non-Newtonian fluid and should be modeled as such, especially when considering
the pulsatile nature of blood flow and arteries of smaller size.
The present work is focused on numerical studies of blood flow in patient-specific right
coronary arteries (RCA), using Ansys® software. The hemodynamic behavior under two
different rheological models for blood - the Carreau model, a Generalized Newtonian Model
(GNM), and the multi-mode Giesekus model, a nonlinear viscoelastic non-Newtonian model were compared. These models were already implemented and validated in Ansys® through
3D idealized geometries. Moreover, pulsatile flow was considered and the time-dependent
velocity and pressure profiles as boundary conditions. Fig. 1 shows the relative residence time
(RRT) spatial distribution, the strongest metric for assessing atherosclerotic formation. This
hemodynamic descriptor indicates the particles’ residence time near the arterial wall. Values
greater than 8 Pa-1 are considered elevated showing atherosusceptible regions. Using the
viscoelastic model or the GNM, the critical regions are in similar specific locations. However,
when the viscoelastic model is considered, these critical regions are larger, meaning a higher
tendency for atherosclerosis appearance and the importance of the viscoelastic model’s use.

Fig. 1: RRT considering GNM (Carreau) and viscoelastic model (Giesekus); and difference between the models.
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Applications of generalized continuum models for the description of mechanical behavior of
structural elements attract high attention of investigators last years. Possible accurate continualization and modeling of size dependent behavior of regular structures is of high importance
for the robust design and engineering of lightweight constructions. Different extended models
of sandwich structures, lattice beams, truss beams etc. have been proposed recently [1, 2, 3].
In the present work we discuss some issues that arise when the homogenization of lattice beams
is provided by using second gradient elasticity and surface elasticity models. We show that
identification of additional parameters of corresponding size dependent beam-type models in
these theories should be done by using several different tests related with different stress state
of the structural elements. Proposed approach includes homogeneous and non-homogeneous
uniaxial tension, cantilever beam bending and pure (four-point) bending experiments that allow
to provide an unique identification of classical and non-classical material constants of the models and additionally to verify the type of generalized model that should be applied to describe
the mechanical behavior of the beams with predefined type of lattice structure.
By using analytical and numerical estimaions we show that the truss beams are generally related
to the surface elasticity models of Gurtin-Murdoch type, while the beams made of pantographic
metamaterials [4] are indisputably identified as the gradient beams. Moreover, the last ones
are related to the strain gradient beam theories with so-called uniaxial stress state and exhibit
a length related size effect without abnormal increase of normalized bending stiffness with the
decrease of its thickness [5, 6]. Kinematical verification of the homogenized models is also
provided, i.e. the deformed shape of lattice and continuum models are compared in 1D and 2D
approximation.
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Abstract:
Stroke might result in lots of sequelae. Drop foot is one of sequelae which might influence the
gait pattern, gait control and the stability of people with stroke during walking. Ankle-foot
orthoses (AFO) are usually prescribed for people with stroke. Currently, the commercially
available power harvesting AFO can not only help patients solve the drop foot problem, but
also store and release more energy. This energy restoration could help people with stroke
propulsion. The nonlinear geometry of the footplate helps power harvesting AFO store and
release energy. This study aims to design a AFO with frontal lift in the footplate (Figure 1).
When people used AFO with frontal lift during walking, the footplate would deform. And this
deformation would help AFO store energy. None of study discussed the effect on the different
frontal lift angle. This study changed the geometry of frontal lift angle to find the suitable
design. There are five different frontal lift angle including 28.71 degree, 22.97 degree, 17.23
degree, 11.49 degree and 5.74 degree. The material of this AFO’s footplate is titanium alloy
and the upper part is nylon. The thickness of footplate is 1.5 mm. Finite element analysis was
used in this study. The condition of the simulation was based on gait of people with stroke.
And there are five stages from flat foot to the time of maximal ankle flexion moment in the
simulation condition. The results showed that the new AFO with frontal angle 22.97 degree
stored most strain energy 3.26 mJ in the simulation (Figure 1).

Figure 1. AFO with frontal lift (left) and the result of simulation (right)
Keywords: Finite element analysis, Stroke, Ankle-Foot orthoses, Drop foot, Strain energy
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Mechanical fracture of thermosetting polymers such as epoxy resins ultimately leads to the
rupture of chemical bonds between the atoms of the covalently cross-linked polymers.
However, the accurate description of the bond breaking process limits the applicability of
classical molecular mechanical (MM) potentials to model the epoxy resins at the atomic level
in e.g. molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. [1,2] Quantum mechanical (QM) approaches
are necessary to accurately describe the breaking of covalent bonds and related chemical
change. [2]
The mechanically induced homolytic bond cleavage in cured epoxy resins leads to
uncontrolled generation of highly reactive radicals, which could introduce further chemical
change influencing the fracture mechanics of the resin. While a very simplistic but elegant
procedure to predict the breaking of bonds on the QM level in MM based MD simulations has
been established[2], the correct atomistic and electronic description of chemical change after
the bond breaking process remains difficult. Nevertheless, versatile hybrid QM/MM
methodologies are readily available and utilized to understand the chemical change following
e.g. homolytic bond cleavage that takes place in several catalytically active biopolymers.
These enzymes manage to control certain radical reactions to fulfill otherwise energetically
demanding chemical transformations.
We present our recent efforts in translating well established methods from the field of
biopolymers to the understanding and modelling of the complex processes taking place during
the mechanical fracture of epoxy resins, including force field parameterization at the MM
level and investigating the applicability of combined hybrid QM/MM approaches. Ultimately,
these efforts are necessary to fully understand the mechanically induced chemical change of
epoxy resins and other thermosets on the molecular level.
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